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Chapter 1 Actors perspective on consumption and
production
A systems view on roles, motivations, and challenging conflicts
Nemeskeri, R. L. and Mont, O.
International Institute for Industrial Environmental Economics
at Lund University

1

Introduction

Systemic perspective on sustainability requires a deeper understanding of
the nature of the production and consumption complex, and the identification
of key actors involved in the processes influencing the state of affairs, their
interactions and relationships with the various institutional frameworks. Who
are the key actors of the consumption and production system? What roles do
they assume? What drives their decisions and behaviours? What kind of
systemic conflicts arise amongst them? How might humankind change
course, depart from this path of development, where important
environmental resources for running economies to support societies get
depleted, while the eco-system gets saturated with pollutants, and thus gets
compromised in its potential to support life as we know it? Are current
affairs determined by the economic interests of powerful actors, conditioned
by evolutionary system processes or are they simply the result of lacking
knowledge about natural processes, innovative technologies and sound
management?
Our hypothesis is that the answers to these questions lay in the multilayered conflicting interests among the actors of the dynamic socioeconomic system and conflicts between different roles each actor assumes in
various contexts, as the actors try to adapt to the quickly changing, evolving
market and competition based cultural system.
To test this hypothesis, a thorough interdisciplinary literature analysis has
been conducted (Nemeskeri et al, 2007). Several social science theories
relevant for understanding the consumption and production system and the
behaviour of its actors have been studied, including the complex systems
(e.g. Anderson et al, 1988; Capra, 1996), evolutionary (Dawkins, 1976; 2001;
Cosmides and Tooby, 1994), critical (Habermas, 1990; Bourdieu, 1991),
cultural (Wildavski et al, 1990; Fowler, 1997; Baudrillard, 1998; Venn,
2007), economic (Smith, 1776; Veblen, 1899; Keynes, 1936; Samuelson and
Nordhaus, 1998), human development (Welzel et al, 2003), stakeholder
(Phillips, 2003; Freeman et al, 2004), motivation (Maslow, 1943; Herzberg,
1959; Ajzen, 1991), justice (Rawls, 1971; Nozick, 1974), and conflict
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
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(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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(Weber, 1949; Rummel, 1976; Bourdieu, 1984) theories. The essence and
usefulness of these various views on human psychology, society, and
economy have been built into our own system thinking approach - without
linear analytical structures, focusing on the intricate multi-layered
interrelationships among the many system components and actors, as all
things are related, thus potentially influence each other. Therefore the
challenges to prove cause and effect relationships and predict future
behaviours of system derivatives (e.g. sectoral policies and their expected
results) required reconceptualisation beyond traditionally mechanistic
scientific reasoning (Capra, 1996).
The analysis included investigation of roles played by many actors of the
production and consumption system, their behaviours, motivations, and the
conflicts among them and with the concept of sustainability, which all
together inhibit much necessary system changes. Nevertheless, looking at the
major trends in the socio-economic and environmental systems, and the
inefficiency of finding solutions beyond small scale positive deviations from
the business as usual, changing the method of sustainability research toward
more comprehensive and systems based approaches seems inevitable.
Continuing small and weak steps against the ever strengthening currents,
energy and materia fluxes, destructive mental (e.g. stress, greed, cruelty,
loneliness) and social (e.g. unjust distributions, corruption, hostilities, etc.)
processes, while foreseeing the flood (climate change, loss of biodiversity,
harmfulness, etc.) coming, raises the questions of effectiveness and morality.
So who are playing the ”game“, participate in, benefit from, bare the
consequences of the present consumer (and producer) society? The literature
revealed a relatively limited number of systematically identified actors, and
limited analysis of their motivators and drivers within the sustainable
consumption and production (SCP) context. To further this area of research
Nemeskeri et al (2007) identified and analysed a longer list of the main
players in the consumption and production system, arriving to the crucial
questions of systemic conflicting interests, providing insights into the origins
of the current unsustainable patterns of production and consumption, and
into potential solutions (for further study).
Understanding the complexity and potential sensitivity of the nature of
this undertaking, dealing with the structures, institutions, and moreover, with
the philosophical and political bases of the prevailing socio-economic
system, our aim is to generate frank discussion on the approaches to
environmental and social policy making that are traditionally sector or
specific problem solution focused, instead of looking at large systemic
processes. Without more systemic policy making the complex challenges of
today and tomorrow might become overwhelming for our societies to
manage within democratic contexts.

2

Coevolution of competing systems

All people, all individual and organisational consumers and producers, all
economic, governance, and civil actors operate in a multidimensional matrix
of coexisting natural and anthropogenic systems and their realities. The
framework conditions of this matrix or planetary meta-sytem keep changing,
influencing the components and actors of its subsystems to adapt or get
extinct.
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Humankind’s capability of survival outside of the ecosystem, a
subsystem of the planetary meta-system, even with the help of sophisticated
technology, is still much limited. Inside the ecosystem, millions of biological
species and several anthropogenic systems, e.g. cultures, economies, markets,
technologies, co-exist and co-evolve at once, implying competition, and thus
potential conflicts in space and time among their agents. To cope with the
changing systems conditions in faster pace than biological evolution requiring thousands of generations - would have made it possible, human
cultures, societies emerged to attennuate the rough conditions of everbody
being on her or his own, competing with everybody else for the available
resources necessary for fitness. First, „primitive“ native constructs appeared,
then came hunter (conqueror) and irrigational (agrarian) cultures, and more
recently the industrial society. All these cultural systems, human coping
strategies have different attributes relevant to sustainability 1 as shown in
Table 1 below.
Culture /attributes

Native

Hunter

Irrigational

Industrial

ADAPTATION

Understanding and

Taking nature’s and

Utilising and

Exploiting and

APPROACH

accepting nature,

others‘ resources by

harnessing nature’s

depleting natural

skilfully blending in

force

potentials for

resources with

subsistence through

increasing

long range planning

efficiency and

of vast systems

growth

TECHNICAL

Minimal tools,

Weaponry + tactical

Basic production

Sophisticated and

ADVANCE

verbal

skills, verbal

tools and systems +

diverse production

communication and

communication and

planning skills;

tools and processes,

basic visual

improving

recording

management skills,

depiction

delineations; then

knowledge by

sciences and arts,

increasing

writing and reading;

innovation,

innovativeness

philosophies and

knowledge networks

arts
SPEED

Very slow

Slow to fast

Slow to medium

Exponential

COMPETITIVENESS

Non-competitive

Highly competitive

Low

Competitive when

when clashing with

competitiveness to

able to utilise its

other cultures

hunter and industrial

resources and

challengers

networks

acceleration

PERSONAL

Genetic adaptability

Fighting skills:

Luck or

Access to capital,

SUCCESS CRITERIA

and luck

physical and mental

skill/knowledge to

knowledge and

trength, speed,

get into (and remain

skills for profit

endurance

in) ruling or free

generation, social

classes

networking

LIFE QUALITY

Basic and rough,

Material affluence;

Relatively safe and

Increasing material

confined to territory,

but highly risky and

decent for the free

affluence, education

determined by

temporary; conquest

classes, absurd

and life expentancy

environment;

values

wealth for rulers,

with improved

happiness of

but hard and unfair

distributions; but

ignorance;

to lower classes;

still social injustice

superstitions

spiritual and

and compromised

religious

environmental
quality

SUSTAINABILITY

1

Long-term but

Relative to available

Long range, but

Presses planetary

limited to basic

stocks to find and

limited to land and

resource limitations,

environmental

take; but unfair,

water resources;

transforms the

By sustainability we do not mean a state of ecological equilibrium, but
humankind‘s sustained capability of adapting to the ever changing framework
conditions.
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conditions; not in-

destructive to other

line with modern

populations,

biological

social criteria

cultures, and species

compositions of the

socially oppressive

chemical and

life support system;
everything
„incorporated“
TIME

105 years

104 years

103 years

102 years

Table 1. Cultural systems and their typical attributes
All these human cultural systems still evolve and compete with each
other and with the other planetary biological (and artificial) species. While
we think of our own times as the industrial or post industrial (whatever that
may mean) age, many of the attributes of previous cultures, human coping
strategies and mechanisms have remained with us posing cultural,
geopolitical, and economic conflicts among the many systems and their
actors. Regardless of what we may hope, we are much influenced by
adapting to (or avoiding) basic environmental conditions, confined to
extensive built systems, infrastructure, beyond which we have difficulty to
operate. We behave like aggressive hunters, predators, when that seems to
yield higher benefits than alternative behaviours. The development of
technologies for organised production of food, shelter, mobility, - and
warfare -, in most cultural systems have tremendously modified human
coping strategies and potentials, creating substantial comparative advantages
to those more inclined and capable to innovate.
Another important development in human culture has been the
appearance of the market system, a social arrangement through which people
can (voluntarily) exchange information, various tools or means of production,
all kinds of produces, goods and services, more or less freely, depending on
the perceived need, utility, availability and affordability of these items at a
given time in a given place. The function of market requires, at minimum,
that both parties, sellers and buyers, or producers and consumers, expect to
become better off, to profit, as a result of their transaction. Money, the
general unit(s) of exchange, of convertibility, appeared in ancient times, as a
socially and legally accepted medium to pay for any goods and services, and
to settle debts. It has become the standard tool for measuring the value of
everything in life, including land and its resources, health, education, and
success, and even the worth of Nature (e.g. Constanza et al, 1997; Ayres,
1998) and of God (e.g. Norgaard et al, 1998). This; however, might conflict
such deeply embedded cultural values, human adaptation approaches, as
morality (justice, fair distribution and chance, inclusion, cohesion),
spirituality (thinking and acting along motivations, emotions beyond the
materialistic and measurable), and faith (believing in, drawing mental
support, gaining revelation and absolution from the divine). While these
value concepts may – seemingly – have minor relevance to the consumption
and production system and its competing actors, in fact, they have massive
relevance to the cultural and social systems for which the economic and
market systems should provide meaningful function(s), instead of running on
their own powerful logic out of social control.
In our current capitalist economic system the market runs under more or
less laissez-faire policies. It is considered free in the sense that most
governments make relatively few attempts to intervene, through the
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instruments of their repertoire, with the market‘s inherently profit and
growth oriented, competitive thus inevitably accelerating processes.
Nevertheless, market prices do get distorted when, for instance, an actor gets
monopoly power, or certain externalities, such as natural or built
environmental resources or human and social capitals, get ignored. Such
price distortions adversely affect the functioning of the market. When price
negotiations, through conflicting interests, do not arrive at efficient outcomes
for all the actors, a market failure occurs. To manage the healthy operation
of the markets, their operating frameworks and rules get regulated, to
differing extents in different countries, by state laws and other policies,
including taxes, subsidies, minimum wages, price ceilings, quality standards,
bans and other restrictions. This, of course, is in conflict with the concept of
free market. However, the market is capable of quick adaptations - the
quickest among all known anthropogenic systems, according to Nemeskeri
et al (2007) -, and creatively corrects its path for profit generation,
potentially rendering contradicting policy or any other kind of interventions
intrinsic to the capitalist system inefficient, even futile.
As the many approaches to characterise needs and actor’s behaviour in
the socioeconomic context have made it evident, human needs and actions
are the result of many underlying factors (Maslow, 1943; Herzberg, 1959;
Max-Neef et al, 1989). The motives and potentials of human actions result
from culture, technology, regulatory framework, personal history, economic
status, fulfilled social roles, etc. While it is hard to set up universially
standing cause and effect relationships at the micro-level among the various
behaviours, it is possible to study the typical causalities of macro-systems.
Consequently, instead of analysing – in detail - the micro-level conflicts
between specific actors, and deduce potential policies to change their
behaviours, establishing an evidence base for the intricate interrelationships
among the various natural and anthropogenic systems and their macrostructures, which shape human behaviour, may yield to a more effective grip
on managing the roles, motivations, and actions of the consuming and
producing system actors. Nemeskeri et al (2007) has developed a coevolutionary framework where the physical environment, the ecosystem,
culture, regulation, market and technology were tested against the criteria
and attributes of complex adaptive systems, and provided examples of how
these systems affect each other‘s long-term evolution. A model was built on
the current state of the consumption and production system, describing the
most evident causalities among the system elements. Without predicting the
system’s evolution or recommending concrete policy interventions for
changing actors‘ behaviours, Nemeskeri et al (2007) recommended
intervention to influence the evolution of various macro-systems so they
may change actors’ behaviour favourably toward sustainability criteria.

3

The consumption and production system

There are various options to conceptualise the consumption and
production system. We look at it as a complex adaptive system (Holland,
1975; Gell-Mann, 1994) inside the also complex and adaptive market, socioeconomic (Anderson et al, 1988), cultural, and planetary ecological systems.
According to prevailing market-based economic theory, demand and supply
of goods and services via consumption and production make the world go
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around, driving the economies of the world, which provide increasing health
and wealth for societies. Societies develop along technology and
infrastructure that make life more safe, comfortable, and enjoyable by more
efficiently connecting people and their interests and activities to each other,
and to the means of work and leisure options. This system works along the
rules of the market, based on the generation of profit by and for competing
actors, through the complex processes of exchanging various capitals, in the
forms of money, shares and stocks, the disposition of human resources, the
ownership of land, natural resources, and built systems, the flows of
materials and energy, of goods and services, and of information and media
exposure, the success of institutions, and the fame, power and affluence of
certain agents. Today the market system provides the organising framework
for the seemingly globalising human society and culture, and its welfare
potential.
It is assumed by liberal-democratic philosophy and ensuing economics
that through the millions of daily information and other resource exchanges
society arrives at an optimum state of available utility of the various capitals,
maximizing achievable social benefits, especially on the strategic time
horizon. Through globalisation, this optimisation is thought to extend the
benefits for all people, perhaps to all the creatures, life on planet Earth.
The situation, in fact, is more complicated. The satisfaction of economic
demand is based on addressing often artificially induced human need
perceptions and wants. These ultimately determine the supply of wideranges of more or less innovative products and services available on the
local, regional and global markets. Markets became extremely complex and
abstract concepts, with actors having no comparable capacity to make
rational, optimum utility resulting decisions on their own. Neither in space,
nor in time the freedom of choice for acquiring the necessary information,
production tools, and investment capital is given to any market actors, thus
they try to satisfy their perceived needs by aiming at comparative advantages
over each other. The creation of real values: natural, human and social
capitals, is a challenging task in given circumstances of focusing on the
exchanges of money and stocks in the abstract (infra)structures of financial
and political institutions and electronic (often virtual) resource/stock
exchanges, having got detached and distant from physical and biological
system realities. This market system, being the fastest adapting thus most
potent subsystem in the human cultural system, became an efficient way for
maximising the potential of financial profit generation by its more affluent
and capable actors, investing, mainly, into hot stocks, infrastructure
development, and, whenever possible, even into ethically and sometimes
legally questionable activities like lobbying and coercion for policy leniency,
deceptive marketing, corruption, the unfair or unsafe exploitation of the
labour force, and the harming of the life support system.
The efficiency of the markets and their agents is ensured by competition
for perceived benefits of capital profit and material affluence. Actors capable
of higher speed and quality to address ever changing and growing demand
will prevail, especially when able of selling and buying at reasonable price.
The less capable, less efficient is in risk of getting phased out. So how can
actors increase their competitiveness? They look at the various capitals at
their disposal: money to (re)invest, natural and human resources,
infrastructure and other means available. They continuously improve the
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tools and procedures of production, through research and development and
innovation, to induce further production and growth. However, growth alone
will not be enough for competitive success. In competition the key factor
indicating market power is the wise distribution of (financial) capital.
Therefore, there is competition not just for growth, but for faster growth than
that of the competitors. Continuous innovation became a must for the
leading corporations, since successful technologies get quickly adapted by
competitors whose cheaper labour, creative processes, increased efficiency,
well planned outsourcing, etc., can soon diminish the original innovators’
high profit levels. To remain successful, new technologies, products and
services are continuously created, aiming at temporary monopolies and
technological lock-ins to the followers. Therefore, the speed of reinvestment,
innovation, production, marketing and sales is increasing, and so is the speed
of consuming, changing, stocking and wasting questionable utility products
(and services). The consequences include overwork, stress, and related
illnesses, which are now characteristic to both unskilled and skilled labour.
Natural resources are exploited at unprecedenced pace, as well as
environmental pollution has become a major concern. Even the grey
economic activities have spreaded so fast that it became hard to control them,
as most regulations are still based on the institutions and procedures created
long time ago that do not always suit the contemporary society, and reforms
are painfully slow and inefficient to lead through. Regulation is much
challenged to meet the speed of market and technology evolutions. It focuses
on end-of-pipe solutions and the management of actors behaviour, which are
geared to the flows and intensities of energy, materials, and information.
And so is entire socio-economic development focused. The more resources
one actor, one organisation, one nation can use, the more wealth it can
generate, it seems.
The consumption and production system is being measured by various
methods, looking at the capital stocks and flows, the inputs and outputs, and
the financial capitalisation of the created products and services on the
markets. But we wonder: Are the current research questions and analytical
methods suitable for understanding what people would really need to
improve the quality of their lives - sustainably? Are people becoming more
satisfied and happy by doing what they do, behaving as they behave, relating
to their life support system and to each other as they relate?

4

Actors, their roles and behaviours

The consumption and production system operates with a ray of actors, all
having distinct roles, driven by specific motivations, often getting into
conflicting interests with each other. The literature on the conceptualisation
of SCP, so far, has mainly looked at the main actors including consumers,
producers, and regulators as units of analyses (e.g. Tukker, 2006; Mont and
Bleischwitz, 2007). Sometimes these major groups of production actors have
been extended by such sub-units as private and public enterprises or large
corporations and SMEs, and consumers have been recognised as consisting
of private or household consumers and institutional actors, or business
purchasers and public procurers. The roles of marketing, advertisement, and
media have also been touched upon. However, there is still lack of
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comprehensive stakeholder analysis of numerous actors that are involved in,
affected by, and influence the consumption and production system.
Actors engage into complex interrelations with each other in the markets.
These relationships continuously change, as do the participating actors.
There are competition, temporary cooperation, and power games amongst
them, e.g. between private enterprises versus governments, financial
institutions versus households, advertisers versus consumer interest groups,
etc. While the number of these interrelationships seems endless, they also
seem to reveal specific typical patterns along the perceived needs and
motivations of these actors. Nevertheless, aiming at the in-depth analysis of
all the production and consumption system actors seems a rather ambitious
attempt, as there can be as many independently behaving units of this system
as many individuals, at least in certain decision-making processes. Thus this
analysis focused on groups of actors that have markedly different roles in the
system and different motives driven by perceived needs of what should be
aimed at and done towards SCP. This way the various inherent conflicts in
the production and consumption complex can be better seen; potentially
pointing to options for managing those conflicting interests by policy-makers,
responsible for setting the framework conditions for market, economy,
society, and their sustainability.
This analysis identified 26 actors and focused on analysing the main
interplays among them within the production and consumption system. In
particular, motivating forces and the conflicting interests that drive
production and consumption behaviours were investigated. The actors were
categorised into individuals and institutional actors. In their turn institutional
actors were classified into economic actors, governance actors, and civil
society, represented by various interest groups and institutions, as indicated
in Table 2.
Actor type
Individuals

Main drivers of behaviour

Level of operation

Quality of life

Micro

Satisfaction of perceived needs
Economic actors

Profit generation

Micro

Growth
Competition
Governance actors

Law and order

Macro and micro

Power/control
Social development
Civil actors

Representation of specific interest

Micro and macro

Table 2. Behavioural drivers of various types of actors
Within the economic and governance actors, and civil society a number
of distinct actors were analysed (see Table 3).
Economic actors

Governance actors

Civil society

natural resource extractors (e.g.

national governments and

NGOs,

miners, fishers and hunters),

municipalities,

educators,

raw material producers,

planners and regulators,

researchers,

manufacturers of final products,

public procurers,

community-based organisations,

foreign low-cost producers,

consumer protection agencies, and

opinion leaders, trend setters and

financial institutions of banks and

international organisations.

celebrities, and

insurers,

religious organisations
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Economic actors

Governance actors

Civil society

traders and retailers,
marketers, advertisers, and mass
media,
service providers
end-of-life managers

The number of analysed roles of each actor had to be reduced to keep the
depth of analysis manageable, leaving many known human concepts and
constructs out of the scope of this analysis. Some of these deeper attributes
of human existence and development, have been further scrutinised by
Nemeskeri et al (2007) e.g. from the evolutionary perspective, but they do
not constitute an integral part of this paper.
The list of actors starts with individual consumers and households - the
smallest unit in the building blocks of the system. They are considered the
major final consumers of goods and services. After their utilisation, products,
most often, end up in the waste cycle. Individuals and their households are
usually highly price sensitive actors that might or might not be concerned
about the sustainability of their decisions. Public procurers, the government
and its institutions, are also final consumers. With their concerted efforts and
potential to request specific (e.g. greener) products and services, and to make
educated choices, they are key to drive markets towards more sustainable
options. Business-to-business purchasers are partly final consumers and
partly utilising their acquisitions for generating higher value added to them.
They are usually price sensitive, but even more concerned about the quality
of the products and services they invest into.
Economic actors are to provide the vehicle for the process of benefiting
individuals and their organisations and societies by providing (i) the goods
and services for satisfying human needs, (ii) jobs to people, so incomes can
be generated and taxes paid, and through meaningful and enjoyable work
opportunities people can achieve self-fulfilment, and (iii) they generate
financial profit for their owners and shareholders. While the first two
functions may not require the profit oriented, highly competitive, and
constantly growth induced economic model humankind seems to be locked
into, the third function seems to have overcome, in priority, the other two
functions in our current political economic (perceived) world realities, and
lead to the culture of obsession with materialistic wealth, speed and greed
and deems of unlimited growth. To achieve more profitability, economic
actors need to continuously increase the efficiency of their (i) exploiting
environmental resources, (ii) transforming nature into built systems, (iii)
exploiting human resources and replacing them with technology, and (iv)
influencing macro-level decision-making that might affect their profit
generating potential.
Producers are manufacturers of goods and providers of services, with
their important sub-actors of owners and shareholders, interested in the most
efficient profit generation of their business operations, are key to
understanding the system’s behaviours. So are the managers (on different
levels), interested in running their operations successfully and collecting
maximum compensation for their individual services to the company. The
shop floor workers are also interested in selling their skills and power for
maximum compensation. Foreign low-cost producers are often capable of
outcompeting local Western and Northern actors by their cheaper production,
based on lower valuation of human, social, and natural capitals in their
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production processes, including occasionally using unethical methods of, for
instance, child and slave labour, or disregard of intellectual properties or
international standards.
Natural resources extractors and raw material producers are driving entire
economies by their massive infrastructure and powers; fossil, metal, and
timber producers are being at the forefront, determining local, national, and
global economic and social development paths for centuries – logically (to
them), based on material and energy intensive solutions. In fact, nature itself,
providing the overall playground for society and economy with its wealth of
resources and also with its potential to absorb the waste and residues from
the economic activities, but also imposing inconvenient limits not yet been
fully recognised by many system actors, could be considered as a major
actor in the production process. In this analysis, nature is seen as the major
framework condition of the humans induced consumption and production
system.
Besides the resource processing industries and manufacturing, there are
many intermediary and more software oriented actors of the system that do
not necessarily depend on material and energy intensities and
transformations. These include financial institutions, such as banks and
venture capitalists, who provide loans and take shares of development, and
insurance agencies, who underwrite risks involved with investments.
Together they are responsible for much of the capital flows being allocated
to development paths providing fast and substantial amounts of returns on
investments from local to global scales. Traders of stocks and commodities
have similarly enormous power to natural resource extractors, without the
massive infrastructural lock-ins of the extracting industries. Traders have
strong impact, through their extensive global operations and networks, on
what type of resources socio-economic development is based-on. Till fossil
resources remain highly attractive profit generators, they will be extracted in
increasing pace, fielded by the commodity traders, and (over)exploited,
overconsumed by economic actors and by all consumers. Retailers, buying
and selling the majority of consumer goods and services on the market, also
determine the available choices of private consumers, making their huge
impacts on consumption choices, affecting sustainability.
The market itself, as an artificial construct, has been impersonalised and
capacitated by the economic actors to facilitate the efficient exchange of all
capitals. The market processes, exchanges of goods and capitals are
triggered and inflated by another group of actors: marketers, advertisers, and
mass media. Marketers are the actors responsible for studying peoples’ needs,
motives and ensuing behaviours, in order to improve the potentials for
selling goods and services on the markets, as they are paid by the producers.
Advertisers turn the messages, developed by marketers to increase sales, into
powerful images of the products and lifestyles to be sold, to be appreciated
by consumers. And the media with its artistic attractions and accessible vast
infrastructure reaches out to almost every square meter of the planet’s
inhabitable surface, transmitting the powerful marketing images and
messages to the public. In the past decades television has become as
powerful an “educator” as schools and peers for the general public.
Consumer peers and opinion leaders also have great influence on
peoples’ perceptions of what is good or bad, important to have or not, cool to
do or not, behaviours to follow or not, etc. Educators and researchers provide
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the basic knowledge needed for coping with work and social life, and
potentially a lot more, for the mental, behavioural, social, and physical
development of children and – more recently – adults.
Governance actors on different levels, be it local, municipal, regional,
national, and international, have the ultimate role of optimising and
regulating the entire complex of social welfare and its sustainability; aiming
at safety and justice, wealth and continued improvements. Deriving from the
government(s) come two important sub-actors of planners - responsible for
optimising available resources and potentials for socio-economic
development, and regulators - responsible for creating and enforcing legal
and policy frameworks in line with the planned directions for development.
International organisations that have been set up and are operated to
provide guidance for supranational operations of governments and
enterprises, aim at highest level of optimisation of resources and
development potential for society and economy, has to be seriously looked at.
How well are they satisfying the very reasons for their existence? How
effectively and openly they can and do operate? Is there a need and potential
to steer them away from powerful national politics and their influences on
developing advanced and efficient international conventions and standards
towards sustainability?
NGOs and consumer interest groups are watchdogs of the many
processes and interplays among actors, aiming at signalling distortions,
unfair or unsafe dealings of certain actors. They, together with (public)
researchers and educators are also referred to as civil society. Civil society,
besides providing information and various type of support to people, acts as
a watchdog, to make sure that the public and private actors behave in
accordance with democratically established social rules and standards, or at
least with the will of the particular civil group (e.g. local NGOs protecting
heritage sites, culture, jobs, etc.), or the operational parameters of their
specific cause (e.g. Amnesty International - freedom, Bank Watch –
responsible and fair investment, World Wild Foundation – environmental
protection, etc.) they represent.
Beside the human actors, such constructs and entities as knowledge,
technical capability, research and development, and innovation have specific
roles in the production cycles, determining the performance of most actors
through the infrastructure and institutions having been created by their
utilization. They are practiced and executed by such actors as academia,
universities and colleges, as well as by producing enterprises, and
occasionally by private citizens. The impact on what research questions are
asked and how to answer those often largely depend on the (perceived)
interests of the funders or founders of the institutions responsible for creating,
nurturing, replicating, and furthering knowledge.
Within each type of actor we find individuals assuming their personal
and professional roles. As individual persons people have multiple roles, e.g.
as family members, parents, friends, peers and citizens. Then they make up
the human resource for all institutions and organisations. The shaping of
SCP much depends on identifying the leverage points for addressing
individuals in their numerous roles, and finding ways of engaging them and
their various organisations to work towards sustainability. Understanding
people’s behavioural motivators in the consumption and production system,
studying the (perceived) benefits and disadvantages for the actors and for the
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whole system is crucial. Only then the logically ensuing contradictions in
private aspirations of individuals and their professional roles, conflicts
between and among actors, as well as between current business principles
and the likely necessary actions towards the still vague notion of
sustainability; all conflicts inhibiting the potential for effectively changing
the whole system, might be grasped.
Defining the kinds of behaviours and actions that would, with high
probability, result in (more) sustainable outcomes of consumption and
production is remains a challenging task. There exist different scenarios for
what would constitute a more sustainable society 2 , and actors assume quite
different roles in each of these scenarios. The differentiation amongst the
various actors is not always simple, due to the multiple roles (and functions)
actors need to assume in the production and consumption system. These
multiple roles do not end with individual actors, as, for instance, many
service providers are active across all other economic activities, or most
economic players are consumers themselves besides producing their goods
and services. Moreover, the interplays among the actors also influence the
outcomes for sustainability. Therefore, analysing the role(s) of each actor, in
isolation from the influences of other actors, may produce a rather different
result from when actors are analysed in their intricate interplays. The latter,
however, becomes a daunting task, and it is almost impossible to foresee all
the potential ways actors could act, or interact with each other, when looking
at real life conditions, beyond the theories of economics and other social
sciences. The complexity is mounting even more if all the different cultural
and historical contexts, in each country or even region, are to be taken into
consideration, adding another dimension to the actors’ behaviours influenced
by the culture-based norms, values and habits.
The mental processes motivating the many decisions made daily by all of
the actors in the consumption and production system are driven by a variety
of deep personal and psycho-social constructs and are imbedded into various
institutional and infrastructural contexts, thus are influenced by many factors.
According to Jackson (2005) people, beside their own personal choices, are
guided by others’ opinions and suggestions and by the “rules of the game”.
They are also locked-in to unsustainable behaviours and behavioural options,
despite of their best intentions to opt for the right choices.
Reactions to various information and stimuli are variable and inconsistent,
deeply affected by perceptions of the social situations in which people find
themselves. Natural and man-made life-support systems are not simply
viewed as independent variables that evoke human responses, but also as
media for symbolic communication in the course of social interaction.
Individuals engage in symbolic interactions or transactions with each other
in the course of pursuing their day-to-day goals and objectives (Nemeskeri,
1994). People and their environments exert mutual influence, and form
independent systems. Relationships between people and their physical
settings differ, depending on whether the unit of analysis is the individual,
the interpersonal/social relationships, or the entire system of various levels
of organisation people function in. These units of analyses are interrelated in
that individuals participate in interpersonal relationships, and interpersonal
relationships are elements of organised social structures (Sundstrom, 1986).
2

For instance, check the FP6 FORESCENE study in progress, lead by the
Wuppertal Institute (www.forescene.net)
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The scene is set. Actors try to accommodate to the quickly changing,
partly lessaiz fair market(ing) driven mixture of perceived needs and wants,
benefits and lifestyles that symbolise success and might lead to happiness
and fitness, helping to inherit selfish genetic information, supported by
complex and complicated institutions, infrastructure, and power structures.
Seeking comparative advantages seems a powerful tactic for becoming and
remaining competitive inside a closed system. Most actors of the
consumption and production system recognise this and are driven into the
race, where some of them are far better endowed at the start line (at any time)
than most. This game is not about fair sporting, it is rather a fight for
survival. Naturally, this drives the less affluent and capable or fortunate to
find creative options for correcting the disadvantages. Just as naturally, the
more influential tries to maintain the status quo, the business-as-usual, and
this is the root of the problem.

5

SYSTEMIC CONFLICTS

The potentially conflicting interests among the consumption and
production actors are numerous, as each actor asssumes many different roles
inside the system, easily getting into personal or professional conflicts along
these roles. Expressing mathematically this maximum conflict potential in
the system would reveal a cosmic number:
among individual actors: CONFLICTindivid = n x (n - 1) / 2
where n = billions of individuals,
among economic actors: CONFLICTecon = m x (m - 1) / 2
where m = tens of millions of enterprises around the world,
among governance actors: CONFLICTgov = k x (k - 1) / 2
where k = hundreds of national x hundreds of thousands of local
governments,
among civil society actors: CONFLICTcivil = l x (l-1) / 2
where l = hundreds of NGOs x tens of thousands of educators and
researchers x hundreds of national systems, and
among all social actors of the consumption and production system:
CONFLICTsocial = (n+m+k+l) x (n+m+k+l - 1) / 2 x roles2 = around 1020
While this number of conflict potential seems overwhelming, impossible
to handle, in fact this is what governments and their many institutions are
designed and maintained for managing to the benefit of the people.
Throughout human history this high level function that is supposed to be
satisfied with maximum degrees of ethics and expertise in managing
resources and processes and peoples‘ societies, has been faltering in
delivering welfare and happiness to the majority of the peoples of the planet.
As some individuals or groups of individuals became capable of assuming
power in any country, nation, culture, the very reason for having a high level
organising institution to create law, order, justice, and quality standards for
all, often became secondary to maintaining the power of ruling. The
individuals, seeking power and influence and ensuing (material) wealth and
affluence, get into conflict with their role of justly distributing limited
resources. Looking at the present electoral democratic political system of
European countries and beyond, one can see how much this tendency has
remained the reality of this systemic game. However, the system now creates,
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at least, the perception that every person, citizen, consumer has the choice,
the potential to make free decisions. This is an improvement upon the
previously harsh feudalist and slavery systems, indeed. However, while the
degree of perceived freedom has increased, the real choices for people, to
change lifestyles, to pursue different goals or options for meaningful life,
seem to be still limited, locked into the organisations, institutions and
infrastructure the actors in power have (allowed to get) built. And so limited
are choices, for all production and consumption system actors governed or
otherwise influenced, towards real sustainability. The governing actors
themselves are not exceptions.
The fast evolving market system inside the human cultural system, with
its many actors, stakeholders, both on the production and the consumption
sides, pursuing their various interest that are often inevitably in conflict with
each other, has taken over - in power and influence - all other cultural
systems and processes. Using their power, economic actors of the market(s)
can influence more or less everybody; governance actors institutionally (e.g.
through lobbying, and power struggles in global flexible investments and
resource allocations) and individually (i.e. through corruption to loosen
policy and regulatory stringency); civil actors through providing small
chunks of their profit (which then can be usually written off from their
taxation anyway) into philanthropy, foundations, and granting, on which
many research and non-for-profit activities depend (and thus affect the
questions asked, the methods to answer them, the ways results are
interpreted and communicated); and individual actors, the consuming people,
whose perceptions of needs and need satisfaction options got manipulated,
even controlled (inside existing legal parameters, mostly) through advanced
marketing, advertising and mass media activities. Governance actors can
also use various tools and instruments for guiding or altering the behaviours
and actions of the civil actors, but have more difficulty to deal with the
economic actors they seem to much rely on. Often cooperation between the
actors becomes an attractive option for addressing certain socio-economic
challenges (e.g. personal or group benefits, jobs, welfare, etc.) on both micro
and macro levels; however, meanwhile other social (e.g. injustice, poor
public health, learnt helplessness, etc.) and environmental challenges surface.
Conflicts are everywhere! Local governments fight for more power and
independence away from central, national governments. National
governments fight each other in the international fora. While being for the
people, often they are seen by individuals and by private companies and by
NGOs, as institution(s) taking away too much taxes and not redistributing
those resources according to social justice, or according to the perceived
justice of some of the actors. All economic actors are in competition with
each other in one way or another. Those in the same business (i.e.
supermarket versus hypermarket or electronics manufacturer against another,
etc.) seem easy to grasp. Those in substantially different sectors might still
fight for different policies, e.g. fossil mining company versus bioenergy
company for different strategic energy futures; or management consultancy,
assisting corporations to maximise their profit by reducing costs, against
environmental consulting company, assisting the government to strengthen
environmental policies and thus get external production costs internalised,
etc. Similar conflicting interests can be seen for different resource allocation
programmes, e.g. car manufacturers and construction companies, promoting
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creative financing options for their products, versus insurance companies
promoting long-term investments; or the wind energy sector versus the
building retrofit businesses; or the mobile communication companies versus
the traditional telephone and cable companies, etc. And all economic actors
fight for the attention of the consumers through the many available media.
Naturally, consumers are in conflict with producers, as the prices seem
always so unreasonably high, especially compared to the quality, lifespan
and utility of the many products (and services) consumers buy into. And so
are consumers in conflict with the government(s) making them pay
unreasonably high taxes, not only on their labour, but also on their purchases.
They are also in conflict with some NGOs who tell them not to wear
beautiful and warm furs made of many small, cute, killed animals, or look
for smaller and lower powered automobiles that will never pass the cool
sport (utility) vehicles, or switch off the lights every single time they leave a
room or building, or reconsider their favourite coffee brand having the smell
and taste of sunny mornings because it might not meet fair trade criteria…
And the list goes on. Moreover, consumers are in constant conflict, at least
in constant competition with their peers, friends, colleagues, neighbours,
family members, as all the things they wear, use, eat and find satisfaction
from compete in symbolic significance. Kids in school feel awful needing to
spend the summer at the farm of their grandparents, since others swim with
Dolphins near the Florida Keys or eat giraffe and zebra meet during their
African safari. People feel uncomfortable inviting their neighbours for a
drink and chat, since the neighbours have larger flats and more trendy
furniture; let alone their gutpain when driving their (old) cars they haven’t
managed to exchange for the newest edition. In a competitive culture
(arising logically from biological evolution, the survival of the
fit/fitter/fittest) there is no way out, many might think, but competing, the
best winning and the rest loosing. This is natural. Why would we want to
change it, to fix it?
Actors operating on micro level are seeking their individual gains,
benefits, welfare, success. This is a fact of life, of evolutionary processes.
While many of them are capable thinking of, and might be concerned about
higher level processes, such as social welfare, just distribution of resources,
quality of environments, sustainability, etc., they cannot be reasonably
thought of assuming responsibility for managing (meta)macro level
processes, like those of the production and consumption system and the
cultural system. Governments have this responsibility, the role and the
potential to plan for and manage of the sustainable welfare of all people.
Whenever governance actors try to delegate, to hand over this responsibility
to the micro level actors, they conflict macro-economic rational, and conflict
their role for which they have been chosen for.
Scrutinising and organising the different roles and interests of the system
actors revealed some typical conflicts. Beside the basic underlying conflicts
raising from evolutionary competition and differing cultural, philosophical
standings on morality, these typical conflicts include:
Conflicts within each actor: Each actor comprises individuals having
their private goals and aspirations as individuals and as citizens. Individuals
assume professional roles, as well. The challenges arise when these roles
come into conflict with one another.
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Conflicts between various actors: In the context of consumption and
production, these conflicts include competition for market shares, resources
and customers. New features of this type of competition nowadays include
environmental and social responsibilities, which were not part of the
business equation just a decade ago. Still for many businesses and public
sector companies this option is not so obvious. Other types of conflicts
include businesses standing in the way of progress if their interests are
jeopardised by it, which is often the case with introduction of new
technologies and innovations. In addition to competition on domestic
markets and due to increasing globalisation of the economy, foreign low-cost
producers from developing countries and countries in transition often
outcompete local Western and Northern actors by their cheaper production,
based on lower valuation of human, social, and natural capitals in their
production processes, and by using unethical methods, such as child labour
or disregard of intellectual properties or international standards.
Conflicts between actors and institutions: Normative institutions are
embedded into every day life and often present considerable barriers to the
acceptance and dissemination of more sustainable patterns and levels of
consumption. Often more proactive actors, including companies, experience
that existing institutions, e.g. financial, regulatory and normative rules or
infrastructural limitations prevent them from doing business in a more
sustainable way. One of the most obvious examples is the externalisation of
environmental and social costs, which sends wrong messages to all actors,
and distorts the attempts towards more sustainable consumption and
production.
Conflicts of timescale: Other conflicts arise from the difference of the
timescales for different actors, and especially between the timescale of
individual micro-level interests and the longer timescale needed to consider
social and ecological sustainability. In most recent years we witness the
shortening of the timeframe within which we see the results of our negligible
attitude to environmental and social problems. Instead of expecting results in
100 years we already witness floods, hurricanes, and other drastic changes in
climate. This will lead to environmental problems becoming a priority, and
the urgency of solving them becomes a major issue for many more actors in
society, and in a much faster pace.
Conflicts with the notion of SCP: The majority of economic actors may
be in conflict with the notion of SCP as their main goal and role in society –
profit maximisation – has been, for long, based on increasing material
outputs and energy intensities. SCP rests on the premise that profit
maximisation should be decoupled from these natural resource flows, that
social welfare and private profits should come from less material or
immaterial offers. But for which actors is the scenario of immaterialised
economy feasible to imagine? And how the roles and activities of other
actors should change to suit the new scenario? For example, the role of
natural resource extractors is likely to get jeopardised in a (more) sustainable
society that is based on ideas of immaterialisation, dematerialisation, and
reduced reliance on virgin raw materials. In order to find their place in the
new economic system, they would need to completely redefine the nature of
their business, if that is possible at all, shifting from their core activity of raw
material extraction, the reason of their existence to somewhere else. But
where could they go with their extensive and expensive infrastructure? Raw
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material producers, on the other hand, can shift from using virgin materials
to utilizing recycled ones. Manufacturers‘ main challenge would lie in
shifting their profit centre from material goods to less material or immaterial
sales to their customers. In principle, they should be able to adapt to this
shift, judging by the examples of, for instance, the mobile telephone industry
that makes nowadays more profit from service subscriptions than from
mobile phone manufacturing, or from car manufacturers, making more
money on after-sale services than on producing cars.
Conflict between sustainable few and unsustainable many: Are the
remarkable examples towards sustainability enough to counteract current
negative trends? Can these initiatives measure up to the continuously
increasing social and environmental problems and risks associated with
current industrial consumer society, given the pressing time constraints? The
conflict is thus between this rather limited number of individuals, economic
and governance actors who pursue more sustainable development path(s)
and the still majority actors running business-as-usual operations in very
unsustainable manners, driven by short-term goals of profit or other benefit
maximisation by any possible means.
All these different types of conflicts should be further analysed and better
understood when visions for a more sustainable society get developed, the
framework conditions, the functions, roles of different actors, their
motivations and value system in a new, sustainable economy get defined.

6

Closing remarks

Clearly, the scientific journey to grasp the essence of sustainable future(s)
for humankind has only started. Sectoral foci, linear analyses of certain
planetary subsystems and their agents have not yielded to results that meet
the recently emerged global challenges for our growing and speeding specie.
Many variables of the consumption and production system requires further
study. For instance, the difference between the true utilities and the pressures
and potentials of multi national corporations versus local SMEs. Size matters
(Schumacher, 1973), and so does ownership structure (Smith, 2001; Porritt,
2005) in their potential and, in fact, in their basic motivation for existence
and (micro)economic success. The connectedness to consumers, to local
communities, and to other system actors, including those not necessarily
considered in the economic sphere, is imperative when thinking of the
system’s behaviours. Further, variables remain to be investigated include
that all institutional actors are also individuals in their different social and
economic roles, expertise and disciplines. Designers and engineers, people
hooked on creative ”games” and technology, mesmerised by the beauty and
power they can generate through technological answers to certain challenges,
themselves drive development to specific paths. Economists and politicians,
perhaps deep in their hearts trying to better society, continuously deploy vast
resources to transform natural, social and human capitals into infrastructural
and financial capitals, decreasing the potential for sustainability, as
diminishing the human life support capacity of the fragile planetary
biosphere.
Moreover, all individuum has an ego; some bigger than others, and tries
to pursue a career, self-fulfilment, and ultimately: happiness. Meanwhile
very few have systemic understanding of their own specific role inside the
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production and consumption system, and other subsystems they exist and
make decisions in. As the current cultural system, the liberal capitalist
economy, requires increasing competition for available resources, based on
efficiency (measured in what?) and profit generation (for what purpose?) and
ever increasing speed (how safely managable?), people got hooked-on,
locked-in a self-perpetuating ”game“ that is pressing many physical and
mental boundaries of human existance and of purpose.
Nemeskeri et al (2007) have collected several good examples from the
actors that indicate some potential for changing course towards sustainability.
But are these examples enough to counteract current negative trends? These
remarkable initiatives are, actually, minor deviations in the vast global
system of production and consumption. How could we continue collecting
these system anomalies, hoping for slow and minor processes once taking
over the quickly mounting social and environmental challenges, and the
multiple risks associated with the current complex system? Especially, when
considering the pressing time constraint of steamroller processes, like
resources depletion, strained assimilation capacity of the life support system,
increasing harmfulness to human health, accelerating climate change, and
decreasing biodiversity; all pointing to the physical limits of our planet
(MEA, 2005)? Let alone the pressures associated with social injustice and
suffering, incapability of meeting the basic needs for a substantial (and
increasing) proportion of humankind (Worldwatch Institute, 2004).
Competition of conflicting interests are driving economic performance,
they are behind the processes we seem to associate with progress. The
greater the challenge to face, the more remarkable ensuing innovation might
be. What else could be the organising force of economics and society?
Individuals and their organisations have needs, demands that must be
satisfied. So individuals and their organisations produce solutions, with the
help of knowledge, technology, and market exchanges, and the world
becomes a place of continuous improvement, development, progress. At
least for the more fit, for those who can stand competition, can come up as
winners in conflicting situations.
Aiming at advantages, seeking benefits and profit, seem to originate from
the deep evolutionary process of competition, elevated in the human psychosocial processes (i.e. in the light of conscious decision-making, choices, and
morality) to such pathological constructs as greed and cruelty. But taking the
social, ethical dimensions aside for a while, fit and successful human
individuals (and their organisations) still face some severe challenges from
other competing systems coevolving with people. And some of these
coevolving systems, such as the market and technology, might create
framework conditions in which the adaptability and resilience of the human
specie can become compromised (Rees, 2003).
According to Gregg (1936) the way to master the increasing complexity
of life is not through more complexity. The way is to turn inward to that
which unifies all, - not the intellect but the spirit -, and then to devise and put
into operation new forms and modes of economic and social life that will
truly and vigorously express that spirit. As an aid to that, and as a corrective
to our feverish over-mechanization, simplicity is not outmoded but greatly
needed.
Instead of overbuilding artificial systems, people may need to
contemplate on deconstructing the unnecessary. Instead of incorporating into
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a few enormously complicated and aggressively controlled systems every
human organisation, mental construct, biological organism, crop, gene and
meme, creative thought, we should aim at many different, innovative
experiments for cultural, social, and economic approaches to occur, flourish,
providing alternative takes on human cultural adaptations to the ever
changing world. Our currently appreciated but inevitably criticised liberal
democratic, profit-oriented and fast growing market-based culture is only
one of the many. Not being able to imagine its necessary further evolution
into more suitable (and sustainable) survival strategies addressing the ever
changing planetary and socio-economic framework conditions is, at least,
sad. Rejecting the inevitability of changing cultural responses to the
changing framework conditions is, surely, naïve.
To support behavioural changes towards more sustainable lifestyles,
policy-makers face the difficult task of developing evidence-based, but also
value-laden, policy patterns. Busines-as-usual is now unacceptable. As much
in running human economies, so in researching the options to sustainability,
and to develop truly effective strategies and tactics for taking the global
challenges, to sustain the human adaptation game. Policy-makers are not
innocent bystanders in the negotiation of actors‘ behaviours, including
consumer and production choices under current socio-economic and
environmental circumstances, thus the rhetoric of consumer soverignty and
hands off governance is inaccurate and unhelpful, says Jackson (2005).
In our dynamic but physically finite world, developing sustainable
societies requires both a more sustainable management of natural resources,
of time, and of complicated human beings with their varying values, spirits,
wishes, and behaviours. Therefore the in-depth understanding of the many
processes and operations of the various system actors that underly
production and consumption remains a major task, not only for the already
„converted“, but for all thinking and decision-making agents of the whole
system.
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Introduction

Physical and biological systems, human mind, culture, market and some
types of technology have been successfully modelled as co-evolving
complex adaptive systems. The authors present a general framework for
studying this co-evolution, investigate the opportunities for control, and
provide recommendations for intervention. Regulation is also co-evolving
with, thus adapting to the other systems, necessarily limiting its possibilities,
what an accurate model for policy intervention has to consider. While direct
control on complex adaptive systems is hardly possible, there are ways to
influence the system to increase the possibility of more sustainable trends.
Since economy is coevolving with other human and non-human systems, the
necessary leverage points are not restricted to the economic system. The
authors provide evidence that sustainability is not compatible with its current
definition involving the goal to fulfil needs, therefore a paradigm shift is
necessary. Needs, based on genetic and cultural motives, are also evolving,
and the effort to fulfil them creates a reinforcing drift in the co-evolution
with other socioeconomic systems.

2

Complex adaptive systems

Complexity theory has been coined by Santa Fe Institute researchers in
the beginning of the 1990s. They have defined a system as complex in the
sense that a great many independent agents are interacting in a great many
independent ways. The very richness of these interactions allows the system
as a whole to undergo spontaneous self-organisation (Waldrop, 1992).
The properties of the whole system can be completely distinct from the
properties of the interacting agents, i.e. the system has new, emergent
properties. A classic example is the bird flock, where, in the absence of a
leader, the birds follow very simple rules in relation to their closest
neighbours, the group as a whole carries out a coordinated movement.
Another example is that in any city in a developed country there are always
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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nearly two weeks of food supply without any common strategy that would
manage and control food supply. Emergence and feed-back processes
continuously create and organise the system.
It is important to note that complex adaptive systems can be nested, e.g.
the market is a complex adaptive system made up of a huge number of
selling and buying agents, but also a company (or any organisation) is a
complex adaptive system. It is also notable that the relationship between the
agents is generally far more important than the agents themselves, because
the emergent patterns are formed from these connections.
Research is indicating that CASs have a number of characteristics (Chan,
2001):
x Distributed control
x Connectivity
x Co-evolution
x Sensitive dependence on initial conditions
x Emergent order
x Far from equilibrium
As Darwin (1859) has first described natural selection, and others
(Dobzhansky, 1937; Mayr, 1942; Simpsons, 1944; Hamilton, 1964; Axelrod
and Hamilton, 1981; Dawkins, 1989) have developed it further, we can
describe evolution with three sufficient and necessary criteria:
x reproduction
x variation
x selection
A common misinterpretation of evolution is to imagine it as one life
form’s adaptation to a stable environmental niche. In fact, all other life forms
are adapting to their own environment and what’s happening is the coevolution of all life forms, all having a changing environment. The coevolution of system and environment is visualised by Figure 1. The
interacting links are not deterministic, but can be described by Markov-steps
(stochastic matrices).

Figure 1: Co-evolution. The system (S) and the environment (E) interact
through the channels of ǆ and ê. The figure shows the temporal dependencies
of this interaction (Source: Bertschinger et al., 2007)
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The systems of needs, culture, market, regulation, ecosystems, and
physical environment have been identified as complex adaptive systems by
matching the attributes of CAS and the conditions of co-evolution with the
respective system properties. Thus a model has been created summarising
the long-term co-evolution of these systems and implication on potential
interventions for more sustainable production and consumption levels.

3

Coevolving social, economic and environmental
systems

3.1

A system view on actors and needs

As the many approaches to characterise needs and actor’s behaviour in
the socioeconomic context has made it evident, humans needs and actions
are the result of many underlying factors. Therefore a direct causality cannot
be set up on the basis of human actions. The motives and potentials of
human actions are resulting from the respective culture, technology,
regulatory framework, personal history, economic status, fulfilled social
roles, etc. While it is hard to set up causality at the micro-level among the
various behaviours, it is possible to study the causality of macro-systems.
There is a wide range of literature dealing with how culture affects
technology or institutions, including market types, how human genes and
human environment influences cultural evolution, and a handful of literature
also deals with how and how much regulation is able to change market and
technological evolution.
Consequently, instead of analysing in detail the micro-level potential to
change behaviour, the paper focuses on the establishment of an evidence
base on how the various environmental and human macrostructures – which
form human behaviour – are related to each other. Therefore in the following
subchapters a general framework is presented, where the physical
environment, the ecosystem, culture, regulation, market and technology are
tested against the criteria or attributes of complex adaptive systems and
examples are provided how these systems affect each others long-term
evolution.
Thus, instead of recommending policy intervention to change actor’s
behaviour, the project recommends intervention to influence the evolution of
various macro-systems in a way that it will change actor’s behaviour
favourably. The underlying idea is that human behaviour is largely limited
by environmental, cultural, regulatory, technological, and market factors,
while the evolution of these factors is out of direct control. The most policy
makers are able to do is to attempt to influence the evolution of these factors
in a way that more “sustainable” behaviour becomes possible and desirable
for individual actors.

3.2

An early co-evolutionary framework of social change

Norgaard (1994) has introduced a co-evolutionary framework with five
co-evolving systems: values, knowledge, organisation, environment and
technology. In Figure 2 the framework is visualised as each system is co-
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evolving with all other systems. While this framework is intuitive and
elegant and provides useful assistance in analysing social phenomena, the
selection of the various systems for the framework is not self-explanatory.

Figure 2: The co-evolutionary process as described by Norgaard, 1994

In the following subchapters, the authors identify those interconnected
human and environmental systems, where co-evolutionary processes have
been identified by the different disciplines and thus an improved coevolutionary framework can be created. The following disciplines have been
applied:
x Psychology (esp. evolutionary);
x Sociology and anthropology;
x Economics
(neoclassical,
environmental,
ecological,
evolutionary, institutional, etc.);
x Biology; and
x Physics.

3.3

Human needs

Since needs are the central elements of defining sustainability, their role
in the sustainability debate is cardinal. Meanwhile, defining needs is a major
weakness, which creates a large confusion about the goals and tools to
realise more sustainable production and consumption patterns.
According to the authors the prime source of hardship in defining needs
is confusion of descriptive and normative terms in the definition. When
needs are defined as a fundamental basis of human rights, what everyone
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should be able to fulfil, it is a normative definition. Since norms are
culturally defined, a normative definition of needs is characteristic to the
certain cultures. With changing cultures and cultural values the normative
definition of needs are also changing as we have experienced for example
through hygiene becoming a basic need in the last one or two centuries.
There is a mix of descriptive and normative definition when basic needs are
attempted to be described. These are often described as sustenance
conditions and upon the recognition that those alone should not be fair other
elements of human rights are added. However, it is possible to define needs
descriptively as the motives of human behaviour. Evolutionary psychology
describes needs as functional mental mechanisms to motivate adaptive
behaviour. These are partly genetically evolved and partly culturally adapted.
3.3.1

Genetic needs

“Plato says . . . that our ‘‘necessary ideas’’ arise from the preexistence of
the soul, are not derivable from experience — read monkeys for
preexistence.”
Charles Darwin, M Notebooks (entry 128)
Our genetic “needs” are evolutionary adaptations and their function is to
motivate humans for adaptive behaviour, which increase the chance of
genetic survival (inclusive fitness). Being hungry or thirsty, feeling disgust
in closeness of faeces, fear in closeness of something threatening security are
the simple examples, but there is evidence that there are a very huge set of
computational procedures motivating humans to very specific behaviours.
“Distinct and incommensurable evolved motivational principles exist for
food, sexual attraction, parenting, kinship, incest avoidance, coalitions,
disease avoidance, friendship, predators, provocations, snakes, spiders,
habitats, safety, competitors, being observed, behaviour when sick,
certain categories of moral transgression, and scores of other entities,
conditions, acts, and relationships. Not only is there an irreducible
number of domains, but there is an irreducible set of domain-specific
criteria or value-assigning procedures operating within each domain e.g.,
for food: salt, sweet, bitter, sour, savoury, fat affordances, putrefying
smell avoidance, previous history with the aversion acquisition system,
temporal tracking of health consequences by immune system, stage of
pregnancy, boundaries on entities and properties considered by the
system, perhaps maggot-ridden food avoidance, and scores of other
factors” (Tooby et al., 2005).
Furthermore there is evidence that humans have special computational
mechanisms in support of social exchange. It has been proved that there is a
kin detection algorithm to support kinship-based altruism (and also to inhibit
sexual desire towards kins) (Lieberman et al., 2007); there is a cheater
detection algorithm to facilitate reciprocal altruism; also there is a motive to
punish cheater, functionally specialized for removing the fitness advantage
enjoyed by free riders rather than for labour recruitment or other functions.
Results also support the hypothesis that a separate pro-reward motivational
system exists that appears designed to handle the problem of labour
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recruitment (Price et al., 2002). Since genetic formation of complex
adaptations need 1,000-10,000 generations or 20 to 200 thousand years,
genetic needs are universal and in our timescales stable.
According to Bernard et al. (2005) genetic needs are to guide behaviours
and interests within one of five social domains related to ever larger systems:
x the self-protection domain of the single system;
x the mating domain of the dyadic system;
x the relationship maintenance and parental care domain of the
small, kin system;
x the coalition domain of the large, non-kin system; and
x the “memetic” domain of the large, symbolic, cultural system.

“All motives, old or recent, are hypothesized to express as phenotypes in
a historical and presently recurring interaction between genotype and the
physical–social–cultural environment. Emotions are hypothesized to
guide purposeful behaviour toward inclusive fitness goals by assisting
“if–then” searches among motives. Self-control is hypothesized to delay
behaviour, permitting more thorough if–then emotion-referenced
searches and increasing the probability that behavioural responses are
adaptive in the local environment.” (Bernard et al., 2005)

3.3.2

Culture

“There was once a man who lived in a Scarcity. After many adventures
and the long voyage in the Science of Economics, he encountered the
Society of Affluence. They were married and had many needs.”
Baudrillard 1988, p. 35.
Culture is group-specific collection of shared traditions of values, beliefs
and artefacts; or else problem-solving methods. Note, that some animals also
have the ability for culture. E.g. chimpanzees have cultures of more than 30
traditions, which differentiate distinct groups. Field research and
experiments have proved the existence of cultures and the ability to teach
and learn cultures among chimpanzees (Whiten et al., 2007). The adaptive
importance of culture has been the very quick evolution of problem solving.
While genetic adaptation needs 1,000-10,000 generations, cultural evolution
made possible adaptive changes within just generations.
As genetic needs are prime motivators, culture is rooted in genetic needs;
though, cultural elements might overwrite unconscious needs as motivators
(e.g. celibacy, suicidal terrorism, etc.), since group identity is one of the
important human needs and culture is one of the major signifiers of group
identity. When culture strengthens the genetic motives of pleasure seeking
culture is hedonist, when culture replaces or denying the fulfilment of some
of the genetic needs culture is ideologist. Culture is very much formed by the
groups history and thus by the environment the group is living in.
Environmental determinists emphasise this impact of the environment on
culture, while genetic or biological determinists emphasise the role of
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genetic motives on the formation of culture. Most likely is that most of the
human culture is highly determined by our genetic programmes, however,
the obvious differences are determined by the different history and thus
partly the different environment of various groups. Certainly the cultural
differences are easier to recognise than the globally shared part of culture.
Thus while environmental psychology discusses in detail what are the
genetic bases of the emergence of culture (Tooby and Cosmides, 1992),
anthropologists and sociologists rather concentrated on the cultural
differences caused by – among others – environmental and climatic factors
(Hofstede, 2001; Van de Vliert, 2007). Abel (1998) have listed the following
as examples for emergence in cultural evolution:
x The emergence of food production technologies and
domestication.
x The emergence of labour specialisation.
x The emergence of private property.
x The emergence of large, permanent human social groups.
x The emergence of social inequality, related to the asymmetrical
control of the productive resources and technologies by factions
within a society.
x The emergence of organized warfare and specialized coercive
military/police institutions.
x The emergence of markets and the expansion of trade.
x The emergence of political chiefs and chiefly lineages.
x The emergence of institutionalized religion and religious
specialists.
x The emergence of irrigation agriculture.
x The emergence of legal/financial/monetary technologies.
x The emergence of state bureaucracy.
x The emergence of modern world systems, and supranational
legal/financial institutions.
On the micro-level, cultural elements are becoming parts of our Selves.
We are inclined to believe that we have a stable core in our mind, and while
our emotions, feeling, thoughts and behaviour can be shaped by our learnt
culture and genetic programmes, this stable core remains in control and able
to make free decisions. Contrary, modern psychology cannot define anything,
which could be regarded as a self separated from our subconscious and
conscious perceptions and motives (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi, 1993). Instead
their definition of the Self is an evolving system of genetic and cultural
programmes, which intends to remain consistent. The idea is also supported
by social scientists who define social identity as a collection of traits. Marcia
(1966) argues that a person’s freedom to change his/her identity is through
choice and commitment, however within this exercise self-consistency
remains strong motive.
However, as Bowles (1998) concludes just as the process of natural
selection does not generally maximize average fitness, there is no reason to
expect that the process of cultural transmission determining the equilibrium
distribution of traits in the population will support a socially optimal
outcome. The cultural equivalent of a market failure thus results; indeed the
long-term persistence of socially and even individually disadvantageous
norms is hardly open for questioning.
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According to Shove (2003) much of the extremely environmentally
costly consumption is related to ordinary, routinised and taken-for-granted
practices, and it is therefore important to study how these normal practices
are constructed and develop over time. The perspective is formulated in
opposition to the approach taken in much research on sustainable
consumption where the relationship between individual “green” beliefs and
individual behaviour is studied. Shove argues that studies on individual
“green” behaviour tend to deal only with the tip of the iceberg—a minor part
of the environmental impact related to consumption. The major part relates
to the long-term changes of daily life and the changing collective
conventions regarding the constituents of a normal life.
Shove and Warde (1998) has identified five mechanisms supporting the
escalating levels of consumption. These mechanisms are based on cultural
motives, most deeply rooted in human genetic motives:
x social comparison;
x the creation of self-identity;
x mental stimulation and novelty;
x aesthetic matching; and
x specialisation within daily life.
Culture has shaped the social and physical environment through
institutions and technology. While market and regulatory institutions are also
part of culture, their evolution has become distinct from cultural evolution.
Normally cultural elements are competing for human attention (a very scarce
resource) and if they proved to be adaptive enough and consistent with the
existing Self they are integrated in the Self. With the creation of an artificial
resource (financial capital), the level of human attention required has been
considerably decreased and market procedures (through the application by
market actors) are able to compete on different ground. Thus market has
become a distinctly evolving complex adaptive system. Regulation went
through a similar process, as political parties and political programmes
competing for majority votes have significantly decreased the level of
human attention required for creating norms. Nevertheless, regulation is
more deeply rooted in the system of cultural values in the democratic
decision-making process.

3.4

Market and regulation

The evolution of markets has been addressed by many researchers of
various disciplines (e.g. Teilhard de Chardin, 1959; Hayek, 1967; Matthews,
1984; Dawkins, 1986; Arthur, 1989 and 1994; Michaelis, 1997; Ormerod,
2001; Mauboussin, 2002). Meanwhile market evolution also changes its
evolutionary environment, i.e. culture, regulation, technology and certainly
the physical environment and the ecosystem. Bowles (1998) emphasises that
markets influence values, tastes and personalities. As he puts it:
“The production and distribution of goods and services in any society is
organized by a set of rules, among which are allocation by fiat in states,
firms, and other organizations, patriarchal and other customary
allocations based on gender, age, and kinship (as for example takes place
within families), gift, theft, bargaining, and of course markets. Particular
combinations of these rules give entire societies modifiers such as
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‘capitalist’, ‘traditional’, ‘communist’, ‘patriarchal’, and ‘corporatist’.
These distinct allocation rules along with other institutions dictate what
one must do or be to acquire one's livelihood. In so doing they impose
characteristic patterns of interaction on the people who snake up a society,
affecting who meets whom, on what terms, to perform which tasks, and
with what expectation of rewards. One risks banality, not controversy, in
suggesting that these allocation rules therefore influence the process of
human development, affecting personality, habits, tastes, identities, and
values. One cannot be too far out on a limb when in the company of
Adam Smith as well as Edmund Burke, Alexis de Tocqueville and Karl
Marx, John Stuart Mill and Frederick Hayek: all celebrated or lamented
the effects of markets and other economic institutions on human
development.”
Bowles (1998) has identified five important mechanisms through which
market influences preferences:
x Framing and situation construal: economic institutions are
situations in the social psychological sense and thus have
framing and other situation construal effects; people make
different choices depending on whether the identical feasible set
they face is generated by a market-like process or not.
x Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations: the ample scope of market
choices and often extrinsic nature of market rewards may induce
preference changes driven by individual desires for feelings of
competence and self-determination; other institutions may have
related effects.
x Effects on the evolution of norms: economic institutions influence
the structure of social interactions and thus affect the evolution of
norms by altering the returns to relationship-specific investments
such as reputation-building, affecting the kinds of sanctions that
may be applied in interactions, and changing the likelihood of
interaction for different types of people.
x Task performance effects: economic institutions structure the
tasks people face and hence influence not only their capacities
but their values and psychological functioning as well.
x Effects of the process of cultural transmission: in part for the
above reasons, and in part independently, markets and other
institutions affect the cultural learning process itself, altering the
ways we acquire our values and desires, including child rearing
and schooling, as well as informal learning rules such as
conformism.
Others providing examples and proof on endogenous preferences include
van den Bergh et al., 2000; Rodríguez-Sickert et al., 2007; Gneezy and
Rustichini, 2000; and Falk and Kosfeld, 2004. Bowles’ (1998) conclusion is
that because states, communities, and markets may influence the process of
cultural evolution, any normative evaluation of the role and scope of these
institutions must attempt to take their cultural effects into account. Such an
attempt has been carried out by Putnam (2000) who found that the decline of
social capital in the United States in the last couple of decades has been
caused by:
x economic changes (social “pressure” of business and time);
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x
x
x
x

caused changes in family models;
spatial mobilisation and suburbanisation;
technological changes; and
changes in society and social politics.

Or as Soros (1997) recognises “society has lost its anchor”, by the market
shaping our cultures and cultural values::
“Instability extends well beyond financial markets: it affects the values
that guide people in their actions. Economic theory takes values as given.
At the time economic theory was born, in the age of Adam Smith, David
Ricardo, and Alfred Marshall, this was a reasonable assumption, because
people did, in fact, have firmly established values. Adam Smith himself
combined a moral philosophy with his economic theory. Beneath the
individual preferences that found expression in market behavior, people
were guided by a set of moral principles that found expression in
behavior outside the scope of the market mechanism. Deeply rooted in
tradition, religion, and culture, these principles were not necessarily
rational in the sense of representing conscious choices among available
alternatives. Indeed, they often could not hold their own when
alternatives became available. Market values served to undermine
traditional values.
There has been an ongoing conflict between market values and other,
more traditional value systems, which has aroused strong passions and
antagonisms. As the market mechanism has extended its sway, the fiction
that people act on the basis of a given set of nonmarket values has
become progressively more difficult to maintain. Advertising, marketing,
even packaging, aim at shaping people's preferences rather than, as
laissez-faire theory holds, merely responding to them. Unsure of what
they stand for, people increasingly rely on money as the criterion of value.
What is more expensive is considered better. The value of a work of art
can be judged by the price it fetches. People deserve respect and
admiration because they are rich. What used to be a medium of exchange
has usurped the place of fundamental values, reversing the relationship
postulated by economic theory. What used to be professions have turned
into businesses. The cult of success has replaced a belief in principles.
Society has lost its anchor.”
Regulation cannot be blamed directly on market failures and related
cultural effects, since regulation itself is formed by the evolution of the
various macro systems. According to Sotarauta and Srinivas (2005) the
relationship between policy and development is reciprocal even though it is
often seen as, or hoped to be, a linear process proceeding from planning to
decision to implementation to changes in development.

3.5

The physical environment and the ecosystem

Ecosystems are the prototypical examples of complex adaptive systems
(e.g. Levin, 1998; Norberg, 2004). In the ecosystem patterns at higher level
emerge form localised interactions and selection processes at lower levels.
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Various life-forms are co-evolving with other life forms and reliable and
rapid feedback mechanisms ensure the essentials for a tight co-evolution
(Ehrlich and Raven, 1964; Futuyma and Slatkin, 1983; and Levin, 1983).
Many domains of the physical environment are adapting quickly to the
changed conditions by the ecosystem. Changing composition of the
atmosphere, changing patterns of hydrological cycles, as well as soil
formation are examples for the co-evolution of the ecosystem and the
physical environment. This matching of life and the conditions for life has
inspired views of the earth as a superorganism (Hutton, 1788), with a biota
and an atmosphere that have coevolved (Lovelock, 1972; Margulis and
Lovelock, 1974). Without accepting or denying the Gaia hypothesis (e.g.
Lenton and van Oijen, 2002), it is possible to recognise the attributes of
complex adaptive systems and co-evolution among the elements of the
physical environment and the ecosystem.

3.6

Technology

Technology is defined here as a species’ adaptive change of the
environment. As such, a bird nest is a technology created by birds to change
their environment in order to improve their evolutionary conditions. Human
technology today is very much different of the bird nest, since it is
overwhelmingly culturally driven. The development of technology can be
regarded as a complex adaptive system since it is fully integrated in cultural
evolution. Nevertheless, manifest technology in most cases cannot be
regarded a complex adaptive system, since it lacks the ability to adapt once
created. The key to resilience in any complex adaptive system is in the
maintenance of heterogeneity, the essential variation that enables adaptation
(Levin et al., 1998). However, as Levin (1998) puts it:
“Heavily managed systems, such as in agriculture or forestry, are not
purely complex adaptive systems, in that their simplified structures are
imposed exogenously rather than arising endogenously. As such, they are
fragile, vulnerable to single stresses such as pest outbreaks that cause
system crashes in the absence of adaptive responses.”
This is true to other technology forms as well. Since in most cases
technology is not an adaptive system, co-evolving with its environment, in
most cases technology starts deteriorating as soon as it is created. There are
few examples in ancient traditional technological domains (such as
agriculture) where people have been able to accumulate extended knowledge
on how their technology interacts with the environment. Traditional
agricultural practices of diversifying crops, providing time for soil
remediation and similar practices are elements to improve the adaptation of
technology; however, an active exogenous reinforcement is still necessary to
sustain it. Permaculture is an attempt to create a truly adaptive and resilient
agricultural system (Mollison and Holmgren, 1978). Another adaptive
technology emerging recently is the Internet, where the evolution is out of
(an exogenously or from the above imposed) control and the emergent
phenomena are the result of numerous interactions on the lower level. Other
potential fields for adaptive technologies are nanotechnology and
biotechnology, including the threats such adaptive systems could potentially
pose on humanity.
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Though it has been stated that technology in its physical reality is
normally not a complex adaptive system, the knowledge on which humanity
develops its technology, as part of culture, is a complex adaptive system.
Innovation, the creation of new types of technology, is very much stimulated
by our current economic system. The adaptive nature of market evolution
has been described long ago, e.g. by Schumpeter (1943):
“But in capitalist reality as distinguished from its textbook picture, it is
not that kind of competition that counts but the competition from the new
commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new type
of organization (…) - competition which commands a decisive cost or
quality advantage and which strikes not at the margins of the profits and
the outputs of the existing firms but at their foundations and their very
lives.”
Innovation in technology for a market entity is very similar in its goal to
any kind of innovation adaptive systems carry out, the goal to avoid
competition. For market entities the goal for innovation is to create
temporary monopoly situations. Certainly, this results in a new sort of
competition in the speed of innovation. Those who are the fastest innovators
have the chance for market success. However, on the macro scale faster and
faster innovation has its drawbacks. As Arthur (1994) describes it:
“If exploitation outweighs exploration, learning may converge too
rapidly on promising-looking actions. What is crucial then to the
emergence of the optimal action is a slowing down of the speed of
convergence, so that learning has time to explore less promising
alternatives. The data – not the algorithm – show that in human learning
such slowing down does not occur. I would therefore expect the result
that human learning is path-dependent, nonpredictable and not
necessarily optimal to be validated […]”

3.7

Human and environmental systems in a co-evolutionary
framework

Table 1 and Table 2 below matches the various attributes of a complex
adaptive system (system elements, relationships among the elements,
emergent properties) with the different human and environmental systems
described in the previous sections. Furthermore the specific systems’
environments are identified and the processes of the system-environment coevolution are summarised.
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Table 1: Attributes of complex adaptive systems in human systems
System of
needs

Culture

Genetically
inherited
computational
mechanisms
and culturally
transmitted
knowledge
Prioritising
mechanism
(using
emotions and
memory)
Self (and
adaptive
behaviour at
the microlevel)
Physical
environment,
ecosystem,
social
environment,
potential mate,
own body

Units of shared
knowledge in
individuals’ mind

Market practices
and procedures

Pieces of legislation

Competing and
strengthening
each other to
create a
consistent Self
Culture (and
adaptive
behaviour at the
macro-level)

Competing market
procedure for
increased returns
on investment

Competing and
strengthening each
other to create a
consistent
legislation
Legislation (system
of norms to
optimise society)

Co-evolution:
Environment to
system

Needs evolved
towards
human, social,
natural, and
infrastructural
capitals

Human specific
genetic and
groups specific
environmental
influences on
culture

Co-evolution:
System to
environment

Maintaining
healthy body,
social
relationships,
consuming
resources from
the
environment

Social
environment:
(market and
regulatory)
institutions
Physical
environment:
technology

System elements

Relationships

Emergent property

Environment

The subconscious
mind (incl.
genetic needs),
the social and
physical
environment

Market

Economic system
(web of supply
chains, strategic
alliances,
imitators, etc.)
“STEEPLED”
(political,
economic, sociocultural and
technological
environment as
well as
environmental,
legal, education
and demographic
environment)
Genetic and
cultural motives
determining
preferences
STEEPLED
determining
opportunities
Market
institutions
changing values
Market induced
technology
changing physical
environment
Market induced
technology
changing culture

Regulation

Cultural values
(voter preferences)
Economic
“realities”
Technological
possibilities

Political
programmes are
selected by and
adapted to voter
preferences

Regulation become
norms and cultural
values with time
Market and
technological
evolution is
influenced by
regulation
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Table 2: Attributes of complex adaptive systems in environmental systems

System elements

Relationships

The physical
environment

Ecosystem

Simple
technology

Complex
adaptive
technology

Elements in the
lithosphere,
hydrosphere and
atmosphere
Physical laws

Biological
organisms

Artefacts

Competition,
cooperation,
parasitism,
symbiosis, etc.
Ecological
systems

As externally
imposed: e.g.
compatible
technologies
Non-existent

Permaculture:
biological
organisms
Internet: websites
Competition and
cooperation

Emergent
property

Climate system,
hydrological
cycles, soil
formation

(Quasi)permanent
ecological micro
system
Internet: new
structures for
communicating,
information
processes, wisdom
of crowd, etc.

Environment

Atmosphere:
other systems of
the physical Earth
as well as the
ecosystem
Hydrosphere: the
solid and gaseous
physical
environment as
well as the
ecosystem
Lithosphere:
atmosphere,
hydrosphere and
the ecosystem
(plus the belowcrust processes of
the Earth)

The physical
environment

Culture (incl.
market and
regulation),
physical
environment,
ecosystem

Culture and the
computer network
infrastructure

Co-evolution
Environment to
system

Soil formation,
changes in the
hydrological
cycles and the
atmospheric
cycles

Life-conditions
and niches for the
elements of
ecosystem

No real coevolution, but
reinforced
external
production based
on culture,
market,
regulation, and
resources
balanced with the
continuous
deterioration by
the physical and
biological
environment

Permaculture:
adaptation aiming
stability
Internet: Culture
determines what
knowledge is
included in the
system,
infrastructure
determines the
potential for
evolving tools
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The interactions among the various evolving macro systems are complex
and difficult to model. However, it is possible to describe what the directions
of co-evolution are. Figure 3 describes the systems indicating the systemenvironment borders and the interaction among them. Any circle indicates a
complex adaptive system. The arrows indicate the co-evolution of system
and environment. Anything inside a circle is part of the system, and anything
outside a circle is part of the system’s environment. Technology is marked
by a hexagon in order to indicate that most often material technology is not
able to adaptation and self-organisation, but requires a continuous external
intervention to maintain.

Physical world

Technology

Life forms

Ecosystem

Market

Humans

Regulation

Genetic “needs”
Culture

Figure 3: The co-evolution of macrostructures in the human and
environmental systems - Inside a circle is the system, outside a circle is a
system’s environment. Denser spots indicate higher speed of change. More
explanation is presented in the text above.

Figure 4 indicates the interactions among the human macrostructures and
technology. Genetic motives are not changing in our timeframe of interest.
The neoclassical economics concept of utility is am aggregate of cultural
elements and genetic motives. The cultural elements are able to experience
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change in response to changes in other systems, including the markets. Thus
as described in the previous subchapters needs and utility are at some level
endogenous to the market.

Market
Regulation

Technology

Culture

“utility”

Genetic
motives

Figure 4: Interactions among human macro-systems. – Denser spots indicate
higher speed of change.

As discussed in detail in the previous chapters one main cause of the
problem is the drifting of cultural values and preferences influenced by
market and technology. As Soros (1997) told “society has lost its anchor”.
Since regulation is based on general cultural values, the possibilities for
regulation to intervene are quite limited. Figure 5 visualise the various
processes contributing to the loss of ‘social anchor’, loss of stability in
cultural values.
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Market
Regulation

Technology

Culture

“utility”

Genetic
motives

Figure 5: Market originated reinforcing loops contributing to the drift in
cultural values. (Loops highlighted by bold arrows.)

4

Policy implications

Setting up a new conceptual framework for the problem of unsustainable
consumption and production patterns we must reconsider the basic elements
of the strategy to achieve sustainability, i.e. the goal setting and the tool set
of sustainability.

4.1

Goal setting

Whether we approach sustainability from a complexity theory point of
view, the goal should be set as to increase and sustain adaptability for
humanity. This does not mean the maximisation of need fulfilment for all
people. Needs are our adapted characteristic to motivate as for adaptive
behaviour, thus they are in the tool, not in the goal dimension. If needs and
need fulfilment are handled as goals, the co-evolution of needs, market and
technology leads to an escalation, which have the possibility to cause a
“Limits to growth”-type of overshoot and collapse scenario.
As discussed above, human motives (needs) are determined partly by
genetic drives, partly by cultural programmes. However, genetic drives use
relatively poor indicators to be adaptive in our current environment.
Furthermore, cultural ideas, values are also rather speculative and their
predominance might be dependent on other factors than utility for humans,
such as controlled communication channels and compatibility with
preceding ideas. Thus it can be recommended not to rely on human needs,
when sustainability goals are identified, at least not in the sense of some sort
of standardised, universal human rights. Rather it is recommended to realise
the flexible nature of human needs and its strong impact on human
behaviour and search for solutions approaching better adaptive behaviour.
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In order to increase the adaptability of humanity it is difficult to draw
general guidelines. As the environment of adaptation changes one or another
trait can be successful or unsuccessful. As a rule of thumb humanity should
aim multiple goals in the co-evolutionary process: several goals in the
systems of market, regulation, technology, the ecosystem and culture. Since
the complex interaction of several systems is not predictable, sophisticated
planned environments are often more vulnerable than less perfected ones
resulted by natural co-evolution. The goals, thus, should not aim at achieving
concrete states for the various systems, but to increase in general their
adaptive abilities. A general rule to achieve that is to increase the diversity of
the various systems.
Increased diversity is necessary at all levels. It is not just the incubatory
support of alternative technologies, which are indeed very important, but
also the support of alternative institutions, business organisations, market
types and social experiments. Since strengthening positive feedback loops is
much more effective than trying to put on breaks on unfavourable processes,
it is much easier to achieve results by supporting non-profit, service and
community oriented business organisations (e.g. cooperatives or similar yet
uninvented organisational forms) than trying to direct for-profit
organisations to behaviours that are not in line with the selection pressure
forming their evolution.
Another general rule is that systems need to be able to stay below too
much interconnectedness in order to remain flexible enough to adapt to
changes. Thus systems need to be optimised to the level of
interconnectedness making them best able to adapt to changing
environments. This means especially for human market and infrastructural
systems that we should aim to decrease interconnectedness.
Summarising recommended goals for SCP:
x Need fulfilment is a tool not a goal for adaptive behaviour:
x Individuals need to develop a reflective self-consciousness to see
objectively their needs and being able to decide whether to
behave according to them or different;
x Multiple goals for increased adaptability in several systems:
market, regulation, technology, eco-system and culture;
x Increased system diversity needs to be stimulated;
x Level of interconnectedness needs to be optimised for maximum
adaptability.

4.2

Tool set

4.2.1

Indicators

A set of indicators needs to be developed reflecting the sustainable
consumption and production goals. As described above, adaptability requires
multiple goals, thus aggregating indicators too much hijacks efforts towards
sustainability. Many system archetypes provide different results in the short
term and in the long term. To avoid the trap of such system archetypes
indicators should inform about expected development on the longer term.
Since causality is not deterministic, predicting impact is only possible
through a risk management approach, i.e. predicting probabilities.
Summarising the characteristics of recommended set of indicators:
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x
x
x
x

Indicators should measure multiple goals, not being aggregated
too much
Indicators should inform about systems’ adaptability
Indicators should measure longer term impacts
Indicators should predict probabilities

In order to provide more concrete examples for the application of
indicators alternatives for LCA and DPSIR are proposed in the next
subchapter.
4.2.2

Environmental problem description

An underlying idea of this paper is that policy making is happening in a
system, policy making itself being part of it, where the various components
are in a non-linear, complex interrelationship. This arrangement causes
balancing and reinforcing feedback loops among system components. Thus a
policy intervention can only be assessed if we can understand the long range
of changes it provokes through the various causal chains, often including the
practice of policy making itself.
Already in the early years of the wider international recognition of
environmental issues, the necessity of a casual framework for studying
environmental problems has emerged. A widely used simplification and
adaptation of Rapport and Friend’s (1979) early “stress-response” model is
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's “Pressure State - Response” (PSR) framework (OECD, 1991, 1993).
In the DSR framework, the term “pressure” has been replaced by that of
“driving force” in order to accommodate more accurately the addition of
social, economic, and institutional indicators. In addition, the use of the term
“driving force” allows that the impact on sustainable development may be
both positive and negative as is often the case for social, economic, and
institutional indicators. The DSR framework is actually a matrix that
incorporates three types of indicators horizontally and the different
dimensions of sustainable development vertically, namely social, economic,
environmental, and institutional (OECD, 1996).
In recent years, the EEA has broadened its perspective dealing with
environmental issues from focussing on pressures, states and impacts, to
involving drivers and the potential responses as well, developing the DPSIR
methodology (EEA, 1999).
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Drivers

Pressures
Responses
State

Impact

Figure 6: The DPSIR framework for reporting environmental issues
(Source: EEA, 1999)
The original PSR model had distinct components for pressures (human
behaviour), state (state of the environment) and responses (regulation).
DPSIR has already integrated society, environment and economy as the three
different dimensions of sustainability. However, while DPSIR is now able to
handle many dimensions, putting the same trends to different places have
weakened its ability to correctly identify causal interactions.
Contrary to the DPSIR approach, in system thinking components are not
defined as drivers or impacts in relation to one selected element, but cause
and effect relationship is extended to all elements. In fact, the system is
better described as a web of relationships, where different components can
have multiple causal roles, than some sort of hierarchical structure. For
example, a tendency might be the result of another one and in the same time
the cause of a third one. Even regulation is not an external, independent
“responder”, but also is effected by many of the system components, it is
intended to be regulating.
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Market
Regulation

Technology

“utility”

Culture

Genetic
motives

Figure 7: A co-evolutionary framework of social systems

The suggested approach is that the different trends are not labelled (as
pressures, drivers, etc.) before the causalities are described, but the observed
trends are put in the causality model of evolving systems and the coevolution of the whole system is described. Then, longer term prediction of
possible outcomes with probabilities in the whole system will define whether
a trend is problematic or advantageous, or else maladaptive or adaptive.
4.2.3

Measuring environmental impact

Life-cycle assessment provides relatively little and controversial
information about the long term impact of consumption and production
activities on the environment. It is not able to describe how much of a certain
product will be consumed, whether it creates needs, provokes the
development of a new technology, contributes to cultural values, which are
pro-environment or careless. It cannot measure whether a technology will be
sold in billions of pieces as a fad or will become an efficient way of fulfilling
basic needs. Because of it controversial method of aggregation, even its
value to describe the environmental pressure by a consumed unit is
questionable (and often questioned).
The authors suggest putting this approach in a wider framework in order
to be able to describe the impact of consumption events on the longer term
evolution of culture, technology and consequently the environment.
According to the authors it is much more important for a sustainability
point of view if a consumption event leads to less or more diverse cultural
values, escalating need patterns, etc. than the direct, short term
environmental impact of the consumption of one unit.
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5

Overall conclusions

There is evidence that many human and environmental systems are coevolving complex adaptive systems. These systems are nested, such the
ecosystem, the organism, but also the organs and cells are complex adaptive
systems. Similarly in our social structures our shared knowledge of problemsolving, i.e. culture is evolving similarly than included systems of the market
or regulation. Besides those the human mind is a complex adaptive system
with genetically or culturally inherited computational mechanisms forming a
coherent structure, the Self.
The recognition of such a web of systems makes traditional linear policy
making obsolete. Setting up a goal and executing actions towards it will
result in a whole chain of adaptations possibly contributing to unexpected
results. Most importantly for a sustainability point of view we need
paradigm shift about our nature of consciousness. While humans are
conscious about their consciousness, few are conscious about the how and
why of their consciousness. Our needs are inherited, genetically or culturally,
as well as our whole Self is an aggregation of inherited traits. This reflexive
self-consciousness might assist in avoiding absolutising our needs and thus
avoid the suffering related to unfulfilled needs. Needs should be regarded as
tools, which used to be adaptive at some point of human or pre-human
history and might be equally adaptive or maladaptive today. Therefore needs
have no place in the goal dimension of sustainability. By focusing on the
fulfillment of needs will result in escalating patterns of needs as well as
consumption and production.
The goal dimension of sustainability has to deal with a sustained ability
to adapt human systems to changing environments (including for example
depleting resources). Successful adaptive strategies aim multiple goals in all
relevant external systems and do that through an increased diversity of tools
so that the failure of some of them will not result in a total breakdown. Not
just technologies, but also organizational structures, institutions and social
alternatives need to be supported in order to achieve a high level of diversity
and adaptive ability in these systems.
These alternative structures have the important task to decrease current
high level of technological and market interconnectedness, which makes
these systems inflexible and thus globally vulnerable.
Because positive feedback loops are much easier to strengthen than to put
control on unfavourable processes, it is recommended to put effort in
cultivating adaptive practices rather than being busy with the problem
shifting race of regulatory and technological co-evolution. Fighting
unfavourable processes gives them importance since human attention is one
of the world’s scarcest resources and the system and subsystems of culture is
based on this resource. Certainly when unfavourable processes seriously
distort necessary balance it must be restored, but otherwise money and
attention needs to be paid quickly on promising alternatives.
Certainly, for a useful action plan, the responsible actors need to be
identified. The illusion that national governments can solve this problem has
disappeared. The biggest source of norms today is not the regulator, but the
market and mass media. With the current for-profit, investment directed
market forms it is not expected that market actors will seriously change their
strategy. In order to realise enough ignorance of unfavourable processes and
enough support of alternatives, a non-elitist, mass paradigm shift seems to be
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inevitable. Whether there are available tools to achieve such a result through
grass-root organisation, emerging technologies (such as the potentials in
Internet as a self-organising system) or else opens new research questions
out of the scope of this paper.
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Introduction

It has been widely acknowledged that questions of sustainability are
questions of consumption (Stern 2000). More specifically, if global
sustainability is to be achieved it becomes imperative that the nature of
consumption behaviors are understood it terms of the values that underlie the
consumption lifestyle that is endemic to industrial societies and seems to be
increasing in emerging economies like those in Eastern Europe (Ger and
Belk 1996). One of the driving forces behind the consumption lifestyle is the
value system that can be encapsulated in what is referred to as materialism.
It is, according to Ger and Belk (1996) and Kilbourne (2004), materialistic
values that are being spread world wide through the globalization process. In
order to understand better how this process works, it is necessary to
elaborate on the specific aspects of the spread of neo-liberalism that
engender this lifestyle. The purpose of this paper is to begin the elaboration
of the antecedent variables that might be considered the necessary conditions
for the development of materialism as a dominant mode of life. Because the
archetype of the materialistic lifestyle can be considered the US, it is here
there that the examination begins. The purpose of this paper is to explore the
relationship between what has been referred to as the dominant social
paradigm (DSP) (Pirages and Ehrlich 1974) and materialism within the
context of the US.
To examine this relationship, it is necessary to develop the constructs
through which the analysis will be performed. These are materialism itself
and the DSP of Western industrial societies which is hypothesized to be the
antecedent condition for the development of materialism. While there has
been considerable discussion in the academic literature about the new
environmental paradigm (Dunlap and Van Liere 1978) upon which
sustainable consumption is predicated. There has been considerably less
effort devoted to the explanation of the DSP out of which the NEP is to
emerge (Kilbourne and Beckmann 1998). While the initial efforts have
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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begun in this regard, the DSP construct has not been fully articulated or
examined empirically. The materialism construct will be examined first, and
this will be followed by a brief explanation of the dimensions of the DSP.
Finally, an empirical test of the relationship between the DSP and
materialism will be carried out.

2

Constructs

2.1

Materialism

There have been multiple approaches used to study materialism from
both a cultural and an individual perspective. Belk (1985), for example,
defined materialism and a psychological trait relating to the importance that
consumers place on worldly possessions. Richins and Dawson (1992)
consider materialism to be a value rather than a trait. The approach used in
this study is that of Richins and Dawson as it has been used most frequently
in consumer research and has been reproduced in a short form by Richins
(2004). The scale used contains nine items and three dimensions referred to
as success, centrality, and happiness.

2.2

Dominant Social Paradigm

2.2.1

Technology

The technology dimension refers to the attitude toward technological
development that has pervaded Western society since the Enlightenment and
is attributed primarily to Bacon (Bury 1932; Rifkin 1980). Its characteristic
feature is one of technological optimism suggesting that all problems can be
solved by technology including those problems created by technology itself.
This is also referred to as the “techno-fix” mentality (O'Riordan 1976).
2.2.2

Political

The political dimension of the DSP is referred to as political liberalism
attributed to Locke (MacPherson 1962). The primary elements of political
liberalism relating to sustainable consumption are possessive individualism,
private property, and limited government. Possessive individualism suggets
that individuasl are in possession of themselves and that all they obtain
through their effrots becomes rightfully theirs. This leads directly to the
institution of private property which is a collection of rights surrounding
individual possessions. This includes such rights as exclusivity (it is mine
and not yours) and protection under the law (it cannot be taken except by
due process). Finally the role of the government is limited to the protection
of property and enforcement of contracts.
2.2.3

Economic

The economic dimension is attributed to Adam Smith and is referred to
as economic liberalism (Capra 1982; Hirschman 1977). Its primary elements
are atomized individualism (each is free and independent of all the others),
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free markets (unconstrained by external or governmental interference), and
self interest as the sole motivator of behavior. The remergence of market
society in the 1980’s is now referred to as neo-liberalism (Stiglitz 2002). The
fundamental principle here is the economic growth is coterminus with
progress, and all consumer policy should be directed at increasing levels of
consumption through technological and market expansion.
2.2.4

Organization (Anthropocentrism)

In contemporary industrial society, interactions between society’s
members and their natural environment may be defined as anthropocentric; a
human centeredness perspective that is based on a belief that non-human
nature exists to serve humankind. More specifically, anthropocentrism is
“…the belief that there is a clear and relevant dividing line between
humankind and the rest of nature, that humankind is the only principal
source of value or meaning in the world, and that nonhuman nature is there
for no purpose but to serve humankind” (Eckersley 1992). Because progress
in Western industrial societies is defined as material progress, nature has
instrumental value and is systematically exploited for the benefit of
humankind.
2.2.5

Competition

While competition is an essential means through which a society
advances (Bury 1932), it is also considered to be a characteristic that is
unique to industrialized, capitalistic societies (Marx 1847:1995; Polanyi
1944). Within a market-based society, there is continuous competition
among members for interminably scarce resources (Hobbes 1950), and
individual well-being turns from interest in social relations to interest in
material possessions (Donaldson and Werhane 1993). This view of
interpersonal competition is consistent with the other dimensions of the DSP
and reinforces them. The basic beliefs are that competition promotes
material progress in society, and that competition achieves progress better
than cooperation.
The forgoing provides a brief conceptualization of the dimensions of the
DSP as used in this study. The model to be tested using the constructs is
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Proposed Structural Equation Model

3

Methodology

3.1

Sample

The sample for this study consisted of 284 university students who were
enrolled and studying business or economics in a large American university.
The sample was 46% female, and the median age was 22. While all
respondents were students, this was not considered inappropriate because the
purpose of the study was to assess the relationship between their belief in the
paradigm they grew up believing and materialism rather than to determine
the level of materialism within the group. The latter type of measure might
be biased because of the nature of the student sample, but the former should
be less dependent on the sample characteristics. This approach had the added
benefit of controlling for age differences because the variation in age was
small.

3.2

Procedures

The measure of the DSP consisted of 15 items developed and used by
Kilbourne, Beckmann, and Thelen (2002), Dunlap and van Liere (1984),
Cotgrove (1982), and Milbrath (1984). Slight modifications were made to
these items in order to accurately reflect the intended domain of each
dimension. Thus, the resulting measure consisted of three, 7-point Likert
items for each of the five DSP dimensions of economic, technology, political,
anthropocentrism, and competition. The three dimensions of the Richins and
Dawson (1992) materialism scale are happiness, success, and centrality, and
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each was measured with three, 7-point Likert items taken from the original
scale. The items chosen had the highest factor loadings on their respective
dimensions in the original research. Additional demographic measures
consisting of respondent gender, age, education, and income were also
included.

3.3

Method of Analysis

Structural equation modeling using AMOS 6 software was applied to
test the proposed model. In the first stage of the analysis, the DSP and
materialism models were tested for goodness of fit. The fit criteria used were
the comparative fit index (CFI), the root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA), and the incremental fit index (IFI). The cutoff scores for the
different indices were those suggested by Hair et al. (1998) and were set at .9
for the CFI and IFI and .08 for the RMSEA.
3.3.1

Measurement Models

Consistent with Byrne (2001), the two measurement models were first
assessed for their measurement properties. For the DSP measurement model,
the fit statistics were .94 for the CFI and the IFI and .05 for the RMSEA.
These were well within the suggested ranges for the criteria used. Thus, the
DSP model as proposed fit the data from the sample well. For the
materialism measurement model, the fit statistics were .96 for both the CFI
and the IFI and .07 for the RMSEA. Again, all statistics were within the
specified ranges. Both measurement models were deemed to be acceptable
for further analysis of the structural model proposed at the outset.
3.3.2

Structural Model

Following the assessment of the measurement models, a final test was
performed on the proposed model in Figure 1. The results of this analysis
suggested that there was a strong positive relationship between the DSP as
constructed and the individual respondents’ material values as measured by
the Richins and Dawson material values scale. There were two paths in the
model that were not supported, however. The results showed that there was a
positive relationship between the second order DSP model and each of the
dimensions of materialism (success, centrality, and happiness). As ones’
position on the DSP increased, their belief in the dimensions of materialism
increased as well. The path coefficients for the dimensions of materialism
were .90, .73, and .65 for the success, centrality, and happiness dimensions
respectively and all were significant at less than .01. The path coefficients
for the DSP construct ranged from a low of .11 for competition to a high
of .62 for economic. All coefficients were significant at less than .01 except
for competition and political which were not significant. The overall fit for
the structural equation model was also acceptable with both CFI and IFI
at .92 and an RMSEA of .051. This indicates that the data did fit the model
well.
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4

Discussion and Conclusions

Sustainable consumption is receiving significantly more attention in
recent years. As environmental degradation has increased even as measures
of public concern have risen, the question as to why there is a gap between
individuals’ attitudes and their behavior has been raised more and more. This
suggests that Porritt’s (1984) warnings more than two decades ago seem ever
more prescient. His main concern then was that societies are failing to
examine the “root causes” of environmental decline. It was argued more
recently that every environmental problem is, at its core, a consumption
problem (Stern 2000). The purpose of this study was to begin exploring the
root causes of over consumption. It is argued that these causes lie in the
cultural institutions that underlie consumption behavior in Western industrial
societies, and they lead to materialistic values that are antithetical to
sustainability. These underlying institutions are referred to here as the DSP
of a society.
The DSP construct developed in this study is composed of five
institutions: technological, political, economic, anthropocentrism, and
competition. While there is theoretical support for this collection, little
empirical support has been developed. The purpose of this paper was to
begin the empirical test of the DSP construct and to determine its
relationship to materialistic values. If this relationship is confirmed in future
research, the policy implications would be profound as they would indicate
that, for sustainability to emerge, fundamental changes in habits of thought
and behavior are necessary for a sustainable future. This is particularly true
for Western industrial societies of which the US is the archetype.
The results of this study suggest that Porritt’s argument was sound and
the roots of environmental decline can be traced to the DSP. While it has
been argued that industrial societies must shift from the DSP to the new
environmental paradigm (Dunlap and Van Liere 1984; Dunlap and Van
Liere 1978), little theoretical groundwork has been laid that would indicate
how this should happen or what is involved in such a paradigm shift. The
DSP of Western societies has been evolving over the last 400 years (Capra
1982; Rifkin 1980) and is only recently, with the verification of global
warming, begun to show signs of strain in societies in which it is prevalent.
While this is important, the solution to global warming does not lie in
technological quick fixes. It lies rather in the slow steady transformation of
Western thought and action, most notable business actions still predicated on
the limitless growth mentality that promotes materialism now on a global
scale.
The results of this study indicate that habits of thought that support
undifferentiated economic growth, technological solutions to problems, and
anthropocentric perspectives must be transformed if materialistic values are
to be abated both within the US and globally. It has recently been shown, for
example, that previously non-materialistic, developing economies are
becoming more materialistic (Ger and Belk 1996) as the Western business
influence increases in those countries. If, as Stern (2000) has argued, every
environmental problem is a consumption problem, then the spread of
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materialistic values must certainly be counted as one of the “root causes” of
environmental decline.
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Chapter 4 Attitudes are not enough
The importance of context in Sustainable Consumption
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1

Introduction

This paper reacts to a recent proposition that the promotion of
environmental citizenship, and in particular pro-environmental attitudes, is
sufficient to stimulate long term behaviour change towards sustainable
development (Dobson, 2007). Dobson contends that ‘structuralist’
approaches to policy, in particular economic measures, are short term
behavioural fixes which undermine ‘voluntarist’ approaches aiming for long
term attitudinal change. The idea that pro-environmental or ethical attitudes
will lead to pro-environmental or ethical behaviour has attracted criticism
elsewhere for being over-simplistic and too focused on individualistic
determinants of change (Spaargaren, 2000; Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002;
Maniates, 2002; Seyfang, 2004).
This paper will use empirical findings from work on two fields of
voluntary action: green consumer purchasing behaviour and community
action for sustainability, to challenge Dobson’s position. Research on
sustainable consumers in these contexts supports the existence of
‘environmental citizens’: individuals who make efforts to live more
sustainably. The evidence shows, however, that environmental citizenship
does not always translate into pro-environmental behaviour (known as the
‘attitude-behaviour gap’) (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). Voluntary
measures taken on by such ‘environmental citizens’ can fail to take effect as
a result of structural circumstances. This paper will argue that while internal
or voluntary determinants of change are important they need to be seen
within a context of external or structural influences for effective policymaking on Sustainable Consumption.
The paper begins by critiquing Dobson’s paper ‘Environmental
Citizenship: Towards Sustainable Development’. After this, evidence is
presented from two case studies of sustainable consumers which contradicts
some of the claims made by Dobson. A discussion ensues on the
contribution of environmental citizenship-type initiatives to encouraging
sustainable consumption.
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme..
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2

Critique of Dobson 2007

Dobson’s main contention is that long-term change in behaviour will be
achieved by approaches that stimulate pro-environmental attitudes (in
particular environmental citizenship) as opposed to economic incentives to
encourage pro-environmental behaviour (Dobson, 2007). He claims that
economic incentives are a ‘very obvious front runner’ in UK environmental
policy, but that they are likely only to result in superficial change as they
target only behaviour. Environmental citizenship initiatives instead target
attitudinal change through deliberative processes and are in Dobson’s view
more likely to lead to lasting change in individuals. Dobson also suggests
that economic incentives might interfere with environmental citizenship
initiatives, and as such should be undertaken with caution.
The main tenets of Dobson’s argument are summarised in table 1. Dobson
sets ‘structuralist’ economic incentives in opposition to ‘voluntarist’
environmental citizenship initiatives. He uses this contrast to highlight the
limitations of economic incentives which do not provide space for
individuals to deliberate and engage more deeply with environmental issues,
provoking instead a rational, self-interested reaction. He also points out the
potential for subversive activities that a measure which only tackles
behaviour can provoke (using attempts to avoid London’s congestion charge
as an example). Dobson says that financial (dis)incentives have made only:
“a superficial impression on people’s habits and practices” (ibid., p. 278) and
conjectures that attitudes do not change as a result of behaviour changes
instigated by economic incentives. He also contends that attitudes are more
likely to affect behaviour than behaviour is to affect attitude. While the
current focus of environmental policy is changing behaviour, attitudes
should therefore also be an object of policy.
Table 1: Summary of Dobson’s characterisation of behaviour-focused and
attitude-focused policy
Dimension

Behaviour-focused policy

Attitude-focused policy

Policy stimulus

Structural

Voluntary

Policy types

Economic Incentives

Environmental Citizenship

Rationale

Rational Choice Theory

Environmental Citizenship

Expected action of individual

Rational, self-interested behaviour

Deliberation as a step towards proenvironmental attitudes

Anticipated change in individual
Illustrative examples

“Superficial” change in habits and

Deeper transformation of attitudes,

practice or rule-breaking behaviour

lasting behaviour change

Road pricing; plastic bag levy

Formal (school) education on
citizenship

For a full understanding of Dobson’s ‘Environmental Citizenship’
readers should refer to his book on the matter (Dobson, 2003). The concept’s
relationship to sustainable consumption is usefully summarised by Seyfang:
It is a descriptive rather than explanatory concept, a normative model of
how an environmental ethic could be derived, and what it could advocate,
and it contains a theory of change: namely that ecological citizenship
could be a driving force for sustainable consumption, via expression
through consumer behaviour such as purchasing local organic food.
(2006, p. 388)
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The ‘normative model’, in brief, sees individuals committing to a
common good (not just acting on self-interest) and accepting responsibility
for environment (along with environmental rights). There is also an
emphasis on rights and responsibilities transcending national boundaries and
applying in both private and public spheres.
Most of Dobson’s work on environmental citizenship is theoretical, with
some ideas for application within the formal education sector, in schools
citizenship teaching. The specific article under discussion in this paper takes
a step into the world of policy, offering recommendations for policy makers
mainly driven by this theoretical work. Recommendations are centred
around the importance of developing pro-environmental attitudes in creating
environmental citizens, in contrast to Dobson’s perception of the current
policy focus on stimulating pro-environmental behaviour. This alternative
approach, Dobson believes, will be more likely to result in lasting behaviour
change. Dobson also suggests that economic incentives may work against
environmental citizen initiatives, and therefore be mutually exclusive. He
cites work by Berglund and Matti here to back up his case (Berglund and
Matti, 2006) which in itself cites empirical work showing how economic
incentives for recycling can be off-putting to those who are already engaged
in the behaviour.
There are various problems with Dobson’s argument which will be dealt
with in turn in the paragraphs below. These are:
1. an over-simplistic view of the relationship between proenvironmental attitudes and pro-environmental behaviour and of
the nature of attitudes in themselves;
2. an assumption (in favouring voluntary measures) that proenvironmental behaviour is entirely determined by the individual,
rather than the structures which they inhabit;
3. a suggestion that structural policy measures and voluntary policy
measures are mutually exclusive;
4. an assumption that structural policy measures consist only of
economic incentives.
It is worth pointing out here that some of the problems listed above (in
particular points 1 and 2) are seen elsewhere in writing and policy making on
sustainable consumption and therefore are all the more important to address
(see Hobson, 2002; Seyfang, 2005; Seyfang, 2006 for more detailed
discussions of these two issues in sustainable consumption policy).
First, Dobson’s view that creating pro-environmental attitudes through
voluntary initiatives will stimulate lasting behaviour change shows a rather
simplistic understanding of the attitude behaviour relationship. The idea that
pro-environmental attitudes lead to pro-environmental behaviour has been
extensively criticised in the literature (Hobson, 2001; Kollmuss and
Agyeman, 2002; Southerton et al., 2004). The concept used here is the
‘attitude-behaviour gap’ which refers to the disparity between stated
attitudes and actual behaviour on environmental issues (Jensen, 2002;
Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002; Maiteny, 2002). Ignoring this gap presumes
that the individual consumer is rational, and will rationally incorporate
(attitude changing) information with which they are provided into their daily
behaviour (Southerton et al., 2004). As Hobson puts it:
Even though environmental citizenship operates outside of the realms of
consumption, being focused mostly on local spaces, it is still causally
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driven by the incorporation of an ethic into practices framed by the
rationalisation paradigm. P. 102
In order to remedy these problems, new models of pro-environmental
behaviour change growing out of this discussion often incorporate external
(structural) processes into explanations of change, alongside the internal
knowledge and attitude factors (Gatersleben and Vlek, 1997; Spaargaren,
2003). In addition Young et al.’s investigation of the micro-purchasing
process (also discussed in more detail below) finds that green consumer’s
aims are watered down by non-green desires (e.g. brand and colour) (under
review). In other words consumers have both environmental and nonenvironmental attitudes which will be taken into consideration in decisionmaking.
Second, Dobson's approach to voluntary measures is rather less critical
than his view of economic incentives, and he makes some important
assumptions in backing voluntary measures that need uncovering.
Advocating voluntary measures in a sustainable consumption context
implies that individuals have absolute power over their actions in the
environmental sphere. It also implies that the solution to environmental
problems is to inform and persuade individuals to change. Various authors in
sustainable consumption have criticised enthusiasm for voluntary and
individualistic perspectives (Maniates, 2002; Sanne, 2002; Burgess et al.,
2003; Southerton et al., 2004). Maniates, for instance, points out that
promoting voluntary measures presumes that people do not act sustainably
because they are ignorant as opposed to for institutional reasons (Maniates,
2002). Voluntary-oriented perspectives therefore frame the problem of proenvironmental behaviour as one created, faced and solved by individuals.
Maniates sees this as ultimately unsustainable:
you cannot plant a tree to save the world – and as citizens and consumers
slowly come to discover this fact their cynicism about social change will
only grow (ibid p. 59)
There is no doubt that internal determinants of change (such as
individual’s knowledge and attitudes) are important, but research is
increasingly finding that structural factors also have a role to play in
influencing consumer behaviour (Southerton et al., 2004; Spaargaren and
Martens, 2005; Middlemiss, 2008a). Relying on voluntary measures for
attitudinal change to eventually result in behavioural change is a rather weak
approach to sustainable consumption policy.
Third, Dobson’s characterisation of structural policies centres on
economic measures. Structural influences on individuals are not purely
economic, however, indeed individuals are influenced by physical, cultural,
information and regulatory systems often outside of their own control. The
classic typology of possible interventions in the policy literature, for instance,
includes regulatory measures, market-based mechanisms (which might
encompass Dobson’s ‘economic incentives’), information-based measures
and voluntary or negotiated agreements (which would include Dobson’s
‘environmental citizenship’) (Carter, 2007). In their work on barriers to
sustainable consumption Southerton et al. identify three types of structural
restriction to individual choice: resource limitations (economic, cultural,
social) normative requirements (e.g. the need to 'fit in') and material and
infrastructural arrangements (e.g. access to choices) (Southerton et al., 2004).
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The fourth problem is seen in the opposition that Dobson sets up between
voluntary and economic policies, which implies that government must
choose either a voluntary policy strategy or a structural one. Structural and
voluntary initiatives do not necessarily work in opposition to each other.
Berglund and Matti indeed cite Frey’s theoretical work in this area to that
effect:
All outside interventions can affect intrinsic motivation… external
interventions crowd out intrinsic motivation if they are perceived to be
controlling and crowd in intrinsic motivation if they are perceived to be
acknowledging. (Frey, cited in Berglund and Matti, 2006, p. 554)
The way that policy measures react with each other is therefore important,
and should be considered carefully in policy-making. But economic
measures could either help stimulate or disable environmental citizenship
initiatives. While economic measures may be one of the 'favourite' measures
of government they represent only one way of influencing people to change
behaviour. We would argue that it is dangerous to restrict policy to just one
measure type (whether economic incentives or voluntary measures) in an
area where change is particularly difficult to stimulate.
In general the empirical evidence for the role of ‘environmental
citizenship’ type initiatives needs further exploration. The authors’ research
on sustainable consumers in two contexts does support the presence of
individuals who have an interest in living more sustainably and are making
great efforts to do so. However these individuals are in a minority in the
population at large. In addition, research reported here shows that voluntary
measures taken on by individuals attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle
can fail due to structural circumstances. The following section discusses
evidence in empirical work on sustainable consumption in the light of this
argument.

3

Empirical work

The following section presents empirical findings from work on two
fields of voluntary action: green consumer purchasing behaviour and
community action for sustainability. It highlights some of the difficulties
with a simplistic model of attitudinal change leading to behavioural change
as observed in practice.

3.1

Case 1: Green consumer purchasing behaviour

This section summarises the results from an ESRC Sustainable
Technologies Programme research project, ‘trade-offs in decision-making
for sustainable technologies’ (McDonald et al., 2006; Young et al., under
review). It investigated the micro-purchasing process for green consumers in
relation to consumer technology products in the UK. Data was collected
from 81 self declared green consumers through in depth interviews on recent
purchases of technology products and 3 focus groups. Interviews and focus
groups were conducted between April 2004 and January 2006 focused
mainly in the Yorkshire region in the UK. This number of interviews
enabled us to achieve theoretical saturation in our target group (Gummesson,
1991).
Young et al (under review) developed a tentative green consumer
purchase model illustrated in Figure 1. It summarises each micro-purchase
process for a green consumer of consumer technology product in the UK. It
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consists of seven elements. The context of the purchase is important
including demographic, social, political, economic and psychological factors
as well as temporal and ideological structuring of domestic practices (Hand
et al., 2007). This was not explored by this study due to limited time and
resources but is recognised as an influence on the purchase process. From
the results each individual purchase was framed by situational factors such
as moving house and retailers with green product range within travelling
distance, which caused barriers as discussed below.
The first element of the circular movement of individual green
consumer’s purchase processes is her or his degree of green attitude. Like
the context this frames the purchase in terms of the motivation to pursue
green aims and is influenced by the consumer’s knowledge of the relevant
issues as well as how previous purchase experience also influenced the
consumer.

Figure 1: The green consumer purchasing model (Young et al, under review).
The second element is choosing the green aims for that individual
purchase. There are usually only a handful of aims, such as a high energy
efficiency rating in the case of a washing machine. Once the consumer has
decided to investigate the product in question, primary and secondary green
aims are formed from research into the ethics of a product and manufacturer,
talking to friends and family or browsing on the internet or in retailers. At
the risk of sounding too precise, in most cases, we cannot find a clear
correlation between green attitudes (point 1 in figure 1) and green aims
(point 2 in figure 1) for technology products, which confirms the opinion of
Sriram and Forman (1993) and Peattie’s (1999) notion of a context
dependent portfolio of (possibly inconsistent) purchases. In other words,
regardless of green attitudes, the majority of our interviewees (green
consumers) in general only adopted product environmental performance as a
green aim reflecting Wheale & Hinton’s (2007) findings. Only very few
used sustainability portfolios (for example, good product, manufacturer and
retailer performance towards sustainable development) for their choice of
technology-based products. We accept that there may be a minority of
consumers who have very strong sustainable lifestyles, such as anticonsumerists and high level voluntary simplifiers, who apply the criteria and
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processes that they have developed for their routine shopping to the purchase
of technology-based products, however, these are very rare cases.
Primary green aims are usually unmovable during the purchase process
but secondary green aims are discarded if there are strong barriers (element 3
in figure 1) to green aims influencing the purchase. Usually strong non-green
aims and desires such as a wanting a specific brand can dilute or neutralise
secondary green aims. Other major barriers expressed by our interviewees
were the cognitive effort required for the decisions, lack of green product
range at mainstream retailers, limited budget as well as lack of knowledge,
time and information supporting similar conclusions from Biel and
Dahlstrand (2005), De Pelsmacker et al (2003), Quelch and Harding (1996)
and Wheale and Hinton (2007). These barriers may partially explain the
attitude/behaviour gap alongside Barr & Gilg’s (2006) conclusions that
green purchasing behaviour was least popular within green lifestyles.
Alongside the barriers are factors that facilitate the consumer’s green
aims influencing the purchase decision. Affirmation factors such as
independent green product labels with a scale and green products available
in mainstream retailers were strong facilitators. This may be a particular
factor for technology products, which are one-off expensive purchases that
the consumer does not want to take risks with. Specialist information sources
such as Ethical Consumer magazine and information from green pressure
groups helped to fast track research. Purchase experience and general green
consumers’ guilt were good facilitators. The green consumer is influenced
both by barriers and facilitating factors during the whole purchase process.
This interplay could be investigated further.
Finally the purchase made by the green consumer using the factors
discussed is different each time. The purchase experience and knowledge
gained from each purchase process (as well as the guilt from not purchasing
the greenest product) are fed back into the consumer’s general green attitude
and knowledge, which influences the next purchase.
This study uncovered distinct ways of being a green consumer discussed
in McDonald et al (McDonald et al., 2006). These groups show that there is
more than one way to be a green or ethical consumer. Every green or ethical
consumer is locked in a balance between grey and green consumption, but
different groups will choose different solutions to resolve this tension. Even
the greenest consumer will have grey aspects of consumption in their
lifestyle. The truth is that in the late capitalism which characterises western
economies, this is inevitable. The most successful group in achieving their
aims act as green or ethical consumers in only one aspect of their lives and
as grey consumers in all other respects. For example, they may pay a
premium for green energy but otherwise lead consumption oriented lives.
This group are not clouded by the barriers above in comparison to green
consumers who have a more holistic green purchasing attitude.
From this study even the self declared green consumers are not equipped
or motivated enough to make decisions on which issue is the most
significant for each purchase and alter their purchase accordingly. So we
worry that any government policy that solely relies on green consumers
(never mind grey consumers) as agents of change for consumer products is
misguided. Results show that green consumers can use their buying power to
make a difference but at a high cost in terms of effort and time, which is a
significant barrier. These consumers need help from government in the form
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of incentives to show them where they should be concentrating their limited
efforts. There need to be coherent sustainable production and consumption
policies, not just “green advice” to consumers.

3.2

Case 2: Community-action for sustainability

The second case is drawn from a research project on community-based
organisations and their role in influencing individuals to behave more
sustainably (Middlemiss, 2008b). The Christian Ecology Group (CEG) at
Holy Trinity church, in a market town in the north of England, has been
active in promoting sustainable consumption-type issues to its members and
to the church congregation over the past 12 years. While the stated aim of
the group is “to try and make a difference by raising awareness” (Christian
Ecology Group Practitioners, 2006), the group also attempts to change
participants’ attitudes and behaviours in their activities. For instance a fair
trade fashion show included a commentary on the conditions in which textile
workers operate, and the group provides a directory of environmental and
ethical products and services in the town to allow people to make more
sustainable choices. The CEG have had an important impact on those
involved, with most of the participants interviewed reporting changes in
behaviour, attitudes or awareness as a result of the group’s work
(Middlemiss, 2008a). More detail on this case is available elsewhere (ibid).
It is worth noting, however, that as a bottom-up process run by a voluntary
community-based organisation to stimulate congregation members to live
and think more sustainably, the CEG case could be described as an
ecological citizenship initiative.
The data presented here is taken from interviews with participants in the
CEG (n=10), ranging from those that are involved in organising events, to
those that merely attend, or use the services provided by the group. Data
from interviews with ‘practitioners’, the organisers of the group, is also
presented (two interviews with 3 practitioners and the church rector). The
participants were distinctive in that most of them (8/10) had existing proenvironmental knowledge, awareness or behaviour, with half having a
substantial history of engagement with ethical or environmental issues and
actions. As such they could be broadly termed ‘sustainable consumers’.
Interviewees represent a wide range of intensities of sustainable
consumption attitudes and behaviour, however (ranging from a long history
of interest and action to a more recent discovery of the issues).
Table 2 presents a summary of the effects of the CEG’s activities on
participants by type. Participants varied somewhat in their initial
understanding, value-orientation and behaviour on environmental and ethical
issues and they have been divided into types here accordingly (see Table 2,
column headed Participant Type). Many of the sample (n=8) had been
previously active in the area. As such the main factor that seemed to divide
participants was the length of time for which they had been engaged in
environmental and ethical issues. Participants varied from people who had
very little experience or understanding of such issues (n=2, unengaged, see
row 3 of Table 2), to those who had engaged in the issues relatively recently
(n=3, recently engaged, see row 2 of Table 2), to those who had been
engaged in environmental and ethical activities for many years (n=5, longterm engaged, see row 1 of Table 2). There was no marked difference in the
extent of pro-environmental actions that the latter two groups reported,
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rather a difference in the nature of awareness and attitudes towards
environmental and ethical issues (recently engaged participants are more
concerned with details of how things should be done, whereas more longterm engaged participants are concerned with trade-offs between different
environmental and ethical factors).
Table 2: Summary of effects of CEG activities (outcomes) by participant
type (context).
Participant
Type

Context: description of participants

Outcomes: effects on participants

Long-term

Those with a considerable history of

Participants experienced affirmation and

engaged

engagement in pro-environmental or ethical

intensification of behaviours, attitudes and

behaviours, attitudes and awareness.

awareness.
Participants became more aware of local
possibilities for sustainable living.

Recently engaged

Those with a more recent history of

Participants learned more about a variety of

engagement in pro-environmental or ethical

issues connected to sustainable living.

behaviours, attitudes and awareness.

One participant experienced considerable
changes to behaviour, attitudes and awareness
on a new issue (Fair Trade).

Unengaged

Those with no history of engagement in pro-

Participants experienced small changes in

environmental or ethical behaviours, attitudes

behaviour.

and awareness.

One participant experienced considerable
increase in understanding of sustainability
issues.

The Christian Ecology Group has had a marked effect on the selfreported actions of those participating in its activities with all but two of the
participants interviewed reporting changes in awareness, attitudes and/or
behaviour on environmental and ethical matters (see Table 2, column headed
Outcomes). Participants from the range of backgrounds experienced changes
in behaviour, attitudes and/or awareness as a result of the work of the CEG,
with only two participants reporting no changes. The changes that
participants made as a result of CEG activities varied from substantial
behavioural changes (such as a decision to incorporate as many fair trade
local and organic products into shopping as possible) to more modest
awareness changes (such as an increase in familiarity with the issues
surrounding fair trade fashion). The most interesting finding on outcomes
was that different types of participants experienced different types of change.
For many long-term engaged participants the CEG activities were
reinforcing, leading to intensification of behaviours or attitudes. For recently
engaged participants there was more room for increases in knowledge and
action. For unengaged participants the CEG provides a first point of call for
basic information on sustainable living, for instance one participant used the
church as her main source of information on ethical and environmental
issues. “If I didn’t come to church I probably wouldn’t feel as strongly about
things, or even know about them.” (Holy Trinity Respondent, 2006, 9)
So it seems that community-based sustainability projects can have
positive effects on people’s pro-environmental and ethical knowledge,
attitudes and behaviour. The story does not end here however. An important
set of subsidiary outcomes of the activities run by the CEG were found in the
data, in particular with relation to those participants that began the process
with some interest in environmental issues (long-term or recently engaged
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participants). These outcomes are categorised as ‘frustration’ and amount to
people’s irritation or annoyance with specific aspects of pro-environmental
living. Several types of frustration are seen in the data which will be
discussed in the following paragraphs:
1. frustration with complexity of environmental living;
2. frustration with the infrastructure available to support
environmental living;
3. frustration with other people’s attitudes and behaviour.
The feelings of frustration felt by participants are important because they
remind us that pro-environmental and ethical living is still a minority activity,
and one that is not always easy to achieve in a society that’s culture often
works against such alternative lifestyles.
The first of these ‘frustrations’ is with the complexity of trying to make
the right decisions in a world where contradictory information on the ‘right’
thing to do is available from different sources. This is expressed in the most
detail by long-term engaged participants who get frustrated by simplistic
messages on behaviour:
it’s alright saying you can recycle bottles but, people don’t even wash
them out and bung them in there. And should you take the labels off or
shouldn’t you… And are the fumes that you get through a recycling
project more harmful than the actual… you know there is a whole area
there that needs sorting out. (Holy Trinity Respondent, 2006, 5)
In addition to being frustrated about the lack of information available on
exactly how to go about recycling, this participant has evidently heard
contradictory messages on the environmental effects of plastics recycling.
Knowing what is best seems to become a real concern for these long-term
engaged participants who agonise over choices of how to act and how to
spend (see also Holy Trinity Respondents, 2006, 6, 7 and 8).
Respondents were also frustrated by the lack of a supportive
infrastructure to encourage environmental living. Because respondents tend
to take personal responsibility for their actions (see paper by Middlemiss at
this conference) the absence of infrastructural support can make them feel
bad about not being able to do the right thing.
I recycle as much as I am able. We have a blue bag for paper, which is
collected once a fortnight, so I put all my paper in there. But it is quite
difficult to do anything else, because the weight of carrying things to
recycling bins, then sometimes you get there and they are brimming
over… I don’t have transport so it is quite difficult. (Holy Trinity
Respondent, 2006, 9)
The interviewee here is an elderly woman with serious back problems, a
contextual factor that only emerges later in the interview. Frustration with
the failings of infrastructural services are voiced by several other long-term
engaged participants (Holy Trinity Respondents, 2006, 5, 6 and 8) although
participants do not use infrastructural failings to avoid taking responsibility
in this case. Quite the contrary, and the quote above also exemplifies the
tendency of individuals to offer detailed explanations for their own
behaviour even when it is strongly affected by infrastructural conditions.
This is covered in more detail in the other paper by Middlemiss at this
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conference, and affected many of the participants in CEG activities (Holy
Trinity Respondents, 2006, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9).
Finally, there is some frustration shown with other people’s attitudes and
behaviour by participants in the CEG. Being involved with the group made
one long-term engaged participant more likely to get annoyed with other
people’s ‘bad’ behaviour, as the issues were more often brought to mind in
daily life. Another from the long-term engaged group found herself
frustrated by other people’s behaviour: “I’m disheartened, quite often that
there aren’t as many people who take life so seriously.” (Holy Trinity
Respondent, 2006, 6). While she says this is unlikely to deter her own
behaviour, and she maintains some hope (later she adds: “if everybody did as
much as I did in little ways then it would go a long way” (ibid.)) being
different to other people does seems to make life difficult for these
participants.
In addition to these frustrations experienced by participants, the
practitioners in the project, three women who had set up the CEG 12 years
ago, experienced similar problems (Christian Ecology Group Practitioners,
2006). Given that the group is voluntary and has thrived mainly from the
resources that these three women (and other active members) have given to
the projects they set up, their enthusiasm and commitment is essential to the
future sustainability of the group. From the beginning the group has
experienced difficulties in persuading members of the congregation to
participate in activities, sometimes despite the involvement of the Church of
England hierarchy. These difficulties have to some extent diminished over
time, following local press coverage, more substantive engagement of senior
members of the Church of England in environmental issues, and a general
increase in awareness of environmental issues across society. Tension seems
to arise from the disparity between the CEG’s priorities on sustainability and
fair trade, and those of the rest of the volunteers working within the church.
As one of the practitioners says (in relation to a specific topic of contention):
we have had to fight there. Because some people are not at all supportive.
It isn’t part of their ethos and so they transfer their lifestyle, as we
transfer our lifestyle to the things that we are involved in. (Christian
Ecology Group Practitioners, 2006)
The practitioners have considered giving up on activities due to
sometimes vociferous opposition within the congregation. One of the more
positive outcomes of this research project was to encourage them to continue
given the positive behavioural effects their work is having on participants.
The frustration experienced by participants in this project connects
strongly to the context in which they operate: to the facilities provided for
pro-environmental living in their area (infrastructure) and to the people and
organisations that surround them (culture). It does seems that as proenvironmental and ethical behaviour and attitudes have become more
widespread in society and within the church (the organisation involved) this
has become easier, and indeed some of the participants in this project are
people that previously did not take an interest in environmental issues. The
infrastructure available is also gradually changing, with the addition of
kerbside recycling in recent years, but these changes are not necessarily at a
pace that the respondents would like to see. If we want to see lasting change
in individual behaviour, the frustrations described above have to be
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diminished by a supportive policy strategy which rewards voluntary activity
provides the facilities for individuals to make changes, and attempts to create
a culture more accepting of the goals of sustainability.

4

Discussion and conclusion

The cases outlined above deal with two sets of sustainable consumers
(people with pro-social/environmental attitudes) who are trying to behave
like environmental citizens. Some common threads emerge from the two
cases. In practice people come across difficulties in making life decisions
with environmental implications. These include:
x People’s need to incorporate both environmental and nonenvironmental attitudes into decision making (green and grey)
given the capitalist western economies in which they function
(especially case 1);
x People’s stress or frustration experienced in trying to live
sustainable lives within infrastructures and cultures that are not
particularly supportive of their choices (especially case 2);
x The importance of contextual factors (infrastructure provided and
culture) in determining behaviour (both cases);
x The need for sustainable consumption policy which backs up
voluntary measures taken by individuals with the culture,
infrastructure and incentives to make those choices easier for the
individuals concerned (both cases).
This paper was written in reaction to Dobson’s argument that only
environmental citizenship initiatives to change attitudes will lead to
meaningful pro-environmental behaviour, and that economic incentives
either lead to superficial change, or interfere with environmental citizenship
initiatives. The evidence presented above contradicts this point of view in
several important ways. While voluntary initiatives (in these examples
sustainable consumption lead by the individual or by a community group)
can lead to pro-environmental behaviour (witness especially case 2 above)
they are not sufficient alone to stimulate lasting changes in behaviour.
People with pro-environmental attitudes still have to incorporate ‘grey’
criteria into their life decision making. Equally they are frustrated by barriers
to sustainable living inherent in a society that is not built for their lifestyles,
and that often has a strong consumerist focus. Pro-environmental lifestyles
therefore need supporting through multiple policies that address the full
range of individual’s needs (culture creation, economic incentives,
infrastructural provision, information provision etc.). Future research will
further explore the links between theories on structural and voluntary
approaches.
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1

Problem statement

1.1

Introduction

Global sustainability challenges like climate change and the depletion of
natural resources indicate the need for innovation. While significant
technological development has taken place in the energy sector and oil prices
have reached all-time highs, the market diffusion of eco-innovation has
remained at surprisingly low levels so far. An important barrier to the
diffusion of eco-innovation is the existence of external costs and benefits,
and information asymmetries. The literature on eco-marketing has suggested
internalization of public benefits as a way to accelerate market diffusion of
green products, and has identified customer segments that are willing to pay
more for these products. Recent literature on energy-efficient products and
carbon reduction potentials (Enkvist et al., 2007), however, indicates that the
traditional "green & expensive" versus "brown & cheap" dichotomy may be
an oversimplification. We suggest breaking out the relative costs of
environmentally sound products into two dimensions, namely initial costs
and operating costs. By doing so, it becomes evident that there is a wide
range of environmentally sound products that are not characterized simply
by higher total cost, but rather by a different investment profile, namely
higher initial cost versus lower operating cost. As a consequence, the lifecycle cost for these products may be even lower than for conventional
alternatives. This observation has important implications for the
understanding of consumer decisions for eco-innovation, and hence for
sustainability marketing and for the design of policy measures. Rather than
finding ways to make customers pay more for environmentally sound
products, the marketing challenge needs to be re-conceptualized as one of
lowering customers' perceived initial cost and increasing their awareness of
life-cycle cost.
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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1.2

Eco-innovations with lower operating and higher initial
costs

To insure the capacity to sustain life for seven billion human beings on
earth, society needs eco-innovation for all consumption domains, including
housing, transportation, leisure, nutrition, and health services. The concept
of eco-innovation summarizes consumption patterns using products and
services that are more environmentally sound than current consumption
patterns. Examples are solar thermal water heating, energy-efficient
appliances, low-energy windows, energy-efficient and hybrid cars, water
saving shower heads, etc.. Energy-efficient products and services use less
energy during operation and form a very important category of ecoinnovation. They can, at the same time, decrease environmental burdens and
increase security of energy supply. The most important decisions regarding
eco-innovation in the residential sector for instance are taken infrequently,
yet result in relatively large expenses for products which, in turn, determine
the amount and type of energy consumed during their lifetime of 10-30 years.
These strategic choices for sustainable consumption are characterized by:
x often different investment profile over time, i.e. higher initial
cost (purchase price and set-up cost) and lower operating cost
(maintenance and running cost)
x information asymmetries due to (search and) credence attributes
of eco-products
x externalities, e.g. higher collective benefit, but lower or equal
private benefit of environmental alternatives

1.3

Objectives and research questions

The overarching objective of this research is to increase the
understanding of investment decisions for eco-innovation with lower
operating costs than competing products. Specifically referring to the three
characteristics mentioned above, we aim at:
x empirically investigating the effect of the disclosure of life-cycle
cost information to mitigate cognitive biases in decision-making
x estimating and comparing the signaling effect of life-cycle cost
information, and eco-labels as means to overcome information
asymmetries
We adopt a behavioral perspective to achieve a better understanding of
specific aspects of such consumer investment decision processes. In
particular we investigate the effect of life-cycle cost information on
consumer decisions influencing residential energy use. The paper aims at
answering the following research questions:
1. How does the communication regarding life-cycle costs (rather
than investment costs) change the purchase likelihood of ecoinnovations at a higher price, yet lower operating costs?
2. Which type and framing of life-cycle cost information has the
highest positive effect on the purchase likelihood of ecoinnovations?

The effect of life-cycle cost information

2

State-of-the art research

2.1

Decision-making behavior and eco-innovation

2.1.1

Disciplinary approaches for investment decisions

There are different disciplinary approaches to individual decision-making,
eco-innovation, and pro-environmental behavior. Five research traditions
address decision models: Conventional economics, behavioral economics,
technology diffusion, social psychology, and sociology. All disciplines
contribute to the understanding of decision-making behavior through a
considerable number of empirical studies on new energy technologies.
However, few empirical studies are based on behavioral economics and in
those that did, most of them dealt with implied discount rates in consumer
durable purchasing (Wilson, 2007).
The following literature review focuses on economic approaches to
decision-making. It provides an overview on biases and heuristics in
investment decisions related to energy use, information asymmetries
affecting decision-making for eco-innovation, and the effect of life-cycle
cost disclosure for energy investments.
2.1.2

Behavioral economics and biases in investment decisions

Decision-making models assuming a “homo oeconomicus” have been
criticized by other disciplines for the assumption that markets are efficient,
that decision-makers behave rationally, and that consumers are perfectly
informed and have fixed preferences. Behavioral economics attempts to
close gaps of the traditional microeconomic decision-making models by
integrating psychological aspects into decision-making. Pioneering work by
Amos Tversky and Nobel Prize laureate Daniel Kahneman (1974)
established a prospect theory for decisions under uncertainty, which are
governed more by intuition than by reasoning (Kahneman, 2003). Behavioral
economics explores how decision contexts influence preferences and
outcomes, and how information about elements of the decision are perceived
and evaluated. A range of common heuristics or simple decision rules are
evidenced which violate assumptions of conventional microeconomics
theory about consumer choice; such as availability (heuristics) and framing
biases reported by Tversky and Kahneman, anchoring-and-adjustment, and
status quo-biases (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988). The energy-efficiency
gap or the energy-paradox (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994), illustrating the fact that
economic agents often don’t purchase or adopt energy-efficient technology
even if it lowers their total costs, can be partially explained with status-quo
bias, pointing to preferences towards alternatives that maintain or perpetuate
the current situation even when better alternatives exist.
In another important contribution, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) drew
attention to anomalies in choices under risky prospects, demonstrating that
losses are weighted differently than gains, and that expected losses and gains,
rather than final assets, explain purchase behavior. This marked the starting
point of research in behavioral finance, which analyses investment decisions
that are based on heuristics and subject to biases. The loss aversion
describing the tendency of consumers to strongly prefer avoiding losses than
acquiring gains constitutes another important potential barrier for eco-
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innovation. However, loss aversion could also be an enabler for energy
efficient products, as they reduce the dependency from imported fossil
energy and correlated risks, and thereby increase the reliability of the service
they provide.
In sum, a significant effect of these biases is that they lead to
conservatism in adjusting to new information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974;
Kahnemann, 2003) and constitute, therefore, a frequent barrier for ecoinnovation. Considering bounded rationality and situational constraints, the
search for an optimum can be replaced by the search for a certain level of
satisfaction with a choice. A decision-maker will then behave rationally
because he or she considers transaction or cognitive costs as well as the
potential benefits. This argumentation is in line with the definition of
rationality as a behavior matching a specific decision rule (Diekmann, 1996).
Purchase decisions for durables generating considerable operating cost are
potentially subject to several types of bias such as the framing, the status quo,
and the availability bias. A first hypothesis can be put forward:
Hypothesis 1: Cognitive biases come into play when investors (e.g.
homeowners) have to weigh initial costs against equivalent operating
costs.
2.1.3

Intertemporal choices and eco-innovation

Eco-innovations often imply higher purchase prices and lower operating
costs, and their purchase likelihood is negatively correlated to high implicit
discount rates. Many contributions in the context of residential energy
investments discuss inter-temporal choice and determine implied discount
rates. In a review on time discounting, Frederick et al. (2002) report that
individuals use different discount rates for different types of goods in
different contexts. Revealed discount rates for energy-efficient technologies
were found in the 5-100 percent range, and higher rates were applied to
refrigerators and water heaters than to space heating equipment and
measures to improve the thermal integrity (Train, 1985). The high variability
suggests that implied discount rates are influenced by different elements of
the decision context, such as the perceived risk, framing, and social context
(income, level of knowledge, etc.).
Hypothesis 2: The framing of cost information influences the implied
discount rates for consumer investment decisions and the purchase
likelihood of eco-innovations.
A correlated hypothesis is, that:
Hypothesis 3: The implicit discount rate can be influenced by total cost
signaling.
Frederick and Loewenstein (2004) believe that economists' understanding
of inter-temporal choices will progress most rapidly by continuing to apply
insights from psychology and relinquishing the assumption that the key to
understanding inter-temporal choices is finding the right discount rate. They
suggest that inter-temporal choices reflect many distinct considerations and
often involve the interplay of several competing motives.

The effect of life-cycle cost information

2.2

Life-cycle cost disclosure and investment decisions

The idea to use life-cycle cost disclosure to influence consumer decisions
is not new. Lund (1978) described life-cycle costing as a societal instrument.
A challenge for life-cycle cost disclosure is the dependence on individual
behaviour, on estimations of future resource prices, and varying application
situations. Static computations of life-cycle cost are based on average
consumption patterns and fail to account for usage rates, local climate, time
preferences in life-cycle cost analysis, and varying discount rates. In the age
of the Internet and mobile communications, these barriers disappear and
open the field for various applications of life-cycle cost disclosure as a
societal instrument (Deutsch, 2007). Web-based information platforms
ranking eco-products already compute life-cycle cost for some products;
they display for example operating costs of refrigerators and the amount of
oil that can be saved using solar thermal collectors (e.g. www.topten.ch and
www.ecotopten.de). Companies selling heating equipment and also
companies selling printers to professional consumers are about to introduce
computer-based tools to provide individualized and real-time customer
advice. However, there is only little empirical evidence on the effect of lifecycle cost disclosure and its framing on consumer investment decisions. We
assume that the disclosure of life-cycle costs lowers the perceived costs of
eco-innovations in comparison to perceived costs of conventional
alternatives having higher operating costs. The resulting working hypothesis
on the effect of life-cycle cost is as follows:
Hypothesis 4: The purchase likelihood of investments with lower
operating cost increases when life-cycle cost comparisons are
provided.
If life-cycle cost disclosure effectively lowers the perceived costs of
energy-efficient products, we can argue that this situation corresponds to a
decreasing price and presumably, an increase in demand.
2.2.1

Life-cycle cost signaling and -labeling to overcome information
asymmetries

Drawing on institutional economics, authors like Kaas (1992), Haberer
(1996), Spiller (1996), and Hüser (1996) have discussed information
asymmetries prevalent in markets for environmentally sound products and
their implications on marketing. Consumers are interested in goods as a
bundle of different product attributes (Lancaster, 1966) that can be
categorized as search, experience, and credence attributes. While search
attributes can be identified by consumers prior to purchase (e.g. price, color,
size, etc.), experience attributes can only be determined after purchase
(Nelson, 1970). Finally, credence attributes can neither be checked before
nor after purchase (Darby and Karni, 1973). Knowledge about these product
attributes is asymmetrically allocated between buyers and sellers. As
documented in the seminal work by Nobel Prize laureate Akerlof (1970) on
the “market for lemons”, such information asymmetries can lead to market
failure in the form of a crowding out of high-quality products. As Rennings
(2000) points out, the problem of information asymmetries becomes even
more important in the context of eco-innovation, because of a doubleexternality problem. As any innovation, innovative eco-products create
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positive external effects in the innovation phase (R&D spillover), but in
addition, they avoid negative external effects in the diffusion phase. In other
words, they provide a high societal value (or collective benefit), but not
necessarily a higher private value (or individual benefit) to the customer
(Kaas 1992).
Efforts on the part of firms or institutions to provide consumers with
information about product characteristics are termed ‘signaling’ in new
institutional economics, while the activity of consumers to research and
check out the product characteristics of a product is called ‘screening’
(Goebel, 2002). Information asymmetry can be overcome in different ways.
Markets for products with search attributes are able to produce this
information relatively easily, while goods with credence attributes need a
reputable information source to be relied upon by consumers. This
information can, for example, be provided in the form of brands or certified
eco-labels. Brands and eco-labels fulfil two main functions for consumers:
they inform them about intangible product characteristics (information
function, e.g. quality) and they may provide a value in themselves (value
function, e.g. prestige). An eco-label transforms the credence attribute
'environmental performance' into a search attribute by third-party
certification, which guides consumers’ investment decisions (Sammer and
Wüstenhagen, 2006).
Hypothesis 5: Certified life-cycle cost information would be used as a
search attribute for products with lower operating costs than
competing products.
An important aspect of signaling is the source of information. Craig and
McCann (1978) and Stern (1999) reported on a marketing and signaling
experiment by a Minneapolis-based private energy services company
offering zero cost weatherization to homeowners and recouping its own
costs through shared savings contracts. They mailed out a standard
information package using different letterheads to two different target groups.
Five times as many people responded to the letters from the county
government as did to the letters from the private company. This example
emphasizes the importance of the information source. Subsidies in the form
of price incentives for the individual consumer may also be perceived as a
signal for the quality of the investment object, or the environmental features
of the product, but they can also cause a “crowding out” of private
investment in public goods (Frey and Oberholzer-Gee, 1997).

3

Classification of eco-innovations with significant
operating costs

The review and comparison of disciplinary approaches to decisionmaking in the context of residential energy use and preliminary analysis of
qualitative research allowed us to derive a series of working hypotheses. A
comparison of existing empirical evidence as well as our future research
aims at testing those hypotheses.
Most literature on marketing for eco-innovation implicitly assumed that
environmentally sound consumption patterns are more expensive. We
suggest a new approach distinguishing different categories of eco-innovation.
Figure 1 introduces four categories of eco-innovation implying considerable
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operating costs (running and maintenance costs). The integration of
operating costs as a second cost dimension is a promising strategy to
promote eco-innovation with lower operating costs than their conventional
alternatives. "No brainers" are easy selling items whose initial and operating
costs are lower than for competing products and services. It can be assumed
that their diffusion takes place without special marketing or policy
intervention. "Tying" is the practice of selling a good or service at a loss (e.g.
an inkjet printer) and making a profit through the sale of goods (e.g. ink
cartridge) which are a necessary component for using the original good or
service purchased. For the present research we propose not to focus on
"tough sell" eco-innovations, which cause higher initial and higher operating
costs than conventional alternatives, but rather to focus on the upper left
quadrant, the "Energy efficiency gap". There are numerous products and
services presently contained within the energy efficiency gap. Their wider
diffusion could enable important energy savings resulting in environmental
gains and lower operating costs compared to conventional alternatives
(Kaenzig and Jolliet, 2006/2007; Bilharz, 2007). They share many
characteristics distinguishing them from their conventional counterparts,
such as higher initial costs, lower operating costs, lower external costs,
higher transaction costs, higher uncertainty, and higher potential for social
reward.

Higher
Lower

Inital costs (compared to conventional alternat.)

Line of equal total costs or equal life-cycle costs

Energy efficiency gap
Solar thermal water heating
Low energy house
Hybrid cars and buses
Ground source heat pump
Energy-efficient appliance

Tough sell
(pioneer niche-market)
Fuel cell and hydrogen

No brainer
(fast-selling item)

Tying
(capitalists‘ paradise)

Pocket lamp with diodes
Energy saving lamp offered
by a retailer for promotion

Heat-contracting
Ineffic. air source heat pump
Car leasing and sharing
(Inkjet printer and cartridges)

Lower

Higher

Operating costs (compared to conventional alternative)

Figure 1: Classification of products and services according to initial,
operating and total costs
Two cost strategies to overcome the energy efficiency gap can be
outlined: i) bringing down initial costs and moving from the upper left to the
lower left quadrant or ii) lower perceived costs by shifting initial costs to
operating costs (move toward lower right quadrant). An example for i) is the
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electricity production with photovoltaic in low latitude regions without
electricity grid. Heat contracting with environmentally sound heating
technologies and renewable energy sources provides an example for ii).
Characteristics of eco-innovation attribute life-cycle cost a special role,
especially when innovations considerably reduce costly resource use (energy,
water, etc.) over the entire lifetime of the products involved. As life-cycle
costs are rarely disclosed, consumers are not yet accustomed to using them
in their purchase decision-making, and they need a higher cognitive effort to
understand them. Figure 2 provides a schematical illustration of the
cumulated costs of a product with high purchase price and low operating
costs (B), and a conventional product with lower purchase price and higher
operating costs (A).
12000
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Solar water heating (B)
Fossil energy water heating (A)
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Figure 2: Cumulated life-cycle costs illustrated with a comparison of a solar
water heating system and a fossil water heating system
For the moment, there is very little appropriate real-life evidence to
measure the effect of life-cycle cost disclosure on consumer decisions for
eco-innovations. At first sight, it seems preferable to use revealed
preferences (market data) to determine the importance of product attributes
whenever possible. However, there are a considerable number of situations
where it is not possible or not appropriate to use revealed preferences
(Louviere et al., 2000).
The most obvious case where it is not possible to use revealed
preferences is in the case of new products or product features where no
market data is available. In the case of residential energy supply for instance,
life-cycle cost information is very rarely disclosed. Therefore we suggest
surveys based on stated preferences (e.g. choice experiments) to determine
indirectly the effect of life-cycle cost information on consumer-decisionmaking. In choice experiments, the information flow can be controlled and it
is possible to provide information to respondents in order to anticipate and
simulate specific choice contexts in a realistic way.
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There are various forms and possibilities to disclose life-cycle
information, e.g.:
x initial costs + operating costs
x total costs = initial costs + operating costs
x initial costs & total costs
x annual costs = (initial costs + operating costs) / lifetime of the
product
x initial costs & annual costs
Building on findings from behavioral economics, we consider the
framing of life-cycle cost information of particular interest. However, we did
not find sufficient empirical evidence to discuss this issue. It would be
worthwhile to determine the forms of life-cycle cycle cost information that
consumers most intuitively understand and that effectively draw the attention
to life-cycle cost information.

4

Comparison and discussion of empirical evidence

In this section we compare empirical evidence for the effect of life-cycle
cost information on consumer investment decisions for eco-innovations
(heating equipment, washing machines, cooling appliances, lighting, and
cars).
Table 1 summarizes recent studies providing empirical evidence on the
effect of different types of life-cycle cost signaling on consumer decisions.
As we assume that the effect depends on various socioeconomic
characteristics such as income and the level of knowledge about energyefficiency, we only considered studies from one region (four from
Switzerland and two studies from Germany). This choice guarantees that
socioeconomic characteristics are more or less homogeneously distributed
among the samples.
Table 1: Synthesis of recent studies from Switzerland (two from Germany)
providing evidence on the effect of life-cycle cost signaling
Reference

Product and context

Target group /
segment of the
population

Kaenzig&Wüstenhagen, 2006
Pehnt et al,
2006

Heating appliances
(n=76)
Fuel cell (n=142)

Homeowners

Sammer&Wüstenhagen, 2006
Wüstenhagen&
Sammer, 2006
Deutsch, 2007
(Germany)

Washing machines
(n=151)
Cars (n=316)

Diekmann&
Meyer, 2007

Cooling appliances
(n=1969) and washing
machines (n=2386)
Refrigerator (2200)

Individuals applying
for fuel cell test at
their home
Customers of a
discounter
Owners of a new
car
Individuals
searching web for
information
Swiss population

Effect of LCC
signaling on the
purchase likely-hood
of eco-innovation
positive
positive

positive

Positive correlation
of green
consumption
behaviour with
Technical
professions
Technical
professions
Half-Fare Card
public transport

not clear
positive

positive

Education,
Environmental
awareness
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The following paragraphs provide a short description and discussion of
the studies figuring in table 1.
Combining focus group research with questionnaire based research,
Kaenzig and Wüstenhagen (2006) determined preferences and heuristics
concerning investment decisions for residential energy supply. Cost was a
product attribute highlighted by most participants. Additionally, it was
chosen as the most important attribute by a majority of the participants.
Installers believe that private customers do not calculate life-cycle cost, but
rather are very much focused on upfront cost of heating and power
generation equipment. While several of the residential customers argued that
environmental aspects are an important attribute in their buying decisions,
most installers perceived the opposite. Architects believe that environmental
considerations matter for some customers.
Pehnt et al. (2006) surveyed pioneering customers participating in a fuel
cell field test in Germany, who explicitly stated that low operating costs
were very important for them, while low initial costs were considered
significantly less important. Boehnke and Wüstenhagen (2007) questioned
CEOs and Division Heads of solar thermal businesses in Germany,
Switzerland, and Austria about their target groups and customer preferences.
32 percent of solar thermal firms indicated light green consumers as their
primary target group and 68 percent the mainstream market. Solar thermal
firms state that costs are more important for mainstream customers than for
green customers. They further perceive that initial costs are more important
than operating costs for mainstream customers; while for green costumers
operating costs are more important than initial costs. We take the results of
this survey among solar thermal companies on customer segments as
hypotheses and suggest an empirical verification with homeowners.
H6: Initial costs are more important than operating costs for
mainstream consumers but not for green consumers.
Also the analysis of survey data first described in Sammer and
Wüstenhagen (2006) supports this hypothesis. Owners of a half-fare card for
public transport can be considered 'greener' consumer than average, and they
are more likely to buy energy-efficient household appliances. Comparative
information on energy efficiency can be seen as a proxy for operating costs.
Energy-efficiency labels are, therefore, an interesting case for understanding
the effect of life-cycle cost signaling. The European Energy Label scheme is
a prominent policy measure to communicate energy consumption for
appliances and cars to consumers. The different energy efficiency classes
relate to the energy consumption of appliances and cars in the use stage.
Discrete choice experiments showed that the energy efficiency class from
the European Energy labeling system is an important product attribute for
household appliances (Sammer and Wüstenhagen, 2006). Using discrete
choice experiments (n=151) in Switzerland allows us to determine the
relative importance of different attributes in the purchasing decision for
washing machines. Splitting the choice experiments into two parts, one with
energy-label and one without, we get a comprehensive picture of the overall
influence of various attributes, as well as a more in-depth understanding of
the relative importance of initial costs versus energy-efficiency-label (as a
proxy for operating costs) for different target groups.
The hypothesis assuming that the implicit discount rate can be influenced
by total cost information (hypothesis 3) is supported by analysis of the
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investigation presented first in Sammer and Wüstenhagen (2006). The
comparison of the choice model arising from the choice tasks with energyefficiency-label and the one arising from choice tasks without energyefficiency labels shows that the estimated willingness to pay for a high
energy-efficiency rating can even outperform the real financial gain that can
be achieved with efficient washing machines. Here the energy-efficiencylabel transforms the credence attribute ‘energy consumption’ into a search
attribute. Due to this finding we have to distinguish products subject to
energy-efficiency rating from those who are not, and we also have to
consider the level of information about the energy-efficiency of specific
products among the respective target group.
The influence of the European energy-efficiency rating on car purchases
was much smaller than for housing appliances (Wüstenhagen and Sammer,
2007). Different explanations are plausible. Firstly the European labeling
system is more complex for cars than for household appliances, and
secondly the decision-making processes are not the same for cars and
household appliances. Energy consumption is more important for household
appliances because the share of energy costs in total life-cycle costs is higher
for household appliances than for cars. While gasoline consumption
accounts for roughly 15 percent of total lifecycle costs of a car, energy costs
for refrigerators amount to more than 30 percent of its lifecycle costs and up
to 80 percent for lighting (Kaenzig and Jolliet, 2006). The effect of the
disclosure of the energy efficiency class seems to be more important for
products where operating costs are high in comparison to initial costs.
Deutsch (2007) used click-stream data to analyze the effect of life-cycle
cost disclosure in on-line information searches for cooling appliances and
washing machines. Applying multiple regression analysis, he found a 2.5
percent reduction of the total energy use due to altered consumption
behavior of customers who had at their disposal life-cycle cost information
on cooling appliances in comparison to consumers who did not have at their
disposal life-cycle cost information. The reduction in the experiment on
washing machines was 0.8 percent for both water and energy consumption.
Deutsch (2007) suggests striving for increasing external validity of the effect
of life-cycle cost disclosure, using better instruments, and evaluating the
effectiveness of different information forms for life-cycle cost disclosure.
Choice experiments could respond to this claim as they provide information
on choice decisions and on characteristics of the respondents, in contrary to
click-stream data, which predominantly reflects search behavior.
Diekmann and Meyer (2007) asked about 2200 individuals in
Switzerland whether they prefer a refrigerator for 350CHF with 90CHF
electricity costs per year, or B) a refrigerator for 500CHF causing 50CHF of
electricity costs per year. 93% of all respondents preferred the refrigerator
with lower operating cost. The willingness to pay a surplus of 150CHF can
be attributed to the effect of operating cost signaling. When comparing to
previous studies we can state that respondents of Diekmann and Meyer
(2007) reveal a significantly lower implicit discount rate than the ones
estimated for refrigerators in previous studies (Train, 1985).
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5

Conclusions and outlook

The empirical evidence on the effects of life-cycle cost information
basically supports our hypothesis and indicates a positive correlation
between life-cycle cost signaling and the purchase likelihood of products
with lower operating costs. But it also raises further questions. For instance
it is difficult to identify the most important determinants of the successful
diffusion of energy-efficient household appliances. The developments of
different policy initiatives to promote energy efficiency on the consumer
level and on the industry level occurred in parallel. All interventions
contributed potentially to the successful diffusion of energy-efficient
household appliances. More empirical work is needed to determine the
underlying causes and determinants, and the stand alone effect of operating
cost signaling or life-cycle cost signaling.
Another question arises from empirical evidence indicating that implicit
discount rates might be even more dependent on context than assumed. In
terms of future research, we also believe that the investigation of the effect
of different forms of life-cycle cost information would be worthwhile. It
would generate important insights for the promotion of products differing in
their operating costs from competing products. Another topic for future
research is the analysis of revealed preferences. It should be done in parallel
as soon as market data is available.
Research on the effect of life-cycle cost information provides important
contributions to the literature on sustainability marketing, diffusion of ecoinnovation, and policy measures. It can also lead to recommendations for
practitioners and policy-makers on how to accelerate the diffusion of
sustainable energy technologies. Findings on the effect of life-cycle cost
information and its integration into decision-making processes e.g. at the
point of sale, might also have important implications for business model that
do not concern eco-innovation. Life-cycle cost information on costs per
printed sheet e.g. could challenge business models based on tying, i.e. selling
printers at a loss and selling cartridges with a high margin.
We can conclude that analysis of existing empirical evidence indicates
that the disclosure of life-cycle cost could accelerate the diffusion of
sustainable energy technologies by stimulating long term thinking. As
Dennis Meadows (author of “Limits To Growth”) stipulated at the SCORE
launch conference in Wuppertal in November 2006 - the question on 'how to
promote sustainable consumption and production' can be brought down to
the question on 'how to promote long term thinking'.
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1

Introduction

There is a substantial body of research regarding the sustainability effects
of products and regarding the diffusion of sustainable products. However,
how new markets for sustainable products and services can be systematically
explored is a recent and challenging research question. The paper highlights
the related experiences from ongoing research projects on sustainable future
market development for wood as renewable resource, conducted for the
German Ministry of Education and Research and the Ministry of Food,
Agriculture and Consumer Protection.
First, the paper conceptionalises sustainable future markets as business
strategy to explore new or young market which significantly contribute to
sustainable consumption. Hereby, effective innovation alliances and
interactive integration of consumers in the process of innovation enable
companies to consider demand-side related requirements and use phase
impacts systematically and timely. Secondly, the paper presents different
tools to explore sustainable future markets including focus groups, lead user
workshops or early sustainability assessments. Experiences from applying
these tools in practical projects addressing the increased use of timber in the
building sector are presented. Finally, conclusions will be drawn on
improved consumer and stakeholder integration as business strategy for
development of sustainable future markets.

2

Exploring future markets: Business strategies and
tools for new market access

Within this paper markets are seen as social arrangements that allow
buyers and sellers to discover information and carry out a voluntary
exchange of goods or services. Further actors and activities are linked to the
market through the life cycle of the specific product or service. New markets
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(or “future markets”) are those that are in the process of emergence or those
that will emerge in the future (Schmidt-Endrullis, 1994; Perlitz and
Reinhardt, 1999; Fichter, 2005).
Research on how sustainability can be integrated in the development of
future markets is limited; the topic has been addressed within the research
project SUMMER (see Fichter, Paech and Pfriem, 2005; Fichter and Pfriem,
2005). One key result of the project is that the identification and
development of sustainable future markets depend mainly on the effective
innovation alliances in with the supplier (network management) and the
early interactive integration of users and customers in the process of
innovation (consumer integration). Through those processes demand-side
related requirements (such as specific preferences, real added-value for the
user) can be considered timely and systematically (see Fichter, Paech and
Pfriem, 2005, Fichter, 2005). In addition, the integration of stakeholder
demands through sustainability assessments and safeguards is needed to
ensure a significant contribution of the market to sustainable development.
For these different functions tools can be used to systematically support
business decision making (Fürtjes, 1982; Köhler, 1987; Perlitz and Reinhardt,
1999; Becker, 2006; Fichter et al., 2007; Fichter and Pfriem, 2005; Figure 1).

Sustainability
Directional safeness

Tools for
sustainability
assessment

Supply
chain
management
Development
of effective
supplier
networks

Tools for
network
management

Market
development
tools

Demand
side
management
Tools for
customer
and user
integration

Customer
orientation

Development of
sustainable future markets

Figure 1: Sustainable future markets: Functions and tools (adopted from
Fichter et al., 2007: 7)
Tools for user and customer integration aim at the consideration of
preferences of these groups in the product innovation process. Customers are
not seen as buyers, they are the users of the future product. This means they
can contribute to the understanding about specific problems and they can
formulate needs and requests. The consumer can support the development of
new ideas and help evaluate products and ideas. Furthermore, companies
will only achieve long-term success in construction and refurbishment with
wood by producing in a sustainable way and providing sustainable products
and services. Consequently, sustainability assessment tools are needed.
Especially new areas of application and technologies are often accompanied
by considerable gaps in knowledge that should be closed by means of
appropriate sustainability assessments. Tools for network management are
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especially important for SMEs (small and medium enterprises), which often
lack the capabilities for activities outside their normal business. However,
through cooperation between SMEs synergies can be used for increased
competitiveness and market creation. Neutral network coaches can be
important for the development of efficient networks. Finally, tools for
market development aim at informing decision makers and customers about
the product quality and benefits in an interactive manner. For example,
consumers could be confronted with new product ideas in an expert seminar
for decision-makers, they could use internet-based product catalogues and
firm ratings or they could communicate the strengths of their products using
demonstration projects.
Taking these results forward, the ongoing project “Holzwende 2020plus:
Sustainable future markets for building with wood”, conducted for the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) addresses the
value chain specific context and focuses on building and refurbishment with
wood (see Kristof und Geibler, 2008). Different tools have been chosen and
elaborated to support enterprises and networks to actively develop
sustainable future markets in building and refurbishment with wood. Tools
have been selected which serve the market function described above. In
addition, the selected tools should be innovative, i.e. new or hardly applied
in the building sector yet.
Table 1 presents the selected tools and the classification into their main
function(s) for the development of sustainable future markets (for a more
detailed description see Fichter et al., 2007).
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Table 1: Overview of selected methods for the development of sustainable
future markets for building and refurbishment with wood (adopted from
Fichter et al., 2007: 8)

Focus groups
Longitudinal
builders research
Resource efficiency
analysis
“Sustainability
Check” for the
entire value chain
Ecological product
design/woodpicker
Innovation
workshops
Network coaching
Internet-based rating
of building firms,
“Handwerkerprofil”
Seminars for
decision-makers
Interactive
construction site
Internet-based
product catalogue

Market
development

Network
management

Objective of tool
Developing innovative ideas cooperatively with trend-setting users
and customers
Identifying demand of and acceptance for new products and
services; examination of communication and marketing strategies
Longitudinal assessment of influencing factors, opinions and
estimations of the constructors towards timber and towards cooperating firms
Assessing a product’s life-cycle-wide use of natural resources as a
solid, comparable ecologic basis for decision making
Evaluation of strengths and shortcomings of firms in the value
chain “building and refurbishment with wood” regarding the
contribution to sustainable development
Integrating ecological aspects (energy and resource efficiency,
reduction of harmful substances and waste) in the product design
process
Creating ideas and innovative projects for sustainable new business
fields, systems, products, services and processes
Creating powerful networks through neutral network coaches
which help to resolve conflicts and to establish goal-oriented,
productive interactions

Sustainability
assessment

Tool
Lead-user-method

Costumer and user
integration

Main market
development function

X
X
X

Enabling an easy and simple access to standardised and certified
sustainable timber for architects, planners and house builders
Adressing prejudices and conveying knowledge to planners,
investors, authorities and other key decision-makers
Promoting publicity for pilot schemes through interactive media
presentations and on-site events
Enabling an easy and simple access to standardised and certified
sustainable timber for architects, planners and house builders

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

The different tools have been applied within the action research of the
“Holzwende 2020plus” project. The tool application has been evaluated in a
standardised way based on expert interviews (see Schmitt und Kristof, 2008).
The following chapter elaborates on the experiences made by highlighting
the results of three selected tools covering the different market development
functions illustrated above.

3

Experiences from sustainable future
development for building with wood

market

Based on desk-based and action research within the project “Holzwende
2020plus” emerging trends affecting wood markets as a building material
have been identified (Behrendt et al., 2007; Geibler et al., 2007a). This
analysis revealed which markets will be attractive in future. They include
new hybrid materials, markets for refurbishment and modernisation,
redensification of cities, market segments oriented on new target groups,
(e. g. for the 50+ generation, the “generation of heirs” or ecologically
motivated milieus) as well as export markets (see Behrendt et al., 2007). A
sustainability indicator set has been developed to specify what sustainability
means in construction and refurbishment with wood (Kristof et al., 2006;
Geibler, Walter and Kristof, 2006).
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The concrete development of these sustainable future markets requires to
meet the customer requirements, to assure sustainability as well as to
manage the different acteurs involved (see Figure 1). Covering these
different functions, the experiences of their application and results will be
illustrated for following tools: The longitudinal study on house builders
(demand side orientation), the “Sustainability Check” for the entire value
chain (sustainability assurance) and the Internet-based profiles of
craftspeople (network management and market development).

3.1

Longitudinal studies of builders: Identifying what
customers really want

Consumer integration in the innovation process is an important factor for
a successful development of sustainable future markets, as experiences of
applied sustainability research has shown (e. g. Fichter, 2005; Fichter, Paech
and Pfriem, 2005; Holzabsatzfonds, 2005; Henseling, 2007; Arnold and
Ankele, 2006; Geibler, Schlippe and Kristof, 2008). To achieve customer
integration, it is important to get detailed and reliable information about the
customers, their needs, motivations and problems. These cannot be assessed
only at the point of sale. Hence, longitudinal studies on house builders can
supply information as to why house builders use or decline to use timber
construction.
Following up previous research (Compagnon Marktforschung, 2002) the
Institute for Future Studies and Technology Assessment carried out a
longitudinal study on house builders within the “Holzwende 2020plus”
project (for details see Henseling, 2007). The aim has been to analyse over
time
– clients’ wishes, needs and preferences,
– the advantages and disadvantages of timber construction from the clients’
point of view,
– satisfaction with the building process and collaboration with the firms
involved.
Twelve house-building families from Berlin and Brandenburg have been
accompanied for several months of the building process. The families have
been interviewed based on guided interviews from the start of information
procurement through the decision phase and the house-building phase until
they were living in their new homes. The findings from the longitudinal
studies were discussed at an expert workshop and subsequently used to
develop a guidebook for companies (Henseling, 2007). It provides specific
suggestions for improving customer-orientation and marketing in timber
construction for single-family and two-family homes. Figure 2 highlights the
customer requirements and how small and medium-sized timber building
firms and architectural firms can respond to them.
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Figure 2: Customer requirements and how companies can respond to them
(Henseling, 2007, cit in Kristof et al., 2008: 25)
Regarding the important information and decision phases it turns out that
the use of new market channels such as internet and recommendation
marketing are opportunities for the companies to gain new clients and access
new markets for building with wood. These results have been taken forward
into the development of the “Handwerkerprofil”, see section 3.3. The next
section illustrates experiences from applying the “Sustainability Check”.

3.2

Online Sustainability Check: Getting ready to improve
the life cycle performance of products

Developing sustainable future markets requires more that just to meet the
customer needs, since the product performance over the entire life cycle
needs to significantly contribute to sustainability. As the world is
increasingly dominated by economic activities and faces at the same time
severe problems in areas such as resources, pollution or unfair allocation of
benefits, it is apparent that future markets need to integrate sustainability
aspects. However, the theoretical concept of sustainability has to be
translated into concrete measurable and applicable targets and
recommendations for product chains in order to be a guiding principle for
planners, entrepreneurs and other relevant actors. Such information should
enable the product designers to integrate sustainability aspects of the entire
life cycle of a product in product and market development. Aspects to be
considered could be for example
– advantages and disadvantages of substitution (e.g. services instead of
new products),
– fault tolerance, flexibility, reversibility of applied technology, avoidance
of lock-in effects (see e.g. Weizsäcker and Weizsäcker, 1984; Simonis,
1999),
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– limitation of the intensity of negative effects, avoidance of hazardous
technologies (see Gleich, 1997) or
– accompanying measures to avoid psychological, technical or growthrelated rebound effects (see Paech, 2005).
The advantages of an integrated approach to social, environmental and
economic effects of corporate action have been shown in the literature (e.g.
Hroch and Schaltegger, 2001; Figge et al., 2001; Geibler et al., 2006) and
gradually companies do recognise the value of detailed sustainability product
performance information. It can support the management at the operational
level to make their firm benefit from cost-saving potentials and to comply
with existing and forthcoming regulatory frameworks. At the tactical level it
improves products and services and at the strategic level it benchmarks the
company against competitors and gives guidance on investment decisions.
Here indicators are needed as communication tools (Kuhndt, Geibler,
Eckermann, 2004; Schaltegger and Burritt, 2000, 2005)
Within the context of the “Holzwende 2020plus” project, the
sustainability assessment aims at the strategic steering of future markets in
the whole value chain of “building and refurbishment with wood” towards
ecological, economical and social sustainability. An target-indicator system
has been developed based on a stakeholder approach considering previously
published cross-cutting approaches (such as CSD, 2001; OECD, 2004;
Ankele et al., 2001; BMVBW, 2001; Buchert, 2001; BMBF, 2002; MCPFE,
2003; German Council for Sustainable Development, 2004) and expert
interviews (for details on the methodology see Kuhndt und Geibler, 2002;
Geibler, Walter and Kristof, 2006; Kristof et al., 2006).
The indicator set covers the entire value chain of forest products in the
building sector (see Figure 3) and should ensure a sustainable market success
e.g. through information for securing natural resources, protecting the
climate, evading harmful substances and improving quality of life.

Figure 3: The value chain “building and refurbishment with wood”
(Kristof et al., 2006: 14)
The indicator set for companies is presented in Table 2. Additionally, a
second indicator set has been developed that targets policy making (see
Kristof et al., 2006).
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Table 2: Indicator set for the value-chain “construction and refurbishment
with wood” for companies (Kristof et al., 2006: 19)
Targets and indicators for the distinct tiers of the value chain
1. Forestry
Sustainable forestry

Forest management according to sustainability certification scheme, externally

Efficient market exploitation

Development of synergetic effects through clustering

verified
Tailor-made supply of high-quality timber products for the building sector
Activities for the development of new market segments (e.g. tourism)
2. Industrial and handcraft timber and wood processing
Processing of regional/ certified

Ratio of used regionally produced wood and timber

wood

Ratio of used certified wood and timber

Benchmarking / product labelling

Ratio of used certified wood products according sustainability labelling scheme

Use cascades

Ration of recyclable wood products

3. Sustainable construction and refurbishment with wood
Sustainability in the phase of

Planning construction and refurbishment for increased wood utilisation

planning

Supply of flexible design solutions/ modular systems
Integration of consumer, builder and constructors in the planning process
Integration of the use phase aspects in the evaluation of planning alternatives
Planning of regular survey of refurbishment requirements

Utilisation of sustainable wood

Ratio of regional wood-based construction material

products

Ratio of certified wood-based construction material
Environmental and healthy surface treatment
Utilisation of recyclable and reusable wood construction material

Sustainability during the

Effective management of construction and interface management between different

construction phase

actors involved
Use of rationalisation potentials, e.g. by pre-fabricated solutions
Documentation of material use in construction and refurbishment

4. Use and maintenance of buildings
Improvement of living quality and

Living quality (indoor air quality, noise emissions)

safety

Safety (toxicity in case of fire, long-term static stability)

Cost efficiency in the operating

Expenses for operation and maintenance

stage

Expected life time and intervals for refurbishment
Opportunities for maintenance and repair incl. own contribution by inhabitant

5. Sustainable disposal of used building material
Sustainable disposal

Controlled energetic use of non-recyclable wood
Environmentally sound disposal of wood, which cannot be reused

Value-chain-wide targets and indicators
Sustainable business management

Sustainability business mission and monitoring of goal achievement
Use of environmental an or sustainability management systems
Reduction of material, energy and water consumption
Ratio of the utilisation of renewable energy and resources
Reduction of emission and pollution

Sustainability management in the

Sustainability requirements for suppliers

value-chain (incl. commerce and

Reduction and optimisation of transport requirements

logistics)

Market analysis and consumer integration in sustainable product development
Target-group specific information on the construction material wood
Orientation of marketing on sustainability targets

Empowerment, cooperation and
networking

Regular staff training on construction and refurbishment with wood
Cooperation through (regional) cluster management or networks
Cooperation with R&D institutions (knowledge and technology transfer)

Competitiveness and innovation

Process and product innovations (incl. product-service system solutions)

ability

Creating and securing regional employment
Quality assurance
Utilisation of subsidy opportunities
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In order to turn this indicator set into an operational tool, a tailor-made
internet-based “Sustainability Check” has been developed (see Kristof and
Schmitt, 2007). It has become apparent that most of the organizations in the
value chain are small and medium-sized enterprises. Furthermore, most of
the practitioners in the chain and potential users could be described as
novices in the field of the sustainability future markets. This can be
explained by the lack of resources to employ a specialist and the relative
novelty of the topic in the sector. Consequently, the “Sustainability Check”
aims to support entrepreneurs evaluating the sustainability performance of
their existing or future products without the necessity for direct and timeconsuming contact with relevant stakeholders or consumers. The
“Sustainability Check” also provides explanatory content and fulfils an
educational purpose for the target audience. Questions are posed for each
indicator and an immediate aggregation of the results will allow a timely
assessment even for product development phases with limited data
availability.
Covering the entire chain, the indicator set and the online tool is a
novelty since other related sustainability indicator sets have only covered
some part of the value chain. Especially the consumer and end-of-life phase
has been rarely considered.

3.3

“Handwerkerprofil”:
Interactive
networking of building firms

marketing

and

Both the sustainability perspective and the results of the longitudinal
study on house builders have been integrated into the development of the
“Handwerkerprofil”. This market development and network tool has been
developed within a pilot project of the “Holzwende 2020plus” project by the
Bundesarbeitskreis Altbauerneuerung (BAKA), AS Architekten-Service and
the Wuppertal Institute (for details see Woike et. al., 2008). The Internetbased assessment tool addresses the problem that house builders, architects,
public and private property developers need to find suitable and reliable
building firms. Often, clients lack the relevant information and have to spend
a great deal of time and money on looking for suitable firms and comparing
their work. If they do not do this, the result frequently is poor-quality
building. Unsurprisingly, confidence in the quality of craftspeoples’s work
may suffer as a result.
As the longitudinal study on house builders and complementary research
shows (e.g. see Lippert, Stenzel and Geibler, 2007 or Geibler et al., 2007b)
most companies in the timber construction sector have identified their lack
of customer-orientation and marketing deficits as weaknesses. But it is
difficult for smaller firms in particular to tell their customers about the range
of services they offer and their specific strengths. Thus they depend on
cooperation arrangements and networks to survive in competition with larger
companies. Sensibly organised cooperation can compensate for potential
customers’ shortage of information, produce synergy effects, prompt and
accelerate development and innovation processes and boost marketing and
sales opportunities. The parties who are typically involved in building
projects – housebuilders, planner and architects’ and the various craftspeople
– must therefore be brought together.
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The “Handwerkerprofil” is designed for use by anyone involved in
building – housebuilders, planners and architects. For the development of the
“Handwerkerprofil” functions and criteria the views of these potential user
groups were analysed based on the method “focus groups” (see Geibler et al.,
2007c).
The “Handwerkerprofil” is based on consistent, practical criteria for
building firms that work in timber construction. The criteria consider the
sustainability indicators illustrated above. The assessment gathers and
provides information about craft building firms, including key information
about their corporate and products’ performance quality. The
“Handwerkerprofil” permits direct comparison between housebuilders’,
planners’ and architects’ assessments and crafts people’s self-assessment. A
range of company and product performance factors, from competence and
keeping appointments to technical equipment and employee training are
rated and awarded marks from 1 to 10, 10 being the highest. In order to
adapt to the specific needs of the user it is possible to choose between a fast
general rating and a detailed assessment process. Consequently, the
“Handwerkerprofil” as online assessment tool enables quick, easy and
inexpensive comparisons between the building quality of different firms in
the timber construction industry (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: „Handwerkerprofil” – Ratings from three points of view:
housebuilders (green), planning and architects’ bureaus (yellow) and selfassessment (red) (AS Architekten-Service, 2007)
To bring the results into practice, the online “Handwerkerprofil” has been
linked to the existing Internet platform “Leistung am Bau” which is used by
architects and builders to select firms for tenders and placing of building
projects (AS Achitektenservice, 2007). Currently more than 30.000 firms are
listed in the data base with detailed information on the performance,
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employee structure, qualifications and certificates. In addition reference
building objects illustrate specific competencies of the building firms. In line
with the results of the longitudinal studies on house builders only firms
recommended by professional awarding authorities are taken into the data
base.
The data base “Leistung am Bau” offers in combination with the online
tool “Handwerkerprofil” advantages for the people involved in building
projects. They can use it to select suitable timber building firms and other
building firms quickly and systematically. Building firms can utilise the
platform for marketing and the assessment ratings to improve their
performance, for example by optimising quality assurance, encouraging
employee training and in-house learning processes, expanding their offering
or specialising. This can improve the future opportunities of capable building
firms and facilitate speedier, high-quality processing of building projects. It
advances the building quality, the satisfaction of architects, planners and
house builders, and the image of crafts people in general.

4

Conclusions and next steps

Sustainable markets must be developed systematically. The paper
highlighted different challenges for the development of sustainable future
markets. The necessary decision-making processes can be supported by a
range of methods that can be applied both separately and in combination. In
each case, the strategy and methods must be adapted to market segments,
providers, their customers and the market phase (innovation, market launch
and wide diffusion). However, the similarities between companies within a
sector, e.g. their common value chains and related impacts, common
framework conditions and similar market positions, can be used to narrow
down what sustainable market development means for companies within a
sector or value chain.
Within the “Holzwende 2020plus” project a variety of methods have
been elaborated and tested which can support companies to implement those
strategies in the sector building with wood. Concrete use of these methods
convinced the industrial partners that the systematic use of such methods is
advantageous for their businesses and leads to tangible results. It turns out
that stakeholder involvement and the consideration of consumer needs can
help to identify key issues in the chain and facilitates the consideration of
sustainability in emerging markets. The different tools seem to provide
required information in a quick and cheap manner and can facilitate
interaction between acteurs.
In order to disseminate the knowledge about those tools beyond the
project to other users they have been made available via different
communication channels. Some tools (the “Sustainability Check”, the
“Handwerkerprofil”, the “Resource Efficiency Calculator”) have been made
available as Internet tools. Also the online NABAHO system components
catalogue can provide input for other companies and sectors via Internet. For
other tools (longitudinal builders research, ecological product design,
seminars for decision-makers) guidebooks have been developed. In order to
reach out to designers a tangible wooden box with informative and
illustrative cards has been developed and disseminated.
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Since the potential users need to get an overall knowledge about the
available tools for sustainable future markets an Internet learning platform
(www.holzwende2020.de/lernplattform) has been developed. All tools are
described in a consistent format regarding their key idea and approach,
conditions for successful use and benefits for the user and sustainable market
development. The German platform is ready for wide use in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland. A translation to English and the adoption to other
countries needs is planned. Based on the experiences and platform materials
training seminars have successfully been conducted for companies in the
wood building sector.
For a wider promotion of sustainable production and consumption
patterns the conceptual approach illustrated in the case of building with
wood might be transferred to the sustainable market development in other
sectors and value chains.
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Abstract

Sustainable societies need sustainable products and services, and the
demand in this field increases accordingly. At the same time, small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) are facing growing pressure of competition and
the need to develop innovative ideas. Though, smaller SMEs are confronted
with budget, personnel and know-how limitations restricting their access to
innovation. Our answer to this challenge is “The Innovative Bakery
Dialogue”, a methodology addressing SMEs that are interested in developing
innovative sustainable products or services in a participatory process with
their stakeholders. It consists of a step-by-step method and an appropriate
toolbox, both documented in a handbook.
What makes the difference? (i) it takes into account the “innovation
reality” of SMEs, especially small enterprises; (ii) it shows how
“sustainability” may be brought into their innovation process in a concrete
way; (iii) the product/service development happens via a participatory,
interactive process between the SME and its stakeholders; (iv) the
methodology is flexible: it has a clear basic structure and contents that may
be complemented by tailor-made sector-specific elements; (v) SMEs are
provided with a tested participation toolkit they may use largely without
external support.
The Innovative Bakery Dialogue has been developed over a design and
testing / evaluation phase of one year in a broad interactive process. Now,
after successful introduction into bakeries, it will be adapted to the
specificities of other sectors.

2

Introduction

To date the market volume of sustainable products and services drags
behind the expectations but also its potential – in Austria as well as in other
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium. Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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European countries. At the same time, studies and surveys document the
existing ecological and social awareness of the population who wants to
contribute actively to the development of more sustainable consumption
patterns.
The participation of customers and other stakeholder groups in the
product and service processes along the value chain is – in addition to
technological innovations - crucial for sustainable development.
Participation in this sense means assessing current and future stakeholder
needs, bundling and using stakeholders’ creativity, ideas and problem
solution capacities for finding sustainable solutions.
The majority of enterprises in Austria and Europe are SME. Thus the
adoption of sustainable products and service systems by SME could help to
overcome the dissatisfying situation of lacking integration of sustainable
products and services as mentioned beforehand. But companies in general –
and small enterprises in particular – often lack the necessary know-how to
integrate their stakeholders as innovators in the actual development of their
products and services. In addition to that, small companies like family
businesses often don’t dispose of the necessary resources in personnel, time
and money.
Many methods and tools exist aiming at helping to integrate sustainable
development criteria into the production of goods and services (integrated
product policy IPP, Eco Design, ISO certificates etc.). Nevertheless most of
these methods and tools were elaborated for bigger companies / industry. In
order to be made applicable for SMEs, the choice of tools and methods and
the company-driven innovation process as such have to be adapted to their
specific framework conditions. The challenge is to make these instruments
as easy-to-apply as possible and attractive for a broad implementation by
SMEs.
The research project was based on the following research questions: (i)
How could the ideal type of a structured stakeholder process for the
development of sustainable products and services in SMEs look like,
especially in the bakery sector? (ii) Which methods of dialog and interaction
permit to define needs, interests and expectations of relevant stakeholder
groups? Are they applicable by SMEs?

3

Method

The Innovative Bakery Dialogue is the output of the research project
INTOKI, 12/05 – 07/07, financed by the Austrian Federal Ministry of
Transport, Innovation and Technology.
The primary target group of the toolkit are SME bakeries as the bakery
sector is a good representative of the food sector in Austria. The majority of
the 1.855 Austrian bakeries are SME. More than two third of the Austrian
bakeries have less than 10 employees (WKO, 2004).
A focused literature research compiled existing methods and tools for
involving customers and stakeholder groups into the design and development
of products and product-service-systems. These tools and methods were
analysed using a screening matrix e.g. in terms of applicability for SMEs and
a “requirement profile” of the future toolkit was defined.
The “participatory toolkit” for stakeholder involvement in the
development of sustainable products and services, easily applicable in SME
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practice and focused on the requirements of small enterprises in the food
sector – bakery, called “Innovative Bakery Dialogue”, was developed and
constantly adapted during the “testing phase” with an active participating
SME and its relevant stakeholder groups. The key elements of the
“Innovative Bakery Dialogue” are: (a) Preparation inside the SME – (b)
Dialogue phases I-III (State of the Art / Creativity / Action Plan) – (c)
Assessment and Outlook with SME and the SME’s stakeholders
participating. The “Innovative Bakery Dialogue” offers the possibility to
adapt duration, intensity and methods to the situation and needs of the single
SME.

Figure 1: Structure of the Innovative Bakery Dialogue
The testing of the toolkit by different bakery SMEs and the results of an
accompanying formative evaluation during the pilot project helped to refine
and improve the final version of the participation-toolkit and to develop
suitable dissemination strategies. The orientation towards user-friendliness
and practicability of the toolkit already in the development phase was an
important aspect of the work. This advice was provided by a project advisory
board, composed of experts and representatives from economy, research,
different interest groups, lobbies and ministries.

4

Results

The Innovative Bakery Dialogue is a temporary installed discussion and
working platform of a SME bakery and its relevant stakeholders. The
purpose of this platform is the development of sustainable innovations
through the joint analysis of the present situation and the common, creative
definition of possible solutions for existing questions such as a new product
or service.
The actual result of the project is a handbook which is designed to
support bakeries wanting to do a participatory process. It comprises a
manual “The Innovative Bakery Dialogue - step by step”, an appropriate
toolbox offering 45 different tools and background texts on sustainable
development, consumer behaviour and consumption patterns, marketing and
evaluation.

5

Discussion

5.1

Overall conclusion

The Innovative Bakery Dialogue is a new method how to integrate
suppliers, competitors or consumers in the development of innovative and
sustainable business ideas. Target group of the Innovative Bakery Dialogue
are SME bakeries. The actual result is a comprehensive manual with stepby-step instructions for the implementation of an Innovative Bakery
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Dialogue and a complementary compilation of recommended methods. This
manual is a practical guide for all those who wish to do an Innovative
Bakery Dialogue in their bakeries and want to learn more about the concept
in-depth.
But the potential for implementation of an Innovative Bakery Dialogue
by SME bakeries is restricted by time and human resources, as the
evaluation results show: manager of small and very small enterprises lack
the time to study this manual intensively because of the various tasks of dayto-day business. Additionally these people often lack also the necessary
methodological know-how for being able to carry it out on their own.
Therefore the Innovative Bakery Dialogue seems to be a well structured
instrument for innovative enterprises, but possibly asks too much of an
average SME bakery.

5.2

Benefit and Limits

The Innovative Bakery Dialogue is a participatory toolkit which allows
SME to involve their stakeholders actively and efficiently into the design
and development process of new products and product-service-systems,
sustainability being an important part of the process as well as of the
emerging product service ideas.
In the aim to go beyond traditional market research, it focuses on
efficient methods and tools which support the interaction and participation of
different needs and interests of the SME’s various stakeholder groups, using
methods partly taken from Integrated Product Policy (IPP). This approach
involves a broader variety of stakeholders in an active way, i.e. changing
their roles from solely expressing their demand to actively take part in the
creative development process of an innovative and sustainable product or
service.
The Innovative Bakery Dialogue is process and result oriented. Methods
and tools for problem analysis and creative solution finding taken from IPP
are adapted to SME requirements and new partnerships are established
between the SME and its relevant stakeholders. This partnership results in
innovative solutions for questions at issue in small bakeries.
The benefits of the Innovative Bakery Dialogue are manifold:
Through the exchange of different perspectives on a question at issue
substantial knowledge emerges for all participants. The perspective of the
entrepreneur is broadened which enables the development of comprehensive
and innovative solutions. Upcoming decisions can be based on this
knowledge and are thus better secured. The stakeholders’ identification and
satisfaction with the identified solution can be increased by the participatory
process.
The involvement of relevant stakeholders fosters the regional market
position of the bakery and last but least, the balancing of different interests
and needs may lead to economic success of the enterprise and social
coherence / cohesion in the society in the long term.
The results of the accompanying evaluation of the handbook show that it
is considered as a very detailed and good structured document comprising a
good description of the dialogue process and taking many different aspects
into account. Furthermore the concept of sustainability is described
understandably and all relevant stakeholders are mentioned. However, the
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handbook is also assessed as being too detailed and sometimes too
theoretical. More practical examples for bakeries should be included in the
handbook. Last but not least the handbook seems to meet the needs and
possibilities of innovative companies and could possibly ask too much of a
typical SME bakery.
The adoption of the Innovative Bakery Dialogue is subject to limitations
due to lacking time or human resources of the (SME) bakery. A crucial
factor for the success of an Innovative Bakery Dialogue is the person of the
Dialogue “facilitator” or “manager” - the person responsible for the process
management itself. Irrespective whether it is an internal or external person
(s)he has to be neutral, without bias and experienced in facilitation and
process management.

5.3

Success factors

The successful implementation of the Innovative Bakery Dialogue by
SME bakeries depends on the following success criteria:
(i) Framework conditions: the close cooperation with lobbies such as the
chambers of crafts, commerce and industry during the elaboration of the
methodology and the integration of representatives of these institutions in
the advisory board proved to be a very important factor in order to meet the
requirements of the specific sector and secured the sector specific design of
the toolkit.
(ii) Design of the toolkit: The toolkit itself has to be as simple and easyto-apply as possible. A crucial factor is not only the usage of understandable,
non-scientific language, practical examples and an appealing layout, but also
the adaptation of the whole toolkit to the sector (e.g. giving sector specific
examples, using day-to-day business situations as a starting point for
discussion on sustainable development, etc.) The volume should not exceed
a certain number of pages (approximately 20).
(iii) Quality management: in order to secure the high quality of the
participatory process, a targeted training of the managers and employees of
the bakery as well as the participating stakeholders in terms of process and
project management is strongly recommended.
(iv) Facilitation of the participatory process: as managers or employees of
SME bakeries often lack facilitation skills, and do not have the time to
acquire the necessary know-how, a certain external support for process
management should be provided. Ideally the responsible lobby could assume
this task (and bear a part of the expenses).
(v) Dissemination among the target audience: The methodology has to be
spread to the target audience using efficient and innovative ways. Once
again, the close cooperation with the responsible lobby is of utmost
importance.

6

Outlook

In order to answer the question, how bakeries could be qualified to
implement the Innovative Bakery Dialogue efficiently and effectively, and
thus to overcome the limits of the toolkit mentioned beforehand, the research
team plans a follow-up research project which aims at
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(i) the enhancement of the necessary competencies in bakeries to carry
out a structured stakeholder participation process,
(ii) the strengthening of sustainability in the product-service-portfolio of
the bakery sector, and
(iii) the dissemination of the project’s results among the target audience.
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1

Abstract

In March 2005 Oeko-Institut initiated the EcoTopTen flagship campaign
for sustainable consumption and product innovations. The aim of the
EcoTopTen campaign is to deliver market surveys of the most energy
efficient products for private households in Germany. Most of the analysed
product groups deal with energy using products (EuP): refrigerators, freezers,
washing machines, tumble-driers, notebooks, flat panel displays, printers,
boilers and lighting equipment. For each product group, Oeko-Institut
develops minimum criteria relating to environment, quality and costs. The
criteria are based, as far as possible, on existing labels and product tests, like
the European energy label, the German eco-label, as well as labels for green
electricity or product tests published in recognised journals.
EcoTopTen goes far beyond existing labels and consumer information
schemes: it integrates environmental and quality aspects as well as annual
life cycle costs. In doing so, Oeko-Institut promotes the further development
from environment labels towards sustainability labels.
The EcoTopTen campaign has gained broad media presence over the last
two years and has become increasingly accepted by producers. Thus opening
up a promising perspective for sustainable consumption for the upcoming
three years of the campaign.

2

Introduction

2.1

The information campaign EcoTopTen

EcoTopTen is a major initiative for sustainable consumption and product
innovations in mass markets initiated by Öko-Institut in Freiburg, Germany.
In its first phase the EcoTopTen research project [1], [4] was sponsored by
the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The consumer information
campaign [2] was sponsored by the German Ministry of Food, Agriculture
and Consumer Protection and the Legacy for the Future Foundation. The
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current phase of the EcoTopTen campaign is sponsored by the Deutsche
Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU), one of Europe’s largest foundations that
promotes innovative and exemplary environmental projects. At regular
intervals, the scientists produce recommendations of high-quality
‘EcoTopTen products’ – all of which offer good value for money and top
environmental performance. These recommendations are published on
www.ecotopten.de, one of central elements of the campaign.
EcoTopTen delivers information on the purchase prices and on further
annual costs, such as for electricity or water needed for using the products.
In view of comparison possibility, typical products failing to meet the
EcoTopTen criteria are also presented. These market overviews should put
consumers in a position to take quick decisions in favour of sustainable
products. The campaign also provides tips on how to use these products in a
way that saves money and is less environmentally harmful.

2.2

The methodological approach of EcoTopTen

The EcoTopTen market surveys integrate the criteria of low
environmental impact and acceptable annual overall cost, while at the same
time taking high quality into account. Integrating these three dimensions as
well as systematically considering the annual follow-on costs – instead of
comparing merely the purchase price – is an entirely novel approach.
The EcoTopTen criteria are, to the extent possible, based on existing
criteria such as those of eco-labelling schemes – EcoTopTen is thus not a
new label. There are minimum environmental criteria that must be met for
products to get an EcoTopTen listing, but there are also price ceilings that
must not be exceeded. Where permitted by data availability, EcoTopTen also
provides information on existing quality tests or social aspects.
2.2.1

Ecological approach of EcoTopTen

Depending on the product group, (German) consumers find a great
number of different labels signalising good environmental performance –
which means that on the other hand they also have the difficulty of choice.
Consumers have to know and understand the meaning of each of these labels
in order to make a good and above all sustainable choice. On the other hand
there are product groups where consumers find no ecolabel at all, e.g. virtual
answering machines or investment funds.
EcoTopTen wants to reduce the complexity for consumers by providing
precise recommendations for sustainable products without the need for
consumers to know every detail – comparable to an umbrella brand name. In
order to do so EcoTopTen bases its own ecological criteria as far as possible
on existing labels.
In its criteria, the German ecolabel ‘Blue Angel’ mostly goes beyond the
European Energy Efficiency Label. For example, there are requirements in
terms of materials used (e.g. excluding materials classified as carcinogenic),
construction (e.g. being suitable for recycling), noise, packaging of the
product or manual and consumer information. Therefore, EcoTopTen
primarily seeks to take the Blue Angel as basis for the environmental
assessment. At the same time, this was quite a challenge in two terms: On
the one hand, the possibility for awarding the Blue Angel exists for only five
out of 22 EcoTopTen product groups.
During the last few years, the Blue Angel was mainly withdrawn from
most of the large household appliances, like washing machines, freezers or
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ovens. For these product categories, EcoTopTen rather applies the European
Energy Efficiency Label as minimum requirement for the environmental
assessment – setting additional criteria if necessary, e.g. noise level or
protection systems for damage by water concerning dishwashers.
On the other hand, application for the Blue Angel is voluntarily.
Therefore, it happens that manufacturers whose products fulfil the criteria do
not apply for the ecolabel due to procedural, cost or other reasons. For
example, looking at wood-pellet heating systems, the main market leaders
did not apply for the Blue Angel. In those cases, EcoTopTen bridges a gap
by recommending also those products to consumers that fulfil the ecological
criteria without being awarded the Blue Angel.
2.2.2

Economic approach of EcoTopTen

The EcoTopTen market survey contains information on purchase price
and annual costs. For the calculation of the annual costs the following
elements are of importance:
o The Purchase price is allocated to one year, according to the
typical product life time.
o The costs for consumables like electricity, water, gas, washing
powder etc. are calculated according to the typical usage
behaviour (e.g. number of washing cycles per year) and current
prices.
o In the product groups cars and heatings also costs for repair and
maintenance flow into the calculation.
The presentation of economic information on the EcoTopTen products in
the market survey is supplemented by information on “typical products on
the market”. Those way consumers get the opportunity to compare the “real”
costs of environmental sound EcoTopTen products with typical products.
The purchase price alone does not tell the whole truth. Energy saving bulbs
(ESB) are a perfect example for EcoTopTen products that save money in the
long run but have a higher purchase price at first. Reasons for that are the by
far longer product life times and an 80 percent lower electricity consumption
of ESB. The ESB recommended by EcoTopTen have an average payback
period of one and a half years compared to incandescent light bulbs.
The aim of EcoTopten is to increase the cost transparency for consumers
and support them in making sustainable decisions by taking into account
follow-up costs.
2.2.3

Quality approach of EcoTopTen

In Germany, the independent consumer magazine Stiftung Warentest
regularly conducts quality tests for numerous product groups. Considering
tumble driers for example, Stiftung Warentest examines the specific
functions in different programmes, environmental aspects like energy
consumption or noise, and the handling of the appliances.
Unfortunately, products tested by Stiftung Warentest only represent a
small range of products available on the market. For example, the latest
quality test of tumble-driers is from November 2003 and represents only a
selection of models. Therefore, the results of those quality tests cannot
generally be included in the overall assessment of EcoTopTen-products. As
far as results of quality tests exist, they are taken into account. Minimum
requirement for the admission in EcoTopTen is the quality grade “good” (1.5
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to 2.5 points). On the other hand, there is no devaluation of EcoTopTenproducts, if no quality test exists.
2.2.4

Social approach of EcoTopTen

The vision of EcoTopTen in the long run is an integrated assessment of
environmental, economic, qualitative and social aspects. For the latter, this
would imply gathering information on social aspects during the whole
manufacturing process of each EcoTopTen-product – including suppliers.
However, there is little product specific information available at present,
especially not for complex technical products like computers, cars or
domestic household appliances. Furthermore, this little available information
could not be evaluated and certified so far. This is especially due to the vast
supply chains, which often cover more than 1,000 individual parts per
product and nearly as much suppliers. Textiles and groceries are an
exception: For both product groups the possibility for certification processes
already exists and consumers find labels that certify products being fairly
produced or traded.

3

Experiences from the first period of the campaign
03/2005-05/2007

3.1

Product groups covered by EcoTopTen

From March 2005 until May 2007 EcoTopTen covered 25 different
product groups. Table 1 gives a review of ten product fields and associated
product groups analysed within EcoTopTen. Taken together, the products in
these fields currently generate 64 percent of Germany’s total carbon dioxide
emissions and 58 percent of its energy consumption, and account for about
two-thirds of all consumer expenditure.
Table 1: Analysed product fields and associated product groups within
EcoTopTen, phase I of the campaign with date of publication.
EcoTopTen
Product fields

Building & Housing

Mobility

Eating & drinking
Refrigerating,
Cooking,
Dishwashing
Clothing

Associated product groups
Condensing boilers (gas)
Wood-pellet heating systems
Energy-saving lamps
Low energy houses
(prefabricated construction)
High-mileage car fleet. Best-inclass schemes for:
Small cars / Mid-range cars /
Family cars / Mini-vans
Car sharing
Bicycles (safe and lowmaintenance)
Full range of organic groceries
with umbrella label
Refrigerators & Freezers
Gas & Electrical cookers
Dishwashers
Full range of textiles (organic
& fair-trade standards)

Date of first publication and
publication of update(s)
03/2005 and 10/2006
03/2005 and 10/2006
09/2005 and 06/2006
03/2007

03/2005, 05/2005, 01/2006
03/2005
05/2007
11/2005
11/2005, 08/2006
02/2006
12/2005, 12/2006
07/2006
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Laundry washing &
drying

Information &
Communication
TV & Co.
Electricity
Investment

5-kg, 6 kg and “intelligent”
washing machines
Tumble driers (heat pump
driers, gas driers)
Virtual answering machines
PCs / notebooks
Flat panel displays
Printers
CRT and flat panel TV sets
Certified green electricity
Sustainable funds
Old-age-provision products

3/2005, 4/2005, 5/2006
04/2005, 4/2006
03/2005 and 07/2006
02/2007
02/2006
02/2007
05/2006
03/2005, 03/2007
12/2006
03/2007

Depending on the specific product group different one of the following
three strategies was chosen:
1. Market surveys were given for the vast majority of 21 product
groups. In order to illustrate the market surveys, the subsequent
figure 1 shows an extract of the market survey for tumble dryers
from April 2006.
2. A survey of retailers was made for the two product groups
organic groceries and textiles. In both product groups the variety
of single products is too big as to make market survey useful for
consumers. Instead a survey was made of retailers that offer a
full range of organic groceries with umbrella label. Or – in the
case of textiles – offer a full range of textiles that fulfil organic &
fair-trade standards.
3. In the case of desktop PCs, notebooks and printers
recommendations were given on how to choose a suitable
product with low environmental impacts and low annual costs.
Additional information was given on where to get information
concerning quality aspects.
The EcoTopTen market survey contains information on
o Producer/Brand. Besides the name a link to the website
of the particular producer or brand is set.
o Model. In order that consumers can base their buying
decision on the market survey the names of the models
are shown in the table.
o Specific product features are mentioned additionally.
Depending on the particular product this can be size,
performance, available extra functions. In the product
group efficient fridges, fridge-freezers and freezers for
example these special functions encompass energysaving holiday programmes, automatic defrosting and
temperature warning systems.
o Features relevant for environmental performance like
electricity consumption, mercury emission (for energy
saving bulbs) or aggregated evaluations (e.g. for cars) are
shown in the table.
o Purchase price. Recommended retail price as told by the
producer.
o Annual costs, calculated on the basis of the typical
product life time and typical usage behaviour.
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o

Aggregated evaluation of environmental performance
and annual costs is given for part of the product groups
(see the last column in figure 1).

Figure 1: Extract from the market survey on tumble dryers (4/2006)

3.2

Elements of the campaign and their acceptance [2]

Central element of the campaign was and still is the extensive website
www.ecotopten.de, where the market surveys as well as background
information and advice for usage behaviour are presented for the different
product fields. The homepage of EcoTopTen got constant or growing
numbers of visits over the two years of the campaign. As shown in the
subsequent figures the first peak was in January 2006 with 25.000 Visits and
500.000 hits. Reason was the publication of the update of the market survey
for cars that obtained a high awareness level for the campaign.
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Figure 2: Total visits on www.ecotopten.de
from August 2005 until March 2007

Figure 2: Total hits on www.ecotopten.de
from August 2005 until March 2007
In October 2006 a significant increase could be measured, that resulted
from an overall of four special issue in the German daily newspaper “die
tageszeitung” (taz) in September and October 2006. The number of visits
increased from until then 15.-20.000 to over 30.000; the number of hits
multiplied from 200.-400.000 to almost 850.000 hits in October. Over the
whole period of the campaign www.ecotopten.de reached a total of 413.000
visits and 8,4 million hits.
In March 2007 about 2.000 users had registered for the EcoTopTen email
newsletter that informed regularly about new market surveys. About 60
percent registered with a private email address, which proves that the target
group of EcoTopTen – the private consumers – could successfully be
reached.
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Other important elements of the campaign were the 14 printed flyers with
compact background information on the campaign, shortened market surveys
and additional advice (Print run: 10.000 each). These flyers were used as
handouts by Öko-Institut (e.g. presentations, internal and external events)
and by a variety of multipliers. Very successful in this context was the
cooperation with the consumer advice centre in North Rhine-Westphalia, the
largest consumer advice centre in Germany. In more than 50 local
information centres consumers find the EcoTopTen flyers and can get advice
on ecological products.
In order to reach specific target groups several events were organised
over the two years of the campaign: Together with the Deutsche HausfrauenBund (DHB) an information booth about environmental and cost saving
washing was placed on four fairs (Leipzig, Offenburg, Kassel, Nuremberg).
A school competition was organised that – at the example of washing focused on energy and water usage behaviour. An advertising spot
competition on “sustainable consumption” also focused on younger target
groups. From a total of 26 videos two videos were awarded a prize to and
can be watched on www.ecotopten.de.
Besides the internet platform the continuous public relation was a central
element of the campaign, crucial for its success. Between March 2005 and
May 2007 28 press releases were published with new and/or updated market
surveys. A total of 1.000 media contributions could be detected. Among
them 22 radio and 14 TV contributions and 500 contributions on 180
different websites. A vast number of websites that typically do not address
environmental issues published information on EcoTopTen: news and
journal platforms, like spiegel-online.de, n24.de, focus.de, abendblatt.de
oder tagesspiegel.de. Car-specific websites, like autopresse.de, autosieger.de,
autodefekt.de, autoflotte.de oder auto-news.de. IT-specific websites, like
computerpartner.de, tecchannel.de, computerwoche.de or pcwelt.de,
websites specified on financing, like handelsblatt.com, fondsnachrichten.de
oder wallstreet-online.de. Websites with price comparisons or test magazines
like geizkragen.de, geldsparen.de, preistrend.de, testticker.de and stiftungwarentest.de.
Among the print media daily and weekly newspapers (like BILD am
Sonntag, Frankfurter Rundschau, Handelsblatt, Süddeutsche Zeitung and taz)
with 57 percent of articles made up for the majority, followed by articles in
professional journals (automobiles, computer/IT, energy, economy) with a
share of 22 percent, popular magazines (BILD der Frau, Welt der Frau,
Glücksrevue, Focus,) accounted for about 8 percent advertising journals for
7 percent.
Figure 2 shows the share of the different subjects connected with
EcoTopTen in the media contributions. Most contributions dealt with the
general concept of EcoTopTen and the product fields Mobility (16 %),
Building & Housing (14 %) and Refrigerating, Cooking, Dishwashing
(11 %).
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Figure 2: Share of EcoTopTen related subjects in media contributions
A more detailed description of all elements of the campaign can be found
in Graulich et al. 2007 (only in German).

3.3

Reactions of consumers

The reaction of the consumers on the EcoTopTen campaign was not
measured directly within the project, e.g. by doing interviews or similar. But
two channels allowed the project team to include consumer’s opinions in the
recommendations EcoTopTen gave: First of all there was consumer research
done that helped to design the specific market surveys in a way consumers
could use them best. Three discussion groups were held in a choice of 6
product groups. As an example for the results, consumers made it clear that
they would not expect EcoTopTen to publish up-to-date market surveys of
computers and printers and therefore would not use EcoTopTen to look up
specific models. As the IT-market is very fast, EcoTopTen – like Stiftung
Warentest or similar other sources - is seen as too slow. Instead of product
lists consumers would appreciate EcoTopTen to give recommendations on
“how to buy a computer and a printer”. What are the main problems (e.g.
energy, hazardous substances, waste)? What are useful criteria to reduce
environmental burdens and costs? Which existing environmental labels are
of help?
A second rather effective channel for the project team to view and
include consumers opinions were the direct feedbacks that came by email or
telephone. Most of them concerned the following points:
1. Consumers appreciate the recommendations EcoTopTen gives.
The project team got many positive feedbacks concerning the
market surveys and the given background information.
Especially the integration of annual costs and environmental
impacts – ideally combined with information on product quality was seen as very helpful and unique.
2. The feedbacks of the consumers showed clearly that it is crucial
to keep the market surveys up-to-date. The listed products should
be available on the market and new models should be included.
As a consequence updated market surveys should be published in
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regular intervals. More frequently for product groups with
shorter product cycles (e.g. washing machines), less frequently
for product groups with less changes (e.g. tumble dryers).
3. Consumers also made helpful suggestions concerning new
product groups to be considered and additional information to be
included. Due to the restricted project budget new product groups
could unfortunately not be taken into account in the first phase of
the campaign. Still the propositions will be checked for the future.
Additional information was included; it concerned mainly the
categories “Frequently Asked Questions” or “Further
Information” on the website of the project www.ecotopten.de.

3.4

Acceptance by producers and retailers

EcoTopTen partly achieved a very relevant multiplier effect by the
resonance of producers. About 30 producers integrated the results of
EcoTopTen in their internal and external communication: They disseminated
the EcoTopTen flyers, they put EcoTopTen stickers on their products, they
put information on their websites, in press releases, in customer magazines,
in announcements of trade fairs, in product catalogues and/or in advertising
brochures. Especially noteworthy are the activities of Miele. Since August
2006 they regularly published the EcoTopTen Logo connected to their
domestic appliances in advertising brochures by Karstadt, Saturn, MediaMax,
EP:Electro and the magazine “telering news” (print run 15 million without
Saturn and Karstadt). Some domestic appliances recommended by
EcoTopTen were marked with the EcoTopTen logo in the main catalogue of
the mail order company OTTO. The catalogue reaches a print run of 20
million. For the communication of Bauknecht / Whirlpool together with
OTTO print media with a total of 30 million contacts were planned.
In general it can be stated that especially producers of white goods were
and are still more interested in the communication of EcoTopTen then
producers in other product groups. Still also in other product groups the
EcoTopTen recommendations were used for external communication by e.g.
producers of heatings (e.g. Junkers, Biotech, Brötje), energy saving lamps
(e.g. Radium), TVs (e.g. Sharp, Sony), cookers (e.g. EFS-Seppelfricke,
Gorenje), flat panel displays (e.g. NEC), green electricity (e.g. Stadtwerke
Hannover, LichtBlick).

3.5

European level

The cooperation with the European website www.topten.info has to be
emphasized particularly. The consumer-oriented online search tool presents
efficient appliances in various categories like office products, lighting,
house¬hold appliances, mobility, consumer electronics or electricity. The
key criteria are energy efficiency, impact on the environment, health and
quality. Topten was launched in 2000 in Switzerland, 2004 in France, 2005
in Austria. In 2006, the European „Intelligent Energy Europe“-project EuroTopten was started with other countries following to build up their own
national Topten sites. By now the portal gives access to ten national websites
from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, the Netherlands,
Switzerland to Finland, Hungary, Italy and Poland. The German national
website of Euro-Topten links to EcoTopTen and Office-Topten.
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What is to be expected from the next phase of the
campaign 10/2007-9/2010?

In October 2007 the EcoTopTen consumer information campaign started
its second phase. Sponsored by the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt DBU
the campaign can be continued until September 2010 within the framework
of a joint project on energy efficiency with an overall of five cooperation
partners [3].
The aim of the EcoTopTen-project team is to keep the Internet platform
up-to-date and to regularly refresh background information and market
surveys. Also the EcoTopTen product criteria will be checked and – if
required – sharpened. In order to include the current developments and
discussions on the European level the Eco Design process will be monitored
closely. The basic principles of EcoTopTen – the integration of criteria and
information on environmental impacts, annual costs and product quality will
be further followed. Should there be dependable information on social
aspects of the considered product groups available in the course of the
project they will be integrated as well.
In order to further increase the awareness level for EcoTopTen, media
relations in phase II will tie up to the experiences of phase I. Regular press
releases as well as the continuation of the EcoTopTen newsletter are
important elements. Additionally the cooperation with media partners as
well as other partners in the filed of sustainable consumption will be pursued
and extended. One example is the new German internet platform on
sustainable and strategic consumption www.utopia.org, that cooperates with
the Öko-Institut and regularly takes up parts of the recommendations of
EcoTopTen.

5

Conclusions

The basic approach taken by EcoTopTen – to foster environmentally
sound products in mass markets on both the supply and demand side, while
focussing on products that have good attributes in all respects, are of high
quality, have an acceptable purchase price and life-cycle costs and good
environmental performance – has been fully confirmed and implemented.
The market surveys have shown that – aggregated over all key product
groups of a household – environmentally sound consumption patterns are
possible at costs comparable to or lower than those of conventional
consumption patterns. In most product groups, products are available that
provide high environmental performance, high quality and costs comparable
to or lower than conventional products and market leaders – this is
exemplified by cars, green electricity, refrigerators, laundry driers and
heating systems. Organic food and textiles are two exceptions.
Especially, the consistent pointing out of annual total costs in EcoTopTen
as well as the integration of environmental, economic, social and quality
aspects is quite a new approach and should be applied to other initiatives for
sustainable consumption. The latter mainly establishes the basis for the
further development of eco-labels towards product sustainability labels. In
this context two major restraints have to be resolved: On the one hand, too
little independent quality tests on products exist. Most of them only
represent a small range of products provided on the market and only a
selection of models. On the other hand, there is not enough information on
social performance of products regarding their whole life cycle.
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The overwhelming media response to EcoTopTen shows that it is on the
right track towards sustainable consumption with its innovative approach to
integrate environmental, economic and quality issues. In order to keep the
reached awareness level and improve it even the media relations will be
continued and optimized where possible. In order to keep the EcoTopTen
campaign attractive and useful as support for sustainable consumption the
market surveys have to be kept up-to-date consequently and have to be
supplemented by new relevant product groups in future (e.g. room airconditioning, coffee machines). The close monitoring of the activities
concerning the Eco Design Directive will ensure that in EcoTopTen current
developments will be taken up and that on the other hand experiences from
EcoTopTen can be feed into the process.
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1

General framework

Sustainability is a challenge both for “industrialised”, “newly
industrialised” and “low industrialised” contexts. However there are various
paths to achieve this goal in relation to the different types of contexts (Hart
and Milstein, 1999): in fact, if in industrially matured economies there is the
need to reduce the use of resources per “unit of satisfaction” (together with
the improvement of quality of life), and in newly industrialised economies
the aim is to look how they can leapfrog directly towards sustainable
consumption and production systems, in low industrialised economies the
impellent need is to foster the systems of production and consumptions in
covering basic needs and providing a subsequent basis for a sustainable
growth.
In this framework it is clear that newly and low industrialised contexts
need to go through a process of socio-economic growth to reach a socially
perceived quality of life similar to that of most developed contexts; and to
achieve this goal it is obvious that a redistribution of resources has to take
place. However it is important to underline that sustainability is not only a
matter of resources redistribution, but it is connected to a wider spectrum of
implications and responsibilities, such as: the principles and rules of
democracy, human rights and freedom; the achievement of peace and
security; the reduction of poverty and injustice; improved access to
information, training and employment; respect for cultural diversity, regional
identity and natural biodiversity (UN, 2002). In other words we are talking
1
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of Social equity and cohesion as the promotion of “a democratic, socially
inclusive, cohesive, healthy, safe and just society with respect for
fundamental rights and cultural diversity that creates equal opportunities and
combats discrimination in all its forms” (EU, 2006).
Related to that someone is arguing that “Product Service System (system
innovation) may act as business opportunities to facilitate the process of
social-economical development of emerging context - by jumping over or bypassing the stage characterized by individual consumption/ownership of
mass produced goods - towards more advanced service-economy
“satisfaction-based” and low resources intensive” (UNEP, 2002), and that
local-based and network structured initiative (distributed economies), “fed”
by renewable sources, on the one hand would reduce environmental impact,
and on the other could facilitate a democratisation of resources and energy
(Rifkin, 2002; Mance, 2003). When speaking about system innovations
someone else is arguing that there is the possibility to manage and influence
the transition towards this kind of innovation (Kemp et al., 1998, 2001,
2004).
Within this working hypothesis a project has been set up based on the cooperation of some universities in Africa and Europe. The project is called
University Chairs on Innovation, and is aimed at creating an EuropeanAfrican network of universities and universities chairs to tackle the issue of
the industrial and human resources development in the field of innovation;
the final goal is to set up a continuous cooperation between industry and
university in order to provide benefits to local industries. The project
involves several European and African universities 2 and the African Union
Council of Ministers of Science and Technique, and it is supported by
UNIDO.
Within this project Politecnico di Milano University has established an
agreement with the Universitè Polytechnique De Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina
Faso), the University of Zambia and the University of Lagos (Nigeria), for
the definition of sustainable pilot projects aiming at the introduction of
locally-based and long lasting mobility systems for low income contexts in
Africa: a system for drinkable water transportation in Burkina Faso, a system
for flour transportation and distribution in Zambia and a system for disabled
students transportation in Nigeria 3 .
The working hypothesis of this project is that design could have a role in
orienting and managing the transition towards the diffusion of system
innovations.

2

European universities involved: Politecnico di Milano University, Graz University of
Technology, Delft University of Technology; African universities involved: University of
Nairobi (Kenya), Dodoma University (Tanzania), Freetown University in Sierra Leone,
Kampala University (Uganda), University of Lagos (Nigeria), Dakar University (Senegal),
University of Cape Town (South Africa), Cairo University (Egypt), Universitè
Polytechnique De Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina Faso), University of Zambia.
3
These three projects represent a series of on-going degree thesis of the Faculty of Design of
the Politecnico di Milano University, coordinated by the Research Unit Design and system
Innovation for Sustainability (DIS), of the INDACO dept. In particular Livia Martucci is
developing her degree thesis on the project for the context of Burkina Faso; Maurizio
Bazzi on the project for the context of Zambia; Hazal Gumus on the project for the context
of Nigeria.
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The background assumptions of this hypothesis is that one possible
promising path to achieve SCP is based on the diffusion of (product-service)
system innovation approach and of locally based and networked structured
initiatives; and that universities may represent promising places for fostering
the generation and the experimentation of these new hypothesis, for a
subsequent wider diffusion.
Within this framework the paper’s objectives are:
1. to present and discuss an hypothesis of evolutionary transition
path to introduce and diffuse (starting from University research
context), sustainable system innovations in low industrialised
contexts, in order to provide basis for a local sustainable growth;
2. to outline the convergences and the common elements between
the elaborated path and the Transition Management for
Sustainable Consumption and Production model 4 ;
3. to discuss the new potential role and field of action that design
could have in defining strategies by which innovative sustainable
system innovation concepts might be introduced and diffused.
The first part of the text analyses why (product-service) system
innovation may be considered an opportunity for sustainability also in lowindustrialized contexts, and for which reasons local-based and networked
structure initiatives could represent a promising economic model to foster
both environmental and socio-ethical sustainability.
The argumentation will then focus on the University Chairs on
Innovation, and in particular it will be described the hypothesis of
evolutionary transition path, detailing its key steps, describing how to
involve the appropriate stakeholders (Institutions, Universities, Industrial
Companies, NGO, local authorities, single persons, etc.), how to set the basis
for the development of a pilot project (characterised by being a locallybased and networked-structured initiative), and how to evolve this niche
experiment in a self standing and replicable sustainable solution. The
similarities and convergences with the Transition Management model are
discussed.
Finally the text will discuss the potential new role for design in transition
management.

2

System innovation as promising approach

In the research arena the debate around Product-Service System or
system innovation for sustainability, has proposed that such innovations are
favourable also for emerging or low-income contexts and help to tackle the
socio-ethical dimension together with the environmental one.
Within this framework the effort started in 2000 by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) is symptomatic. This set up a group of
international researchers (from industrialized, emerging and developing

4

We refer to the Transition Management for Sustainable Consumption and Production model
developed in the Netherlands by Rotmans, Loorbach and Kemp (see Kemp et al. 1998;
2001; 2004; 2006).
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countries) 5 to disseminate world-wide the concept of system innovation, and
to start exploring the issue, which can be summed up in the following
question: is system innovation (PSS) also applicable in emerging and lowincome contexts?
The question arises simply because the development of Product-Service
Systems, that had been studied, said and achieved till then, concerned only
the environmental and economic aspects, and mature industrialised contexts.
It did not refer to the socio-ethical dimension or to emerging and lowincome countries/contexts.
This question has been the forerunner of another: (if the answer to the
first is affirmative) can a system approach favour the social equity and
cohesion qualification of these contexts as well as their eco-efficiency? And
if so, with what particular characteristics? The response of the above
mentioned international group of experts to these questions, is the following
hypothesis: “PSS (system innovation) may act as business opportunities to
facilitate the process of social-economical development of emerging context
- by jumping over or by-passing the stage characterised by individual
consumption/ownership of mass produced goods - towards more advanced
service-economy “satisfaction-based” and low resources intensive” (UNEP,
2002).
The above hypothesis was supported by the following main arguments
(UNEP, 2002) 6 :
1. If PSS are eco-efficient at system level it means that they may
represent opportunities, at least at a macro level, for a context
with fewer economic possibilities to respond more easily to
unsatisfied social demands.
2. PSS offers are more focused on the context of use, because they
do not only sell products, but they open relationships with the
end user. For this reason, an increased offer in these contexts,
should trigger a greater involvement of (more competent) local,
rather than global, stakeholders; fostering and facilitating a
reinforcement of the local economy.
3. Since PSS are more labour/relationship intensive, they can also
lead to an increase in local employment and a consequent
dissemination of skills.
4. Since the development of PSS is based on the building of system
relationships and partnerships, they may be coherent with a
democratic re-globalisation process.
5. Finally, they are coherent with the development of network
enterprises on a local base for a bottom-up re-globalisation. This
last consideration is quite important since its connection to
aforementioned
potential
for
convergences
between
environmental and socio-ethic sustainability.

5

6

The work involved a group of researchers from several countries in the more or less
industrialised world; it was set up in 2000 and ended with a publication in 2002 presenting
the main achievements (UNEP, 2002).
This hypothesis has also been examined in a series of case studies, collected by the group
engaged by the UNEP.
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Distributed economies as promising economic model

The IIIEE in Lund (see Johansson et al., 2005) indicates that the
mainstream economic and industrial model, characterized by centralised and
large-scale production units, determines dynamics that undermine
sustainability (both on environmental and socio-ethical levels). Examples of
such dynamics include:
1. increasing the movement of raw materials and products over
larger distances, mainly relying on decreasing transportation
costs;
2. distancing production from consumers and thereby hiding the
environmental and social costs (Dahlberg et al. 1998);
3. weakening the local actors’ possibilities to have ownership and
control over their immediate economic environment;
4. distorting or destroying cultural identities;
5. limiting the diversity in regional economic activities.
Besides these disadvantages, Johansson et al. points out that the same
characteristics of the production units of being large-scale and centralized
limits their ability to respond to a rapidly changing demand.
The promising alternative indicated by the IIIEE is the introduction and
diffusion of distributed economies, defined as a “selective share of
production distributed to regions where activities are organized in the form
of small scale, flexible units that are synergically connected with each other”.
On the other side of the ocean similar economic models are described by
Euclides Mance, who is approaching the issue from a more solidarity
economy background. Mance is talking about solidarity cooperative
networks (Mance, 2003): as “network in which units of production and
consumption are articulated in nodes enables to self-propagate and self-feed
in a solidarity collaboration”.
What those two theoretical models have in common is:
1. They are “locally-based” enterprises or initiatives meaning they
start from sustainable local resources and needs, but could
become open to non-local or global system.
2. They are “network-structured” enterprises or initiatives meaning
they can gain critical mass and potentialities by their connections
in network.
It has to be remarked that, when looking at distributed economies, the
socio-ethical and environmental dimensions are closely linked (Mance, 2001;
Rikfin, 2002; Sachs et al. 2002; IIEEE, 2006; Vezzoli, Manzini, 2006; Crul,
Diehl, 2006). For example, assuming the hypothesis of distributed energy
generation based on solar and hydrogen (e.g. Rifkin, 2002), a decentralised
infrastructure supplied by renewable sources, on the one hand would reduce
environmental impact, and on the other could facilitate a democratisation of
resources and energy, enabling individuals, communities and nations to
reclaim their independence while accepting the responsibility that derives
from their reciprocal interdependence (self-sufficiency and interdependence).
More in general (i.e. not only in relation to solar and hydrogen derived
energy) we can observe that in an interconnected context (in
communications, but potentially also in resource management) a principle
that double ties the environmental question to social ethics can be
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summarised as follows: use primary local, conservative, regenerative (i.e.
locally sustainable) resources and introduce decentralised system networks
for the extraction, production and use of those resources.
It has also been observed (Sachs, 2002; Sachs, Santarius, 2007) that when
they are local, social-economic stakeholders involved in the extraction,
transformation and sale of resources, then they pay far more attention to
preserving (resource) renewability. The obvious underlying reason is that
their economic subsistence depends in the short, but also in the long term on
these resources. Therefore they are not in favour to exhaust them quickly.
At this point we can make a further observation: there is a potential
convergence between key environmental and socio-ethical strategies that is
inherent in re-globalisation models characterised by diffused participation,
where locally based networked communities and “network enterprises”
(consisting not only of entrepreneurs, but also of users, NGOs, associations,
institutions etc.) assume particular value. This theme intertwines with other
points of interest in research on so-called forms of alternative economy or
alternative enterprises, founded on the concepts of cooperation, collectivity
and collaboration (the so-called C factor (Razeto, 2004). In particular, it
merges with research on co-operative networks and creative communities
(Florida 2002; Manzini, Jegou, 2003; Meroni 2007), characterised by the
self-organised activities of aware, critical, motivated citizens who are
organized to a greater or lesser extent into networks and solidarity economy
districts. In other words, it is linked to work on those forms of sustainable
social innovation, i.e. solutions of high social quality and low environmental
impact, that spring from active, bottom-up, social participation.

4

UNIDO projects: African-European co-design
projects to diffuse sustainable mobility solutions

As said before Politecnico di Milano is involved in an on-going research
project called University Chairs on Innovation. The project’s objective is to
set up an European-African network of universities and universities chairs to
tackle the issue of the industrial and human resources development. The
final goal is to set up a continuous cooperation between industry and
university in order to provide advantages to local industries. The project
involves several European and African universities and the African Union
Council of Ministers of Science and Technique, and it runs under the
UNIDO’s umbrella.
Within this research project the role of DIS research unit of Politecnico di
Milano is to cooperate with some African universities (Universitè
Polytechnique De Bobo-Dioulasso, University of Zambia and University of
Lagos), in order to introduce sustainable mobility solutions for low-income
contexts in Africa. In particular:
1. a system for drinkable water transportation in Burkina Faso;
2. a system for crops transportation and distribution in Zambia;
3. a system for disabled students transportation in Nigeria.
All these mobility systems are based on two main strategies: the
adaptation of an already prototyped solar-powered light working vehicle 7 ,
7

The family of vehicles (called MULO system), has been designed by Fabrizio Ceschin in
collaboration with the research of unit Design and system Innovation for Sustainability
(Politecnico di Milano – INDACO department), and IPSIA “A. Ferrari” of Maranello. The
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with zero emissions in use phase; and the design of an evolutionary
stakeholder network leading to local-based and stable solution.
In particular the vehicle is a four wheeled hybrid, powered by solar,
electric and human power, convertible in four variants: freight transport,
people transport, green areas maintenance and vending around.

Figure 1. The designed vehicle (freight transport version).
To reach the aim of the project an hypothesis of transition path to
introduce and diffuse, starting from University as spin-off actors, sustainable
system innovations, has been outlined.
The elaborated transition path could be described as a strategic
orientation and adaptation of the steps that, starting form an university
research context and through a continuous iterative multi-stakeholder
learning process (feedbacks), brings to the design of a sustainable solution,
to its experimentation in a pilot project, its development in a self-standing
solution and its consequent diffusion.
For this reason it has been defined as an evolutionary transition path,
with the word evolutionary meaning an intentionally and oriented adaptation
of the solution’s evolution, through continuous experimentations. In other
words it has been imagined a path and the proper conditions by which all the
feedbacks coming from the solution’s experimentations are collected by the
actors network and used for evolving the solution.
In brief the elaborated evolutionary transition path (see figure 1), is
based on the definition of the goals (to be achieved), and on the definition of
a vision (of how to achieve these goals); the vision determines the steps of
prototype has been realized by IPSIA “A. Ferrari” of Maranello. For more info see:
www.mulosystem.it.
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the transition and the stakeholders network configuration needed to carry out
each single step; in turn the transition steps influence the vision definition
and the stakeholders network building (in a continuous iterative process).
The evolutionary transition path emerged in the projects, is made up by
four main steps:
1. Sustainable solution design
2. Pilot project experimentation
3. Self-standing solution development
4. Solution diffusion.
Each of these step can be associated with a specific stakeholders network
configuration, capable to carry out each single step; it has to be remarked
that the definition of the evolution of this stakeholders network represent an
important and fundamental element of the whole transition process.
The following text describe each single transition process phase
visualized in figure 2: goals and vision definition, stakeholders network
building and the evolutionary transition path (with its four steps).

4.1

Goals and visions

As said before the transition path is based on the definition of goals and
vision.
The goal of the project is the diffusion of sustainable and long-lasting
mobility system in low-income African contexts, based on local resources.
Nevertheless it has to be underlined that the potential consequences of the
project are not only connected to the improvement of mobility, but are also
linked to the diffusion (within local universities and companies), of
competencies and know-how to foster local Sustainable Consumption and
Production (SCP), and so to find solution to cover basic needs and setting
the basis for a consequent future sustainable growth. For this reason the
project could potentially have in future wider benefits than the scheduled
ones.
The vision to achieve these goals is based on the assumption that for lowindustrialised contexts a possible promising path to achieve the goal of SCP
is based on the diffusion of system innovation, meaning not only a product or
technology innovation but the design of products and services and of the
stakeholders interaction for a given demand of satisfaction. A system
innovation characterized by being local-based (solar-powered for local
needs), and network-structured (involving various stakeholders starting from
university).
So, the elaborated vision to reach the previously mentioned aims is to
creating the proper conditions for: co-designing (together with local
universities and companies), a sustainable system innovation for mobility
solution (characterized by being locally based and network-structured);
setting the basis for the realization of a pilot project (to experiment and
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Figure 2. The model describing the elaborated evolutionary transition
path.
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learn); and for developing this pilot project in a self-standing solution
(capable to be easy to diffuse in similar contexts). On the other hand the
vision is based on the adoption and adaptation (in an open source modality),
of the previously mentioned solar and human powered vehicle.
In other words the vision idea is to foster local universities and
companies in the adoption of a system innovation approach and of localbased and network-structured initiatives, through the experimentation of
sustainable solar-based mobility solutions.

4.2

Stakeholders network building

It is clear that, to tackle the previously mentioned aims, a multistakeholder and multi-disciplinary approach is required. In other words a
strong involvement of different stakeholders along the entire process, and a
capability in managing, analysing and elaborating information coming from
different fields are needed.
Therefore the identification of the stakeholders (their roles, motivations
and mutual interactions), is a fundamental aspect not only in the solution
design but also in setting the proper conditions to support this process, and
afterwards for realizing the pilot project, implementing and diffusing it.
As said before the project starts from a university research know-how
and role, and so this institutions represent the “start-up” core of the network.
In order to make official these relationships, three single collaboration
agreements has been signed between Politecnico di Milano and Universitè
Polytechnique De Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina Faso), University of Zambia
and University of Lagos (Nigeria).
The aim of this agreement is the mutual cooperation between the
universities, in order to set up the basis for the local generation of innovative
sustainable solutions and their diffusion. For this reason the project is
characterized by being “open source”, and in fact Politecnico di Milano
provides to the African universities all the specifications related to the solar
and human powered vehicle (MULO System project).
The universities advantage of being part of the network is the possibility
of sharing and gaining knowledge, as well as the opportunity to test
promising hypothesis.
Around the universities’ collaboration, a multi-stakeholder network was
built up, including both Italian and African actors. The network is made up
of:
1. African Companies, because they have to be linked with the local
universities in order to implement innovative ideas and push their
diffusion; being involved in that kind of project means having the
opportunity to be supported in the development of new business
strategies and to have access to knowledge to foster their
potentialities.
2. Italian Companies, because they can contribute in knowledge
transferring, and therefore in fostering the African industrial
development; they are interested in being part of the network
because they agree in the final goal and because of a possible
reputation comeback.
3. NGOs, because they can operate on the territory as intermediaries
for the acquisition of preliminary information and contacts with
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local communities, suppliers etc; they are interested in take part
in the network because they agree in the project’s final aim, and
therefore there could be a reciprocal support.
4. Local Administration and Institutions, because they could
encourage and support the development of bottom-up experiment
initiatives in self-standing and diffused solutions.
5. Users, of course, because they will experiment and use the
solution and so they have to be involved starting form the design
process.
All these actors take part (with different roles and levels of involvement),
in a process of co-production of knowledge and co-design of the transition
path. They agree in the transition goal, but they can indicate different visions
to reach that goal; this means that the transition vision could be modified and
adjusted in relation to the inputs/suggestions coming from the different
stakeholders.
In other words, the consequence of having an enlarged co-design process
is that more stakeholders implies more ideas, inputs and opinions, and
therefore there is the necessity to find an effective way for managing the
dialogue between the stakeholders and for organising all the information
provided by each of them.
Nevertheless it is very important to underline that the stakeholders
involvement is not an action that starts and ends in the beginning of the
process, but is a continuous and iterative activity along the entire transition
process. That means that there is the need to plan not only which actors
include but also when involve them (in which phase of the transition path),
and at what kind of level they have to be involved. For example in the
beginning of the project universities play a key and fundamental role (setting
up and coordination of the stakeholders network; coordination of the codesign process), but their level of involvement will decrease along the
transition path because they leave to the local companies the due to diffuse
the designed and tested solutions.
It has been said that the definition of the stakeholders network evolution
has to be properly planned; for this reason it is possible to argue that this
process can be considered an out-and-out design activity. In this sense, as it
is possible to see in figure 1 and as will be explained in the next section, four
different actors configurations have been drafted, in relation to each single
transition step.

4.3

The evolutionary transition path

As said before the elaborated transition path is made up of four main
steps, and for each step a specific stakeholders configuration has been
delineated. In the following text these steps are described.
4.3.1

Start-up: sustainable PSS solution design

The start-up is based on the collaboration between Politecnico di Milano and
the African university. At this stage two different stakeholders networks are
organized: the first one around the Italian university and the second one
around the African university. As described in figure 3, in the Italian
network are involved companies and NGOs; in the African network, beyond
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companies and NGOs, are also involved local administration and institution.
As said before the actors included in the network should agree in the
transition goal, but could have different opinion (visions), of how to achieve
that goal. For this reason the first task of the network is to set up a dialogue
between all the actors, in order to discuss the vision and adjust its features.

Figure 3. The start-up system map model.
Once redefined the vision, the network aims at: gaining all the needed
information related to the context (where the project has to take place), and
designing a first set of sustainable solution hypothesis. In other words the
network is built-up in order to set the basis for the development of promising
solution to be experimented in future.

Figure 4. The start-up system map (Burkina Faso project), visualizing all the
actors involved (and their relationships), in the beginning of the project.
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Related to the needed information it is quite obvious the importance of a
deep and detailed understating of the context, in order to comprehend the
current situation from a socio-economical point of view as well as from a
geographical/environmental point of view. The local university and NGOs,
could exploit their knowledge of the territory to support the collection of all
the required information (to be shared and analysed with the other
stakeholders network).

Figure 3. Some pictures from the report done for the project focusing on
the Burkinabé project.
For example, for the Burkinabè project, a study-trip (co-ordinated by the
local university), was carried out in the Yatenga province 8 in order to:
acquire information on the main competencies, strengths and weaknesses of
the local companies and NGOs; understand which are the available materials
and technologies for an eventual industrialisation of the solution; analyse the
current solutions used for water acquisition, transportation, storage and
delivery; comprehend the geographical, climate conditions as well as the
urban organization and road conditions.

Figure 5. Some pictures of one of the design workshop held at Universitè
Polytechnique De Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina Faso).
8

Livia Martucci in December 2007 went in Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina Faso – Yatenga
province) for a 2 months study-trip.
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Once adjusted the vision and understood the context characteristics, it is
possible to outline, in a co-design process co-ordinated by the two
universities, a first set of promising sustainable solutions.
According to the defined transition visions, the elaborated mobility
solutions have to be characterized by being a system innovation and by being
a local-based and network-structured initiative. In other words they have to:
focus on designing and offering a system of products and services that are
together able to satisfy a particular demand; start from sustainable local
resources and needs (even if they could become open non-local or global
system); gain critical mass and potentialities by their network connections.
The development of these sustainable system innovations is based on a
system design approach 9 , in which the design activity focuses on:
1. developing environmentally sustainable products and services
together;
2. promoting and facilitating new configurations (partnership/
interaction) between different “stakeholders”, to find innovative
solutions able to lead to a convergence of economic, social and
environmental interests;
3. promoting and facilitating new sustainable locally-based and
network-structured initiatives/enterprises;
4. facilitating a participatory design process among all the
stakeholders.
Nevertheless it has to be underlined that not all system innovations and
not all local-based and network-structured initiatives are environmentally
and/or socio-ethically sustainable; this means that when designing new
systems it is of key importance to adopt appropriate methods and tools 10 that
steer the design process towards the definition of sustainable solutions.
We can simplify the design process, dividing it in system design
(identification of the stakeholders involved, their roles and mutual
interaction; definition of the product-service system offer provided by those
stakeholder), and product design (adaptation of the already prototyped
vehicle depending on the specific kind of use, and on the available local
resources, materials and technologies).
One example of generated solution, for the project focusing on Zambia,
is the following. A local company (with the university support), realize the
vehicle (using local materials and technologies), which is given in
comodatum of use to a farmers association; the vehicle (moved by solar and
human power), is used to collect and transport the cultivated crops to the
local markets; part of the earned profits coming from the crops sale are used
to pay the cost of the service (which includes also the vehicle maintenance,

9

In fact, over the last few years, starting with a more stringent interpretation of sustainability
(that tells us we must work on radical changes in production and consumption models),
attention has partially moved to design for eco-efficient system innovation, therefore to a
wider dimension than that of the single product (Stahel 1997; Hockerts, 1998; Goedkoop,
van Halen, Riele, Rommes, 1999; Lindhqvist, 2000; Cooper 2000; Brezet, 2001; Charter,
Tischner, 2001; Manzini, Vezzoli, 2001; Bijma, Stuts, Silvester, 2001; Zaring, 2001; Mont,
2002; UNEP, 2002; Scholl, 2006)
10
The method and the relative tools used in this project are the ones elaborated in the MEPSS
research (Method for PSS development, European research funded by EU, 5FP, Growth).
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repair and up-grading), to the local company; when the vehicle is not used it
could be exploited to produce electric energy for the village (see figure 6).

Figure 6. Stakeholders system map showing one of the elaborated solution
hypothesis (Zambia project).
It is clear which are the main characteristics of this solution. The
producer doesn’t sell physical products (the vehicle), but it offers an
enabling platform (providing the possibility for the cultivators to transport
the crops); the producer keep the ownership of the vehicle (and so it has the
economic interest in realizing a long lasting product); the initiatives is
locally-based (local materials are used to realize the vehicle and local solar
energy is used to move it); cultivators’ association is a network-structured
initiative (and this characteristic enable them to gain critical mass and
potentialities). In substance we can say all these characteristics make the
hypothesized solution a promising one in terms of sustainability because it
could be considered a system innovation and a local-based and networkstructured initiative.
At the moment of the writing of this article, the research project is
advanced until this step. For each single project a set of sustainable solution
ideas were generated and these ideas are now under discussion within the
stakeholders network, to understand which of them could be further
developed and tested.
4.3.2

Pilot project experimentation

In the previous step a set of sustainable solution hypothesis were
generated. In this phase the promising ones are selected in a co-decision
process within the actors network, further detailed and tested in a pilot
project experimentation.
If in the previous step the key roles within the network were played by
the two universities, in this step is hypothesized that the local companies and
university assume the heading of the process, with the support of local
NGOs, Institutions and Ministries (see figure7).
At this stage the primary stakeholders network’s role is to set the
conditions for the pilot project realization. That means that some actors (like
NGOs, foreign companies, International Institutions), should act to support,
promote and facilitate the local companies and university in testing these
promising sustainable solutions (e.g. through financing or sponsorship).
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Figure 7. The pilot project system map model.
For example referring to the project focusing on Zambia it has been
imagined (see figure 8), that NGOs could act partly financing the experiment,
and that foreign companies could provide particular needed components and
sponsor the project. In other words these pilot projects could not be
immediately economically self-standing, and so one of the network’s role is
to design/define how it could be possible to support these experimentation
(until they become self-standing solutions).

Figure 8. Stakeholder system map of the pilot project experimentation
(Zambia project).
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This experimentation is fundamental in order to understand if the solution
does work, which are its advantages and critical points. It is a continuous
iterative learning process involving (with different role) all the stakeholders
in setting the conditions for the pilot project realization, analysing the pilot
project experimentation results, and proposing modifies and integrations. In
other words it is a process of positive and negative feedbacks that may lead
to the adjustment not only of the pilot project characteristics but also of the
vision. Moreover these pilot projects could represent an optimum “window”
because of its potential to show sustainable innovations ideas to wider
communities (Vezzoli and Penin, 2006). In this sense they could be used not
only for experiment ideas, but also for attracting new potential financiers and
in general interested actors.
4.3.3

Self-standing solution development

The pilot project learning process is finalized in setting the conditions for
the evolution of the experiment in a self-standing solution. In other words
what has been learnt during the experimentation should brought to the
adjustment of the characteristics of the solution, and to the definition of the
modalities by which it can become economically sustainable and selfstanding (without the external financial support of NGOs and foreign
companies).
At this stage in fact it is hypothesized (see figure 9) that the local-based
network become autonomous, with the local companies assuming a key and
primal role, and the universities acting in monitoring the solution and
collecting feedbacks.

Figure 9. The self-standing solution development system map model.
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4.3.4

Solution diffusion

At this point the solution could be replicated in other similar contexts
(with the needed adaptations). In other words the key features of the solution
could be copied, modified, integrated and adapted in relation to the specific
context’s needs and characteristics. That could potentially bring to a
proliferation of sustainable mobility system solutions.

Figure 10. The solution diffusion system map model.
In this sense the local university (see figure 10) could act as a platform to
facilitate the diffusion of the solution (and its consequent adaptation), in
other similar contexts. It has to be underlined that this can be imagined
because of the project is undertook in an open-source modality.
In addition a last consideration is that the hypothetic solution diffusion
could have influences not only limited to the mobility sector. In fact it can be
supposed that the diffusion (within local universities, companies and local
institutions), of competencies and know-how to foster a system innovation
approach and local-based and network-structured initiatives, could facilitate
itself the transition towards SCP.

5

Convergences with the transition management model

The transition path previously outlined presents convergences and
common elements with the Transition Management for Sustainable
Consumption and Production model developed in the Netherlands by
Rotmans, Loorbach and Kemp.
But which are the characteristics of the Dutch model? In brief , the model
of transition management “tries to utilize innovative bottom-up
developments in a more strategic way by coordinating difference levels of
governance and fostering self-organization through new types of interaction
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and cycles of learning and actions for radical innovation offering
sustainability benefits” (Kemp et al., 2006).
It is a cyclical and iterative process, consisting in four main activities:
1. establishing and further developing a transition arena for a
specific transition theme;
2. development of long-term visions for sustainable development
and of a common transition agenda;
3. the initiation and execution of transition experiments and
projects;
4. and the monitoring and evaluation of the transition process,
goals, policies and learning effects.
It is characterized by being a multi-level governance process, in which
three different levels are managed and integrated: the strategic level
(processes of vision development, strategic discussions, long-term goal
formulation); the tactical level (processes of agenda-building, negotiating,
networking, coalition building); operational level (processes of
experimenting, project building, implementation).
The elaborated evolutionary transition path seems to have several
convergences and similarities with the Dutch Transition Management model.
First of all both the models adopt a long-term goal thinking (determining
sustainability visions), and a short-term goal action (determined by shortterm possibilities), to orient and influence the transition process towards the
defined objectives. In other words the two models define what they want to
reach in the future, and provide a support for the strategic orientation and
adaptation of the path to achieve the envisioned conditions.
Moreover both the models are characterized by adopting a multistakeholder and multi-disciplinary approach, even if it has to be underlined
that we are talking of an open and flexible participatory process, in which
the typology, role and level of involvement of the various actors change
during the path, in relation to the specific short-term goals.
Furthermore, the two models are based on strategic experiments, which
are used to test and verify hypothesis, learn from the results and give
visibility to the project itself. We could say that these experimentations are
the core element of the transition process because represent an effective
instrument to learn and get positive and negative feedbacks, and a potential
“window” to show promising sustainable ideas to wider communities.
Finally both the models are oriented towards system discontinuity, and
indicate that the pursuit of this discontinuity involves the adoption of a
design attitude that should operate on a system innovation level.
On the other hand it is clear that the transition management model is a
strategy to pursuit a wide change, involving complex stakeholders networks
and different transition experiments at the same time; while the elaborated
transition path is much more focused on system innovation in specific
context themes. In other words the amplitude of the theme in the
evolutionary transition path is focalised in a specific unit of satisfaction (e.g.
mobility solutions for drinkable water transportation in Burkina Faso), while
in the Dutch model the theme is wider (e.g. mobility solutions in the
Netherlands).
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Moreover the transition management model adopts bottom-up and topdown actions, while the elaborated transition path has been thought
especially to pursuit initiatives starting from a university research context. In
this sense the Dutch transition model seems to be much more open and
flexible to combine the two types of approaches.

6

A new potential role for design in transition
management?

At this point a proper question could be: both in the transition
management model and in the evolutionary transition path, which role could
be played by design?
Before it has been underlined the importance of adopting a general
design attitude to pursuit system innovation. In this sense design could result
strategic not only in the definition of the system innovation characteristics,
but also in the drafting and adapting in time the stakeholders interaction path,
in order to set the basis for the introduction and proliferation of that kind of
innovations.
In other words design could play a key role not only in orienting and
supporting the design process towards the definition of environmental and
socio-ethical sustainable solutions, but also in the designing of the proper
conditions to foster the dissemination of these solutions, and so in designing
innovative stakeholders interactions and their evolution in time to achieve
wide dissemination of system innovations.
In particular, within a complex and adapting system of multiple actors,
design could result fundamental in identifying proper stakeholders (defining
their role and level of involvement along the transition path), defining their
sustainable interactions, and facilitating the strategic conversation between
all of them. In this sense design can provide methods and tools 11 to support
and facilitate the dialogue and the interaction between different actors (in
order to facilitate the process of definition of the transition vision), and to
support processes of co-design.
The on-going projects shows the hypothesis of a potential role for the
design. Better still it pones some working hypothesis to be verified: in which
way is it possible to orient the development of the production and
consumption structures towards a more satisfaction-based service economy
characterized by locally based and networked structured initiatives? In which
way this kind of transition could be managed? Which key actors have to be
involved and which has to be their specific role?
This area of design research is complementary of other research efforts
more focused on product design for low-income countries, but seems worth
of being further investigated through applied bi-regional research.

11

For example, design tools for the development of Sustainability Design Orienting
Scenarios (SDOS) and Service notation tools for the strategic convergence of different
stakeholders towards sustainable solutions (Jegou, 2006); as well as qualitative
brainstorming tools focused on the devising of partnership/interaction between ecoefficient valid stakeholders (Vezzoli, Tischner, 2005).
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1

Introduction

The question of sustainable design has been widely discussed, mainly
from the environmental and lifecycle of products point of view. Nevertheless,
although there are professionals and researchers who have been concerned
about the issue, there is still a considerable lack in terms of its cultural
dimensions.
This paper aims to give a contribution to the studies and researches on
the relationship between culture and sustainable design. Based on case
studies conducted in the automotive and household appliances field, it
discusses how much cultural diversity influences consumption and lifestyles
in societies.
The adopted methodology follows a qualitative approach of an
interpretive nature, and the methodological procedures include interviews
with designers of multinational companies.
The main results emphasize the importance of considering more deeply
cultural diversity in sustainable design, taking into account that the symbolic,
practical and technical requirements may vary according to cultures, thus
having diverse implications in terms of environment, economy and society.

2

Ethnographic
methods
sustainable design research

in

interdisciplinary

Sustainable design can be defined as an emancipating practice or not,
depending on how it deals with the environmental, economic, cultural and
social contexts and factors.
Sustainable development must be coherent not only with the
environmental, technical and economic questions, but also and primordially
with respecting the cultural and social contexts, searching for the
improvement of the quality of life.
In this sense, the adoption of interdisciplinary approaches in design
research and practice can be helpful.
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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As argues Plowman (2003:35), “the use of ethnographic methods in
conjunction with design problems […] can have a democratizing and
potentially radicalizing effect on aspects of the design profession itself. With
regard to designers, an infusion of insights flowing from social science
provides opportunities for the profession to think critically about design
processes, outcomes, and human interaction”.
Furthermore, as argued by Svensson (2003:193), it is important to
“consider interdisciplinary design research as a process and tool”.
According to Plowman (2003:32), “ethnographic accounts are both
scientifically descriptive and interpretive. They are descriptive because they
are designed to capture as much detail as possible, crucial to testing and
developing theories. They are interpretive because the ethnographer must
determine the significance of the detail in the relatively narrow scope [he or]
she observes without necessarily gathering broad or statistical information”.
Ethnography methods comprise a range of possible quantitative and
qualitative, visual and verbal research tools, which can be helpful in design
research, as in the case study reported as follows.
This paper discusses the relationship between culture and the sustainable
design, based on case studies conducted with the application of ethnographic
methods with an anthropological interpretive and qualitative approach.
The ethnographic methods include the following research tools: semistructured interviews, videotaping, tape-recording, photography, and
observation. They have been helpful to identify characteristics, needs and
yearnings of the target group, based on the following categories of analysis:
a) Symbolic requirements, such as: formal composition, colours,
finishing, etc.
b) Practical requirements, such as: types of components, dimensioning,
ergonomic factors (anthropometry, safety, visual communication, etc.),
durability, etc.
c) Technical requirements, such as: materials, systems of functioning, etc.

3

Culture and sustainable design

Culture is intimately linked to the process of formation of the human
societies, in a symbiotic, interdependent and dynamic relationship that
characterizes the development of individuals and social groups, expressing
their references, values and conducts, amongst other dimensions.
Various concepts of culture have been developed by various academic
and non-academic areas along history, aiming at a better understanding of
society. We can identify two basic approaches: the generalist and the
particularistic ones.
Based on an anthropological interpretive approach, culture is understood
here as a web of meanings woven by people in societies, where they develop
their thoughts, values and actions and based on which they interpret the
meaning of their own existence (Geertz, 1989); and cultural diversity as a
fundamental expression of the identity of individuals, which, in turn, does
not fit – either in the field of culture or in the field of design – in hermetic
and absolute concepts, territorial boundaries, legitimacies, and fixed
parameters due to its complex, multidimensional and dynamic nature.
Both experiencing and making sense of things, contexts, ideas, relations,
practices and even of existence constitute culture.

Cultural diversity and sustainable design

The artifacts mediate a number of human habits, activities and
representations. They assume general and particular significances, according
to the cultural, economic, environmental, and social contexts, amongst others.
Artifacts and society influence each other in the process of developing
the symbolic and material world, and the designers are co-responsible for
developing mediations between artifacts and people, considering that they
participate in the planning, in the selection of ways of thinking and values, as
well as in the development of the artifacts and in the communication of
messages, which affect people’s lives directly and indirectly (Ono, 2006).
The ICSID’s definition of design emphasizes the importance of
“enhancing global sustainability and environmental protection (global
ethics)” and “supporting cultural diversity […] (cultural ethics)” (ICSID,
2007), amongst other factors.
The functions of the artifacts are related not only to objective
characteristics, such as weight, size, material, performance, amongst others,
but also to the cultural and social contexts where they are inserted in, also
catering for subjective needs of individuals and social groups.
Designers need to be aware of the relationship between design and
culture, respecting their own culture as well as other people’s. Whenever
they face distinct cultures, it is necessary to try to better understand other
people’s experiences, as argued by Benedict (1972), assimilating and
reinterpreting those that may contribute in the development of society, as
well as to bring benefits to people in terms of quality of life.

4

Cultural diversity and sustainable design: case study
within the automotive and household appliances
industrial field

Many corporations have adopted strategies of brand segmentation, such
as Volkswagen, for instance, which has characterized the design of vehicles
of its brands (Audi, Bentley, Seat, Skoda, Volkswagen), according to the
profile of certain consumer groups. Moreover, they have tried to keep a
corporate identity by following some trends in terms of formal composition
of their products, for instance, besides following some practical and
technical parameters, which have somehow limited the differentiation of
products for the various markets.
Although the product design has followed certain corporate guidelines, as
well as some international trends, the symbolic, practical and technical
requirements may vary between markets, thus demanding a differentiation in
designing products for them.
Some of the main reasons why regional design centers have been
maintained are: 1) Need of developing a product design that is in harmony
with certain particularities of the local markets, taking into account their
cultural diversity, although following some corporate guidelines for
rationalizing the production process; 2) The fact that the designers of the
regional subsidiaries are usually more directly involved with the culture and
reality of those markets.
The case studies that are presented in this paper are focused on Brazil,
which belongs to the so-called developing countries and where the question
of “local / global” has been crucial for the development of the industrial
design activity within the context of globalization process, and facing the
cultural diversity.
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The automotive field, which has had a prominent participation in
Brazilian economy, has suffered the impact from the internationalization of
the production of vehicles and received great investments in technology.
Thus, it offers an important point of view to verify how the designer has
contributed for enhancing global sustainability and environmental protection.
The car has been a significant part of an emblematic field since its
emergence at the end of XIX century, and it is present in the various urban
spaces, taking part of people’s daily activities, individual and social systems,
and organizations. It has intensively influenced the composition of private
and public spaces, mobility, and environment, as well as the construction of
material and symbolic systems, activities, and the cultural, social and
economic relations.
The automotive and household appliances industrial fields were chosen
for case studies due to their relevance for Brazilian economy and in the daily
life of society.
The case studies include semi-structured interviews with designers.
Case studies were conducted in the following Brazilian subsidiaries of
multinational automotive companies: DaimlerChrysler do Brasil Ltda, Fiat
Automóveis S.A., Ford Motor Company do Brasil Ltda, Volkswagen do
Brasil Ltda, and Volvo do Brasil Veículos Ltda.
Table 1 presents the profile of the interviewees of the automotive
companies.
Table 1: Profile of the interviewees of the automotive companies
Interviewee /
Company

Place and date
of birth / Sex

Professional
formation

Start at the
company

1 / Daymler
Chrysler do
Brasil Ltda

Rio do Sul,
Brazil, 1949 /
Male

Graduated in
Design / Kassel
Gesamthochsch
ule, Germany,
1980.

1971

Manager,
Styling
Department of
the Commercial
Vehicles

2 / Fiat
Automóveis
S.A.

Avaré, Brazil,
1960 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, FAAP,
1986.

1990

Coordinator,
Styling
Department of
the Product
Engineering
Area

Pós-graduated
in Management,
PUC-MG

Function at the
company

3 / Ford Motor
Company Brasil
Ltda

São José dos
Campos, Brazil,
1966 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, FAAP,
1989.

1980

Head, F.S.A.O.
Design Studio

4 / Volkswagen
do Brasil Ltda

São Paulo,
Brazil, 1955 /
Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, FAAP,
1979.

1975

Manager,
Design Studio /
Brazil

5 / Volkswagen
do Brasil Ltda

Santos, Brazil,
1936 / Male

High School,
Colégio
Marconi, 1960

1967

Ex-Coordinator,
Design Area.,
retired in 1992.

6 / Volvo do
Brasil Veículos
Ltda

Curitiba, Brazil,
1962 / Male

Graduated in
Mechanical
Engineering,

1994

Responsible for
the Trucks
Cabin
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1985.

7 / Volvo do
Brasil Veículos
Ltda

Curitiba, Brazil,
1960 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR.

Department of
the Product
Design
Engineering
Área
1999

Coordinator of
Trucks Design
at the
Engineering
Department

A complementary interview with Caetano Kraemer, Responsible for the
Customer Service of the Renault do Brasil Automóveis S.A. was conducted.
(Table 2). He worked before at Post-Sales Service of Volvo do Brasil
Veículos Ltda and of Fiat Automóveis S.A. / Curitiba, and gave an important
contribution by reporting problems related to imported vehicles in Brazil.
Table 2: Profile of complementary interviewee
Interviewee /
Company
8. Caetano
Kraemer /
Renault do
Brasil
Automóveis
S.A.

Place and date
of birth / Sex

Professional
formation

Foz do Iguaçu,
Brazil, 1975 /
Male

Graduated in
Mechanical
Engineering /
CEFET-PR.

Function at the company
Responsible for the Customer
Service of the Renault do Brasil
Automóveis S.A.

Other case studies were conducted in the following Brazilian subsidiaries
of multinational household appliances companies: Electrolux do Brasil S.A.
and Whirpool / Latin America. These were originally the two major
Brazilian household appliances companies. They were incorporated,
respectively, by Electrolux Co. and Whirpool Co. in the second half of the
1990s.
Table 3 shows the profile of the interviewees of the household appliances
companies.
Table 3: Profile of the interviewees of the household appliances companies
Interviewee /
Company

Place and date
of birth / Sex

Professional
formation

Start at the
company

Function at the
company

9 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Nova
Esperança,
Brazil, 1959 /
Female

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR, 1970

1982

Graphic
Designer

10 / Electrolu
x do Brasil S.A.

Montevideo,
Uruguay, 1956 /
Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR, 1985

1985

Director,
Design Center /
South America
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11 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Curitiba, Brazil,
1966 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR, 1988.

1987

Coordinator,
Design Cells of
the Design
Center / South
America

1988

Product
Designer

Specialist in
Marketing,
FAE, 1997.
12 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Curitiba, Brazil,
1964 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR, 1990.
Specialist in
Packaging,
UFPR, 1996.

13 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Campinas,
Brazil, 1964

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1985.

1995

Product
Designer

14 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 1972 /
Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, ESDI –
UERJ, 1992.

1994

Product
Designer

Specialist in
Applied
Graphic
Computer,
PUC-PR, 1995.
15 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Curitiba, Brazil,
1965 / Female

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1991.

1994

Graphic
Designer

16 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Curitiba, Brazil,
1967 / Female

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1990.

1995

Product
Designer

17 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Curitiba, Brazil,
1969 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, PUCPR, 1995.

1995

Product
Designer

18 / Electrolux
do Brasil S.A.

Minas Gerais
State, Brazil,
1967 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFRJ,
1991.

1997

Product
Designer

19 / Whirlpool
/ Latin America

Curitiba, Brazil,
1960 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1984.

1986

Manager,
Marketing and
New Products
Department

Specialist in
Marketing,
PUC-PR, 1989.
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20 / Whirlpool
/ Latin America

Joinville,
Brazil, 1965 /
Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1986.

1989

Manager,
Refrigeration
Design
Department

1999

Ergonomics and
Usability
Designer

1979

Design General
Manager

Master in
Production
Engineering,
UFSC, 1989.
21 / Whirlpool
/ Latin America

Florianópolis,
Brazil / Female

Graduated in
Architecture,
UFPR, 1986.
Specialist in
Quality and
Productivity,
UFSC.
Master in
Production
Engineering,
UFSC, 1998.

22 / Whirlpool
/ Latin America

Curitiba, Brazil,
1953 / Male

Graduated in
Industrial
Design, UFPR,
1978.

A complementary interview with Roberto Pezzetta, Director of the
Zanussi Industrial Design Center – Electrolux Zanussi SpA – Electrolux
Group (Pordenone, Italy) was conducted. He has been responsible for Rex
and Zanussi design at Electrolux Co. since 1982. (Table 4).
Table 4: Profile of complementary interviewee
Interviewee /
Company

Place and date
of birth / Sex

23. Roberto
Pezzetta /
Zanussi Co
(Electrolux
Co.)

Treviso, Italy,
1946 / Male

Professional
formation

Function at the company
Director, Zanussi Industrial Design
Center – Electrolux Zanussi SpA –
Electrolux Group (Pordenone,
Italy).

The design centers of both subsidiaries have been representative in the
history of Brazilian design, and their experience of changing from national
to multinational companies in the 1990s gives an important contribution for
the analysis about the understanding and professional practice of designers,
in relation to the cultural diversity and the local / global contexts.
Table 5 shows a synthesis of the main results of the case studies, related
to the symbolic, practical and technical requirements for Brazilian
automotive and household appliances field.
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Table 5: Symbolic, practical and technical requirements for Brazilian
automotive and household appliances field
Automotive field
Appearance and status of products are
valued.
The Brazilian consumer is usually impulsive
in the purchase act. Thus, the car needs to
call his/her attention at first glance.
Brazilian consumers change cars more often,
comparing to Europeans, for instance.
Brazilians usually install more accessories in
their cars, in order to improve their symbolic
value, as well as for practical reasons.

Household appliances field
Strong aesthetics appeal.
The Brazilian consumer is usually very
impulsive in the purchase act. Thus, the
household appliance needs to call his/her
attention at first glance.
Brazilian consumers change household
appliances more often, comparing to
Europeans, for instance.

Brazilians are generally conservative, in
terms of colors.

Brazilians usually prefer white color for
household appliances.

They usually prefer achromatic and neutral
colors (silver, black, etc.) for exterior and
interior of cars.

In the Northeast region, colored household
appliances are more accepted than in the
Southern region.

Brazilians usually prefer less recherché
finishing, comparing to North Americans, for
instance. Chromed finishing, for instance, is
generally more appreciated by North
Americans than by Brazilians.

Brazilians usually prefer less recherché
finishing, comparing to North Americans, for
instance. Chromed finishing, for instance, is
generally more appreciated by North
Americans than by Brazilians.
They usually prefer smooth finishing.
Brazilians usually prefer textual graphic
communication than the pictographic one.
They usually do not like and do not read the
manual of instructions for usage, and they
have difficulties in interpreting pictograms.

Brazilians are in general less demanding
in terms of products safety, comparing to
Europeans, for instance.

Brazilians are in general less demanding
i in terms of products safety, comparing
to Europeans, for instance.

Air bags, for instance, are not obligatory
in Brazil.

There are some safety items that have
been offered in European household
appliances, but not in Brazilian ones,
such as, for instance: protection bars for
pans area and command bottoms of
cookers, safety shackles, etc.

Lower level of quality of materials of
Brazilian cars, comparing to German
ones, for instance.

Lower level of quality of materials of
Brazilian household appliances,
comparing to German ones, for instance.
Lower durability of Brazilian household
appliances in general, comparing to
European and North American ones, for
instance.
Nevertheless, there are some exceptions,
such as the Brazilian high pressure
laundry machines, which are commonly
stronger than the European ones.
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Automotive field

Household appliances field

There are divergences, in terms of
symbolic, practical and technical
requirements, in relation to foreign
products.

There are divergences, in terms of
symbolic, practical and technical
requirements, in relation to foreign
products.

A so-called “tropicalization” of imported
products (adaptation to local context) is
demanded.

The Side by Side, for instance, which
has been imported in Brazil, has an icemaker that caters for the North
American cultural specificity, which is
distinct from the Brazilian one. In
Brazil, people usually leave drinks to
cool in the refrigerator, and, because of
that, they do not add as much ice to them
as in the United States.

The structure of imported cars, for
instance, needs to be reinforced for the
Brazilian market, because it has to be
resistant to the irregular conditions of
Brazilian roads and streets.

The Side-by-Side does not function
properly in Brazilian tropical regions.
Moreover, its size does not fit either to
the pattern of Brazilian doors (because
they normally are more than 80 cm in
width), or to the hydraulic installation of
Brazilian houses, which normally do not
have a water outlet for the refrigerator.
A so-called “tropicalization” of imported
products (adaptation to local context) is
usually demanded.

The expressive development of parallel industries of accessories for
automotive vehicles emphasizes the fact that a generalist design usually does
not entirely cater for people’s needs and yearnings.
There are accessories industries that have produced carpets, couch and
floor revetments, panel revetments, curtains, caps, gaiters, gutters, chromed
exhaust pipes, horns, water tanks, bumpers, metal stairs, front shields,
mudguards, sofa-bed, “climatizador”, amongst others.
The “Climatizador” (Figure 1) is an accessory that was developed in
Brazil. It can replace the air conditioning, and has some important
advantages. It consumes less energy than the air conditioning, thus reducing
the environmental impact. Moreover, it provides a better thermal comfort, it
keeps the air more humid, and it renews the air inside the cabin.

Figure 1- Scania truck with a “climatizador” installed above the cabin;
Bepo “Climatizador” (Brazil, 2007)
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Its functioning is based on water evaporation. “It increases the air
humidity from 65% to 75%. When the external humidity is high, it does not
increase the air humidity and it only ventilates the environment. The
temperature reduction depends on the air humidity, as well as on the
temperature of the external air. This process is self-regulated”. (Lopes et al,
2006, p. 13).
For most of the Brazilian regions (“It is not recommended for too humid
climates”) the “Climatizador” provides a more pleasant and healthful “air
conditioning” than the conventional air conditioning, as argued by Lopes et
al (2006, p. 13).
Furthermore, it consumes 15 kWh of electrical energy, when used during
8 hours/day for 20 days in a month, whereas the air conditioning (12.000
Btus/h) consumes 219 kWh in the same conditions. Its economic advantage
surpasses 90%, comparing with the air conditioning (12.000 Btus/h),
according to Lopes et al (2006).
The “Climatizador” is a non serial accessory that has been installed in
about 50% of Brazilian trucks. Nevertheless, the multinational companies
haven’t yet incorporated it as a serial accessory in trucks for the Brazilian
market, except in some sporadic cases, such as of “Volvo Top Class 25 years
Special Series”, for instance.
It is also important to consider products adaptations in the sustainable
design.
There are people that adapt their vehicles for other uses than the
originally imagined one, in order to cater for some particular needs. Figures
2 and 3, for instance, show vehicles that were adapted for producing and
commercializing sugar cane juice, and as a butcher’s shop.

Figure 2 – A Volkswagen Kombi and a Ford pick-up adapted for
producing and commercializing sugar cane juice (Brazil, 2001)

Figure 3 – A Fiat truck adapted as butcher shop (Brazil, 2001)

Cultural diversity and sustainable design

Imported vehicles have demanded the so-called “tropicalizations”, which
consist in some adaptations of imported products for the Brazilian market. It
has usually been restricted to small technical adaptations, such as, for
instance: structural reinforcement, in order to make them fit for the
conditions of Brazilian streets and roads.
The imported vehicles have presented several problems in Brazil, due to
its different environment, streets, roads, types of fuel, amongst other factors,
as infers Kraemer (2002).
Global commodities have promoted certain homogeneity in the quality of
vehicles that are addressed to market segmentation, and a “war” of prices
between competitor companies developed as a strategy of competitiveness,
facing the lack of more significant elements of differentiation in their
products.
This problem is aggravated in Brazil due to the fleet consumers, who
usually do not think in long term, thus prioritizing the quantity and prices of
products, instead of their quality.
Although thinking in long term would promote a more sustainable
development, the representatives of Brazilian government usually do not
care enough about quality in the acquisition of products for instance, because
their mandates are relatively short, and what really matters for them is the
capitalization in short term. Thus, if there is a certain amount of money to
buy buses, for instance, they believe – thinking in short term - that it is
preferable to buy 100 buses with low level of quality and short durability
than 50 buses with a better quality and more durable, but more expensive, as
reported by the Responsible for the Trucks Cabin Department of Volvo /
Brazil.
The economic inequalities and diversity of needs and yearnings have
constituted significant barriers to the insertion of global products in the
various markets, thus promoting differentiation in designing products for
distinct cultures.
Volvo intends to commercialize global products all over the world.
Nevertheless, Volvo trucks differ in accessories, because some of them are
too expensive for the Brazilian market.
“In India, […] we have adopted cheaper solutions, such as, for instance,
in the panel of the door. Nowadays, we use an imported one in Brazil. It is
like the European one, injected. Nevertheless, people pay more than 70% for
importation and freight tax in India. It is absurd! Thus, we developed a local
solution for them, a vacuum formed one.” (Responsible for Trucks Cabin
Department of Volvo / Brazil).
As we can observe, there is not a homogeneous pattern of consumer
behavior. Values and attitudes vary, according to the complex and dynamic
cultural repertoire of individuals, as well as to the environmental, social and
economic contexts they are inserted in.
The technical requirements vary, in terms of environment management,
partly because of differences of environmental laws that have been
established in the various countries, and partly due to the cultural diversity.
European countries, for instance, have “much more rigorous norms for
recycling, comparing to Brazil, where people are not so worried about
environmental management as Europeans”, according to the Director of the
Design Center of Electrolux / South America.
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Cost has been a determining factor for design and sustainability, mainly
in peripheral countries like Brazil, where the social and economic unbalance
is significant, and the majority of population has low income.
Even in the Brazilian inner market there is a great differentiation, in
terms of access to consumer goods, as well as of quality of products,
between distinct social classes.
Brazilian middle class consumers have lower income than those from
“central” countries. Whereas the latter usually have access to more than one
type of car to cater for different uses, the majority of Brazilian consumers
can only buy one type of car, which has to cater for both working and leisure
functions, for instance.
Brazilian household appliances are generally cheaper than the European
ones, but, on the other hand, they are less durable due to their lower
technical quality.
The cooker is an example of influence of the cost factor in the
diversification of product design for distinct markets. It’s much cheaper in
Brazil than in Europe, but, it is designed to last only four, five years.
Because of that it is quite common for Brazilians to change their cookers
more often than Europeans.
According to the Director of the Design Center of Electrolux / South
America, the cooker has a robust design, and noble materials in Europe,
because it must last 10 to 20 years, and it must also look durable. Therefore,
it should not follow fashion, observes another Electrolux’s designer.
This perspective contributes to a better understanding about the more
“conservative” forms of European products in general, comparing with the
Brazilian ones.
According to the Manager of Refrigeration area of Whirpool / Latin
America, Brazilian products have been renewed each five years, in a more
intensive rhythm than in the United States, where products usually last
exactly the same for approximately twenty years. He observes that North
American consumers are in general “more traditionalist” than Brazilians. He
says: “We make thousands of face lifting in the product”, and that sort of
requirement is also part of the cultural characteristics, and change according
to each market”.
The influence of cultural diversity in the choice of products by
consumers is also emphasized by an Electrolux Brazilian designer. He
argues that, in Brazil “it is not worth making a cooker that costs a thousand
Reais, because nobody will buy it”. Even if one says: “Look, it will last ten
years! the housewife won’t want it. She wants to change it, because in two,
three, or even in one year, there will be a more beautiful cooker, although its
structure and mechanism are the same. There is a need of faster changes, and
that’s why the cooker is so cheap here”.
In the case of refrigerators and laundry machines, the behavior of
consumers is usually different from that. “People think that the product
needs to be robust, and this must be apparent in its design. Moreover, it has
to be practical, because people know that they will buy those products and
stay with them for ten years”, says an Electrolux Brazilian designer.
Thus, cost has assumed a paradoxical role in the development of products.
On the one hand, it has constituted an obstacle for diversifying them, and, on
the other hand, it has promoted variation in designing artifacts.

Cultural diversity and sustainable design

Actually, cost is a very complex factor. On the one hand, it is necessary
to develop affordable products for consumers and that cater for the required
level of quality, which may vary between markets, and, on the other hand, it
is necessary to generate profit for the companies.
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that cost cannot always be
prioritized in developing products, taking into account some other factors
that not rarely are relevant requirements.
Brazilians, for instance, are usually “very impulsive” in the purchase act.
Therefore, the companies usually add some “symbolic appeals” to the
products, in order to call the consumer’s attention at first glance, according
to the Director of the Design Center of Electrolux / South America.
These “symbolic appeals” are often superfluous elements, not always
justifiable, in terms of practical and technical needs, such as the “glass
cover” (Figure 4) of the cookers, which is a peculiar characteristic of the
Brazilian market, different from many places in the world. Although there is
not a very plausible reason for this component, in terms of practical need,
and even though it increases cost, there is an “emotional” need, a symbolic
requirement for it, as reports an Electrolux Brazilian designer.

Figure 4- Detail of a Continental cooker with a “glass cover”; Interior of
a kitchen of a house, showing a Dako cooker with a “glass cover”
(Brazil, 2007)
European cookers are very different from Brazilian ones, in terms of
symbolic functions.
Almost all German cookers, for instance, that have been evaluated for
importation were disapproved by Brazilian consumers, whenever they are
compared with national competitors, although they present advantages in
terms of quality of materials and technological resources. Brazilian cookers
have “more exaggerated” visual appeals, in order to call the attention of the
consumer, and to lead her/him to search for a new model. On the other hand,
the German cookers do not present innovation in their appearance as much
as the Brazilian ones, thus calling less attention, as argued by an Electrolux’s
Brazilian designer.
People have developed alternative solutions that quite often are palliative
and inappropriate, when the basic products that are offered by the companies
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do not cater for their symbolic, practical and technical requirements, or when
their economic condition and access to the consumer market is restricted.
In some cases, people use artifacts in a quite different way, concerning to
the functions that were planned for by designers. In a low income house of
the city of Curitiba, in Brazil, for instance, the family uses the oven of the
cooker as closet to keep things, such as soap, candies, etc. (Figure 5).

Figure 5- Cooker of a low income Brazilian house
(Sambaqui Village, Curitiba city, 2007)
Cultural diversity and sustainable design has also been manifested in the
way people value and interact with “old” and “new” artifacts.
In Cuba, for instance, many old cars, dated from the 1950s and 1960s,
have been used as collective taxis by Cuban citizens (Figure 6). The fee
varies, according to the extension of the ride and negotiation between driver
and passenger (usually a tacit agreement). It is much cheaper than other
types of Cuban taxis and usually just a little more expensive than the urban
buses.

Figure 6 – An old car used as collective taxi by Cuban citizens
2007)

(Havana,
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There are some transport alternatives that do not demand any source of
energy, except the human one, for driving, such as the “bike taxis” of Cuba.
(Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Cuban “bike taxis” (Havana, 2007)
The case studies and other examples presented in this paper emphasize
the importance of considering the cultural diversity, lifestyles and the way
how people interact with the artifacts in their daily activities, amongst other
relevant factors, in designing products for them.
Although we can identify a tendency to a more balanced level between
products from different companies, in terms of technology, we can also
observe a search for innovations and a request for specificities, due to the
cultural diversity of individuals and social groups, as well of environmental,
social and economic contexts, amongst others, which constitute barriers to
the homogenization of the symbolic, practical and technical requirements of
products, as well as of sustainable development.

5

Overall conclusion

We lead our daily activities surrounded by artifacts that have been made
available to us, and that contribute to shape our lives. In this context, design
establishes, in a cultural way, a vast array of different possibilities,
constituting symbolical signs that bring meaningfulness to social relations,
as well as references to people’s identities and ways of living.
Although there are several disciplines involved in the design field,
aiming at promoting the adequacy of the artifacts to people who interact with
them, the objectivist perspective is not enough to cater for people’s needs
and yearnings. It is essential to also consider subjective dimensions, which
include people’s cultures, for instance.
There is still an insufficiency in the studies, researches and practice in the
field of design, related to the relationship between standardization and
diversification, which demands a better understanding of complexity,
plurality and variability of both subjective and objective characteristics,
contexts, and needs of people in their everyday lives.
Design mediates the interaction between people and artifacts, being
influenced and influencing the reproduction, changing and creation of
symbolic relations and practices in society. In this sense, the cultural and
social co-responsibility of the designer in the development of the material
culture is emphasized.
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This paper emphasizes the great importance of searching for harmony
between design and culture when developing products for society, for which
the relationship between anthropology, ethnography and design can be very
helpful.
It is worth remembering that, as infers Morin, “there are instances that
allow the controlling of knowledge; each one is necessary, and each one is
insufficient”. Moreover, “what allows knowledge is at the same time what
limits it” (Morin & Le Moigne, 2000:62-64). Thus, there is always some
level of incertitude that demands a non-determinist and a non-reductionist
perspective in the development of studies, researches and practices,
inclusively in sustainable design.
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1

Introduction

The aim of this work is to provide possible, applicable parameters and
solutions regarding a change of mentality in the behaviour of an average
consumer living in emerging countries such as Brazil. São Paulo, for
example, produces around 15 million tons of garbage every day according to
LIMPURB – Department of Urban Cleaning Services – in the city. From that
amount, almost 5 million tons are recyclable material, but only 10% of that
is actually recycled or has a new product life cycle.
This scenario requires a deep understanding of the reasons which lead to
such low results considering recycling and reusing materials. São Paulo is a
cosmopolitan centre in which new projects regarding sustainability are
launched every day, yet populations’ enrolment seems to take more to be
implemented than just good or fashionable ideas.
Understanding the hypermodern society (Lipovetsky, 2004) in which
Latin America, specially Brazil, is built in is vital to fully comprehend the
context in which these new parameters of consumption should be built.
Therefore, this paper aims to retrieve such characteristics and provide
compatible solutions to developing countries, considering that they have a
different background from Europe and USA, for example, and that these
peculiarities should be treated accordingly.

2

Methodology

This paper was written based on contemporary society behaviour studies
such as Gilles Lipovetsky’s book “Hypermodern Times”, which tries to
understand the contemporary individual and his relations with this society he
lives in. Based on these concepts, parameters were created to show possible
changes regarding sustainability consciousness in developing countries such
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as Brazil. Examples from works developed in São Paulo are shown, allowing
the reader to understand state-of-art projects in this city and how they have
been planned.

3

Sustainability and contemporary society behaviour:
an overall view

First of all, it is very important to understand in which kind of society a
developing city like São Paulo is built in, so that any purposed method
towards a change in the behaviour of this society is possible and accepted by
its population.
Barry Schwartz, an American psychologist and author of “The Paradox
of Choice: Why More Is Less” (2004) explains why the excess of choice
does not make the process of choosing any easier and also makes the one
who chooses unhappy with his choice.
Schwartz affirms that with too many choices, people cannot choose. That
is called a paralysis, when making the decision is so hard that people simply
decide not to choose and walk away. Sometimes, when they actually choose
something, they are usually not satisfied with what they choose, because the
amount of options available is so large that the possibility of a better option
existing is almost certain and people feel like they are missing an
opportunity.
Gilles Lipovetsky, French philosopher, in his well-known book
“Hypermodern Times” (2004) studies the contemporary individual, the one
living in large and oppressing cities, drowning in uncontrolled consumption
and trapped by exaggerated option choices.
He shows this complex individual fighting for autonomy, but also fragile
when it comes to dealing with stronger obligations, such as taking care of
their own health, worrying about drugs, cancer and cholesterol, dealing with
an stressful life with too many things to do and too little time and so on.
This is the era of post-discipline, marked by paradoxes, such as
autonomy and dependence, responsibility and excess. Some may act in a too
irresponsible way, although the vast majority of the population seem to
become more responsible. That can be seen in the way people react towards
eating healthy, practising sports and choosing to have a not so pleasant life
in the present to guarantee a better tomorrow.
This new lifestyle can be confronted with what economist Kenneth
Boulding had already affirmed in 1996, defending that it was then time for
economies to stop behaving like cowboys, conquering unexplored territories
and resources, and began seeing this planet as a limited ambient with limited
resources.
Richard Rogers, author of “Cities for a Small Planet” (2001) defends that
a conscious action towards sustainable cities is the development of circular
metabolisms (Figures 1 and 2) concerning raw and recycled material use,
renewable food, energy and goods, reduction of pollutant material and
residuals.
Following his ideals, this sustainable city should be dense and compact,
making it possible for social interaction and public transportation, urban
diversity as proposed by American urban planner Jane Jacobs in her book
“Life and Death of American Cities” (2001).
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Jacobs suggests that the so-called “specialized” neighbourhoods are
nothing but segregated parts of the city, isolated from the rich diversity
possible in a well-planned city plan, which allows citizens to participate in
this possible city life throughout the whole day, while specialized
neighbourhoods usually function only during one part of the day.

Figure 1: Linear metabolism of large cities: consume and pollution in large
proportions (ROGERS, 2001)

Figure 2: Desired circular metabolism for cities: less consume and residuals
(ROGERS, 2001)
All these scenarios show that without proper urban planning cities tend to
become less attractive to citizens. Because of that, they might find it hard to
preserve and care for cities that do not provide quality of life, security and a
feeling of belonging to their inhabitants.
A change of mentality and values concerning how citizens should learn
the importance of preserving the environment is crucial, specially when
dealing with developing countries. The “use and throw away” culture shown
by Victor Papanek (1987) is impossible to be maintained since natural
resources become less and less available.
Rogers (2001) affirms that raw material is becoming less available and
that the environment is incapable of absorbing discarded waste in the
amounts discarded nowadays. This reflects an era of programmed
obsolescence, in which products were designed to be discarded within very
little time of use.
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This kind of behaviour is very clear when comparing cases and studying
economies such as Japan or the USA, where products that still function are
discarded and substituted by new ones only because of fashion matters or a
new technology. In Japan, for example, cell phones and LCD televisions are
thrown away every day, increasing the amounts of waste produced and
deteriorating the environment.
In the USA, large supermarkets are loaded with packaging that could be
reused, but which are thrown away due to no governmental policies which
incentive reuse of such items. Mass consumption is surely one of the biggest
problems of such societies based on the idea that a successful person should
consume in order to have status or prestige.

4

Case Study: São Paulo

São Paulo is the third largest city producer of garbage and disposals in
the world, only beaten by Tokyo and New York. LIMPURB, the responsible
department of urban cleaning services in the city affirms that collecting
separated recyclable material is nowadays not their priority and that the
existing 23 stations for voluntary collection of recyclables do not work as
planned and might even be closed down due to lack of incentives. (José,
2007)
In Brazil, the production of garbage reaches around 241 tons per day, but
only 135 of the 5507 municipals take part in any kind of garbage selection.
The rest of the country has only open-air garbage disposal centres or sanitary
disposals in which the garbage is covered by a layer of soil. Researches
affirm that 4,6 billion of Reais are wasted every year due to lack of recycling.
São Paulo has also problems regarding public transportation, since metro
reaches only a small part of the city and more and more people choose to go
from one place to the other using their own cars, generating more pollution
and spending more money.
According to Cândido Malta, Brazilian urbanism researcher and author of
“Reinvente seu bairro” (re-invent your neighbourhood), 2003, “smaller
collective transportation vehicles and bigger individual vehicles reduce even
more the amount of individuals able to be transported throughout the streets
(…) This quick substitution of collective transportation to individual one is
the root of the bus crisis lived by the city of São Paulo”.
The more the car is used, the bigger gets to be the city, since inhabitants
tend to have the opportunity of living far away from work and leisure places.
This causes a growth in the city size, as shown by Malta (2003) in Figure 3.
Such a scenario is reality in one the most contemporary cities in South
America, making it extremely hard to implement ecologically correct
projects without proper political will.
Some initiatives, however, have not only succeeded but also served as
example for the development of other projects. Some of them are cases such
as Banco Real and Natura. The first one is an example on how to innovate
when dealing with services, whereas the second one innovates in products
and processes, being customer-oriented.
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Figure 3: São Paulo – Expanded Centre created by the use of automobiles
and its location (Malta, 2003)
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4.1

Case Study: Banco Real

Figure 4: Banco Real – Sustainable Branch Office (www.bancoreal.com.br)

Recently bought by Spanish Santander, Banco Real is one of the largest
banks in Brazil. Their corporate communication has always been based on
their search for sustainability and social promotion. In the beginning of 2007
they opened their first ecologically correct branch office, built with focus on
natural resources efficiency and small environmental impact.
This branch office was planned to use natural energy resources such as
solar energy and wind power and took nine months from planning to
execution to be opened. Rain water, for example, is collected in order to be
reused as sanitary flush or gardening water. All building components were
made of refusals or reused materials, and all paint used is free of chemical
solvents, using only water.
All wood used to build or decorate the project, including flooring, tables
and chairs is certified. Even the carpet used is made of recycled PET bottles.
Almost all construction refusals generated by this building were reused in
some way in the same project or recycled.
The choice of being sustainable did not only concern how to build this
branch office, but also made possible for the whole community to profit,
since, from the beginning, the whole community was allowed to take part in
the process by attending educational activities offered by the bank, and also
accompanying the construction step by step. The branch has also educative
material available for students or interested individuals.
Figures 5 illustrates some of the sustainable aspects of this branch. This
building, however, is not the only step towards a responsible future made by
the bank. All their communication material, including mailing, checks,
letters and all paper used in the branches is made of recycled paper. They
also support recycling workshops and many social initiatives.
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Figure 5: Banco Real – See-through walls allow clients and users to know
how the branch was built (www.bancoreal.com.br)
Another interesting project Banco Real supported was the distribution of
small water cups during 2007 SPFW – São Paulo Fashion Week – which is a
week devoted to fashion and design in the city. Those cups were not filled,
but contained only a few drops of water, reminding people that water should
be used in a conscious way.
Such initiatives are not only interesting, but have a great media impact
and try to reach the whole population towards thinking about such issues.
Results can be seen specially when considering children, who start to claim
to their parents not to throw away recyclable materials, to use only the
necessary amount of water and to take care of the environment as a whole,
reducing pollution and discarded goods.

Figure 6: Banco Real – SPFW – Water cups that remind citizens to
consciously use water (www.bancoreal.com.br)
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4.2

Case Study: Natura

Natura is a Brazilian cosmetic company with branches in the United
States and in Europe. The company has developed a line of products named
Ekos, which has a very strong sustainable approach. Recycled PET has been
used in the development of the packaging (Figure 7) which contains 30% of
recycled PET in its composition.

Figure 7: Natura: recycled PET used in packaging (www.natura.com.br)
Since 1983, Natura started using refills to reduce the environmental
impact of packages, allowing the company to reduce using water, energy and
raw material in the production of additional or regular packaging and also
reducing carbon dioxide emissions. For the next five years, Natura expects to
reduce or neutralize in 33% these emissions around the whole production
circle.
Refills were first used to products of large consume, such as shampoos
and deodorants. Some product lines, like Natura Diversa, are all elaborated
in refill systems, reducing up to 70% of environmental impact. In 2006,
almost 1.370 tons of packaging were not produced due to refill use, making
it possible for customers to pay 20 to 30% less for the final product.

Figure 8: Natura: Environmental Table (www.natura.com.br)
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Another interesting action towards a better environment was the creation
of an Environmental Table featured in each product. This table allows
customers to know where which component of the product comes from,
featuring data from formulation ingredients and packaging. Customers can
also follow the evolution of some indexes featured in each product, which
shows how technology affects these products and allows constant
improvement in these indexes (Figures 8 and 9).
Some of the data featured on the Environmental Table are Renewable
Plant Origin, which corresponds to the part of the formulation with origin in
a vegetable source, Natural Plant, which features a natural vegetable source
without chemical modification, Raw Material with Certification of Origin,
which is certified material with sustainable agricultural good practices,
Recycled and Recyclable Material, which stand for amount of recycled
material contained in the package and percentage of the package which can
still be recycled post-consume, and Recommended Number of Refills, which
shows how many time this package can be refilled considering its resistance
and health issues.
Since 2007, Natura is also carbon neutral, a process which began in 2000
with the creation of an innovative process towards a sustainable use of
Brazilian biodiversity. Their perfumes are also made with organic alcohol,
which is free of agrochemicals.
Natura also implemented in Pará, a state in the north of Brazil near
Amazon, a project to use only vegetables as soap ingredients, substituting
animal and mineral fat for vegetable ones from native species such as inajá,
murumuru, babaçu and tucumã. Nowadays, the basis of the soaps made there
is palm tree oil.
This soap industry is based on social, economical and environmental
responsibility. Eco-efficiency is also taken into account by Natura, focusing
on bigger and better production. The idea behind the project is to stimulate
the preservation of native plants species and allowing the production of raw
material to be cultivated by 2.500 small producers scattered in the state.
Pilot projects are being conduced in Pará in order to incorporate such
communities of producers and unite quality of production to financial return
in a factory capable of producing 180 million of soaps per year.
This is one good example of thinking globally and acting locally,
supporting local communities and allowing their work to reach the world.

Figure 9: Natura: Environmental Table (www.natura.com.br)
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5

Overall Conclusion

Conscious consumption in Lipovetsky’s hypermodern societies
(Lipovetsky, 2004) is one of the main basis of a sustainable future, alongside
with technological development, political will and policies and good urban
planning.
Every citizen should be aware that what is discarded today is bound to
become a problem in the near future and that without structured policies
regarding reduce of consume, reuse of materials and recycling there are not
many other solutions to maintaining life quality in the future. Each
individual should be able to understand that small acts do contribute to a
better world and that good actions incentive other good actions, creating
behaviours to be imitated.
Regarding developing economies, it is important to notice that different
behaviours lead to different patterns of consumption. Fully understanding
the society in which we live in is crucial to determining which should be the
actions with better results in which region.
As seen from the case studies, Brazilians adapt well, for example, to the
use of refills, economy of water and energy and look for products with
certified origin. They have a certain resistance when having to use public
transportation rather than moving around with their own cars and choosing
to work and have leisure activities near their homes.
Brazil has, however, some great cases to illustrate corporate positioning
towards sustainability, such as Banco Real and Boticário. Both of them show
alternatives found in services and product projects which reduce consume
and improve the environmental quality. Citizens tend to have a great image
of companies engaged in preserving the environment and choosing to build
an image on sustainability.
Sustainable cities are made not only of great ideas and their
implementation, but also in the change of mentality and engagement of the
whole society towards a better future.
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Abstract
In consumer societies, individual impact on the environment is largely
mediated by consumer behaviour. Consumer behaviour (sustainable or not)
is rarely just the result of discrete personal decisions aimed at maximising
utility it is rather the result of complex socio-cultural negotiations about who
and what we are, reflecting shared values and lifestyles. Current approaches
do not fully capture the difficulty and complexities involved in changing
consumer behaviour (Jackson, 2004) and offer only a partial explanation of
environmentally responsible behaviour.
In this paper I focus on sustainable consumer behaviour in its broadest
sense and start with a critical review of the existing literature on
environmentally responsible behaviour. I propose a theoretical framework
for understanding environmentally sustainable consumer behaviour which
uses extrinsic and intrinsic motivation as a mediator between the sociocultural constructs of identity and value on the one hand, and sustainable
consumer behaviours and enviornremental outcomes on the other hand.

1

Introduction

Urbanisation and industrialisation has given rise to a consumer culture in
which symbolic consumption has become a means of creating and
developing both personal and social identity (Bauman, 1992; Piacentini &
Mailer, 2004). Social classes have largely given way to social and cultural
1
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identification based on lifestyles (Holt, 1997) and identity, both seemingly
inexorably linked to consumer goods, services and practices (Shove, 2003).
Consumption in industrialised countries has been recognised as a major
contributor to both global and local environmental problems (Jorgenson,
2003; Robins & de Leeuw, 2001; UNDESA, 1992). The direct
environmental impact of individuals in a consumer society is predominantly
determined by the unintended consequences of consumer choices and
behaviour which is a by-product of the goods and services we purchase, their
composition, production and transport, the way in which they are acquired
and how we dispose of them at the end of their lifecycle. Furthermore, the
consumption process itself impacts on the environment, as the enjoyment of
goods and services often involves the secondary consumption of, amongst
other things, water, fuel and electricity as well as the generation of additional
waste and pollution. Sustainable consumer behaviour can be understood as
the processes and behaviours associated with the purchase and consumption
of goods and services in the broadest sense, which reduce environmental
impact so as not to jeopardize the needs of future generations.
Despite over 30 years of research in the field, there remain many aspects
of environmentally sustainable consumer behaviour that we still do not fully
understand. In this paper I start with a critical review of the current
frameworks for understanding environmentally sustainable consumer
behaviour [SCB] or environmentally responsible behaviour [ERB] 3 I then
propose an alternative framework that positions consumer behaviour as
central to understanding an individual’s impact on the environment. The
proposed framework acknowledges the difficulty and complexity of
changing consumer behaviour which is entrenched in the everyday life of
consumers in industrialised countries (Jackson, 2004). Specifically, I ask:
What are the socio-cultural factors that drive environmentally sustainable
consumer behaviour? To answer this question I propose on three key
constructs from psychology and social psychology namely, motivation,
values and identity. I discuss each construct in turn and examine the
interactions between the constructs to propose a theoretical model of
environmentally sustainable consumer behaviour.

2

Literature review

There are three principal approaches to research in the field of ERB.
These are: attitudes, values and social dilemmas.

2.1

Attitude research

Attitude research dominates the study of ERB. The theory of reasoned
action (TRA) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and the theory of planned behaviour
(TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) have been used to predict behaviours such as recycling
(Bagozzi & Dabholkar, 1994; Boldero, 1995; Mannetti, Pierro, & Livi, 2004;
3
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Taylor & Todd, 1995), green consumerism (Sparks & Shepherd, 1992) and
transport (Heath & Gifford, 2002; FG Kaiser, Woelfing, & Fuhrer, 1999). In
the TRA, attitude and subjective norms (i.e., perceptions of normative
support) predict behavioural intention, which in turn predicts behaviour. To
allow for behaviours which may be perceived as beyond a person’s control,
the TPB adds a measure of perceived behavioural control as an antecedent of
intention.
However, as a framework for understanding ERB, there are a number of
weaknesses to attitude-based research. First, intentions are a necessary but
not sufficient determinant of behaviour (Liska, 1984). In ERB research, the
correlation between intention and behaviour is not high (Berger, 1997;
Mainieri, Barnett, Valdero, Unipan, & Oskamp, 1997; Shrum, Lowrey, &
McCarty, 1994). Second, both the TRA and the TPB require correspondence
of measurement. In other words, measurement of attitudes must be specific
to the measurement of behaviour. Similar to findings in other fields, ERB
research has shown that general attitudes about the environment are not
predictive of specific behaviours (Alwitt & Pitts, 1996; Moisander &
Uusitalo, 1994; Stern & Oskamp, 1987; Weigel, 1983). This requirement for
correspondence in measurement is limiting for research into general
environmental behaviour. Finally, attitude studies have been criticised
because the underlying premise is one of personal utility. The utilitarian
approach taken by attitude theories fails to capture the cultural dimensions of
consumer behaviour and in particular symbolic consumption (McCracken,
1986; Sparks & Shepherd, 1992), a critique that the more recent inclusion of
identity as an additional construct has mitigated. On the other hand, it is
argued that ERB should be viewed as altruistic behaviour, because ERB has
collective rather than personal benefits (Davies, Foxall, & Pallister, 2002;
Hopper & Nielsen, 1991; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Thøgersen, 1996). This
leads on to the second major stream of research in which the research
focuses on values or more specifically, values relating to altruism and
helping.

2.2

Values research

Values are closely related but different to attitudes. Values are more
abstract than attitudes and focus on ideals rather than specific attitude objects
(c.f. Hitlin & Piliavin, 2004) and, though attitudes can be expressive of
values, they are more often related to utilitarian priorities (Maio & Olson,
1995).
The most commonly adopted framework that theorises about the role of
values in ERB is Schwartz’s norm activation theory (De Young, 2000;
Schwartz, 1977). This framework was developed in the context of altruistic
or helping behaviour and uses norms rather than values. Norms are
expressions of values which tell us what we “ought to” do (Marini, 2000) in
specific situations (Hitlin & Piliavin, 2004).
In Schwartz’s norm activation theory (Schwartz, 1977), values are
operationalized as personal norms which create self-expectations for certain
behaviours. However, for values to result in behaviour, values must first be
activated (Schwartz, 1973, 1977; Schwartz & Howard, 1981; Verplanken &
Holland, 2002). In Schwartz’s model, personal norms are said to be activated
if there is an awareness of consequences and if there is an ascription or
ownership of responsibility. The norm activation model has been used to
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predict behaviours such as recycling (e.g. Bratt, 1999; Hopper & Nielsen,
1991; Vining & Ebreo, 1992), preference for green product attributes (Ebreo,
Hershey, & Vining, 1999), and personal transport choice (Matthies,
Kloeckner, & Preissner, 2006).
The norm activation model itself has a number of limitations. First, the
model is based on norms and not values. Norms are not values, they act
differently. Norms exert a pressure to behave in a certain way, whereas
values are less prescriptive and only serve to guide behaviour. While
altruistic norms and values (Dietz, Fitzgerald, & Schwom, 2005) are strongly
correlated, this may be less true of other values. The normative model may
be limited in terms of providing an understanding of how values that are not
normative, guide behaviour. The focus on altruism has also been criticised
by researchers such as Kaplan (2000) and de Young (2000) for its negative
appeal and limited scope. Furthermore the model does not account for the
independent effect of social norms on behaviour (Bardi & Schwartz, 2003;
Biel & Thogersen, 2007; Rokeach, 1973; Shoda, 1999). Finally, norm
activation is not a sufficient explanation of how values motivate behaviour,
the model does not account for value hierarchy or centrality.

2.3

Social dilemma research

The other mainstream approach is social dilemma research. Conceptually,
environmentally sustainable consumer behaviour can be framed as a social
dilemma. In a social dilemma, individuals are better off if they pursue their
own self interest, but everyone is worse off if no one co-operates. Water
restrictions illustrate the point. While any one individual might enjoy a long
shower or bath, collectively everyone is worse is off if no one cooperates in
restricting water use.
While conceptually very relevant, social dilemma research focuses on
testing variables in experimental settings. Variables such as reciprocity
(Kanbar, 2006), fairness (Samuelson, 1993) and uncertainty (de Vries &
Wilke, 1992; Kortenkamp & Moore, 2006; Suleiman & Rapoport, 1989)
have been shown to be relevant in understanding how individuals behave in
a social dilemma. Social dilemma research has been applied to water
conservation (Van Vugt, 2001), public transport (Van Vugt, Lange, &
Meertens, 1996; Van Vugt & Samuelson, 1999), political behaviour
(Joireman, Lasane, Bennett, Richards, & Solaimani, 2001) and electricity
usage (Wiener & Doescher, 1991).
The research has also led to a focus on structural solutions and the use of
incentives and disincentives (Edney, 1980; Fox & Kotler, 1980; Kotler &
Andreasen, 1987; Ritchie & McDougall, 1985; Wiener & Doescher, 1991).
Structural solutions foster a reliance on political and technological responses
and so divert attention from social practices, individual responsibility and
behaviour change (Shove, 2003).

2.4

Summary

Consumer behaviour (sustainable or not) is rarely just the result of
discrete personal decisions aimed at maximising utility; it is rather the result
of complex socio-cultural negotiations about who, and what we are
reflecting shared lifestyles and values. Current approaches do not fully
capture the difficulty and complexity involved in changing consumer
behaviour (Jackson, 2004). While each of the three approaches adds to the
understanding of ERB, they only offer partial explanation.
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Furthermore, despite the magnitude and urgency of developing
sustainable lifestyles and behaviours, there is currently little empirical
research that goes beyond a situational or behaviour-specific understanding
of the determinants of sustainable consumer behaviour. Moreover, this focus
has given credence to the assumption that findings from studies of specific
behaviour can be extrapolated to other similar behaviours or can contribute
to the understanding of general environmental behaviour, that is,
environmental behaviour at the level of the individual. This assumption
negates not only fundamental differences between the types of behaviours,
but also the specifics of the context in which these different behaviours
occur. The overwhelming focus of research on understanding specific
behaviours has been criticised for being “inefficient and too slow, measured
by the challenges ahead of us”(Thøgersen, 1999, p. 54).
Finally, current research approaches fail to link environmental behaviour
to outcomes. Performing an ERB is not an end in itself; it is a means to an
end; namely, reducing environmental impact. The principal focus of existing
frameworks has been on performance of behaviours and not on
environmental outcomes, although paradoxically, because of the difficulty of
measuring actual behaviour, outcomes have served as a proxy for behaviour;
for example the number of kilos of garbage recycled, or the amount of water
consumed are proxies for recycling and water conserving behaviour. A
study on recycling by Oskamp and colleagues (Oskamp, Burkhardt, Schulz,
Hurin, & Zelezny, 1998) suggested that different measures of outcomes
(frequency, quality and contamination) shed light on different aspects of
recycling and by focusing on outcomes rather than behaviour, other
determinants of ERB may be revealed.

3

Alternative constructs for considering sustainable
consumer behaviour

The very basic conceptual model illustrated by Fig.1 facilitates
discussion of an alternative approach to understanding sustainable consumer
behaviour. It has 3 key constructs, motivation, identity and values. This
model offers a theoretical framework for understanding SCB at a general
level, focusing on the determinants of SCB and environmental outcomes.
The proposed model operates at the level of the individual, rather than the
level of a specific behaviour, (e.g. recycling, public transport use) which
have heretofore been the focus of research. It is able to answer questions
such as: “Why individuals engage in certain behaviours rather than others?”
and “Why some individuals engage in a wider range of behaviours than
others?” Also, it focuses on outcomes, rather than behaviour performance.
The focus on outcomes serves to highlight the relative effectiveness of
different behaviours in reducing environmental impact. (e.g. public transport
vs. recycling) as well as placing the focus on the end goal of reducing
environmental impact, rather than on the performing any given behaviour.
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Fig 1 : Conceptual model of environmentally sustainable consumer
behaviour

3.1

Motivation

The rationale for the focus on motivation as a key variable is based on a
key assumption of social dilemma research, namely, that because individuals
will “rationally seek to maximize their personal welfare they will not act to
advance their common or group interest unless there is coercion to force
them to do so or unless there is some separate incentive” (Olson, 1965, p. 2).
This fundamental assumption suggests tells points: First, that acting to
maximise personal utility is the default position. In the context of sustainable
consumer behaviour this means that environmental complacency is the norm.
Second, that in order to motivate individuals to consider collective best
interest, some form of motivation is needed for individuals to engage in
sustainable consumer behaviour. This motivation might be extrinsic in the
form of structural solutions or it might rely on behavioural solutions and
intrinsic motivation or possibly a combination of the two.
3.1.1

Motivation and behaviour

Human behaviour has three main determinants; individual (skill or
personality), cognitive (beliefs, expectation or understandings) and
motivational (McClelland, 1985). The motivational determinants of
behaviour relate to the process of initiation, the maintenance or persistence,
and the intensity of behaviour (Geen, 1995). Motivation can be influenced to
a greater or lesser degree by the external context, such as environmental or
physical factors as well as social ones (McClelland, 1985).
3.1.2

Intrinsic/extrinsic motivation

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are important dimensions of motivation
research and have been conceptualised in many different ways (Heckhausen
& Leppmann, 1991). In this paper I adopt the conceptualisations from selfdetermination theory based on the work of Deci and Ryan (1985).
Intrinsic motivation is defined as doing something for its own sake and
for the pleasure, enjoyment or satisfaction derived from the activity whereas
extrinsic motivation implies some instrumental value (Ryan & Deci, 2000b)
or separable outcome, such as a reward or punishment. Motivation however
is rarely either exclusively intrinsic or extrinsic. Deci and Ryan (1985) view
motivation as a continuum and identified 4 interim states. The first of these
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four states, the most extrinsic form of motivation, is external regulation,
described as behaviours in response to an external demand or reward. An
example of this might be water restrictions for a keen gardener. Behaviours
deriving from external regulation are experienced as controlling or alienating
(Ryan & Deci, 2000a). Processes associated with this state are
compliance/reactance tied to the salience of the reward or punishment (Deci
& Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000a).
The second state is introjected regulation (Deci & Ryan, 1985), which
combines extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Behaviours in this category are
motivated by feelings of guilt or anxiety or by the desire to enhance or
maintain self- esteem (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) as for example, guilt responses
(FG Kaiser & Shimoda, 1999) for failing to recycle properly (Madden,
1995). The processes involved here are ego involvement or approval of self
or others. Regulation is internal but the pressure to act is perceived as
external.
The third state, identification, and the fourth state, integrated regulation
are very similar and most closely resemble intrinsic motivation.
Identification refers to individuals who have “identified with the importance
of a behaviour and have thus accepted its regulation as his or her own”
(Ryan & Deci, 2000a, p. 62). Integrated regulation (Deci & Ryan, 1985)
occurs when the desired behaviour is fully assimilated but still stems from
external sources such as social values which are wholly congruent with other
personal values and needs. These two states might describe individuals who
recycle, not because they have to, or because they feel guilty, but because it
has become an accepted part of their life. Individuals in the fourth state may
additionally experience pride or satisfaction as a result of their recycling
behaviour. For them, recycling, however, no matter how integrated, remains
a normative behaviour which has been assimilated. The processes involved
here are conscious valuing of the activity and self-endorsement of goals and
goal congruence.
Understanding the source of motivation in sustainable consumer
behaviour is important to environmental outcomes because it impacts both
performance of behaviour as well as outcomes. Research has shown that
performance of tasks (Ryan & Deci, 2000a), degree of engagement
(Chandler & Connell, 1987) and outcomes (Grolnick, Ryan, & Deci, 1991;
Pintrich & De Groot, 1990) vary according to whether the motivating force
is intrinsic or extrinsic. That is, individuals who are intrinsically motivated
are more engaged, perform better and have better outcomes. So for example
someone who is intrinsically motivated to recycle, will likely recycle
consistently and separate waste effectively and therefore will likely recycle
more and better (less contamination), improving environmental outcomes.
The source of motivation is also potentially important for understanding
motivational spillover effects. Motivational spillover occurs when
behaviours share underpinning motivations (Frey, 1993). Increases or
decreases in motivation for one behaviour lead to increases or decreases in
motivation in other behaviours. So for example, a person who is intrinsically
motivated to engage in recycling might also be motivated to engage in other
environmentally responsible behaviours.
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3.2

Values

Values are the cornerstone of culture. They can be viewed as an
expression of the “desired” (Braithwaite & Scott, 1991; Hofstede, 1994;
Rohan, 2000) and have been linked to consumer purchases (Kahle, 1996;
Reynolds & Olson, 2001) and lifestyles (Kahle, 1983; Mitchell, 1983). They
are particularly relevant to understanding the socio-cultural context in which
sustainable consumer behaviour occurs.
Values guide behaviour (c.f. Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1994) though
how they do so is not precisely clear (Hitlin & Piliavin, 2004; Verplanken &
Holland, 2002). They are said to motivate behaviour in two different ways:
cognitively and affectively. First, values motivate behaviour at a cognitive
level through networks which include attitudes and beliefs (Rohan, 2000).
Second, values are said to motivate behaviour at an affective level (Feather,
1988, 1992; Maio & Olson, 1998). Feather’s contribution to expectancy
value theory (Feather, 1988, 1992) demonstrates that individuals are
motivated by the affective dimension of values. Values influence how an
individual defines a situation, so that some objects or activities are deemed
attractive or having positive valence and others are deemed aversive or
having negative valence. For example a vegetarian might experience more
affective than cognitive responses to the thought of eating meat. While
values are not the only influences on valences, Feather demonstrated that the
valence of alternative actions are related to Schwartz’s value types (Feather,
1995; 1992).
Values are a highly abstract concept and hence hard to define, but some
of the common themes emerging from the literature are represented by
Schwartz and Bilsky’s definition of values whereby “values are (a) concepts
or beliefs, (b) about desirable end states or behaviours, (c) that transcend
specific situations, (d) guide selection or evaluation of behaviour and events,
and (e) are ordered by relative importance" (1987, p. 551). Values are
universally present in all human beings (Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz & Bilsky,
1987, 1990) and vary in terms of their importance (Maio & Olson, 1994;
Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1992). Values are structured in hierarchical value
systems (Rokeach, 1973; Verplanken & Holland, 2002; Williams Jr, 1979)
whereby the more important a value, the more likely it is to influence
behaviour.
3.2.1

Personal value systems

Research distinguishes between two types of value systems - personal
and social. Verplanken and Holland (2002) view personal values as a small
subset of values which have the capacity to drive behaviour and which are
linked to an individual’s self-identity. Hitlin takes this further, describing
these core values as the basis of personal identity (Hitlin, 2003). Verplanken
and Holland (2002) make an important distinction between the importance
of values and the centrality of values. Central values are important to selfconcept and identity whereas other values, resulting from social norms, selfpresentation motives or rationalization strategies may be important, but not
central. They demonstrated that values motivate value congruent behaviour
only if they are central to self-concept.
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3.2.2

Social value systems

Social value systems, on the other hand, reflect values shared by groups.
Values, while largely learned in early childhood (Hofstede, 1994), can also
be shaped by personal experience (Williams Jr, 1979). Social values are
acquired through learning or shared experience and are a reflection of the
social groups and societies in which they are shaped. Social values form the
core of cultural differentiation based on the different ways in which values
are prioritised across and within cultures (Hofstede, 1994). Social value
systems are linked to social identities, whereby group membership and
affiliation to social identities can depend on the strength of identification
with the values of the group (Tajfel, 1982).
Personal and social value systems guide behaviour in similar ways and
behavioural decisions may be traced to either system (Rohan, 2000). The
lines between social and personal systems are blurred such that personal
values may in part be a result of the internalisation of social values (Allport,
1955; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Schwartz & Howard, 1981).
In addition to being organised in hierarchical systems, values are related
to one another. Schwartz’s value theory (1992) groups values into 10
motivational categories demonstrating relationships of congruence and
conflict. Values that have been associated with ERB include universalism
(Karp, 1996; Schultz & Zelezny, 1999), self-transcendence and openness to
change (Karp, 1996). The more important these values are in relation to
other values, the more likely these values will result in ERB. Values
conflicting with environmental behaviour include power, tradition (Schultz
& Zelezny, 1999), conservation (Karp, 1996; Schultz & Zelezny, 1999;
Stern, Dietz, & Kalof, 1993), and self-enhancement (Karp, 1996).
Behaviours may be multiply determined and values can work in combination
or in opposition which may involve trade-offs (Bardi & Schwartz, 2003). For
example driving a large sports utility vehicle may bring the values of selfenhancement and power into conflict with environmental values.
3.2.3

Values as motives

Values may also be considered as motives, in that they motivate goaldirected behaviour (Feather, 1995). Motives are “stable dispositions that
organize or explain much of what a person says or does” (McClelland, 1985,
p. 173). McClelland’s research on motivation theory, highlights the
distinction between two different types of motives, implicit and selfattributed motives, because they differ in the way they “energize, select and
direct behaviour” (Koestner, Weinberger, & McClelland, 1991). Implicit
motives drive behaviour subconsciously, and predict spontaneous behaviour
over time (McClelland, 1985) independently of context (McClelland,
Koestner, & Weinberger, 1989, p. 699). Implicit motives are linked to
affective responses. Self-attributed motives, on the other hand, imply more
deliberate behaviour (Thrash & Elliot, 2002) in specific situations
(McClelland, Koestner, & Weinberger, 1989, p. 691). These motives are
linked to cognitive networks and therefore more explicit (McClelland,
Koestner, & Weinberger, 1989).
McClelland’s research on motives is of interest to this research for two
reasons. First because of the suggested link between values and motives
(Feather, 1995; Verplanken & Holland, 2002) and secondly because of the
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links between implicit motives and intrinsic motivation and self-attributed
motives and extrinsic motivation.
First, McClelland’s views values and motives as distinct concepts and
independent determinants of behaviour although, he acknowledges that
natural incentives may be cognitively elaborated into values (McClelland,
1985, p. 169). However, there is some disagreement about the distinction
between values and motives (Raven, 1988). A review of the literature reveals
a number of similarities between values and motives. First, values like
motives are largely acquired in early life (the former cognitively and that
later affectively) (Hofstede, 1994; McClelland, 1985), and like motives they
are stable (Bardi & Schwartz, 2003; Hofstede, 1994) and serve to guide
behaviour (Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987). Values relate to
desirable end goals (Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987) as do
motives (McClelland, 1985). Second, values also have the affective
dimensions of motives (Feather 1988; 1992). Third, contrary to
McClelland’s assertion that values are a cognitive derivative of more natural
incentives, Maio and Olson (1998) demonstrated the lack of cognitive
support for values. Fourth, Verplanken and Holland (2002) liken the impact
of values on behaviour, to that of motives on behaviour, because of
similarities in patterns of behaviour over time.
Second, the distinction between implicit and self-attributed motives
echoes the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
McClelland refers to implicit motives as an intrinsic form of motivation
(Koestner, Weinberger, & McClelland, 1991) which once activated is guided
by feelings of satisfaction. For McClelland, implicit motives “are primarily
aroused by factors intrinsic to the process of performing an activity”
(Koestner, Weinberger, & McClelland, 1991, p. 57). This consistent with
Deci and Ryan’s conceptualisation of intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan,
1985). McClelland also refers to self-attributed motives as more extrinsic
and outcome focused in nature (Koestner, Weinberger, & McClelland, 1991).
People’s behaviour conform to what they believe they are supposed to do,
and behaviour linked to this more extrinsic form of motivation leads to
feelings of pressure and tension guided by social reaction i.e. pride/shame.
(Koestner, Weinberger, & McClelland, 1991). Once again this ties into Deci
and Ryan’s (1985) conceptualisation of extrinsic motivation which is
experienced as controlling or alienating (Ryan & Deci, 2000a).
If implicit motives are linked to both core values and intrinsic motivation,
core environmental values, would spillover and motivate a range of value
expressive behaviours consistently over time, but only if those values were
central to self-identity. An example would be, someone may be a committed
commuter cyclist, a vegan vegetarian who composts and recycles. However,
if these environmental values arise from more peripheral social values, they
could be said to be linked to self-attributed motives which relate to social
norms and truisms. In this case, environmentally sustainable consumer
behaviour would be dependent on situational context. The motivation in this
context would be largely extrinsic and little or no spillover occurs. The
individual in this instance might limit their environmentally friendly
behaviour to recycling and conforming to water restrictions.
In ERB there is little evidence of positive spillover to date (Balderjahn,
1988; Corral-Verdugo, 1997; Ebreo, Hershey, & Vining, 1999; Pickett,
Kangun, & Grove, 1993; Thøgersen & Ölander, 2003). A possible
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explanation for these findings is that, evidence of motivational spillover due
to intrinsic motivation from core environmental identities and values is
undetected. “Environmentalist” or individuals committed to the environment
through their values and identity are a very small minority of the normal
population and through the process of random sampling are either not
represented or invisible. What is being observed is behaviour largely due to
extrinsic motivation relating to self-attributed motives which are situational
or specific and do not therefore readily lead to motivational spillover.
3.2.4

Linking value systems to motivation and outcomes

Values can be linked to outcomes through motivation. I would argue that
social values that have not been fully internalised act as a more extrinsic
form of motivation, while personal values, more especially core personal
values, act as a more intrinsic form of motivation. The distinction is one of
degrees. Social values can be more or less internalised and motivation can be
more or less intrinsic.
As we have seen, if personal values, the small subset of values which are
tied to an individual’s self-identity (Verplanken & Holland, 2002) or
personal identity (Hitlin, 2003), are linked to intrinsic motivation, they are
likely to lead to better performance and outcomes (Grolnick, Ryan, & Deci,
1991; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990). An individual who is more intrinsically
motivated is likely to be more consistent in their behaviours and likely to
have greater care in their performance, and these have positive implications
for environmental outcomes. Furthermore, if core values are linked to
implicit motives they are likely to lead to result in a range of value
expressive behaviours on a consistent basis over time (Maio & Olson, 1994;
Rohan, 2000). This too has important implications for individual
environmental outcomes, because someone who practises many different
forms of ERB consistently over time is likely to have better overall
environmental outcomes.
In reality, the link between values and behaviour is not perfect and can be
affected by situational forces (Darley & Batson, 1973; Latané & Darley,
1976; Maio, Olson, Allen, & Bernard, 2001) which can produce thresholds
(Campbell & Stanley, 1963) which may only be overcome by particularly
strong values (Maio, Olson, Allen, & Bernard, 2001). Whether it is value
strength or centrality, understanding the role of situational forces in ERB is
important because there are many situational barriers to ERB, including
convenience, time constraints, costs, lack of knowledge and difficulty. These
provide ready excuses for not engaging in ERB (van Raaij, 1995).

3.3

Identity

The inclusion of identity in the model situates sustainable consumer
behaviour in a social context. A significant external manifestation of identity
is consumer choice; taste and lifestyle are how most individuals express their
identity (Zukin & Maguire, 2004) both personal and social (Jackson, 2004).
Identity has been used to predict recycling (Mannetti, Pierro, & Livi, 2004;
Terry, Hogg, & White, 1999) and green consumerism (Sparks & Shepherd,
1992).
Theories on identity highlight the existence of multiple, non-exclusive or
overlapping identities. I examine the relevance of three conceptually
different but linked theories of identity. First, identity theory, which is based
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on roles enacted in daily life, and which shed light on normative behaviour.
Second, social identity which focuses on group or social category
memberships and third, personal identity which is described as the
expression of our uniqueness.
3.3.1

Identity Theory

Identity theory (Burke & Tully, 1977; Stryker, 1968, 1980, 1987) arises
from an interactionist approach to identity (Howard, 2000) whereby identity
is viewed as a collection of social roles enacted in daily life and in social
relations (Burke & Tully, 1977; Stryker, 1968, 1980). The relationship
between identity and social context is viewed as an ongoing two-way
relationship. Individuals shape their social setting but they are also shaped
by their social context (Stryker, 1968). In identity theory individuals assume
multiple identities in their interaction with others. These multiple identities
are associated with the different roles played by each individual in their daily
social interaction and are also referred to as role identity. Role identities are
hierarchically organised based on salience and degree of commitment to the
role (Howard, 2000; Stryker & Burke, 2000) with each role being made up
of distinctive components (Stryker, 1968, 1980). Identities at the top of the
hierarchy are more central to self (Turner, 1978) and have a greater ability to
motivate behaviour (McCall & Simmons, 1978). Identity theory is
potentially relevant to understanding role-related sustainable consumer
behaviours. For roles that are central to the self, behaviours may be
performed irrespective of an individual’s positive or negative attitudes to the
behaviour (Charng, Piliavin, & Callero, 1988; Terry, Hogg, & White, 1999).
Thus a ‘good citizen’ might recycle because it’s part of the role of ‘good
citizen’, irrespective of personal attitudes or belief. Studies show selfidentity is an important predictor of ERB (Sparks & Shepherd, 1992; Terry,
Hogg, & White, 1999).
3.3.2

Social identity

In social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, 1986), identity is derived
in part from membership in social groups or categories. These social
identities are structured hierarchically, so that both the salience and the
position of the identity in the structure are potentially important for
understanding behavioural choice (Deaux, 1993). Groups can be determined
by external or internal criteria. External criteria refer to outwardly detectable
distinctions as, for example, riding a bike to work might denote a green
identity to others (Lindén & Carlsson-Kanyama, 2003). Internal criteria for
group association requires an inner awareness of membership and
identification with the values of the group (Tajfel, 1982). In this way, when
individuals identify with a group, they adopt the group’s norms, which in
turn influence their behaviour.
Though relatively stable, social identity (Deaux, 1993) can change.
Firstly, group boundaries can change as individuals become aware of higherlevel categories (Penner, Dovidio, Piliavin, & Schroeder, 2005). Thus global
environmental identities are more inclusive of lower-level or more local
environmental identities. Second, the passage of time impacts micro-level
changes in social identity as individuals also go through periods of transition
in their lives that impact their identity (Hormuth, 1990). Social identity may
be relevant to understanding both how individuals are categorised in terms of
environmental behaviours, and how they view themselves and others. Also,
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social identity has the potential to motivate sustainable consumer behaviour
intrinsically by alignment of values and internalisation of these values or
extrinsically by alignment with group norms.
3.3.3

Personal identity

Both identity and social identity theorists allow for the existence of a
personal identity, described as the core of the self encapsulating our sense of
who we are (Hitlin, 2003) and serving to differentiate us from others
(Brewer, 1991). Hitlin’s (2003) conceptualisation of personal identity, based
on core values, provides us with a link between the two constructs of values
and identity. For Hitlin, personal identity is based on a system of unique and
non-coerced, core personal value constructs. He views personal identity as a
stable construct, but one which “shapes- but is also shaped by” an
individual’s other identities and behaviour (p.122). Personal identity, with its
central or core values, influences an individual’s association with other
socially construed identities and determines the strength of that association.
As Erikson (1968) puts it: “we become committed to those identities that
best enable us to express our most important self-values” (p.134).
3.3.4

Linking identity to motivation and outcomes

Identities like values have different dimensions, the personal and the
social. Personal identity is linked to core values and encapsulates those role
identities and social identities which are central to self concept. As with
values, I would argue that social and role identity are largely forms of
extrinsic motivation, more especially those that are not fully integrated or
central to self, and that personal identity and those social and role identities
most strongly associated with personal identity, are a form of intrinsic
motivation.

4

Discussion and implications

The conceptual model proposed in this paper integrates theories and
constructs from psychology to distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation, and the way in which they impact on behaviour and outcomes.
The model draws parallels between extrinsic motivation and the social
dimensions of values and identity, and intrinsic motivation, and the personal
dimensions of values and identity. The model recognizes that social values
can be more or less integrated into personal value systems, as can social
identities be more or less central to personal identity. It also recognises that
motivation is neither purely extrinsic nor intrinsic but some combination of
the two. The link between values and identity, and the source of motivation
enable the model to predict environmental outcomes, because behaviours
that are intrinsically motivated result in better task engagement and
performance and potentially also positive spillover effects.
The model makes four main contributions to research in the field of
SCB/ERB. First, the model focuses on socio-cultural considerations of
consumer behaviour. This paper situates SCB in contemporary postindustrial culture, in which consumer behaviour is significant in marking
one’s social and personal identity. To address the complexity and difficulty
of changing consumer behaviour, the model incorporates values and identity
as two constructs with socio-cultural legitimacy.
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Second, this model is capable of predicting general behaviour. This
enables an understanding of SCB at a higher level, an approach more
commensurate to the growing urgency of addressing sustainable
consumption as a key contributor to global environmental problems.
Third, this paper makes the important point that engaging in
environmental behaviours is not an end in itself, only a means to an end.
Performing specific behaviours better, performing behaviours consistently,
performing multiple instead of single behaviours and performing behaviours
that have greater environmental impact will all result in better environmental
outcomes and surely this should be a concern for researchers and policy
makers alike. The focus on outcome rather than behaviours is also
potentially less problematic for researchers than aggregating measures of
multiple specific behaviours. Measures of environmental performance, such
as ecological footprints developed on the back of research by Rees and
others (Rees, 1992; Wackernagel, McIntosh, Rees, & Woollard, 1993)
enable a measure of behavioural outcomes which can be integrated with a
model capable of predicting general rather than specific behaviour.
Fourth, I would argue that positive spillover from one behaviour to
another occurs only when those behaviours are intrinsically motivated. For
example, recycling has strong elements of extrinsic motivation linked to the
many structural interventions including, but not limited to, the provision of
dedicated bins and separate waste collections, along with the regulation and
promotion by local councils and service providers. This cannot be compared
with the motivation required for other domestic waste reduction strategies
such as “reuse and reduce”, which must rely on intrinsic motivation. The
spillover effect from recycling may be limited, because extrinsic motivation
is usually targeted to a specific behaviour, in this case recycling. Therefore
its effects are also limited to that specific behaviour. This argument is
supported by the research on implicit and self-attributed motives whereby
implicit motives have been linked to value consistent behaviour over time,
such as multiple sustainable consumer behaviours, and conversely selfattributed motives are more situational and therefore less related to other
behaviours. Positive spillover effects reinforce the importance of
understanding the source of motivation and its importance for outcomes,
because the more behaviours an individual engages in, the greater the
environmental outcomes.
This paper adds to the growing body of knowledge on environmentally
responsible behaviour and the role of individuals in arresting the continued
deterioration of the global environment. This research will inform public
policy in the area of sustainable development. Its particular appeal is the
attractiveness of policy initiatives capable of addressing a range of
behaviours which are likely to be more attractive to policy makers than
multiple initiatives targeting specific behaviours (Pickett, Kangun, & Grove,
1993).

5

Future directions

This paper is the a priori conceptualisation of my PhD thesis, and the
model and constructs in this paper are in the process of being tested
empirically in the largely qualitative study taking place in Queensland,
Australia.
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1

Introduction

There is an increasing consensus amongst policy-makers that projects
which can be ‘embedded’ within bottom-up social, cultural, and economic
particularities hold the potential to be more effective than top-down
solutions in enabling individuals to recognize their own role in contributing
to more sustainable levels of energy consumption and also in encouraging
citizens to engage more fully in the wider political debate on sustainable
living (Long, 1998; Jordan, 2001). The 2007 White Paper on energy
Meeting the Energy Challenge (DTI, 2007) is the most recent UK policy
statement that places special emphasis on the role to be played by local
government in developing local responses to address climate change.
During the last ten years in particular this role has been expounded in a
range of key policy documents, legislation and guidance (described further
in section 6), much of which builds upon principles that were first introduced
through the Local Agenda 21 programme - launched during the Rio Earth
Summit in 1992. Local Agenda 21 could be construed as the first
substantive political attempt to link together local, global, and intermediary
political structures into a more effective framework for the governance of
global risk (Agyeman and Evans, 1994). This change in emphasis from
building policies to regulate supply-side activities, and a concern with
traditional industry polluters, more towards the dynamics of market demand,
has become particularly pertinent to the debate on climate change during the
last decade.
For instance, while the 1990s ‘dash for gas’ saw the UK’s greenhouse
gas emissions begin to tail off – enabling the New Labour Government to set
an ambitious 2010 target of a 20% reduction according to 1990 baseline
levels – emissions began to rise again during the mid-90s, mostly due to
growth in road transport and air travel. There was also a growing awareness
that the energy demand in housing accounted for as much as 30% of the
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10th- 11th
March 2008, Brussels, Belgium. Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research
Exchange (SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme
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UK’s CO2 emissions total (Jones et al, 2000). Critics pointed out that this
was evidence that effective policies would now have to be constructed in
order to address more directly patterns of consumption if they were not
simply to counterpose a set of conflicting objectives.
This paper examines the role and responsibilities of local authorities in
developing approaches (including community-based initiatives) for
addressing climate change as set out in the legislative framework and related
key UK policy documents. Before doing this, we firstly provide a brief
exploration of how the principles of Local Agenda 21 became more closely
aligned to energy consumption change at a micro-level of policy making and
also consider the changing role of local authorities in the context of political
modernization. Finally, drawing on three case study local authorities in
England, we turn our attention to the types of climate change-focused
community-based approaches that are currently being deployed and consider
some of the main opportunities, barriers and challenge areas for this type of
local government initiated action.

2

The Rio Earth Summit and Local Agenda 21

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in
1992 was the first significant international event to include an explicit focus
on the growing problem of how to deal with the issue of climate change. The
conference resulted in several key outputs including the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development (approving 27 principles on the goal of
establishing a new and equitable global partnership) and Agenda 21 which
‘represents a framework within which governments must operate in order to
achieve an environmentally and socially sustainable environment’ (Irwin,
2001:42)
The Rio Declaration was instrumental in beginning to bridge the
developing scope of global environmental awareness, and the trans-national
consequences of energy use and consumption patterns, into an emerging
policy framework capable of developing increasingly local responses
through which to implement effective policy initiatives on climate change.
The Rio Declaration furthered the progress on international policy responses
which became manifest in the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). While legally non-binding, the UNFCCC sets
out a global policy framework for updates on progress (‘protocols’) which
set mandatory emission caps.
The local implementation of Agenda 21 (‘Local Agenda 21’ - set out in
chapter 28 of Agenda 21) was seen as one of the most innovative policies to
have emerged from the Rio negotiations (Agyeman and Evans, 1994); not
least in its potential for widening participation in policies aimed at
promoting sustainable development. As Agyeman and Evans (1994:153)
point out ‘Local Agenda 21 does exhibit aspects of what many regard as key
issues central to the achievement of sustainability as a policy goal. These
issues include community environmental education, democratization,
balanced partnerships between public and private sectors, and integrated
policy making’. Indeed, the principal aim of Local Agenda 21 held that
sustainable development should be part of a more ‘bottom-up’ endeavour
whereby local government departments should consult with the key
stakeholders in their area in order to reach consensus on drawing up longterm, locally initiated environmental action plans.
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Additionally, Collier and Lofstedt (1997) point out that for many local
authorities Local Agenda 21 was significant in heralding a shift away from
the somewhat restrictive implementation of centrally decided measures
towards independent local policy making. It has been argued that budgetary
constraints placed upon local authorities by Central Government during the
17 years leading up to 1997 – particularly an inability to be able to set their
own level of revenue expenditure and restrictions on the amount of
borrowing allowed for capital spending - had the effect of limiting the
potential for local government to develop effective, locally led climate
change policies (Voisey et al, 1996; Collier and Lofstedt, 1997). It is in this
sense that Collier and Lofsted (1997) reason that many local authorities
considered that involvement in Local Agenda 21 was a positive way to
regain some of their powers and seize hold of the new political decisionmaking space that was now opening up for them. The new participatory
approach with non-governmental organizations that was promoted in the
drawing up of Local Agenda 21 strategies, also provided local authorities
with an opportunity for greater political influence (Agyeman and Evans,
1994).
Barry (1999) has argued that one of the most important functions of the
development of Local Agenda 21 to environmental policy goals, is that it can
be a political catalyst in introducing a process of ‘democratic ecological
governance’. Driven by the emphasis on stakeholder involvement, he argues
that Local Agenda 21 can be invaluable in informing policy with a modern
‘commons’ type regime that can potentially help to secure an ecologically
rational form of collective ecological management:
..making people aware of the interconnectedness of human wellbeing
(including economic considerations) can give them a greater say in
formulating local government policy, [and] does highlight the connection
between long-term human self interest and environmental responsibility
(Barry, 1999:154).

Thus policy proposals have now begun to explore previously
unacknowledged areas such as how people might be best engaged and
persuaded to live and work in more environmentally and socially responsible
ways; consumption drivers such as travel, eating habits, leisure practices,
living patterns, holiday plans must be acknowledged as critical areas of
behaviour which need to be addressed if we are to reduce the damaging
impact of modern living on the environment. In this sense a more devolved
political administration is potentially able to provide opportunities for
increasingly innovative solutions through which to address the conditions of
what Helm (2005) describes as the ‘new energy paradigm’ 1 . The 2007
Energy White Paper highlights the importance of building ‘local knowledge’
into more mainstream policy approaches on reaching CO2 emissions targets
and stresses the vital role of local authorities in developing effective
initiatives for encouraging individuals to recognize their own role in

1

Helm (2005) argues that the increasing awareness of environmental risk and supply security
considerations are indicative of a paradigm shift in energy policy; echoing the magnitute
of the changes that introduced nationalized energy regulation and its market-based
successor. He suggests that we are now into a ‘third way’ model of energy regulation,
characterized by the search for a policy approach that is able effectively to integrate both
regulatory and market-based instruments.
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contributing to more sustainable levels of energy consumption, particularly
in households and in areas such as transport behaviour (DTI, 2007:275).
The extent to which local authorities are likely to be successful in
performing this role is inextricably linked with the development of effective
civic and community engagement which has often proved difficult for many
local authorities to tap into (Craig, 1989; Taylor, 2003). The following
section considers this engagement function in more detail, focusing on the
changes and evolution of local authorities’ roles and responsibilities in the
context of political modernization.

3

Political modernization

3.1

The changing role of local authorities

Taylor (2003) has argued that the development of programmes such as
The New Deal for Communities in England and Communities First in Wales,
have served to highlight the New Labour ideals of fostering ‘social
progressivism’ in policy. Martin (2003:189) has commented that ‘current
attempts to improve services and modernize governance have placed public
engagement centre stage’. This has meant a changing role for local
government and its agencies away from monopolized public service
provision and top-down, local level decision-making. It has been argued in
more recent times that top-down administrative approaches can only go
some way towards bridging the complex relationships between citizens,
institutions, and policy delivery mechanisms; the development of policies on
climate change at a local level can contribute substantially to a better
understanding of the micro-dynamics of energy consumption and prove
effective in greenhouse gas emission reduction (Fleming and Webber, 2004).
Local governance has, however, often failed to develop a significant or
‘deep’ level of civic engagement with communities and their inhabitants in
past policy initiatives. Taylor (2003:125) for instance points to the continued
influence of public sector cultures ‘which are often so deeply ingrained that
power holders are often unaware of the ways in which they perpetuate
existing power relations through the use of language and procedures that
outsiders find impenetrable’. She argues that this often serves to mitigate
against a healthy level of citizen participation for instance on statutorycommunity partnership boards. Rowe (2001) further suggests that policies
that have been developed through this joined-up approach often bear the
hallmarks of a centralized agenda based upon ‘performance’, rather than
being defined by an overall policy vision.
Tracing the evolution of key policies through which Central Government
in the UK have attempted to transform the politics and performance of local
government in England, Downe and Martin (2006) provide a concise history
of the ‘Local Government Modernisation Agenda’, identifying four key
phases associated with the ‘radical transformation’ of local councils between
1997 and 2005. A summary of each phase is presented in Table 1. Of
particular note here is the discretionary power introduced by the Local
Government Act 2000 to promote ‘well-being’ enabling local authorities to
take action to promote or improve the social, environmental or economic
well-being of its area. It has been suggested (BERR, 2007) that because
climate change mitigation and action to alleviate fuel poverty both contribute
directly to the well being of people in the local area, that this power can help
local authorities to take a lead in these key areas.
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Table 1: History of the Local Government Modernization Agenda,
summarised into four phases between 1997 and 2005
(adapted from Downe and Martin, 2006: 466-470)
Phase

Approx

Outline detail

. dates
Consultation on a wide range of new policies. 1999 Local Government Act placed statutory duty on local authorities to
1

1997-

achieve ‘Best Value’ requiring a review of all functions over a five year period to analyse whether existing methods of service

1999

delivery offered the best option available (which were inspected by the newly established Best Value inspection service). This
required consultation with other users and others with an interest in the service(s) under scrutiny plus performance comparison
with alternative providers and testing of the competitiveness of alternative approaches. Current performance and targets for
improvement had to be published annually in a local authority performance plan which was reviewed by external auditors (from
the Audit Commission).
A period marked by extending the legislation beyond the 1999 Act’s focus on service improvement to address the democratic

2

2000

accountability of local government; its capacity to engage with other local service providers and the public.
Change in council constitutions required by the Local Government Act (2000) to separate executive and non-executive
functions. All local authorities expected to produce Community Plans (for the first time) and were given new powers to promote
social and economic well-being in their areas.
The Best Value regime ‘in a state of crisis’. Attempts made to rescue the improvement agenda. Problems surrounding the

3

2001-

inspection of the 5 year Best Value reviews (owing to many more being produced than anticipated) meaning that the Audit

2002

Commission were unable to deliver on their ten week turn-around inspection commitment. Central Government were not
encouraged by many of the minor changes being proposed in many reviews – far from the ‘transformational’ changes hoped for.
Comprehensive Performance Assessments introduced in the 2001 White Paper Strong Local Leadership, Quality Public
Services and the first tranche published a year later. Persuaded by the unions, ministers issued revised statutory guidance requiring
contractors to guarantee the existing terms and conditions of staff whose work was transferred to them. The emphasis on
improvement was still strong – and the Audit Commission’s league table of local authority performance meant that those scoring
highly achieved ‘earned autonomy’ with greater ‘flexibilities and freedoms’ and less inspection while those underperforming were
subjected to greater inspection scrutiny and even forced to accept ‘recovery support’ via external intervention. For some of the
worst performing councils this resulted in certain senior managers and political leaders being ‘eased out’ while interim teams
oversaw the development and implementation of improvement plans.
Divergence between England and Wales regarding local government became increasingly apparent during this time in the
wake of devolution, with Wales opting to encourage self-assessment and self-regulation in favour of published performance league
tables and earned autonomy.
The principle characteristic of this period was a much stronger emphasis on the local authority role in community leadership

4

2002-

to address issues that cut across different policy areas, such as health, well-being, crime and disorder and regeneration.

2005

Government guidance strongly encouraged local authorities to form Local Strategic Partnerships within their boundaries, bringing
together different parts of the public, private, voluntary and community sectors to enable different services and initiatives to
support one another and work together more effectively. Upper tier and Unitary Authorities were invited to develop Local Public
Service Agreements – formal agreements between individual councils and central government departments to achieve augmented
performance (over and above that normally expected) in return for performance related funding and pump-priming.
The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister published a 10 year strategy for local government in 2005, reinforcing the
importance of the strategic community leadership role to be taken by local authorities. The effectiveness of councils’ partnership
working with other agencies was introduced as an additional measure under the Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA).
However by 2005 public satisfaction with services and the general performance of local government was in decline, even though
three quarters of upper tier and unitary authorities were judged to be ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. This was indicative of CPAs losing
some of their potency.

A key emerging challenge for local government lies in demonstrating
effectively the obligations that informed citizens in a sustainable society
must fulfil; household members will have to face up to the fact that
modifications and lifestyle changes are necessary, aligning behaviour with a
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need to cut emissions (Turner, 1998). Connecting with individuals who
currently seem not to exhibit the self-motivated verve to want to make
environmental and energy related changes is a particular challenge for local
government initiated community climate change initiatives.

4

The prioritisation of climate change as a key local
authority issue

Local authorities in England and Wales have several responsibilities with
regard to incorporating energy policy and climate change considerations into
how they perform their powers and functions, and many are currently keenly
focused on developing workable community resonance strategies for
engaging individuals and households in the process of adopting less energyintensive lifestyles. Many local authorities have become proactive in these
endeavours; building upon progress achieved through the influence of Local
Agenda 21 and setting challenges for the achievement of locally and
nationally agreed targets for carbon emissions reductions.
This local government focus on climate change is fully bolstered by, and
enshrined in, several key guidelines and policy documents, communicating a
clear signal from Central Government that achievement of its climate change
and energy objectives will require a critical role to be played by local
authorities. A comprehensive summary of current policies impacting on
local government and third sector action on climate change is provided in
EST (2007) where policies are categorized into five key areas and grouped
according to the extent of their impact.
The following sub-sections focus on six key documents (spanning policy,
legislation and guidance) reflecting the emergence of the increasing set of
responsibilities placed on the shoulders of UK local authorities in addressing
climate change.

4.1

The Local Government Act 2000 – the introduction of
community strategies

The development of community strategies was introduced under the
Local Government Act 2000 to act as the overarching strategic plan for local
authorities and other key agencies in an area. Local authorities are required
by the Act to work with other key players in the area through Local Strategic
Partnerships (in England) and Community Strategy Partnerships (in Wales)
to develop a community strategy and deliver on its key aims and objectives
(IDeA, 2007). It has been suggested that the introduction of this new
strategic responsibility provides a clear mechanism for local authorities to
set out coherent plans for tackling climate change. In its advice to local
authorities on how to integrate climate change into the community strategy,
the Improvement and Development Agency (IDeA, 2007) set out three core
reasons why climate change is so aptly suited to be progressed through
community strategies:
x
x

Due to its complex, cross-cutting nature, climate change is an issue
that necessitates a coordinated, integrated response;
Substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions require the
engagement of all sections of the community. Local authorities have
a pivotal responsibility in galvanizing this concerted, community
action;
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x

Climate change provides new opportunities for linking the agendas
of different organizations. Community strategies can provide a
shared agenda and opportunity for effective partnership working in
this regard.

Community strategies can and do vary substantially in content and there
is no recognized ‘blueprint’ for incorporating climate change (IDeA, 2006).
The prioritization of core areas to be included in the strategy is therefore a
key step in this regard – a process involving discussion and deliberation
among the organizations represented on the strategic partnership together
with the views of other stakeholders and the wider community. For climate
change to be included as an area for action it has to be identified as a priority
issue. IDeA (2006) suggest that this requires that there is at least one
sustainable development ‘champion’ on the board of the local strategic
partnership with an awareness of climate change issues and zeal to highlight
their importance and cross-cutting nature to other members.

4.2

The Local Government White Paper 2006 – a new role
for local authorities

This White Paper, entitled Strong and Prosperous Communities (CLG,
2006) emphasizes the scientific evidence for the veracity and immediacy of
climate change. It highlights the ‘pivotal’ role in mitigating and adapting to
climate change that local government needs to embrace and acknowledges
progress already made in this regard by many local authorities. In particular
– with regard to climate change – this White Paper provided local
government with new opportunities to drive local action by placing greater
emphasis on their position as community leaders especially with regard to
the following four principles:
x
x
x
x

Strong and visible leadership;
Leading by example through services delivered and in-house
practices;
Responding to calls for action and the priority placed on addressing
these issues by local people;
Coordinating innovative partnerships capable of delivering real
changes and progress.
(CLG, 2006)

The Government’s intention to include climate change within the new local
authority performance framework is set out as well as proposing an
obligation on all local authorities to achieve carbon reduction targets.
Fundamentally different arrangements for Local Area Agreements (LAAs –
which establish priorities for a local area agreed between Central
Government and a local area (the local authority and Local Strategic
Partnership) and other key partners at the local level) are an important
feature of this White Paper, designed to build a more robust role for local
authorities to lead their communities, shape their areas and with other local
service providers to be innovative in responding to local needs (CLG, 2007).
The Government’s stated ambition for LAAs is that they should “provide
local authorities and partners with the flexibility and capacity to deliver the
best solutions for their areas through a reformed relationship between central
and local government” (CLG, 2007a). In this sense it is stated that new
LAAs will provide a more robust mechanism for ensuring that local
priorities (such as climate change and an interest in the environment)
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translate through to effective action, “bolstered, where appropriate, with
local targets and indicators” (CLG, 2007a).
The possibilities for local authorities reducing carbon emissions through
a range of approaches are highlighted, including key areas such as
procurement, energy efficiency of council-owned buildings, green travel
plans, development of local renewable energy sources for use in their own
and community buildings and the creation of new markets for low carbon
technologies.

4.3

The UK Government’s Climate Change Programme,
2006

This document sets out the Government’s policies and priorities for action in
tackling climate change in the UK and internationally. It builds on the
original Climate Change Programme, published in 2000, assessing both the
impact of existing policies and the potential contribution of new policy
options, acknowledging the increased challenges associated with achieving
the UK’s national goal of reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 20 per cent
below 1990 levels by 2010 and 60 per cent by 2050.
A section of the programme dedicated to the role of the public sector
focuses on the important contribution that can and should be made by local
government in enabling progress, stating that ‘action by Local Authorities is
likely to be critical to the achievement of Government’s climate change
objectives…the Government wants to see a significant increase in the level
of engagement by local government in climate change issues’ (HM
Government, 2006: 105-106). Several best practice case studies are
highlighted including the seven local authorities who were selected as
‘Beacons’ under the Government’s 2005 Sustainable Energy Beacon
Councils scheme. In order to incentivise more local authorities ‘to reach the
levels of the best’ the programme details a new local government
performance framework to be introduced post 2008 that will include ‘an
appropriate focus’ on climate change.
The provision of leadership and vision to local communities is
highlighted as a key role for local authorities in raising awareness and
enabling the realisation of behaviour change. As well as leading by example
the programme pinpoints several areas where, through their power and
responsibilities local authorities could enable a substantial influence over
emissions to be exerted. These include housing, planning, local transport,
powers to promote well-being and activities such as their own local
procurement and operations.

4.4

The 2007 Energy White Paper

The 2007 White Paper on energy Meeting the Energy Challenge (DTI,
2007) makes it clear that local authorities have a responsibility - and
substantial contribution to make - in encouraging households to understand
the link between climate change, their own actions and how they can become
more energy efficient – “ensuring they have the support and information
they need to make the right choices” (p. 48). The White Paper also
highlights recent research (CSE, 2007) which implies that a coherent
national approach to tackling climate change requires effective community
initiatives as an integral component.
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4.5

Home Energy Conservation Act (HECA)

HECA was introduced in 1995 as part of a move by the UK Government
to devolve responsibility for exploring ways to foster greater energy
efficiency in the residential housing sector. It placed a new obligation on
local authorities to consider the energy efficiency of private as well as public
housing stock in their area, with a duty to develop a strategy for improving
residential energy efficiency by 30% over a 10-15 year period (Jones et al,
2000). Domestic energy use accounts for approximately 30% of UK
final energy consumption, with consumption in this sector forecast to
increase due partly to expanding numbers of households (BERR, 2007;
Jones et al, 2000). Therefore, one of the principal goals of the HECA is to
enable local authorities to play a central role in reducing energy demand – in
relation to macro-economic goals relating to security of supply – and to
contribute to the eradication of fuel poverty through more efficient energy
use in the home. The Act encourages them to do this through the
implementation of a range of energy conservation measures that include the
provision of information and advice, the creation of grants or loans,
education, promotion and carrying out works (DoE, 1996).

4.6

The Energy Measures Report, 2007

The most recent, comprehensive endorsement of the UK Government’s
recognition of the critical role to be played by local authorities in addressing
climate change is provided in the Energy Measures Report: Addressing
Climate Change and Fuel Poverty – energy measures information for Local
Government (BERR, 2007), where it is stated:
“Local authorities are uniquely placed to act on climate change
mitigation and to alleviate fuel poverty. They can take action on their
own estates and housing stock but can also play a key role in motivating
the wider community to take action, based on their understanding of
local priorities, risks and opportunities.” (BERR 2007: 34)

The report carries statutory weight as local authorities are required to
‘have regard to it’ when carrying out their functions (BERR, 2007a). The
report draws together for the first time existing sources of help and advice to
local authorities on climate change and fuel poverty into one document,
setting out the action LAs can take to improve energy efficiency measures;
to increase the levels and uses of microgeneration and low carbon
technologies; to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and to reduce the number
of households living in fuel poverty (BERR, 2007a).
One section of the report is devoted to ‘community leadership’,
emphasizing the need for contributions from all sections of the community in
tackling climate change and fuel poverty. To a large extent this points to the
core rationale as to why it is thought that community-embedded action
should now play a central role in reducing domestic carbon emissions.
Although individually any one household is theoretically capable of fairly
small-scale change and reduction, collectively the actions of many
individuals and households hold the potential to make a substantial
contribution. It is suggested in the report that effective dissemination of this
central message to community members is a task that local authorities are in
an excellent position to carry out.
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4.7

The Nottingham Declaration on Climate Change

In addition to the clear message coming from the policy documents
highlighted in this section, concerning the need to devolve a measure of
responsibility on climate change initiatives to a more local administrative
level, there is also a major voluntary scheme - the Nottingham Declaration
on Climate Change - that enables local authorities to demonstrate (and have
accredited) their commitment to addressing the challenge of climate change.
The scheme was originally launched in October 2000 at a conference in
Nottingham, and is a voluntary pledge that local authorities are encouraged
to sign in order to confirm their dedication to tackling climate change
actively in their local area and in working with others to reduce emissions
across the country (EST, 2007a).
The declaration is a one page statement acknowledging the seriousness of
climate change, committing the council to action and welcoming the
potential benefits that this action will enable. Signed by the chief executive
as well as the elected leader of the council, it constitutes a high-level, broad
statement of commitment to address the causes and impacts of climate
change in ways that are attuned to local priorities. The scheme is managed
under the auspices of the Energy Saving Trust (established by the UK
Government in 1993) and so far over 200 of the 410 local authorities in
England and Wales have signed the declaration (EST, 2007a).

5

Progress in three English Local Authorities

This section considers certain climate change initiatives that have been
(and continue to be) developed and deployed by three English local
authorities – Shropshire County Council, the London Borough of Richmondupon-Thames Council and the London Borough of Islington Council. These
councils are case studies in a broader, on-going research programme
designed to explore community engagement and action on climate change by
local government. The research aims to consider the types of initiatives that
are established/being established; explores some of the similarities and
differences in the approaches being adopted; and provides some insights into
the opportunities and constraints apparent under the different circumstances
and demographic configurations faced by different local authorities.

5.1

Methods and approach

The local authorities considered here were selected primarily because of
their commitment to addressing climate change (they have all signed the
Nottingham Declaration, described in section 4.8, for example) and because
they are all currently developing a number of progressions in relation to
engaging their communities on a path to more sustainable environmental and
energy-related futures under their emerging Local Strategic Partnerships and
climate change strategies. Additionally they reflect a range of geographical
place ‘types’ with Shropshire being predominantly ‘rural’, Richmond ‘suburban’ and Islington ‘inner city, urban’.
For the purposes of this paper we précis the nature and scope of
particular initiatives drawing on evidence gathered through the
administration of preliminary research interviews with representatives of the
project management teams from each authority, together with supporting
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documentation. It is hoped that this will provide an insight into the type of
community focused responses to climate change currently being progressed
by committed local authorities. Each interview lasted approximately one
hour following a protocol of open-ended questions designed to capture the
‘decision-maker’/ ‘project management’ perspective with regard to the
initiatives, particularly in relation to, inter alia, the following key areas:
 how the initiative(s) fit into the local authorities’ broader policy
objectives on climate change and community involvement;
 opportunities, barriers and challenges for the implementation of such
projects;
 the capacity for the projects to continue on beyond their initial local
authority-led start-up phase – ultimately transferring ‘ownership’ to
the community participants.
The broader work programme will use stakeholder techniques to capture
the perspective of participants as well as on-going monitoring, to obtain a
longitudinal picture of how the target community’s attitudes and actions
develop over time in relation to the initiatives. Each initiative has the
specific aim of engaging community members in action towards more
sustainable, lower carbon patterns of living.

5.2

Overview of case study local authorities and initiatives

5.2.1

Shropshire County Council

Shropshire County Council launched a ‘Low Carbon Community’ project
(LCC) in April 2006, with the primary aim of reducing carbon dioxide
emissions within three diverse communities in Shropshire by 6% (3920
tonnes) by April 2009, incorporating all sectors of those communities. LCC
has been developed by Shropshire County Council in partnership with
Marches Energy Agency (MEA - a not-for-profit organization with
charitable status) who are responsible for managing the project’s various
initiatives within the three localities of Ellesmere (a small town), Cleobury
Mortimer (a hillside village) and the ‘Floodplain Community’ (a collection
of small villages and farmsteads near to Oswestry). A core objective from
the project management perspective is to create a climate for change to assist
communities in understanding climate change and to ‘hold their hands’
through a process of doing something about it (McGowan, 2007).
There are several ways in which residents, businesses and community
buildings in the target localities are being encouraged to engage with the
project and contribute to carbon reduction, including:
x

x

Home energy checks: a simple 2 page form that householders are
encouraged to complete, giving basic details about the nature of their
property (including size, age, heating system, levels of insulation
etc.) and return to MEA who then determine the current efficiency
status of the home, and pinpoint measures that can be taken to
improve efficiency.
Business and building audits: similar to the home energy check,
but carried out by MEA (rather than self completion) with interested
businesses and community buildings (including schools, public halls,
churches and tourist facilities), to assess current energy efficiency
status and make suggestions for improvements.
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x

x

Grants: to complement the energy checks and audits the project has
established a range of grant schemes to encourage and enable
progress to be made in the implementation of measures to improve
efficiency. These include a £100 reduction for the cost of cavity wall
filling or loft insulation for the first 200 households expressing a
desire to go ahead with these measures; free cavity wall filling and
loft insulation for North Shropshire residents over the age of 65 and
in receipt of benefit; a three year interest free loan facility for the
fitting of insulation measures; greatly discounted energy saving light
bulbs for businesses and business ‘make-overs’; £20,000 each for
the five schools of the target communities to pay for the
implementation of energy efficiency measures.
Climate Change Months: in order to raise awareness of the project
and climate change more broadly a range of activities designed to
engage residents are carried out for one month in each target
community. These include climate change pub quizzes, the showing
of climate change-related films, a cartoon competition on the theme
of climate change for 11-18 year olds and, at the end of the month,
an interactive workshop where key issues relevant to the community
are discussed and action plans formulated on a group and individual
basis.

One of the main barriers anticipated prior to the establishment of the
project as a whole concerned the disparate nature of the target communities.
The project management envisioned a potential communication problem in
this respect “because it’s not really a community as such. It’s not
identified… it’s never been called a footprint community before … it’s just a
grouping of small hamlets and villages” (McGowan, 2007). So far up-take of
the grants has been ‘surprisingly’ low, as the interviewee explained: “I think
they say, with buses that, you have to tell people eight times before it
actually sinks in that there is a bus that goes past their house that will get
them to where they want to go. I am working on the theory that it’s probably
the same with insulation and cavity wall fillings…”. The progress of the
climate change months (which have so far taken place in two of the target
communities) has been encouraging in some senses and disappointing in
others. For example, although the planned events were generally poorly
attended, all those that did participate gave ‘very, very’ good feedback,
saying that they had learned a lot and found it very useful. It is hoped that
this awareness raising will generate more interest among residents for the
uptake of the home efficiency measures identified where financial assistance
has been made available.
5.2.2

London Borough of Richmond-upon-Thames Council

In their 2007-2017 Community Plan (‘the Plan’) Richmond Council set
out seven priorities which together constitute a vision for the Borough that is
“inclusive; puts protection of the environment at the core of its services and
community life; delivers quality public services that truly reflect the needs of
all its local people; and addresses its challenges by harnessing the capacity
of all its partners in the public, private, voluntary and community sector”
(LBRuT, 2007). The particular aspiration of becoming the most sustainable
(‘greenest’) Borough in London is Priority 2 of the Plan. A thematic
subgroup of Richmond’s Local Strategic Partnership is currently being
formed under the name of the Greener Richmond Partnership (GRP) to
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deliver the priorities and targets set under Priority 2 of the Plan, related areas
of their Local Area Agreement and to contribute to cross-cutting priorities
and targets under the Plan. The stated principle purpose of the GRP is to:
“Tackle climate change and other environmental issues, in an
integrated approach with partners in the local business, housing, transport,
public, voluntary and community sectors by reducing the borough’s
contribution to climate change, ensuring it is able to adapt to changes in the
climate and improving the local environment” (LBRuT, 2007a).
One climate change-oriented community initiative where substantial
progress has already been made is the emission based charging for parking
permits scheme. It is an example of how local authorities can modify their
existing services and regulatory framework in order to promote attitudinal
and behavioural change among community residents. The scheme was
introduced in April 2007 as a modification to existing permit charges
operating in the borough’s controlled parking zones (areas where parking is
not allowed during specified times other than in specially provided bays,
some of which are reserved for resident permit holders only). The main
purpose of this scheme is to reduce vehicle-related carbon dioxide emissions
in the area, encourage people to use cars with smaller engines and increase
overall awareness among the community’s residents of the need to reduce
transport-related emissions (Pugh, 2007). The price of permits for each
controlled parking zone is based on the previously existing charges together
with the cylinder capacity of the vehicle/its carbon dioxide emissions.
Second and subsequent permits for a household are charged at 25% more
than the first until 1st April 2008. After this they will be charged at 50%
more.
Prior to the scheme being established Richmond Council consulted with
the public via a questionnaire survey with a representative sample of 3,500
households and 1,300 businesses across the borough and all residents in
controlled parking zones, to gauge the reaction to the proposed permit
charging changes among the community. This revealed approximately a
50/50 split of those in favour and those against. However almost 60% of
respondents indicated that the implementation of the scheme would
influence them when they came to renew their car, (in terms of what they
replace it with), and in this sense “was quite a useful indication of the
potential impact of this policy” (Pugh, 2007). Reflecting on the progress of
the scheme, the interviewee stated that “I think one of the biggest
achievements of the policy so far has been in raising awareness of the
contribution that the individual can have through their choice of vehicle”.
Although some other local authorities also currently impose additional
charges for second and subsequent permits for a household (including
around half of the 32 London Boroughs), Richmond were the first to apply
an emissions based charge for parking permits and continue to hope that it
will provide a model that can be adopted elsewhere (Pugh, 2007). It is also
hoped that this scheme will demonstrate local leadership and provide a basis
for integration with additional legislative measures in other areas should they
be applied.
5.2.3

London Borough of Islington Council

Islington Council have, during the last five years, established a range of
initiatives in order to ‘lead the way’ in tackling climate change in an inner
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city environment. All of these initiatives are embodied in the work of their
Local Strategic Partnership (LSP) - the first in England to have adopted a
borough-wide carbon reduction target as part of its Local Area Agreement
with the Government. Key initiatives include:
x

x

x

x

Climate Change Partnership: a partnership of organizations
(currently numbering 50) from the private, voluntary and public
sectors as well as the council itself, pledging to reduce their own
emissions by 15% by 2010, with an overall target of reducing
Islington’s CO2 emissions by 55,000 tonnes by 2010. “In
establishing the Climate Change Partnership the Council has not
only committed to improve its own performance but has also
provided a forum whereby other organizations, large and small, are
encouraged and enabled to do the same” (Hales, 2007). Under the
Partnership a Climate Change Challenge for residents has been set
up, encouraging community members to pledge to carrying out a
series of simple steps to save energy (including switching standby
appliances off fully, reducing the temperature of washing machine
cycles and so on). In return for signing up to the Challenge
participating residents receive a free energy saving toolkit with ideas
and information on how to save energy and money, a free energy
saving light bulb and there are opportunities to win a free energy
meter or free gym passes
Climate Change Fund: a £3 million fund established by the
Council to support renewable energy and sustainable transport
schemes in homes, council and community buildings. The Council
has invited residents to donate the £20 discount that they receive as a
result of paying their council tax by direct debit, directly into the
scheme; so far taken up by over 1000 residents.
The Sustainable Living Centre: situated in a prime high street
location, provides free, impartial face-to-face and telephone advice
to residents, aiming to inspire and advise people to take action to
tackle climate change.
Green Behaviours Project: an ongoing initiative that aims to
motivate local people to make “practical, realistic but valuable”
changes to their lifestyle and to think about how their individual
actions affect the wider environment (Hales, 2007). The project
targets the most deprived neighbourhoods in the borough and has
trained 8 people to become ‘Green Champions’ who engage with
residents face-to-face to discuss the impact that their behaviour and
lifestyle have on the local and global environment

Other climate change related initiatives include an ‘Action at School’ project
and a set of Sustainable Transport policies that include the largest car club in
the UK, which is part of Islington Council’s green travel to work programme,
involving resident competitions and campaigns to promote walking and
cycling. Part of the drive for this action (manifested in the suite of initiatives
and projects highlighted here) owes to the fact that one of the Council’s 3
corporate priorities is ‘Cleaner, Greener, Safer’ which is overseen by a
member/officer board – the Greener, Cleaner Board. It requires all major
strategies and detailed policies to consider climate change issues (Hales,
2007). Additionally, Islington have a Sustainability Action Plan which
brings together and develops climate change commitments in a range of
plans including the Carbon Management Plan, Sustainable Transport
Strategy, Waste Minimization and Recycling Action Plan, Air Quality
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Management Strategy, Local Development Framework, Biodiversity Action
Plan and Green Procurement Code.

6

Community Engagement: opportunities, barriers
and challenges

As well as providing an overview and some background details of
initiatives being undertaken, the preliminary interviews with the project
management representatives of the three case study local authorities served
to highlight the types of issues that are important in the development of
community-based approaches to addressing climate change. A selection of
pertinent quotations arising from the interviews in terms of opportunities,
barriers and challenges is presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Direct quotations from preliminary research interviews with case
study local authorities, on the opportunities, barriers and key
considerations for community-based climate change initiatives
Opportunities
Shropshire County
Council

“There is massive scope for tapping into existing social networks, and
propagating the message through word of mouth”

London Borough of

“You can engage people on climate change – you just have to do it in a

Richmond upon

particular way and over something that is relevant to individuals’ day-to-day

Thames Council

lives…the style and type of communication is key”

London Borough of
Islington Council

“The ability to write in carbon targets into the Strategic Partnership’s Local
Area Agreement is an opportunity that we maximised that has led to a lot of
money coming through to fund a range of community-based initiatives”

Barriers
Shropshire

County

Council
London Borough of
Richmond upon
Thames Council

“There is still a scary amount of people who associate these type of climate
change projects with happy tree huggers”
“People’s perceptions of time and how busy they are and how much they are
pre-occupied with different issues is a massive barrier”
“It can be quite difficult for local authorities. The local authority has an
image. Most people wouldn’t dream of communicating with the local authority
unless they had to”

London Borough of
Islington Council

“Planning applications from community organisations and voluntary groups
for renewable energy installations is a time consuming barrier that slows
everything down and can put people off”

Challenges
Shropshire County
Council

“The right type of publicity and programme of events to get people
interested and want to participate is very important. The old line about ‘you can
lead a horse to water …’ is certainly relevant.

London Borough of

“Local authorities have got to be more creative and innovative when it

Richmond upon

comes to climate change; think of things their communities would find

Thames Council

interesting and talk to them about those things”

London Borough of
Islington Council

“There has been a challenge at times to get people to focus on the real
climate change aspects of environmental issues, as opposed to household
recycling, dog fouling, litter and so on”

Key opportunities for community based initiatives emanating from the
case studies include raised awareness of the worthwhile contribution that a
combined effort can make in realizing reduced energy and carbon
consumption; an ability to make the most of the cohesion and drive of
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existing social networks and community groups; and a chance to capitalise
upon latent concerns about climate change that already exist among
community members. The central barriers and constraints faced by project
management include apathy among some sections of the community; hectic
lifestyles and other priorities; and inertia with regard to their residents
wanting to make behavioural changes. The main challenges lie in providing
compelling sets of motivations and incentives for taking action coupled with
the development of sufficiently flexible strategies capable of resonating
effectively with the multiplicity of needs and priorities inherent in the
diversity of a community’s lifestyles
Understanding the nature of likely opportunities, constraints and
challenges is clearly an important, iterative process in the context of
developing new projects and strategies designed to engage community
members. In an extensive review of evidence on consumer behaviour and
behavioural change by Jackson (2004), the social dimensions of consumer
behaviour emerge as an important, recurring and strongly evidenced theme.
He suggests that while the substantial influence of social norms, expectations
and identification processes on human behaviour can impede progress in
terms of pro-environmental consumer behaviour they “can also be powerful
forces for pro-environmental and pro-social change; …Changing behaviour
cannot be conceived as the processes of encouraging change at the individual
level; pro-environmental behavioural change has to be a social process”
(Jackson, 2005; 118).
The evidence from the case study initiatives sits well with recent research
conducted by the Centre for Sustainable Energy (CSE, 2007). Reviewing a
selection of community-based initiatives (which focused on a range of issues
as well as climate change, including health, regeneration, transport and
development) they set out a list of six factors that are likely to be important
for the successfulness of community-based projects seeking to mobilise
individual action.
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

Ownership and control: local initiatives need to have
ownership and control over their activities. This inevitably
requires recognition of local needs and priorities tailoring the
approach accordingly to meet these;
Relevance: projects are unlikely to become established without
recognising the wants and needs of the local community or
group with whom engagement is sought;
Achieving small successes: demonstrating that progress is
attainable and is actually being made is vital in order to maintain
long-term enthusiasm and participation of individuals;
Satisfaction and wellbeing: if the people who the project aims
to influence (i.e. the project participants) are not experiencing a
sense of satisfaction and well-being from their involvement in
the process then it is unlikely that engagement will progress
beyond the initial phase. It has been highlighted that this could
be a ‘once-removed’ sense of satisfaction – seeing the progress
and realisation of positive advances in another individual, group
within the community or, of equal importance, the achievement
of a social or political goal.
An appropriate response from those in authority: assurance
of the recognition and response of those in authority is very
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vi)

important for the effective building of confidence and trust at the
local level.
Trusted and sustained resource base: key areas here include
access to trusted people with the necessary professional and
technical expertise to facilitate and advise on community
engagement, group process management and carbon reduction
measures; appropriate physical space (to meet, work etc.)
administrative support and funding.
[CSE, 2007: 36-37]

One of the central messages to emerge from our preliminary case study
interviews is that developing trust with community members is a key
influencing factor to establishing and maintaining engagement of individuals.
This can be susceptible to poor engagement techniques, funding withdrawal,
loss of professional support and changing government priorities (CSE, 2007).
Whether provision of incentives for participation (like Shropshire’s
contribution to insulation costs and Islington’s complimentary gym passes,
for example) constitute a positive aspect of building a trust relationship with
community members is not entirely clear; they do nevertheless provide a
reason to participate additional to the anticipated - and inherent environmental and cost-saving benefits that form an intrinsic part of such
projects’ raison d'être.
With regard to climate change specifically CSE (2007) proffer two
further factors to add to the six listed above that are likely to aid the success
of a community initiative. The first is an appropriate national
contextualisation so that individuals and communities are aware of how their
action will contribute to the broader challenges of climate change in a
‘collective agency’ sense. Secondly an affirmative national policy context is
required to demonstrate how the actions of individuals, communities,
organisations and businesses, local, regional and national government are
“aligned and fairly distributed and enable the UK to take a legitimate leading
role in international negotiations” (CSE, 2007; 37). Jackson (2005)
emphasises the potential for Government to accelerate the positive aspects of
these community-focused processes in four key areas:
x recognition of the importance of social norms in behaviour change
policies;
x initiation, promotion and provision of support for community-led
social change initiatives;
x Provision of support for the community management of social
resources;
x Design of effective community-based social marketing strategies.
(Jackson, 2005; 119)

7

Concluding remarks

Through a shifting governance platform local authorities have, over time,
emerged as critical agents in the delivery of local level responses to the
challenge of climate change. Part of this process of ‘modernization’ has
developed in the wake of the sustainability imperatives and commitments
enshrined in the Local Agenda 21 programme – the first substantive political
attempt to link local, global, and intermediary political structures into a more
effective framework for the governance of global risk.
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This potential agency and role for local government has been recognized
and re-iterated vigorously in many recent UK policy developments and
communications from Central Government. In particular the increased
leadership role for local authorities in driving forward appropriate, workable
and locally inclusive partnership-based initiatives has to a great extent been
highlighted and facilitated through the Local Government Act 2000 and the
Local Government White Paper 2006. The policy framework underpinning
the UK’s dedication towards - and action on - the causes and consequences
of climate change is embodied in the UK Climate Change Programme,
which together with the most recent Energy White Paper, 2007 and guidance
documents such as the Energy Measures Report 2007 continue to provide
explicit impetus for the establishment of imaginative, community-oriented
strategies by local authorities.
In their unique position as an interface between citizens and local policymaking and delivery, local authorities potentially have the capacity to reach,
influence and galvanize community activity. This is not always
straightforward and, as the case studies show, an issue like climate change
often seems to incite mixed responses, particularly when aims such as
behavioural modification form the core focus and purpose for participation,
activity and ultimately change. The three case study local authorities
described in this paper continue to develop a range of projects designed to
engage their respective communities, encouraging individual and collective
action to bring about reductions in carbon dioxide emissions and improved
energy profiles and management. Successful community-wide participation
requires recognition of the diversity of lifestyles within the community;
strategies need specificity but also flexibility in order to resonate effectively
with the wide range of needs and priorities inherent in the diversity of a
community’ lifestyles. Appeals for making lifestyle changes to reduce
carbon emissions must come across as sufficiently relevant, worthwhile and
‘doable’ if they are to motivate community members to join in.
Shifting behavioural patterns in the direction of more sustainable, lower
carbon living needs to tap into concerns about climate change that already
exist amongst members of the community, along with a compelling set of
motivations, incentives for taking action and raised awareness of the
worthwhile contribution that a combined effort can make in realizing
reduced energy and carbon consumption. Local government’s role and
responsibilities in catalyzing such progress and change in their communities
is clear; only time will tell how effectively the growing range of initiatives
being developed and deployed by local authorities in addressing the
challenges of climate change will prove to be.

Michael Peters and Shane Fudge
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Introduction

Nutrition, mobility and energy use are highly ritualised forms of
behaviour that are hardly reflected upon in everyday life. Routines are
effective strategies for minimizing the effort of organizing daily life.
However, they also make it difficult to conceptualize communication
measures that will be successful in motivating behavioural changes towards
sustainability.
There is evidence from several studies that every person passes through
several phases in life where they have a greater sensitivity towards making
changes in daily routines (e.g. Herde, 2007; Bamberg, 2007, 2006; Brunner
et al., 2006; Klöckner, 2005). Life events that are mentioned in the literature
include the birth of a child, suffering from a severe disease, relocation or
making the transition to retirement. At least some of the people who pass
through such life stages seem to be more open towards information and
experiments concerning new forms of mobility, shopping, eating etc. during
these periods. However life events do not automatically lead to new routines:
whether they do seems to be influenced by other factors, such as
socialisation, support from social networks, level of education etc. (Brunner
et al., 2006; Herde, 2007).
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(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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The project ‘Life events as windows of opportunity for sustainable
consumption’1 plans to address persons who have to change their habitual
behavior due to life events (birth of a child, relocation). The main
assumption of the project is that people in these life situations are more open
for changes towards sustainable consumption. Based on a phase-model of
behavioural change (Prochaska et al., 1997), a target-group-specific
intervention for two target groups – young parents and relocators – has been
conceptualized. Evaluating the success of this campaign using qualitative
and quantitative methods, the project will address a deficit in policies
regarding sustainable consumption.
After summarizing the present state of the art concerning the role of life
events for behavioral changes and recent experience with communication
measures in the field of sustainable consumption, the present paper
introduces the conceptual background and design of the project ‘Life events
as windows of opportunity for sustainable consumption’, which will be
carried out in Berlin from 2008 to 2010.

2

The significance of life events for behavioural
changes

This section first reflects on the importance of habitual behaviour for
everyday life and its characteristics (2.1). It then draws on results from
various studies on life events and changes of routines in the fields of
nutrition and mobility (2.2). The last part provides an overview concerning
experiences had with different intervention techniques in the fields of
nutrition, mobility and energy use (2.3).

2.1

The role of habits for everyday life

Psychologists as well as sociologists have become interested in the
concept of habitual behaviour in trying to understand the routines of
everyday life. Sociologists draw on the concept of lifeworld (Matthes and
Schütze, 1993; Schütz and Luckmann, 1979), which allows the analysis of
the ways in which people integrate different parts of their lives (e.g. family,
job, consumption). Integration is ensured through the development of
routinised behaviour patterns (Hitzler and Honer, 1988). A central element
of routines is habitual knowledge, which is only consciously reflected upon
in situations of crisis that make changes of behavioural patterns necessary.
The cognitive and motivational consequences that are linked to the
formation of routines are a key interest of psychological research in this field.
Habits are conceptualised as a form of automaticity in responding which
develops as people repeat actions in stable circumstances with rewarding
consequences (Verplanken and Aarts, 1999). Verplanken and Wood (2006)
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see at least three reasons why persuasive communication might not be
effective in influencing habitual behaviour:
1. Habits seem to predispose people toward biased information
processing. People with strong habits expect prior experiences to
be repeated; thus, they search less for information about
behavioural alternatives and for information about the
performance context itself. In addition, their search tends to be
biased toward confirming habitual options. The development of
routines results in a reduced level of information processing.
2. Habitual learning is characterised by cognitive and motivational
processes in which control of actions is outsourced to the
environment, so that sequences of prior actions are triggered
automatically by appropriate circumstances.
3. The automatic activation of habits is probably also the reason why
habitual performance is so often perpetuated over alternative
courses of action. Whole sequences of habitual responses can be
automatically activated by the environment and implemented as a
unit (e.g. Wood et al., 2005).
In summary, the expectations established through behavioural repetition,
with satisfying results in a stable context, can be seen as being conservative
forces that reduce openness toward new information and that perpetuate
well-practised behaviours, despite people’s intentions to act otherwise.

2.2

Life events and behavioral changes

There is evidence from several studies in the fields of nutrition and
mobility that life events bear chances for behavioural changes. Research has
also been done in the context of environmental or sustainability research as
well as in the context of motivating persons toward practicing healthy
nutrition.
2.2.1

The role of life events for sustainable nutrition

One of the life events that has been analysed in several studies about
sustainable or healthy nutrition is the birth of a child. Herde (2007) and
Brunner et al. (2006) state that parents – especially mothers – are more open
for information about these issues during the period of pregnancy and the
first months after child birth. In an explorative study with 286 parents, Herde
(2007) found that ‘young parents’ purchase more ‘sustainable food’, such as
organic, seasonal, fresh and regional products. Although normal and
discount supermarkets continue to be the places where most food is bought,
shopping facilities like organic food stores, health food stores, food
cooperatives and open markets are visited with a higher frequency than prior
to the pregnancy.
The composition of the diet tends to improve considerably during this
process: not only from the health perspective, but also from an ecological
point of view. Unprocessed foods like fresh fruit and vegetables, wholegrain
products and plain yoghurt are consumed more, while the consumption of
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less healthy and highly processed products like soft drinks, alcohol, sweets
and fatty snacks decreases (see Table 1).
Table 1: Consumption patterns for several products
Mean a
Before
pregnancy

During pregnancy or
after birth of the child

fresh fruits**

2.41

1.86

fresh vegetables**

2.88

2.48

wholegrain products**

2.69

2.37

plain yoghurt**

5.00

4.61

lemonade**

4.86

5.24

alcohol**

4.99

5.70

sweets, fatty snacks*

3.80

3.97

How often do you eat or drink…

a

Scale from 1 to 7 (1 = more than once a day, 2 = (almost) daily, 3 = more than once a week,
4 = about once a week, 5 = 2-3 times a month, 6 = once a month or less, 7 = never)

* Į<.01; ** Į<.001

In a qualitative study, Brunner et al. (2006) also found a higher level of
awareness about and interest in nutrition accompanying the transition to
parenthood. In many cases, however, the nutritional well-being of the child
is deemed to be of great importance, while the parental food consumption
habits are neglected. The characteristics that are most important regarding
child nutrition are fresh products that contain many nutrients and no toxins
as well as recognising the child’s own preferences.
However, life events are no guarantee that behavioural changes will be
made, since there is interaction with several influential factors. Concerning
sociodemographic characteristics, the results of Herde (2007) suggest that
parents with higher levels of education buy organic, regional and seasonal
food with a higher frequency than parents with lower educational levels.
There are also differences regarding food composition. Parents with lower
educational levels consume more products that have negative environmental
impacts (meat, cold cuts, conserved vegetables) and consume less minimally
processed foods (fresh milk, cheese, plain yoghurt, water) (see also Guenther
et al., 2005; Hart et al., 2006; Torjusen et al., 2004). In contrast to education,
income does not have any impact on the preference for more sustainable
products and a healthy and ‘sustainable’ diet (see also Cicia et al., 2002;
Lockie et al., 2004). Differences in the readiness to pay higher prices already
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exist before pregnancy and remain stable during the transition to parenthood.
Studies also show that the neighbourhood in which participants live has
significant impacts on food purchasing habits (see also Block et al., 2004;
Jetter & Cassady, 2006; Weiß, 2006). If organic food stores, health food
stores or open-air markets are available in the area, these facilities are visited
with a higher frequency than in other districts without similar supply of such
shopping outlets.
Brunner et al. (2006) propose that the birth of a child is not actually the
decisive factor for a turn towards sustainable eating habits; rather, the
openness to or attraction toward organic foods already exists beforehand, in
many cases already since childhood (see also Grauvogl, 2005). Similar
results from the project “Sustainable nutrition in the transition to
parenthood” suggest that the life event ‘birth of a child’ is influenced by
other life events (e.g. relocation, change of financial situation), which have
additional impacts on food consumption habits.
Other life events that have been analysed concerning changes of
nutritional habits are the appearance of a disease or health problems and the
transition to retirement (Brunner et al., 2006; Sehrer, 2004). Changes in
nutritional habits can be observed in groups of people who are confronted
with diseases that are caused by environmental pollution (e.g.
neurodermatitis). Because these people develop a higher awareness about
environmental problems, a sensibility for preferring natural food which is
free of artificial ingredients and toxins also arises. This sensibility also
carries the potential for consumption of organic food. However, having a
disease is not by itself a sufficient motivation for a change to organic
products. Additional important factors for making that change among this
type are that they have experience with living in the countryside and are
familiar with traditional agriculture. In groups of people who are confronted
with health problems that can be cured by a certain diet (e.g. heart attack),
usually only the nutritional adaptations that are absolutely necessary are
undertaken.
Regarding the life event ‘retirement’, the results of Brunner et al. (ibid)
suggest that newly gained time resources are not necessarily invested in the
preparation of complicated meals. To the contrary, many retirees have a high
convenience orientation, which results in a higher consumption of
convenience products that can be divided into small portions. In the search
for social contact, more time is spent, however, in purchasing food. The
preference for small and customer-friendly stores and purchasing facilities
has the consequence that retired persons buy more frequently in specialised
stores, like butchers and bakeries and at open-air markets. Regional products
are preferred, not because of environmental motives, but rather to secure
jobs in the region and because a certain product quality is more easily
guaranteed. Nutritional changes can be observed mainly in the groups of
retirees who want to preserve or even improve the functionality of body and
mind in their old age.
The presented results show that life events like birth of a child, diseases
or the transition to retirement can be seen as ‘windows of opportunity’ for
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making nutritional changes, but are only open for a certain period of time.
Whether changes actually occur depends on a variety of additional factors.
It can be observed that part of the food industry has started to address
certain target groups like young parents or retired persons with certain
products. As far as we know, however, there have been no attempts yet to
strategically link a campaign for sustainable nutrition to a certain life event.
2.2.2

The impacts of life events on mobility

In the field of mobility there are several studies presenting evidence that
relocation is a life event which bears possibilities for making behavioral
changes concerning the possession of a car and car use (Franke, 2000;
Harms and Truffer, 2005; Klöckner, 2005). The probability for changes in
mobility habits seems to rise with the degree of context variation. Persons
who move from a rural area to a city tend to reduce their car use significantly
more often than do persons who move from one city to another (Bamberg
2006). These studies also stress, however, that variations in context do not
automatically lead to the reduction of car use. While some life events like
the transition to retirement, a reduction of income or a relocation to a district
with good public transport (PT) may have these effects, there are others
which tend to result in higher car use (e.g. birth of a child, relocation to rural
areas, increase of income) (see Heine and Mautz, 1999).
In the field of mobility, there have already been attempts by some local
administrations and public transportation companies (see, e.g., Bamberg,
2006; Bühl et al., 2002; Flamm, 1999; Loose, 2004) to use the time period
after a relocation of residence as a ‘window of opportunity’ for changing
new citizens’ travel behaviour. Typical elements of these mover-marketing
campaigns are the provision of a temporally valid free PT test ticket and PT
services-related information as soon as possible after the move. Evaluations
of these campaigns indicate a significant impact from these simple measures
on new citizens’ travel behaviour: New citizens receiving the intervention
report a substantive increase of PT use and respective decrease of car use.
The effectiveness of a dialogue marketing campaign that was carried out
by the PT company in Munich in 2006 has been analysed in some detail
(Bamberg, 2006). The central element of this campaign was an information
pack for new citizens which contained three elements:
1. A personally addressed welcome letter, written by the mayor of
Munich and the director of the PT company, which referred to
the possibility of requesting a free PT test ticket and listed central
mobility-related hotlines, addresses and web pages.
2. A 30-page, professionally styled file folder containing central
information about the local mobility options (public transport,
cycling and walking) and the health, environmental, financial and
time costs of car use in comparison with PT. Included in the file
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folder was also a city map, especially produced for the campaign,
showing all PT routes and stops as well as a schematic overview
plan of Munich’s PT routes and tariff information.
3. A ‘service card’ which could be used for requesting additional
informational brochures. The service card also offered the chance
to request a one-week free PT pass valid for all PT services in
and around Munich (value approx. 20 €).
The quantitative evaluation of this campaign (including a control group
which did not receive information packs) showed that the life event
‘relocation’ does result in effects concerning changes in mobility behaviour.
Car possession per household is, for example, reduced from 1.5 to 0.9 after
relocation and PT is used more often. These effects were significantly higher
among the group that was addressed by the campaign in comparison to the
control group (increase of 7.6% of the modal split). The results show that the
effects were mainly achieved by increasing knowledge about the use of PT.
From these results Bamberg (2006) drew the conclusion that linking such
campaigns to life events is an effective strategy for increasing behavioural
mobility changes.

2.3

Impacts of interventions and communication measures

Life events do not seem to have a direct impact on consumption habits,
but they do create ‘windows of opportunity’ for behavioural changes,
especially by stimulating a higher openness toward information. These
windows of opportunity can be used more effectively if they are linked
systematically to motivating interventions. This section gives a brief
overview about the impact of different types of interventions and
communication measures that have been attempted in the fields of nutrition,
mobility and energy use.
2.3.1

Impacts of singular intervention techniques

Studies in the three fields indicate that mass media information
campaigns are successful in generating impacts concerning knowledge,
problem awareness and attitudes. However, these impacts normally are not
strong enough to motivate behavioural changes (e.g. Bonswall et al., 1984;
Ferguson, 1990; Geller, 1981; Guiliano et al., 1993; Hershey and Hekimina,
1983; Modares, 1993; Syme et al., 1987). The strongest effects seem to
result from personal communication that takes the personal circumstances of
the addressed person into account. There is also evidence that the
behavioural impact is higher if the sender has a similar social background as
the addressee. Feedback techniques prove to be rather effective in the three
fields, since they demonstrate to the involved persons whether they have
succeeded in reaching the objectives they have set themselves (Brandon and
Lewis, 1999; Hayes and Cone, 1981; Heberlein and Warriner, 1983; Staats
et al, 2004; Völlink and Meertens, 1999). The evidence that self-committing
techniques help to generate behavioural changes is also an indicator for the
importance of personal objectives and intentions that seem to build up
intrinsic motivation (Bachmann and Kavetz, 1982; Bamberg, 2000; Garvill
et al., 2003; Jakobsson et al., 2002).
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Results in all three fields indicate the success of material, mostly
financial, incentives for the initiation of certain behaviours (Bamberg and
Schmidt, 1999; Bamberg et al, 2003; Fujiii and Kitamura, 2003; Guilano et
al., 1993; Hunecke et al., 2001). The disadvantage of this intervention
technique is that, due to the lack of intrinsic motivation, people often return
to their old habits once the incentive is suspended.
2.3.2

Impacts of intervention techniques with several components

The combination of several intervention techniques has also been
attempted, particularly concerning the increase of fruit and vegetable
consumption. Interventions seem to be especially successful if they contain
the following components: a) a family-related component (e.g. participation
of the husband in cooking courses), b) a component of social support c) a
component of experimenting with food (e.g. a taste test or a cooking course)
and d) a component of the subjects themselves setting goals and obtaining
feedback.
In the field of mobility, the approach of “individualised dialogue
marketing” (originally developed by Socialdata, Munich) also contains
several components. The basic element of this approach is getting in
personal contact with the potential users of public transport in order to obtain
an impression about their individual inclinations toward using public
transport. Considering this individual starting position, the interviewed are
supplied with information which aims at motivating them to carry out a
“selftest”. To reach this goal, they are also supplied with free tickets. A
survey conducted by Bamberg and Möser (2007) provides evidence of the
impact of dialogue marketing on behavioural changes.
Studies in the field of sustainablity communication also stress the
importance of target-group-specific integrative communication strategies,
containing several elements such as generating positive associations,
knowledge transfer, increasing motivation and providing exact information
on which action(s) to take (Wilhelm and Kropp, 2007).
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3

The ‘Life events as windows of opportunity for
sustainable consumption’ project

Existing evidence concerning the importance of life events for
behavioural change and successful approaches for combining intervention
techniques form the background for the conceptualization and design of the
‘Life events as windows of opportunity for sustainable consumption’ project,
which will be carried out over the next three years. This section presents the
theoretical framework of the project (3.1) as well as the design of the
intervention and accompanying evaluation (3.2) and draws some conclusions
concerning the expected results (3.3).

3.1

Theoretical framework of the project

The project takes an interdisciplinary approach, combining theoretical
elements from psychology and sociology which will be presented in this
section.
3.1.1

Interrelations between individual behaviour and context

Sociology stresses the fact that personal sovereignty is not unlimited,
since individual (choice and) performance is bound to contextual conditions
on different levels (e.g. meso- and macro-structures) (Brand, 2006).
Households are confronted by certain infrastructural and market-supply
conditions which have an impact on their ability to buy, for example, organic
or regional food or to use public transport. Individual routines are also
formed by daily life contexts such as habitual needs and familiar social
networks as well as socio-structural factors like income, education and life
style. The availability of time due to working conditions as well as other
commitments also has an important influence on the range of behavioural
patterns that can be incorporated into daily routines. On a meso level,
political regulation and public discourses contribute toward affecting
individual behavior. Energy or transport prices, for example, have an
influence on an individual’s inclination to save energy or to change from
individual to public transport. Public communication via the mass media or
government officials shapes images concerning certain forms of behaviour.
Finally, there are trends on a macro level, like globalization,
individualization, technical progress and the turn to a knowledge-based
society, that influence the interrelation between individual and context. The
project tries to conceptualise individual behavior as being embedded in a set
of contextual framework conditions.
3.1.2

The phase model of behavioural change

Based on existing psychological approaches, the project is based on the
phase model of behavioural change (Prochaska et al., 1992, 1993,1997) and
the extended model of goal-directed behaviour (Bagozzi, 2006).
Prochaska et al. differentiate between the following phases in the process
of behavioural change:
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x Pre-contemplative phase, without problem awareness or desire for
change;
x Contemplative phase, with a relatively abstract desire for change;
x Preparative phase, with a comparison of the advantages and
disadvantages of several behavioural options and the rise of an
intention to realise behavioural change;
x Action phase, with the planning and trying out of modified
behaviour;
x Maintenance phase, with stabilisation of the new behaviour.
The process of behavioural change is not passed through automatically;
there is rather always a risk of irritations and interruptions at every stage.
According to the extended model of goal-directed behaviour (Bagozzi, 2006),
whether the phases of behavioural change can be passed through
successfully depends mainly on social support and surrounding moral norms
as well as on the self-efficacy of the individual to deal with difficulties and
avoid temptations.

3.2

Project design

Based on empirical evidence and the above-mentioned theoretical
framework, the core assumptions of the project are that a) life events
strengthen the openness toward interventions concerning behavioural
changes and b) different components of an intervention are necessary
depending on the phase that addressees are passing through. The project
seeks to address two target groups: people who have recently moved to
Berlin (relocators) and ‘young parents’ who have recently had a baby.
During the project, members of the target groups will be prompted to decide
on whether they want to change their behaviour in the fields of nutrition,
mobility and/or energy use.
The following section presents the intervention design of the project and
describes the analyses that are planned for evaluating the impact of the
intervention.
3.2.1

Design of the intervention

The basic elements of the planned intervention are:
x Personal contact with the participant
x Personal consultation, depending on the individual situation of the
addressee (phase the person is going through);
x Individualised (phase-specific) package of information via mail.
First contact with the addressee is combined with a diagnosis of the phase
that he or she is going through. The results of this diagnosis decide which
intervention module will be the most appropriate one to start with, because
each contains a phase-specific consultation, a phase-specific package of
information, suggestions about which groups or social events can be
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supportive for changing behaviour and a link to internet-resources that can
be helpful during this specific phase.
Each phase-specific intervention module stresses different aspects, as
follows:
For the transition from the precontemplative to the contemplative phase,
the addressees need to be motivated to reflect upon their current behaviour.
Intervention techniques aim at generating awareness, on both cognitive and
emotional levels, about the consequences of current forms of behaviour. The
bringing to light of discrepancies between actual behaviour and ideals that
are followed by the person can lead to the desire to change habits. This
module also tries to make clear that changes of behaviour are not difficult to
accomplish (strengthening goal-setting self-efficacy) and that there is great
social approval for them.
For the transition from the contemplative to the preparative phase,
intervention components are required that allow the individual to compare
behavioural alternatives and to weigh their advantages and disadvantages
against each other. Also, the self-reliance to carry out these alternative
behaviours needs to be strengthened.
The transition from the preparative to the action phase can be
motivated by intervention components that support individuals in their
attempts to test behavioural alternatives. The participants are supplied with
material that offers concrete options and support, like time tables or free
tickets for public transport, maps with bicycle routes, a list of addresses with
shopping facilities which offer organic and/ or regional foods, recipes for
vegetarian dishes, contracts for changing to ‘green electricity’ etc.
Additionally, the participants are motivated to plan their new behaviour
precisely, including asking themselves questions such as: At which day do
you want to test the public transport to go to work? In which store do you
want to buy which type of organic food? The persons are also offered social
events that support them in testing out new their behaviour (e.g. cooking
courses, bicycle tours, guided tours through the city).
For the transition from the action phase to the maintenance phase, the
participants need to receive confirmation and support for their changed
behaviour through positive feedback. Examples include a letter of approval
from the mayor or a gratification, like a voucher.
Intervention components will be planned and designed in close
interaction with partners from enterprises or associations related to the fields
of nutrition, mobility and energy use. For this purpose, several institutions
have been contacted and the idea of the project has been discussed and
concretised several times. The main idea for generating this “alliance for
sustainable consumption” on a local level is that synergies may arise if
actors from different fields are brought together. The three-year-long project
aims at establishing an alliance that will take up the experiences resulting
from the intervention techniques used and continue to cooperate after the
project. Partners so far include environmental organisations, a health
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insurance company, a consumers’ organisation, several suppliers of ‘green
energy’, public transport companies, a member of the Berlin city council, a
car sharing company and an association that supports organic agriculture.
These organisations and enterprises contribute know-how concerning
communication measures, their own informational material and special
offers geared toward motivating people to change their behaviour (e.g.
vouchers, bicycle tours, cooking courses, energy consultation).
3.2.2

Design of the evaluation

The success of the intervention – and the grounds for success or failure –
will be analysed using quantitative and qualitative methods.
The quantitative analyses will be carried out through comparison of three
groups: relocators, young parents and a group of people in stable contexts.
Each of the three groups will be divided into a group which is addressed by
the intervention (experimental group) and a control group with no
intervention. The comparison of these six groups should allow conclusions
to be drawn concerning the effects of a life event like relocation or the birth
of a child on behaviour, both alone and in combination with a supportive
intervention. Also, the effects of interventions addressing people in stable
living conditions can be compared to those of groups in changing life
situations.
To be able to draw these conclusions, the sample has to contain
approximately 1,600 persons, with over 8,000 persons needing to be
contacted at the outset in order to recruit a sample of this size. The persons
will be asked twice to report their behavior in detail (mobility or nutritional
diary), once directly after the intervention and the second time eight months
later. By doing this, conclusions concerning the long-term effects of life
events and interventions can be drawn.
In addition to the quantitative analysis, qualitative analyses will be
carried out which focus on the reasons why some groups of people can be
motivated for a change of behaviour and others not. The qualitative analyses
will concentrate on two aspects at the meso level: a) the influence of the
surrounding context, e.g. infrastructure and supply of certain facilities, and b)
social support through networks.

3.3

Expected results

After testing and evaluating the target- and phase-specific interventions,
it is planned to disseminate the results to other regions as well as enterprises,
associations and NGOs in the fields of interest. The following results, with
practical implications, are expected:
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x Conclusions concerning the effectiveness of theory-based
interventions that are directed at target groups like relocators and
young parents;
x Conclusions concerning the openness of these two target groups
toward changes in the fields of nutrition, mobility and energy use;
x Conclusions concerning the synergies that may result from
alliances for sustainable consumption on the local level; and
x Conclusions concerning the impact of infrastructure/ supply and
social networks and possibilities for supporting sustainable
consumption on the local level.
1

The project “Life events as windows of opportunity for sustainable
consumption” is funded by the Social-Ecological Research Program of the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).
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1

ABSTRACT/to be adapted

The paper shows that the lifestyle, the way of consuming and the
educational approach are closely connected to the level of resource
consumption and that certain social milieus which hold a leading position in
society, bear responsibility for a sustainable development. Training and
education should thus focus on them. The analysis of lifestyles is based on
the approach of „SINUS-Milieus“, developed by the German institute „Sinus
Sociovision“.
Resource consumption and environmental burden is highest, where
people obtain the highest educational level. Members of such milieus
actually often think environmentally responsible, but they don’t behave that
way. Social groups that possess few financial resources, contribute best to
environmental and resource conservation, without being aware of it though.
They simply cannot afford a resource intensive lifestyle. Even in Germany
the global situation is mirrored – resource consumption is distributed
unevenly, depending on lifestyle and wealth.
Based on the analyses of Sinus Sociovision, it is possible to identify
milieu specific education approaches. Even the communication of
environmental and resource consumption related issues, could be designed
precisely for various target groups. The education initiative „Encouraging
Sustainability“ is a good example of integration of the SINUS-Milieus
approach with the target groups oriented educational materials. The goal is
to change behaviour regarding the resource consumption.

1

Chapter 3 and 4 of this paper are based on the article: Resource protection through life-style
oriented education. In: Annual book ecology 2008, page 142-153, Authors: Liedtke, C.:
Welfens, M.; Stengel. O.
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2

“From Knowledge to Action” – an educational
concept 2

Education for sustainable development (ESD) (German: Bildung für
Nachhaltige Entwicklung – BNE) is a precondition for sustainable action.
Target of such an education strategy is to enable people to design a
succeeding, self-accountable future in order to spread and advance
sustainable life and working modalities. This is not at the least of relevance,
because only an integration of technical, structural, organisational and sociocultural innovations can support a sustainable development. It is a required
condition for climate and nature protection, for the preservation of those
services, which nature provides for our societies and economies in order to
develop wealth.
Education for sustainable development shall communicate sustainable
relevant knowledge and transfer this into every day procedures. Thus, the
existent knowledge of people need to be the base for such a strategy in order
to motivate people for action. Thereby the consideration of the social
environment - the social Milieus - is of great importance, because this
concept enables educational work to be adapted to different everyday life
practices, educational levels and the social reference groups. It is often
within social or peer groups that certain limits for behaviour patterns are
defined, e.g. the process of someone that remains inside a social radius of a
group or begins to “segregate” him-/herself by divergent behaviour. In seems
that the individual has to decide or evaluate respectively, how his/her “costbenefit analysis” is developing. Thereby “costs” mean even individual,
social, economical or ecological costs: the environmental psychology was
able to expose essential factors, which decide on whether individuals act
environmentally friendly or harmful in their daily life (Schahn and Möllers,
2005). 3
The in educational programs for sustainability intend to enhance stable,
intrinsic motivated sustainable behaviour and the development of suitable
norms and values most urgently, based on profound sustainable knowledge
(expertise, awareness of the relevance of the own behaviour, knowledge of
scope of action). Thus it is essential to process the concept didactically,
adapt it socially and economically as well as to connect it to the living (and
working) situation of people and to the respective social Milieus. The
German Transfer-21-program (www.transfer-21.de) has been developed as
an educational concept for schools, which promotes sustainable action. This
program is currently being tested at several schools in Germany.
Competence of organisation and operation shall enable students to apply
knowledge of sustainable development in every day life and to identify
phenomena, which appear non-sustainable (de Haan/Harenberg 1999: 62;
vgl. DGfE 2004). Those competences shall also fill the gap between science
and knowledge as well as the gap between knowledge and acting as it is
2
Stengel, O.; Baedecker, C.; Liedtke, C. (2008): Theorie und Praxis eines Bildungskonzepts für
Nachhaltigkeit , in prep.
3
Ellen Matthies gathered those factors in her integrative model of actions, which can be assigned to
sustainable acting without probems (Matthies, 2005). Her model is integrative, because it combines the
theory of the planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) as well as the farther developed Normaktivationsmodell
(Schwartz/Howard, 1981) and considers in addition the factor of habits of behavior, whose significant
influence on environmental behavior has been proven (Harms & Truffer, 2005; Klöckner, 2005).
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often cited in sustainability research. In addition it shall enable the student to
participate actively in discourses. The following aspects should be included
in the competence development: 1. to arrange integrating new and openminded perspectives, 2. to act and think foresighted, 3. to gain knowledge
interdisciplinary and also act in multiple domains, 4. to be able to reflect the
own and those vision statements of others, 5. to be capable to plan and act
together with others, 6. to be even able to plan and act independently, 7. to
be in a position to show empathy and solidarity for disadvantaged, poor,
weak and oppressed persons, 8. to become motivated and active, 9. to
participate in decision-making processes and 10. to motivate others to
become active.
In this context an education and communication concept can be
developed, based on the environmental psychological theory that integrates
and expands the - claimed as being most relevant - competences of
composition, model of action and the required basis of knowledge. Besides
interdisciplinary environmental or sustainable knowledge and a foresighted,
networked mindset (the theoretical rationality), also the advancement of
moral development (vgl. Eckesberger/Breit/Döring 1999; Kohlberg 1996)
and with it personal norms (the practical rationality, compare to Matthies
2005) play a significant role in this regard. The following figure shows the
model, with which the current work on education strategies and concepts of
the research group “Sustainable Production and Consumption” of the
Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment, Energy deals with.

Figure 1: “Concept „From Knowledge to sustainable Action“ – SCP- Model
of Education (Stengel/Liedtke/Baedeker 2008)
Source: Research Group 4 of the Wuppertal Institute on the basis of Matthies
2005, Klafki 1970, Kohlberg 1996
The model considers the factors of the “norm activation phase” and those
reflexive-theoretical competences, which become operative in this phase
(except for the factor behaviour habits) and combines them with the
requirements of the environmental knowledge-strategy. It aims at very
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central social-practical competences by concentrating on them and also
considers the subjectively perceived influences of social norms during the
motivation phase. The level of education and the morally disposition are
mutually dependent and at the same time precondition for for the
development of sustainable behaviour. Both are affected by primary as well
as secondary socialisation, thus also social Milieus, parental education and
the educational system itself (Shell-Study 2006, PISA-Study 2006). The
morally development affects even “cost-benefit analysis” in the phase of
evaluation and motivation. Both threads of competences (as shown in the
graphic) affect the ability to participate in discourses and with it, the ability
to participate in decision-making processes. They influence the ability of
reflection regarding the own vision statement and the possibility to draw,
where needed, the practical consequence also against already established
behaviour routines. Evaluation and reflection is applied at all levels of the
model, but most intensively applied in the phase of consideration on
theoretical and social practical competences as well as in the phase of
considering and choosing the most effective acting options.
Consequently, out of a target group’s special focus and the
characterisation of the environmental and social behaviour of the respective
target group, an educational concept for the respective target group is
developed. This should lead to active participation, via the phase of
normactivation, evaluation and motivation. Essential requirements for this
are the achievement respectively the development of an intrinsic motivation.
Therefore, educational material needs to be developed in a way that it can
get possibly access at different levels of the acting model – so that
individuals get activated at the level at which they are currently located.

3

Focus on Target Groups: The Sinus Milieus

The Milieu-analysis developed by the Institute Sinus Sociovision groups
people who have the same basic values and social status, see figure 2 (Sinus
Sociovision 2007). One milieu is thereby compatible with different, specific
lifestyles. Lifestyles are defined as relatively stable set of certain ways of
thinking, preferences and patterns of actions, done by individuals or groups
in the society. Lifestyles are expressed by invisible contents and a visible
forms of acting and living. They mirror a consistent system of specific values,
attitudes and views and confirm the self-conception and (life-) targets of an
individual or a group. They structure mindsets and patterns for actions and
are expressed by consumption patterns, free time activities and preferences
in taste (Geißler 2002). Lifestyles create individual or even collective
identities, because people or groups identify and at the same time restrain
themselves respectively by certain patterns of lifestyles. Lifestyle
communities, i.e. multiple individuals or groups, whose lifestyles show
significant similarities, compose a social Milieu.
The predefined and grouped Milieus are not sharply separated from each
other. In fact, there are interferences and hybrids, as shown in the graphic
below. As higher a Milieu is located in the graphic, as longer lasts the
education and as higher is the income. As farther right a Milieu is located,
the more traditional is the basic orientation of the constructing individuals.
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Figure 2: Sinus-Milieus in Germany 2007 – Social Status and Basic
Values, Source: Sinus-Sociovision 2007

All existing Milieus in Germany taken together are framed as “Milieulandscape“. It consists of altogether ten of such Milieus, which the SinusInstitute summarises into four even larger group segments:
a) Corporative leading Milieu – with approximately 19 million people
(Established, Post Materials, Modern Performers);
b) Traditional Milieus – with approximately 16,3 million people
(Conservatives, Traditionals, GDR-Nostalgists);
c) Mainstream-milieus – with approximately 17 million people
(Mainstream, Consumer-Materialists);
d) Hedonistic Milieus – with approximately 12,2 million people
(Hedonists, Experimentalists)

Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) Patterns: Choose a
specific milieu group with high relevance for supporting SCP
Besides some improvements regarding the process of decoupling
economical growth from resource consumption in Germany, the average
consumption of resources and energy is still on a high level. If one wants to
get closer to a sustainable way of handling production and consumption,
knowledge and competence are necessary to reduce resource input – in all
dimensions of life.
Which social groups are most responsible for polluting the environment
and what group is characterised by over consumption concerning resources?
Figure 3 shows the leading Milieus with a dark red colour. They are
supposed to be open-minded to the requirements of sustainable development
(see studies from ecobiente). This contains the Milieus of the Modern
Performers, Experimentalists and Post-Materialists, but also the Established
and Conservatives. Those are all in all 50 percent of the society, a
remarkable potential.
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Table 1 shows however, that resource consumption is the highest within
social groups that are supposed to be the leading and most open-minded ones
concerning sustainable development. It seems that those Milieus definitely
think environmentally responsibly, but still consume at high level. 4 They can
act environmentally conscious regarding certain decisions (purchase of a car
or a house), but as a result of a their material status, they can afford to buy
more products and services than other social Milieus, which is the reason
why their lifestyle is very resource intensive, despite their high
environmental awareness. Environmentally conscious people absolutely try
to reduce their resource consumption; they are well educated, reflect their
lifestyle and prioritize – one or two cars, airplane or train, etc. At the same
time, their lifestyle represents a desirable pattern for rather weak skilled and
financially weak Milieus, that they try to copy. Globally, this group of
consumers currently grows dramatically. 5

Table 1: Tendencies of sustainability in Social Milieus,
Source: Kleinhückelkotten, page 154
4

The Milieus of the lowest third contribute – unconciosly – the most to the resource conservation. Here
the persons do not act directly environmentally responsible, but environmentally friendly – however, most
of the times because of their low income and the fact that they cannot afford a recource intensive lifestyle.
5
The global class of consumers is composed of people who have an income about 7000 Dollar each year.
That is calculated by the „buying-power index“ ( a benchmark of income for the buying-power which is
orientated on the actual/different currency/ies). According to this approach China has about 300 Millions
of new consumers, the USA and Canada about 270 Millions and Western Europe over 350 Millions of
consumers (vgl. Jäger, 2007; Flavin, 2004).
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That is why a target-group-specific focus regarding education for
sustainability is of high relevance for those groups, because the largest
effects on global consumption of resources are expected here. The effects
shown by the leading Milieus are highly important for the lifestyle
development of other Milieus. At the same time and of equivalent
importance is the generation of Milieu specific education concepts. With
those, SCP can be enhanced and developed as well as integrated into society.
A particular social-situative connection is necessary to develop from
knowledge to action (compare figures 1 and 2).
Post Materialists
Pattern of
orientation

Modern Performers

Self-development

Self-development

Efficiency

Motive
alliances

Competence
acquisition

Quality of life by
concentrating on the
essential aspects

Behaviour
education

in

Daily newspaper
Professional journal
networks,

Life-long learning in
every day life
Development
personality

of

Comparibly frequent
attent of qualification and
training
institutions,
tendency
to
private
provider

Design

innovative,
intelligent, originally

Environment
protection

Experience

Health

Local
internet

Efficiency

Efficiency

Environmental
protection

Communicatio
n channels

Established

Testing of capacities

Internet,
advertising

outdoor

Daily newspaper
Professional journal

Spots in cinema

Further qualification
and training is of high
importance
Eagerness to test
him-/herself and to use
chances
Rather
informal
learning, hardly any
participation at organised
forms of further training
or qualification
artistic,
technic

Orientation according
property, status and quality

aesthetic,

Local
Internet
Informal
qualification

networks,
training,

Political, economical
and literary interests
Conventions
and
congresses,
high
requirements
regarding
atmosphere and style of a
venue

ambitious, intelligent
aestethic

Tables 2: Marketing of sustainability in the leading milieus,
Source: Kleinhückelkotten, 2004; Giesel & de Haan/Rode, 2000
With the facts and hypothesis presented here, target group specific
educational concepts can be designed. Knowledge of the specific
communication channels (print media, internet, television formats,
educational institutions, local networks), which are very important for the
respective Milieus, then allow the development of specific educational offers.
This makes again the target group specific communication of resource
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reservation possible. But it also indicates that those learning concepts should
not only be transferred via the traditional educational channels like
Kindergarten, school, apprenticeship but even via Milieu specific channels
within their respective life- and working situations.

4

The Project „Encouraging sustainability“ – Learning
opportunities for ecological-orientated “leading
milieus“

The project “Encouraging sustainability” is a nationally organised education
initiative constituted by the ASKO EUROPA-STIFTUNG, Forum of
responsibility and the European Academic Otzenhausen. The initiative aims
at informing well-educated and interested people of the society (equal to the
leading milieus). The main topic is clearly sustainability. Besides
information, the initiative intends to encourage people of this specific
“potentially interested” Milieu to participate actively to sustainable
development. Participation needs public awareness but also knowledge about
interdependencies of the planet’s system. It seems to be the only way for the
capability of judging which is a precondition of environmental action and
social responsibility. Underlying motivation to this education initiative is the
current over consumption of natural resources and energy as well as our
present style of consumption. The concept consists of three parts:
(1.) Well-known researchers were assigned to collect facts and present
them in an understandable way, including options for responsible
action.
(2.) The books were edited by
the scientists of the
research
group
“Sustainable production
and consumption” at the
Wuppertal Institute in a
way that they developed
an education programme:
six
learning
models
“From knowledge to
action”. Each of them
approaches
one
sustainable topic (e.g.
consumption,
climate,
ocean,
economic/new
economic System, natural resources and energy). The learning
models containe background knowledge and practical exercises,
which can be adapted for different target groups.
(3.) These educational programs are offered in public institutions and
should be permanently improved.
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With this educational project, first a knowledge base should be built up
(step 2) which is followed by the establishment of sustainable thinking
and acting (step 3), including the competence for post-conventional
decision- making.

5

From the theory to practice – the didactisation
approach

The competences that should be fostered most within educational
programmes are a profound sustainable knowledge (know-how,
consciousness about the relevance of the own behaviour, knowledge about
action possibilities) as well as the establishment of post-conventional ethical
ideas, which are again precondition for stable, intrinsically motivated
sustainable concepts.
The first mentioned preconditions demands central reflected- theoretical
abilities and the latter case focuses at central social-practical abilities. In
both categories even the defined competences by Siebenhüners and most of
the Transfer -21- programme (vgl. Bliesner et al., 2008) can be subsumised
there (reflexive-theoretic: network thinking, competence to participate in
public discourses; social- practical: responsibility, morale and even discourse
capability ).
The didactic base of the modules is orientated on the education concept
“the categories of education” by Klafki (Klafki, 1970). The idea behind
implies that information and facts of epoch-typical problems on
sustainability should be understood in a first step because it is a precondition
for the second step where strategies for own action in everyday life are
deduced.
The concept of teaching shall contain an objective-orientated access for
the topics (placement of knowledge by the head of the seminar) with a
subjective access (preparation by the seminar-participants), in order to
develop a close connection between participants and the issue. Thereby the
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contents should be subjectively considerable for the seminar participants and
give them the alternative in advancement of their own personality.

Figure 3: Project “Encouraging Sustainability”: Process of didactisation
Source: Wuppertal Institute 2007
Every module is divided into two parts. The first part comprises
theoretical background information to different aspects of the respective
topic and is designed for the teaching staff. These information are presented
with facts, reasons for developments are shown and future scenarios are
presented as well as important cross-connections to the different capacities
from other modules. In a final part, possibilities are presented how the
individual can act sustainably in his/her every-day-life. In this way, the
awareness for global problems are sensitised, including their own
responsibilities and at the same time options for different action are offered.
In the second part of the learning modules “From knowledge to action” (see
page 8), the participants are invited to practical exercises. The first part
focuses on knowledge, the second part promotes action.
In the end, empathy and solidarity should be stressed, the motivation
raised in order to take over more responsibility, the moral development
abated, information about sustainable action provided and a reflection of
lifestyle encouraged. Depending on pre-knowledge and interests, the
learning materials can be flexibly adapted to different situation and target
groups. The didactical modules are developed as “open improvementscenarios”. They are combinable to divers and everyday-life communication
situations and -forms, like seminars, conferences and workshops.
For the creation of the education materials, within the vocational training,
it was chosen the concept of Sinus-Milieus in order to address specific target
groups. In the Project “Encouraging sustainability” the target groups are the
leading milieus of the society. This group is chosen because they proved to
be responsible for high resource consumption. The education offers are
adapted to their needs and manners. Thereto belongs the demand for more
educational training and especially informal educational training as well as
self-organised learning to foster the development of the personality.
Options are presented how the individual can act sustainably in everyday
situations. The awareness for problems from the participants of the seminar
are sensitised alike the sensibilisation for their own behaviour and their own
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options to act.
The materials approach the level for action to different extends, show
further more coherencies, give impulses for change and provide the
possibility to review own actions and alter them. The setting and the
appreciation of the ethical values have to be in harmony with the behaviour.
The consequences of a person’s behaviour are presented by examples and
action recommendations given for everyday-life.
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This paper explores the relationships between social contexts, systems of
provision and consumption behaviour with reference to two UK-based
behaviour change programmes in different contextual settings. Current
policy approaches for promoting sustainable consumption focus on
identifying and removing contextual barriers to sustainable consumption in
the hope that this will open pathways to sustainable living. In contrast, our
research suggests that surrounding contexts and systems of provision play a
much more fundamental and integrated role in shaping behaviour. Based on
detailed qualitative studies of parallel pro-environmental behaviour change
interventions in a workplace and in people's homes, we argue that specific
consumption practices are continually negotiated in specific contexts against
other people present, existing social structures and hierarchies, and
embedded systems of provision. This reciprocal and reflexive relationship
between context and action will not necessarily respond positively to
‘corrective’ policy measures in respect of contextual barriers to change,
because ‘correct behaviour’ is continually defined and (re)negotiated against
the surrounding context and socio-technical systems. The paper therefore
carries significant implications for designing interventions to encourage
sustainable consumption. Crucially it suggests individuals, rather than
distant and disembedded policy makers, must be closely involved in the
process of re-negotiating their own contexts and consumption practices.

1

Introduction

Since the 1970’s, governments, NGO’s and third sector organisations
have been searching for ways to change ‘maladaptive’ (Maloney & Ward,
1973) environmentally significant behaviours and to make those changes
stick. The mantra of ‘I believe, therefore I act” (Axelrod and Leaman1993:
150) formed a key tenant of much early work on ‘expectancy-value’ theory,
which sought to predict green behaviour from pro-environmental attitudes.
Such attitudes are commonly represented with belief scales like the New
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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Ecological Paradigm (Dunlap et al 2000), which posits that a typical ‘green
individual’ would hold beliefs that humans are equal with nature, that the
earth has limited room and resources (spaceship earth) and that unlimited
economic growth is ultimately unsustainable. Individuals do vary in the
degree to which they subscribe or adhere to these beliefs, but as a general
categorization of pro-environmental belief systems, the empirical validity of
the NEP is now well established (e.g. Vining & Ebreo, 1992; Steel, 1996).
Unfortunately, it has proven more difficult to locate a direct or causal
relationship between pro-environmental attitudes and deliberate, proenvironmental behaviour. Generalised green attitudes are not especially
important predictors of such behaviour (Schultz et al, 1995; Bamberg et al,
2003; Thøgersen, 2004 Poortinga et al., 2004). Those models that do show
strong predictive power tend to employ a set of very narrowly defined
attitudes and behaviours (Oskamp et al, 1991; Ungar, 1994; Newhouse,
1991). The resulting “tension between parsimony and explanatory power”
(Jackson, 2005: 100), combined with a lack of attention to the social and
structural contexts in which behaviour is embedded, limits the practical
usefulness of simplistic expectancy value theory, except perhaps as a general
‘rule of thumb’ or a control input for laboratory decision models.
In an effort to overcome the relatively lacklustre performance of expectancy
value theory, some researchers began to adjust the relationship by inserting
and manipulating different intermediary variables between attitudes and
behaviour. 1 The most significant adjustment to emerge from this process (at
least in an empirical and policy-based sense) is the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1985, 1987) which posits that pro-environmental
behaviour results from the interaction of attitudes, subjective normative
perceptions and efficacy, which is commonly referred to as perceived
behavioural control (PBC). Whilst some research shows that subjective
norms are not typically strong predictors of pro-environmental behaviour
(Terry et al., 1999; Armitage & Conner, 2001), linking behavioural control
with attitudes through knowledge dissemination has proven to have some
behavioural value (Knussen et al, 2004; Manneti et al, 2004). The
policy/practical outputs of this latter line of thinking tend to manifest as
large-scale awareness raising campaigns that seek to strengthen proenvironmental attitudes and create a sense of behavioural control through
disseminating green knowledge in an attempts to overcome ‘information
deficits’ (Burgess et al 1998).
Despite the continuing prominence of the awareness-raising approach in the
modern environmental policy repertoire, much research shows that such
programmes are generally not effective in changing environmentally
significant behaviour (even if they do create greener attitudes). 2 An oft-cited
example here is Staats et al’s (1996) evaluation of a mass media campaign
1

See Jackson, 2005 for a comprehensive review of behaviour change models including TPB
and other influential theories not discussed here.
2
Examples of these types of programmes in the UK include the ‘Are you doing your bit?’ and
‘Helping the earth begins at home’ campaigns. See Barr, 2003 and DEMOS 2003 for
critical reviews of the former and Hinschcliffe, 1996 for critical review of the latter.
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by the Dutch government to change use of plastic bags and to promote
awareness of the harmful effects of CFC’s on the atmosphere. The study
found that whilst knowledge increased, willingness to change behaviour did
not increase significantly, except amongst those with prior green intentions/
values (Staats et al; 1996; see also Geller, 1981 for earlier work on these
ideas).
One of the more significant implications of findings like these is that
individuals may lack a sense of behavioural control, or indeed responsibility,
for the generalised environmental impacts attached to the doings within their
everyday lives (Macnaghten 2003). In fact, the linkage between knowledge,
PBC, attitudes and behaviour does tend to become more significant where
knowledge is tailored to the behavioural and contextual needs of a particular
audience or demographic (Abrahamse, 2007). Tailored home energy audits,
for example, have been shown to be effective in achieving real changes in
energy use behaviour (Gonzales et al, 1988).
The recent surge in the use of ‘social-marketing’ to sell tailored green
behaviour messages to specific demographics also reflects a continuing faith
in the power of information as an intermediary between attitudes and green
behaviour. 3 Social marketing seeks to create positive changes in ‘carefully
chosen’ behaviours through overcoming internal (functionally information
deficits) and external barriers to proper behaviour (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000:
533). Green behaviour in this context is characterised as “ethically oriented
consumer behaviour” (Moisander and Pesonen, 2002; 329) resulting from
rational actors adhering (at least partly) to an altruistic attitudinal calculus.
To some extent then, social marketing simply circumvents or ignores the
problematic attitude-behaviour relationship. Individuals are assumed to
want to do the ‘right thing’ provided that they are able to do so, and that they
know how. 4
Social marketing has enjoyed relative success in fields such as health and
safety, where net gains to the individual/ community are clearly identifiable.
There is also some evidence that both ‘one-time’ green behaviours (such as
purchasing energy efficient appliances) and more habitual, routinised
behaviours are susceptible to change through social marketing techniques
(McKenzie-Mohr, 2000; Frame, 2004). However, the exact mechanisms by
which such changes occur are difficult to identify. The intervention mix is
often varied, combining familiar elements of information provision,
structural changes or free provision of greener products/ devices and
manipulation of subjective norms. It is the focus on internal and contextual
barriers to behaviour (rather than behaviour itself) and the carefully
segmented approach that really distinguish social marketing from other
3

Foremost environmentally among these in the UK is the Act on CO2 campaign – a series of
targeted advertisements on TV and internet. See http://www.dft.gov.uk/ActOnCO2/ for
more details. Several other examples of current social marketing programmes in various
sectors in the UK can be found here: http://www.nsms.org.uk/public/CSAtoZ.aspx.
4

Time will tell if such reasoning is sound in the absence of clear and immediate ‘utility’ for the
individual where the effects of (in)action are spread across space/time. This may be a
particularly salient point in an era when generalised environmental concern seems to be
flagging (Christine and Jarvis, 2001).
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mainstream behaviour change approaches. Otherwise, the intervention tools
used are functionally equivalent.
What the social marketing literature does reinforce very positively and
clearly is that information provision alone is not sufficient to change
behaviour, that habitual or repetitive behaviours are more difficult to change,
and most importantly, that behavioural contexts (either in the form of
surrounding systems or social norms) play a crucial role in shaping ongoing
behaviour and facilitating or impeding behaviour change. Conclusions like
these also form important tenants of the alternative ‘social practice theories’
that underpin this research. However, as we discuss in the section that
follows, social practice theory also diverges from mainstream models of
behaviour in important ways, particularly in the way that behavioural
contexts are characterised and accounted for.

1.1

Social practice theory: An alternative conception of
behaviour/ behaviour change

Social Practice Theory explores the set of inter-relations between
individuals, institutions and surrounding socio-technical systems. It sees the
social and behavioural world as made up of different types of ‘practices,’
which can be roughly defined as: “routinised way[s] in which bodies are
moved, objects are handled, subjects are treated, things are described and the
world is understood” (Reckwitz 2002, 250). The focus on routine, or
‘everyday ways of doing things’ (see Shove, 2003; 204) marks an important
step away from the blanket assumption that behaviour is the result of
reasoned or planned activity. SPT emphasises that most of what we do
(environmentally or otherwise) follows from habit, convention, or “the
routine accomplishment of what people take to be ‘normal’ ways of life”
(Shove 2004, 117). Context itself is not something separate from, or
somehow external to behaviour. Rather, both the subject (behaviour) and the
context are viewed as contingent and co-constitutive. Bundles of socially
propagated habits, routines, and normative scripts are assumed to develop as
appropriate and ‘normal’ everyday responses for particular socio-technical
contexts (Shove, 2003; Shove 2004).
Despite these claims, SPT remains a nascent area of research. Its various
proponents draw on a fairly wide range of theoretical backgrounds to
conceptualise the relationship between structure and agency. Recently,
Shove and Pantzar (2005) have analysed practices as sets of interrelationships between images, forms of competence (skills) and artefacts
(stuff). Their approach emphasises the manner in which practices comprise
multiple ‘agents’ of which human individuals are but one. Shove (2004)
illustrates the crucial importance of developments in ‘socio-technical
systems’ in processes of social change that have ‘industrialised the home’
(Schwartz Cowan 1983), and led to converging and ever more resource
intensive cultural conventions of comfort, cleanliness and convenience
(Shove 2003).
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Problematically, this approach accords little agency to individual, human
agents, suggesting instead that the best hope for change, rests in attempts to
‘nudge’ and ‘steer’ socio-technical systems in different, more sustainable
directions with, at best, only limited knowledge of how these broad,
emergent systems will respond. This conception of socio-technical systems
as dominating structures resonates with Foucault’s early ideas about the
inescapable constraints placed by ‘discursive systems’ on everyday practices
(Foucault 1965; 1972). These forces create individuals in different ways
throughout history, such that: “The problem is not changing people’s
consciousnesses – or what’s in their heads – but the political, economic,
institutional regime of the production of truth.” (Foucault 1980, 133). Later
however, as he developed his ideas around ‘governmentality’ (1991) and the
‘History of Sexuality’ (1984), Foucault opened up spaces for individuals to
develop alternative subjectivities through ‘practices of the self,’ which can
resist and open up cracks in the dominating apparatus (dispositif; Darier
1996; 1999).
More than most, Giddens (1984; 1991) has recognised the importance of
these individual agents’ acts of resistance (and compliance), and emphasised
a relationship of ‘Structuration’ between agents and structures. Structuration
occurs through the recursive interplay between individual lifestyles and the
rules and resources which enable and constrain them, and shows how this
shapes the bundles of social practices recognisable in society. The crucial
point Giddens develops is the co-constitutive nature of agents and structures
(duality of structure) suggesting that approaches which emphasise either one
or the other are blind to their central relationship which underlies everyday
practice.
Two Dutch academics have drawn heavily on Giddens ideas to produce a
particularly helpful representation of a ‘social practices model’ (Spaargaren
and van Vliet (2000; see also Spaargaren 2004) (see Fig 1 below).
Figure 1. A social practices model of environmentally significant behaviour
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ACTION
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Practical
Consciousness

Practice 2
Rules and
Resources

Practice 3

Etc.

The model displayed in figure 1 highlights three critical differences between
social practice theory and mainstream behavioural models:
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First, the attitudes or capabilities of the individual are no longer at the centre
of enquiry; the emphasis turns to the interplay between surrounding contexts
(both systems of provision/ rules of the game and the lifestyle/decision
context of the individual) as mediators of bundled practices. In this sense
‘maladaptive’ environmentally significant behaviour is less an overt, attitude
and information driven choice, than it is a socially scripted, practical
response to relatively inconspicuous, but well entrenched, lifestyles and
systems of provision that define consumptive possibilities and the meaning
of convenience (Ropke, 1999; Shove, 2003).
Secondly, and in related fashion, the model reinforces the idea that
fundamental and integrated roles played by behavioural contexts in shaping
behavioural outcomes. Whereas mainstream behaviour theories tend to treat
context as something external to the behaviour itself (i.e. as something which
throws up barriers to be overcome as a first step to changing behaviour),
social practice theory characterises behaviour and context as reciprocally
created or mutually constituted in the dualistic relationship between structure
and agency.
Third, rather than focusing on individual behaviours requiring change, such
as waste recycling or use of the car, the model encourages groups of actors
to address how the different elements of their lifestyle fit together and what
overall changes in bundles of routines might achieve. The diagram places
social practices which make up our lifestyles at the centre of attention and
recognises that they are dynamic and often rapidly changing as systems of
provision develop and change, and as individual actors proactively and
reactively adapt and change their ways of thinking and lifestyles.
Spaargaren and Van Vliet’s model thus provides a useful heuristic device
with which to approach the study of behaviour change. It places emphasis on
the fluid, negotiated relationship between structure and agency rather than
according theoretical primacy to one or the other. In empirical terms it
invites a descriptive analysis of the doing of everyday practice which asks
‘what actually happens?’ in the process of behavioural change, rather than
making essentialist assumptions about the character and constitution of
either individual agents (and their attitudes, values, knowledge,
competences), social structures (socio-technical systems, systems of
provision) or about the relationships between them in specific contexts. It
therefore demands an exploration of the relationship between structure and
agency in different contexts, focussing attention on the process of behaviour
change rather than making assertions based on the outcomes of intervention
measures.
In the analysis and discussion that follows, we call attention to the ways
in which both the ‘rules’ and the practice of environmentally responsible
behaviour are shaped by different contexts surrounding different team-based
behavioural interventions.
We first examine the ways in which
environmentally responsible behaviour is negotiated within the more
structured bounds of a workplace setting, and then contrast this with an
examination of how such behaviour is negotiated in the home. In the
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concluding discussion section, we compare the results of the two studies and
highlight some important lessons for both understanding how behaviour
occurs, and for creating more effective policy interventions.

2

Exploring behaviour change at
Environment Champions programme

work:

The

The first intervention example presented here is the Environment
Champions initiative operated from December 2006 to November 2007 in
the head offices of a construction company that we will call ‘Burnetts.’ In
addition to extensive participant observation of the Environment Champions
process and of everyday working life in the office environment, the research
presented here involved semi-structured interviews with all 16 Champions as
well as 19 interviews with colleagues’ who weren’t on the Champions team.
This research was conducted in the course of Hargreaves’ PhD research,
which focused partly on the Environment Champions programme.
Environment Champions is a structured behaviour change programme
run by the environmental charity Global Action Plan (GAP). Using the same
principles as GAP’s higher profile ‘EcoTeams’ programme, as discussed
later in this paper, (see also Hargreaves et al, forthcoming, Staats et al 2004,
Michaelis 2004; Georg 1999), it gathers together groups of individuals who
conduct ‘audits’ of their environmental impacts by, for example, weighing
and measuring their waste and energy usage, and arranges regular group
meetings, structured by a GAP facilitator to the group members discuss these
impacts and plan ways of reducing them. The programme then ends with a
second ‘audit’ to evaluate the changes made. On average, the Environment
Champions programme achieves 38% savings in waste sent to landfill and
12% savings in energy usage. By 2006 it had been completed in 62 different
organisations from both the public and private sectors and ranging in size
from just 22 to 6,442 employees (GAP 2006). GAP programme managers
also report that demand for the initiative is rising rapidly, making it ever
more important that it’s mechanisms are documented and understood.
In November 2006, Burnetts decided to undertake the Environment
Champions initiative in their head offices. Within a month, a team of 16
Champions was drawn from the ~280 people present in the offices on a daily
basis. Some of these Champions volunteered themselves due to an expressed
interest in the environment, others were ‘advised’ or asked to attend by their
line managers or section heads, but overall the team comprised a wide spread
of people from different departments, from all four buildings on the head
office site, with 8 women and 8 men and ranging from mid-20s to late-50s.
The team also contained people of varying levels of seniority, although none
of the senior board members were present on the team. Reflecting on the
teams’ composition Champions suggested that all members had been in the
company for at least a few years, with no ‘new starts’, and therefore that
they tended to ‘know people’ around the offices.
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2.1

The search for truth: auditing facts and figures

In January 2007 the team conducted an audit of the offices waste and energy
use by going through and weighing all rubbish thrown away on one day a
week for a three week period, taking regular meter readings, investigating
issues such as amount of paper and stationery purchased, as well as
administering a ‘staff survey’ of attitudes and behaviours toward the
environment. The results were then sent to GAP (crucially an independent
and external organisation) for analysis and in April 2007 the results revealed
that each year 297 tonnes of CO2 were emitted and of 11.7tonnes of waste
being sent to landfill 58% could have been easily recycled. This new
knowledge, met with much shock and surprise when the results were first
revealed, provided the team with a strong justification and motivation for
problematizing their everyday office practices and devising ways to reduce
their environmental impacts.
A crucial element of the audit results was their existence as hard, objective
knowledge or in one of the Champions words, “verifiable facts and truths,
not wish lists” (Graham interview 5 ). Critically, as Graham elaborates, this
sort of information is both familiar and highly esteemed within everyday
work practices:
Graham:
Tom:
Graham:

“you’re going to have to benchmark yourself
somewhere
Yeah.
If you can’t measure, and monitor, you can’t
manage…you need that raw information. It’s no
different to financial information, whether you’re
making a profit or a loss.”

The researcher was regularly reminded that the company was populated by
‘engineers and scientists’, and in early meetings much concern was
expressed that the initiative would be seen as idealistic and ‘tree-huggy’ and
met with resistance by “smart arses who’d say things like ‘oh, but you’re
wearing something from a sweatshop” (Louise, in field notes).

2.2

Playing by and within the rules

Based on these new ‘truths’ the teams’ initial planning meeting elicited a
wide range of enthusiastic suggestions for how environmental impacts could
be reduced through behavioural change in the office. Suggestions ranged
from non-controversial ideas such as putting up posters, or conducting ‘area
briefings’, to more radical challenges to the everyday functioning of the
offices such as having a ‘No Bin Day’, or a ‘No Electricity Afternoon.’ In
general though, most team members seemed concerned not to stray too far
from what was normally acceptable. By the end of the first meeting, the
team had decided to operate a three month communication campaign
focusing, respectively on Energy, Resources (e.g. consumables) and
5

All names are pseudonyms, and all comments come from members of the Champions team
unless stated.
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Recycling and their ideas were written up and sent to Steven (the board level
sponsor of the initiative) and Brian (the facilities manager for the site) for
‘approval’. Almost immediately however, the ideas met with resistance from
the facilities team who stressed their ‘duty of care’ to all employees on site.
First and foremost, the facilities team contested the knowledge produced by
the audits:
Kevin:

“Well the audit came out, again, we weren’t consulted
about it,… and, erm, I think it’s fair to say that half the
figures that were in there, weren’t true.” (Non-Champion)

In addition, the facilities team contrasted the reasoning of the Champions
team in planning the campaign with a different, more practical form of
decision-making
Brian: “…people forget that they have to be clean to a certain
standard, they have to be lit to a certain standard, they,
you know and all the things that facilities management do,
they have to choose the right chairs, you know and the
right desk heights, and the right equipment you know and
you ‘why can’t I bring my radio in?’ ‘it’s not been PAT
tested, it could blow up’, ‘yeah but it hasn’t blown up at
home’, ‘that’s home, that’s your business, I’ve got a duty
to protect you here’, that type of thing, you know….You
know, and erm, within all of that you have to put, then
bring, all this environment, those these environmental
issues and fit it into that where you can, and it’s not an
easy job.” (Non-Champion)
The final result of these contestations was a progressive watering down
of the campaign ideas. The suggestion to hold a ‘No Bin Day’ was deemed
by facilities management to contravene both health and safety and,
potentially data protection laws. The Champions team subsequently
proposed offering people a choice of relinquishing their under-desk bins, and
then eventually decided instead to distribute a desktop recycling tray (in
addition to under-desk bins) to all employees which, facilities pointed out,
also helped to reduce fire risk.
Overall, the campaign was responded to positively, and employees were
seen as having taken on board the messages and beginning to develop new
habits. Indeed, this is borne out in the results of the second audit (conducted
in September/October 2007) which revealed a 29% decrease in waste being
sent to landfill and a 5.4% decrease in electricity usage during the campaign.
However, the process by which these behavioural changes were achieved
seems to have less to do with changes to mainstream attitudes, knowledge or
values toward the environment, and more with the installation of a new
system of ‘surveillance’ and extra rules that fit within the existing structure
of power and knowledge relations that already governed the workplace.
Amongst mainstream office workers, the most obvious manifestation of the
programme was in small asides or jokes performed by employees towards
the Champions. Champions commented on being identified as ‘Mr
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Environment’, or the ‘environment police.’ The following quotation
summarises the results of the Environment Champions programme at
Burnetts from the perspective of one of its key participants:
Sally: “I almost think that what we have done is made it the rule to
a certain extent that you have to recycle your stuff… so why
an office light left on looks weird is cos it’s, it’s not what the
rules are anymore. …it’s not that it looks right because
you’re imagining global warming, it doesn’t look right just
cos it’s, it’s kind of, what’s wrong with this picture in terms
of what the sort of rules are as such. So, to a certain extent I
don’t think we’ve converted everybody onsite to saving the
world, and I don’t think that’s what we were trying to do, we
were just trying to, it was almost changing the symptoms
rather than the, the initial beliefs, and I don’t think we had
to change the beliefs, I think we could just change the
symptoms.”

3

Exploring behaviour change at home: The Eco
Teams programme

The second intervention example that is examined in this paper is Global
Action Plan UK’S ‘Eco Teams’ programme. The research on which it is
based stems from a wider, DEFRA-sponsored evaluation of the drivers for
long term behaviour change in regards to waste and recycling. In the course
of that study, a total of four focus groups (approx 10 participants each) and
39 interviews with households currently or recently participating in Eco
Teams in the Nottingham and Hastings/ St Leonard’s areas were performed
from November 2006– July 2007 with a view towards gauging how a teambased approach might help to deliver long term changes in waste and
recycling behaviour.
GAP have been running the Eco Teams programme in various UK
communities since 2002. The first teams were recruited in Nottinghamshire
and eventually spread to other communities and parts of the UK, such as the
South East. By mid-2007, about 400 teams had been recruited and run,
equating to about 2300 individual participants and their respective
households that have participated in the programme. The Eco Teams
programme brings together groups of 4-6 individuals from the same
community (ideally from the same neighbourhood and street), in facilitated
meetings to discuss environmental problems and practical ideas for change.
Meetings are held once a month and cover different themes including:
energy use, waste and recycling, water use, household cleaning products,
transport and ethical shopping. During the four-month programme,
participants weigh and measure their waste and recycling and household
energy use and provide those figures to the team facilitator, who then tallies
the results and provides feedback to the respondents on achievements in
those areas. Participants are also given written materials and workbooks to
support behaviour change efforts between meetings and to help prepare for
forthcoming sessions.
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The combination of facilitated deliberation, personalised feedback and
supporting materials included within an Eco Team has been shown to be
successful in creating pro-environmental behaviour change, even if it does
tend to attract green individuals (Staats et al, 2004). Hargreaves et al
(forthcoming) review the quantitative evidence of success for the UK Eco
Teams programme in terms of waste production and household energy use,
finding significant reductions for both against baseline levels. In general,
our research reveals similar patterns. The programme was successful in
promoting ‘small changes’ in environmentally significant behaviours across
several different areas of daily activity. 6 Like Staats and colleagues (2004),
we also find that the programme tended to attract those that were already
‘fairly green:’
Lionel:

3.1

“We were already fairly green as a household prior to
joining the team. We became involved in the team because
it was ‘eco’ and so it fits with what we were already
doing.”

The quest to feel mainstream: Social comparison and
legitimation

In this context of pre-existing green intentions and mainstream green
behaviour, the Eco Teams programme seems to work by encouraging
individuals to do more, or the next bit. The social channels and pathways
though which prior intentions are transformed into further action are of key
interest here. Although a GAP facilitator is present in team meetings,
participants spend much time discussing the issues with one another. Most
of the respondents were adamant that an Eco Team was more an exercise in
learning from and supporting one another to make changes, rather than a
‘lecture course' on greener living/consumption. Indeed, many of our
respondents appear to have joined Eco Teams on the assumption that the
programme would attract others with similar interests. Others reported
going along to Eco Teams with the express intention of finding out what
others like them were doing:
Todd:

“We basically try to do as much as we can…But we
joined Eco Teams in case we could improve.”

In addition to using other green individuals as an eco-social measuring
stick, mixing with similar others offers an important source of social support
or legitimation for living an ‘unconventional’ green lifestyle. Where a group
is more mixed in terms of levels of pre-existing environmental commitments,
the team-based, deliberative setting provides a ‘safe’ space for voicing
beliefs about the right way to live and encouraging those that are less green
to do so.
Margaret:

6

Yeah I mean we, in this road and hereabouts you know
we know quite a lot of people and we’re friends with
quite a few people around the area. But, and although

In the SE, the programme is referred to as ‘Small Change’ rather than Eco Teams.
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we tend to think that they are you know of the same
disposition as us in terms of, in terms of what they do
environmentally, you find out that they are actually
really not. So it’s certainly nice to be able to share
with the other people around and feeling that at least
there’s six people [laughs] recycling their waste rather
than just you know throwing it in the street you know,
that sort of thing (Respondent 28).
What is extremely interesting here is that some of our respondents
indicated that their groups were not very cohesive, or that they did not feel a
strong degree of group identity as an ‘eco-teamer.’ Instead, what seems to
be operating here is a process in which participants join an eco team seeking
to evaluate or refine their own self-categorised identity as a green individual.
This ‘melting pot’ of diverse understandings of what it means to be green not
only facilitates the spread of new ideas for change through the group, but
also heightens a sense of social pressure for making changes as participants
find out what other members of the broad ‘green group’ are doing.

3.2

Redefining the rules: Negotiating a green lifestyle
around (un)sustainable systems of provision

The other behavioural driver within the group-based component of Eco
Teams relates to the spread of information for behaviour change - either in
the form of risk-based or statistical information on which to form
motivations for change, or procedural information on how to make specific
changes in specific contexts. Team discussion provides a deliberative forum
for the diffusion and generation of practical ideas for change within a
particular local context or within specific systems of provision.
Patricia:

Hmm I mean the interesting thing is that probably with a bit,
of help, I could have given the presentation that [facilitator]
was doing, because [she] is not from round here…But what
the group together brought was a little bit of local expertise
about where the bins are left or whether the lids fit… so
there was always a local end which [facilitator] couldn’t
bring and I didn’t know of. And so it, little things like that,
it just brings it home it puts it all in better perspective, so I
did learn.

The localisation of deliberation and experience in Eco Teams is
important because it provides participants with the skills and knowledge to
make changes or to try new activities within particular spaces and places.
Discussion is not only focused on what can be achieved within existing
systems of provision, but also ways in which those systems can be used in
greener ways, and the possibility of switching to alternate, greener systems
that might not have been familiar to the individual participant prior to
joining. Through discussing the challenges and triumphs of such behaviour,
a process of social learning appears to take place in which participants
become energised about action and more knowledgeable about how to
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perform it. In this context, individual participants can act as local experts or
which may facilitate the spread of their ideas amongst others living in
similar circumstances.
Marjory:

4

Everyone else were just ordinary people and they were very
concerned about green issues and they were able to share
what they were doing or had done and in terms of just
managing like a household you know at that, that level… err,
yeah a daily existence sort of thing. I wouldn’t go as far as
saying there was a contest to be, about who could be the
greenest, the ‘holier than thou’ … but you had lots of ideas.
Some people’s were lacking and not practical and others
you thought, “yeah that’s not a bad idea…”

Overall conclusion

The preceding discussion of the social dynamics of two very similar,
team-based behavioural interventions operating in very different contexts
reveals some interesting contrasts between the two programmes. The
Environment Champions programme largely represents an exercise in
compliance - an attempt to fit environmentally responsible behaviour into
conventional office routines and within the established ‘rules’ of Burnett’s.
The Eco Teams programme on the other hand, represents an exercise in
resistance - an attempt to find others with whom to break out of the less
green establishment and to move towards a less conventional, green way of
life. In both cases, the outcomes of the programme are built up among and
between the surrounding dualistic context of conventional roles and ways of
doing things and established rules and socio-technical systems
In both Environment Champions and Eco Teams, individuals are
pressured to conform to an idealised role or way of conducting themselves in
everyday (green or ungreen) behaviour. All of the Environment Champions
had been working for the company for significant amounts of time and were
well socialised into the socio-structural hierarchy. The Champions felt
pressure to continue conform to their established roles within the office,
even if their perception of personal and organisational environmental
responsibility changed during the course of the programme. When they
stepped into their less conventional, environmental surveillance roles as
Champions, their efforts were met with both softer social resistance from
colleagues (‘environment police’), and more formalised resistance by those
playing other, more official and hierarchically superior roles (health and
safety). The Champion’s almost obsessive focus on the need for hard facts
and data to justify their actions is also evidence of the attempt to
conventionalise environmentally responsible behaviour in the office.
For the Eco Teams participants, idealised roles and conventional ways of
doing things played a very different part in shaping the outcomes and
dynamics of the programme. In this case, there is a less rigid or less well
established set of roles or hierarchical structures governing behaviour.
Social norms and the negotiation of lifestyles do govern behaviour in ways
that are not entirely voluntaristic (Burgess et al, 2003) but in general, the
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individual is freer to choose what and who to be in the context of his or her
own household. Most Eco-Teamers joined the programme in an effort to
break away from the dominant pattern of unsustainable lifestyles, and so to
eschew conventional ways of doing things. In doing so, they found
themselves searching for others living in similar ways, from whom they
could learn new ‘rules’ and with whom they could codify and legitimise
their own green identities and to take on the role of a green individual.
Rather than hard facts and figures, the Eco Teams programme seems to
diffuse a sort of ‘folk knowledge’ about what it means to live a green
lifestyle.
The practical outcomes of the Eco Teams programme are a new set of
rules or pathways for negotiating greener lifestyles amongst established
systems of provision. Whilst it may not possible (at least in a practical or
immediate sense) for the average Eco Teamer to change systems of
provision at the level of the socio-technical regime, it is possible for the Eco
Teamer to choose greener systems (such as public transport) where possible,
or to redefine the rules for existing systems so that they can be used in
greener ways (i.e. reusing shopping bags or combining car journeys).
Ultimately, what we observe amongst Eco Teams participants is a shift
towards greener lifestyles, or an all out renegotiation of several conventional
routines into greener bundles of everyday practices.
In contrast, the rules and resources which help to structure action in the
workplace appear harder to circumvent, much less change. Individuals do
not operate with the same autonomy in the workplace that they do in the
home. There is a definite aura in the Burnett’s case of the incrementalism,
path dependence, and commitment to established structures/ institutions that
is commonly observed in organisational and corporate change (eg DiMaggio
and Powell,1991). In the end, the Champions tended to keep to what was
normally, and normatively acceptable business practice, both in terms of the
roles of employees and the rules that governed the business. The fairly
‘conventional’ outputs of the programme reflect the conventional pathways
chosen for change. Rather than challenging established business practices,
the Champions redefined the challenging environmental ideas to align with
the prevailing rationality of the business, particularly that followed by the
facilities team.
In a policy oriented sense, these two examples lead to the rather
unsurprising general conclusion that ‘one size does not fit all’ in terms of
behavioural interventions. Each of the interventions was successful in its
own ways in terms of environmental/behavioural results, and each used
similar team-based mechanisms of support, deliberation and feedback. Yet
each produced very different results in terms of the scale of what was
achieved - incremental change in the rules versus radical lifestyle change
(change in roles). Where our study begins to add new value to the policy
and behavioural debate is in its recognition that the different types of success
in these two cases was derived in different ways through different
mechanisms that were appropriate to their contexts.
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The combination of social support, deliberation and idea sharing and
feedback that is built into Eco Teams and Environment Champions is a
winning one in terms of known drivers of environmentally responsible
behaviour. However, our results reveal that when plugged into different
contexts, they can achieve very different outcomes. These outcomes were
not the result of different attitudes, or even of different structures external to
the decision-makers/ participants. Rather, we have shown that the different
outcomes of the programme are more intrinsic reflections of the fluid and
constant negotiation of ‘proper behaviour’ amongst a context of chosen
roles/identities and socio-technical systems/ structures. This is an important
divergence from the cognitivist approaches that portray social norms and
systemic contexts as external barriers or facilitators to proper behaviour.
Instead, our findings demonstrate that behavioural contexts are part and
parcel of specific doings, rather than an external force acting on the doer.
Perhaps the final word here should go to one of the participants in this
study. The quotation below from one of the Environment Champions
touches on many of the ideas discussed in this paper, highlighting the way in
which behavioural context, and the roles and structures which it incorporates,
are intrinsic to what can be achieved in a given setting:
Clare:

“You have to kind of also think as, as a business that the, erm,
sort of, what you have to do for your employees. You have to
consider that so I think from out point of view, yes, you know,
you, we could come out with all this power, you know ‘let’s
hit them here, let’s hit them there’, but you actually now, you
can appreciate as well, that from a business point of view,
how our hands can be tied to a certain extent…Erm and at
home you can kind of do what you like, but you are, as a
business you are tied, erm as a duty to your employees.”
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1

Introduction

In July 2005 the so called EuP-directive or Ecodesign-directive
(European Union, 2005) has been adopted. A major goal of the directive is to
improve energy efficiency of energy using products (EuPs) and thereby
contribute to the efforts to reach the European targets for climate protection.
The directive, however, not only regards energy aspects but rather aims at an
overall reduction of negative environmental impact of the products under
consideration. Finally the directive wants to help harmonize the European
single market for energy using products.
Following the „New Approach“, the EuP-directive only frames overall
targets and describes the process to be followed. The definition of precise
requirements for individual product groups is in the responsibility of the EUCommission under consultation of the EU parliament, the member states,
business stakeholders and other interested parties. Although no binding
requirements have been approved yet, for a variety of product groups the
process of elaboration of such requirements is ongoing and in varying states.
The German consultancy company Ökopol GmbH follows this process
actively. On behalf of the German Environmental Agency (UBA) Ökopol
established a network of German stakeholders concerned by the EuPdirective. This publication describes the EuP-directive including the
stakeholders and bodies involved, the principal processes and the state of the
implementation. Observations on the information flow and the stakeholder
participation are presented for the activities on EU-level. Furthermore
experiences from the exchange within the German EuP network and
recommendations for similar networks are given.

Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium. Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme
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2

The EuP-directive

2.1

General approach

Taking into consideration that the design of a product has fundamental
impact on the environmental performance of a complex product, the
requirements established under the EuP-directive are based upon an analysis
of the environmental impact along the entire life cycle of the product. As the
first legislation in the context of the integrated product policy (IPP) 1 this life
cycle approach goes beyond the directives on „Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment“ (WEEE) (European Union, 2003a) and „Restriction
of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances“ (RoHS) (European Union,
2003b).
The scope of the EuP-directive covers all products and product groups
depending on energy input - electricity and other energy sources like gas or
oil - for their intended use. Parts dependent on energy input and intended to
be incorporated into an EuP covered by the directive are included as well.
Excluded are any means of transport.
Since detailed requirements are not matter of the directive the
implementation into national law basically transfers the EuP-directive oneto-one into national law. Nevertheless in the national law authorities in
charge have to be defined and the process of market surveillance needs to be
clarified.
The deadline for implementing the EuP-directive into national law in the
member states was August 2007. Except six countries (Austria, Belgium,
Ireland, Great Britain, Slovakia and Sweden) the member states, however,
failed to meet this date. In Germany the corresponding law was published in
February 2008 2 .

2.2

The process to Implementing Measures

The directive includes criteria for the selection of the product groups to
be addressed for the establishment of requirements on the environmental
performance. Besides the market volume of minimum 200.000 devices per
year (of the entire product group within the European market) the product
group’s environmental impact and the improvement potential are taken into
consideration. The EU-Commission appoints the product groups in the so
called working plan under reconcilement with the member states and under
involvement of market stakeholders and other interested parties.
In order to allow an immediate start of preparatory work the commission
defined a set of 13 product groups (Lot 1-5 and 7-14) and a horizontal issue
(Lot 6 on standby and off-mode loss) addressed within a transition working
plan without further consultation of other stakeholders 3 .
In order to create the basis for the development of appropriate
requirements the EU-commission mandates preparatory studies. These
1

2

3

Information
on
IPP
on
the
homepage
of
the
EU-commission:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/ipp/ (11.02.08)
according to the ministry in charge the publication of the “Energiebetriebene-ProdukteGesetz (EBPG)” is planned for end of February 2008. At the moment of writing this
manuscript
the
law
had
not
yet
been
published.
http://www.bmwi.de/BMWi/Navigation/Service/gesetze,did=212540.html (08.02.2008)
EU-Commission, DG TREN (2005): Invitation to Tender No. TREN/D1/40-2005
concerning Preparatory studies on Eco-design Requirements for EuPs (I)
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studies have to follow a common structure and methodology elaborated and
described in a study finalized in 2005 (Van Holsteijn en Kemna BV for
European Commission, 2005). This methodology comprises eight tasks
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Tasks within the preparatory studies (source: Van Holsteijn en
Kemna BV for European Commission (2005)

On the basis of the preparatory studies the EU-commission develops
requirements on the environmental performance of the selected products or
product groups. The directive theoretically allows for two different
regulatory alternatives: mandatory regulations or self regulation by the
industries. Mainly due to unsolved problems with “free-riders” up to now no
initiative for self regulation is apparent. Rather working documents – which
can be considered as outlined Implementing Measures - are being developed.
These working documents are open for stakeholder input. Feedback
particularly is possible in the so called Consultation Forum consisting of
representatives of the member states and selected stakeholder parties. Based
on this precedent process the EU Commission drafts an Implementing
Measure that undergoes an impact assessment before being presented for
vote to an assembly of EU member states representatives - the regulatory
committee. After interservice consultation the European Parliament gets the
chance to intervene before the Implementing Measure enters into force.
Presumably all these processes steps from working document until (directly)
implemented regulation take about 10-12 month.
Although the EuP-directive is open for other administrative forms the EU
commission clearly favours as Implementing Measures mandatory
requirements in form of regulations. Such regulations will come into force
without further implementation into national law.
Once binding Implementing Measures on energy using products are in
force the manufacturer (or importer into the EU) has to declare that an
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assessment of the EuPs conformity with all the relevant requirements of the
applicable implementing measure was carried out. As conformity assessment
procedure the manufacturer has the choice between the internal design
control (Annex IV of the EuP-directive) and a management system (Annex
V). In praxis conformity declaration will be included in the self declaration
for the CE marking.
The EuP-directive leaves the responsibility for market surveillance with
the member states. In Germany e.g. market surveillance concerning EuP
requirements is covered by the “Energiebetriebene-Produkte-Gesetz
(EBPG)” and includes a set of penalties reaching from fines to the obligation
to recall the product from the market. Enforcement of the market
surveillance is further delegated to the “Länder”. This split of responsibility
to different regional bodies is seen as one of the challenging aspects from the
perspective of a harmonized market.

Figure 2: Illustration of the stakeholders and processes involved in the
implementation of the EuP-directive

3

Observations at EU-level

Ökopol has actively followed the precedent processes of the
implementation of the EuP-directive. This chapter describes the status quo
concerning the development of requirements on particular product groups. It
gives an appraisal of the flow of information and of the stakeholders
involved in the process.

3.1

Status quo

The transition working plan based on article 16 of the EuP-directive
covers 14 lots. The associated preparatory studies are finalised or close to
finalisation (Lot No 1-14 in Table 1). In autumn 2007 the EU commissioned
another five preparatory studies (Lots 15-19). Collecting data and
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stakeholder input for these five product groups will last until end of 2008 or
even end of 2009 (Table 1).
The work plan for the next three years has not yet been established by the
EU-commission. A study (EPTA Ltd for European Commission, 2007),
however, based on gathered data and stakeholder input suggest a list of 25
product groups as first and nine product groups of second priority. It is
expected that the EU-commission will select priority groups from this
suggestion and will soon publish a draft working plan for discussion within
the consultation forum.
Table 1: Product groups covered by the EuP process and time schedule 4 of
the EU-commission for product groups covered by ongoing implementation
process.
adopted = Implementing Measure finally adopted by commission;
submitted = Implementing Measure submitted for vote in Regulatory
committee; (a) = according to tender specifications, study most likely
finished by far earlier
Lot

Product group

Website

prep study
finished

Implementing
measure to be

0

Simple set top boxes

ecostb.org

12/2007

adopted 2008

1

Boilers and combi-

ecoboiler.org

10/2007

submitted 2008/09

boilers
2

Water heaters

ecohotwater.org

10/2007

submitted 2008/09

3

Computers and Monitors

ecocomputer.org

10/2007

submitted 2008/09

4

Imagining Equipment

ecoimagining.org

Should have

submitted 2008/09

been finished
12/2007
5

Televisions

ecotelevisions.org

8/2007

adopted 2009

6

Standby and off-mode

ecostandby.org

10/2007

adopted 2008

ecocharger.org

1/2008

adopted 2008

losses
7

External power supplies
and battery chargers

8

Office lighting

eup4light.net

4/2007

adopted 2008

9

Street lighting

eup4light.net

1/2007

adopted 2008

10

Room air conditioning

ecoaircon.eu

02/2008

submitted 2008/09

Should have

submitted 2008/09

appliances
11

Electric motors

ecomotor.org

been finished
12/2007
12

Commercial

ecofreezercom.org

12/2007

submitted 2008/09

Should have

submitted 2008/09

refrigerators and freezers
13

Domestic refrigerators

ecocold-domestic.org

and freezers

been finished
12/2007

14

Domestic washing

ecowet-domestic.org

machines and
dishwashers
15

Solid fuel small

Should have

submitted 2008/09

been finished
12/2007
ecosolidfuel.org

09/2009

No time scheduled

combustion installations
16

Laundry-dryers

ecodryers.org

10/2009

No time scheduled

17

Vacuum Cleaners

ecovacuum.org

11/2008

No time scheduled

18

Complex set top boxes

ecocomplexstb.org

12/2008

No time scheduled

19 (I)

Domestic lighting I

eup4light.net

10/2009 (a)

adopted 2009

(including incandescent
4

according to the planning of the EU-commission from 28.01.2008
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bulbs)
19 (II)

Domestic lighting II

eup4light.net

10/2009 (a)

No time scheduled

(reflector lamps &
luminaires)

Six working documents have already been developed by the commission
and discussed in the Consultation Forum (Table 2). They mostly, but not
always entirely, cover the scope of the respective preparatory studies.
According to the time schedule of the EU-commission 5 five Implementing
Measures are planned to be adopted by the Commission in 2008 and two in
spring 2009 (Table 1) (European Commission, 2008). Another 13
Implementing Measures are planned to be submitted for vote in the
Committee in 2008 and 2009.
Table 2: Working documents proposed by the EU-commission and discussed
within the Consultation Forum (CF)
Working document on possible …

Lot

CF-meeting

… ecodesign requirements for Public Street Lighting

9

22.06.07

… ecodesign requirements for standby and off mode electric power

6

19.10.07

8

18.12.07

… ecodesign requirements for external power supplies

7

22.2.08

… ecodesign requirements for simple set top boxes

--

22.2.08

… Ecodesign Energy labelling and Installation requirements for Boilers and

1&2

29.2.08

consumption of electrical and electronic household and office equipment
… ecodesign requirements for fluorescent lamps without integrated ballast, for
ballasts and luminaires used with these lamps, and on the conditions for the
indication of suitability of lighting products for office lighting

Water Heaters

3.2

Information flow

As described above implementation of the EuP-directive is based on a
thorough stakeholder dialogue. Furthermore decisions made on European
level become mandatory without any additional process in the member states.
Therefore an efficient information flow is of crucial importance for all
stakeholders (i) who wish to influence the addressed issues and levels of
ambition and (ii) who need to know about upcoming requirements as soon as
possible (e.g. as framework condition for further research and development
or sourcing activity by industries).
The EU-commission attaches importance to transparent processes and
information flow. Nevertheless this claim and reality diverges for several
reasons. The means for communication flow from the commission to
stakeholders is via (i) the homepage mainly of DG TREN 6 and (ii) email to
the members of the Consultation Forum. These tools do not assure the
information flow needed. The homepage does not always reflect the status
quo of the fast processes and is not easy to read for stakeholders that are not
familiar with the EuP process. The emails to the members of the
Consultation Forum on the other hand only reach a limited number of
multipliers. To the authors’ knowledge no website exists in English that
gives a comprehensive, generally understandable and up-to-date overview of
the processes related to the implementation of the EuP-directive.
5
6

from 28.01.2008
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/demand/legislation/eco_design_en.htm
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The contractors of the preparatory studies account for the information
flow concerning the consultation on the individual product groups. This also
is done by Lot-specific websites and by emails to registered stakeholder. As
for the commission some contractors obviously have problems to keep their
websites updated in the pace the process progresses. Some contractors,
moreover, raised the hurdle to information by restricting access to their
website to registered stakeholder.
The most important obstacle, however, is in the nature of the process.
The process and the related results and documents are complex, in English
only and mostly highly technical. Therefore it is difficult and timeconsuming for individual stakeholders, e.g. SMEs or regional interest groups,
to filter the respective relevant information and to appraise the findings and
the options of input.

3.3

Stakeholders involved

Developing widely accepted, ambitious and at the same time pragmatic
and realistic requirements depends on a balanced involvement of
stakeholders. Stakeholder involvement is welcome while (i) selecting the
product groups addressed (working plan), (ii) during the data collection
phase in the preparatory studies and (iii) in form of positions to the outlined
working documents of mandatory requirements. Positions and opinions can
be expressed in form of written comments and by attending stakeholder
workshops. Input is desired particularly from representatives of the member
states, industry, SMEs, handcraft, trade unions, trader, importers and nonindustrial NGOs.
The feedback on the working documents dealt with in the Consultation
Forum 7 indicates the missing activity of some stakeholder groups. E.g.
concerning the member states the Working document on Street lighting (Lot
9) had been commented in written form only by seven member states
(Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden), on
standby and off-mode (Lot 6) by eight member states (Austria, Belgium,
Finland, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom) and on
Office lighting (Lot 8) by seven member states (Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom). Given that 27 member
states had the chance to comment the working documents this response
reflects the problems the member states have to actively contribute to the
process. On the other hand, based on a specific action programme a network
of environmental NGOs succeeded to bring in its perspectives to all Working
documents mentioned.
Another indicator for stakeholder involvement is the active contribution
to the preparatory studies, e.g. in form of attendance in the stakeholder
meetings. For the preparatory studies on computer (lot 3), imaging
equipment (lot 4), TV (lot 5), standby and off-mode (lot 6) and batteries /
external power supplies (lot 7) participants lists exist that allow classification
to different stakeholder groups. An analysis shows that industries are by far
dominating the stakeholder debates in the preparatory studies whereas other
stakeholders like trade unions, non-industrial NGOs and member states
authorities are almost lacking (Table 3). In the group “Research and
Consultancy” some additional attendees might be included that participate
7

At the time of preparing this manuscript the Working documents Lots 1&2, Lot 7 and on
simple Set-Top-Boxes had not yet been discussed in the Consultation Forum.
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on behalf of companies. Within the industries big companies govern the
dialogue, while SMEs and trading companies are not or little represented.
Table 3: stakeholder participation in final stakeholder meetings of the
preparatory studies (lots 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7)
Stakeholder group
Business or business association

Lot 3

Lot 4

Lot 5

Lot 6

Lot 7

28

21

30

45

23

4

2

Non-industrial NGO
Member states authorities

4

3

3

3

1

Research and consultancy

11

3

4

4

6

5

7

7

EU-commission / consortium
others
Total

4

8
1

43

32

48

61

39

German EuP-Network

Considering the given general problems of the EU processes as described
above and while heading for a well based and balanced input from national
stakeholder groups the German environmental authorities (Ministry for the
Environment (BMU) and German Federal Environmental Agency (UBA)
initiated already in 2006 an EuP-network Germany. Ökopol took the task to
develop the concept and tools and to establish the respective processes for
such a network.
One of the core elements is a common information platform including a
website 8 and a newsletter. Feedback received so far articulate that
stakeholders highly appreciate the compiling of information on a single
website and in an (electronic) newsletter. For some stakeholders it is
particularly helpful that information is given in their native language.
Ökopol recently extended its online presence by launching a website 9 in
English. Parallel to the homepage in German it facilitates access to
information related to the implementation of the EuP-directive.
As a second element the network provides a platform for an intensive
exchange on issues of the EuP processes. In workshops, beside specific
working documents, topics are discussed that go beyond the scope of
individual product groups and / or that interlink EuP with other instruments
of product policies. This exchange on national level helps to involve further
stakeholder groups and companies and improves the cross-wise
understanding of positions between different stakeholders. A further
stimulation of input into the European process can be observed. Information
flow from the national to the European level and reverse is ensured by a
number of persons acting on both levels and involved in the network
activities.
Following the new national law implementing the EuP-directive
(“Energiebetriebene-Produkte-Gesetz”) the German Federal Institute for
Materials Research and Testing (BAM), supported by the German Federal
Environmental Agency (UBA), is from now on in charge of coordinating the
exchange on a national position of Germany. Therefore the role of the EuPNetwork Germany will be re-arranged adjusting to an efficient interaction.
8
9

http://www.eup-netzwerk.de (in German)
http://www.eup-network.eu
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5

Conclusions

Stakeholder involvement in the EuP processes is not (yet) as broadly
grounded and well balanced as desirable. One reason certainly is that the
EuP process is complex, fast moving and difficult to follow.
Further efforts should be made by the EU Commission to facilitate an
efficient spreading of up-to-date information and to ensure clarity about the
right points to give input for stakeholders throughout Europe. On national
level information tools are needed that are easy to access and provide
targeted information for different players.
Another crucial point is to foster improved exchange between
stakeholders involved in the implementation process. Such exchange
platforms, however, should aim at enlarging their network to all stakeholder
groups affected by the EuP-directive (e.g. trade, handicrafts).
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Introduction

The consumption of food plays a central role in sustainable development.
In Austria and other developed countries the consumption of food is not
sustainable. A third of the ecological footprint in Austria is necessary for the
nutrition system (Platform Footprint, 2007).
Target of the project is to establish a sustainable breakfast offer with
organic, regional and fair trade products at specific Viennese Coffeehouses,
to survey the guest’s acceptance and furthermore to use the high frequented
place of opinion making at Viennese Coffeehouses as a place of
communication for sustainable consumption.

1.1

Organic in Austria – a exceptional position in Europe

Austria has a remarkable percentage of organic farms and a long tradition
of marketing organic food in trade chains compared to other countries in
Europe. In 2006 about 20,310 agricultural enterprises economized organic;
this equates to 11.9% of all agricultural enterprises and they farm 11.1% of
the agricultural areas. (BMLFUW, 2007) Because of the early organic
marketing of the trade chains (more than ten years ago) and the high demand
of trade chains and discount shops, which almost consistently offer organic
store brands, the supply chain of organic farming considering production,
quality assurance and product bundling has rapidly professionalized. Large
processing plants (slaughter plant, bakery, dairy, wholesale etc.) supply
chain of stores with organic food. The main focus of production is milk and
dairy products, corn, meat, eggs and potatoes. In food retailing organic eggs
are 24.4% of the organic shopping, followed by potatoes with 15.5%, fresh
mild with 11.9%, yoghurt with 10.2% and butter with 8.7% (BMLFUW,
2006).

Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium. Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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Besides the food retailing, the communal feeding has developed to the
second strongest business market for organic products in Austria during the
last 10 years.
Establishment of organic product line in bakeries in urban areas and
expansion of whole food shops were trends in past few years.
1.1.1

Organic consumption in Austria

Easy availability of organic food in chains of stores and discount shops
has open up a new group of buyers. At the survey 85% of the Austrians
stated to constantly buy organic food, 95% knew the organic brand Ja!
Natürlich of the trade chain BILLA and 91% knew the organic brand Natur
pur of the trade chain Spar (Berkmann, Spar, 2006). A growth rate of 30% in
the first half of 2006 from the organic brand from Spar (Berkmann, spar,
2006) affirms this statement. 54% stated to attend to organic eggs. About 4344% attend to organic fruits and vegetables (BMLFUW, 2006). Due to these
statements it is to assume that guests of gastronomy and communal food
want an increase offer in organic products.

1.2

“Eating out“ in Austria

Austrians like to eat out, cooking and eating in the own four walls
becomes less important. In the next five years there will be increase revenue
of 11% and in ten years 23% (BMLFUW, 2006). There is a higher demand
of wholesome cooking and organic food (Gastro-Obsearcher, 2004). 17 % of
the gastronomy businesses are coffeehouses.
1.2.1

Organic food in Canteens, Restaurants etc.

Since 1997 organic associations try to win over local businesses (bakery,
butcher’s shop) for organic treatment and regional organic marketing
through the marketing main focus canteen kitchen. Meanwhile communal
feeding and gastronomy has become the second strongest business market
for Austrian organic farms. In a couple provinces an organic percentage is
defined for the public food through parliament decision and climate
protection program. For example 50% of the merchandise value in Viennese
schools should be organic, 30% in hospitals in Vienna, or 25% in public
utilities in Lower Austria. In gastronomy there is hardly any organic food,
except for local or regional individual activities. Organic restaurants and
Salzburg, the province with the highest density of organic farming (42% of
agricultural area of Salzburg are organic farmed), are examples for organic
offers. The Europe-wide group of offerer “organic hotels” has its origin in
Austria and is represented there. Because of the poor numbers, the complex
logistics and the irregular situation of obligated organic certification, organic
provider didn’t regard gastronomy as a main focus in marketing.

1.3

Activities of Sustainability in Vienna

"natürlich Wien" is the slogan of Vienna’s Executive City Counsillor for
the Environment and the department for the environment of Vienna, who
work for a clean and healthy environment. Main topics are particulate matter,
furtherance of natural gas cars ort he preservation of green spaces in Vienna.
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Many projects and campaigns about waste avoidance take place in Vienna.
Within the Viennese plan for waste management 2010, waste avoidance got
the highest priority. In doing so Vienna aims for being an international
cutting edge.
The initiative “natürlich weniger Mist” supports trend-setting and
exemplary projects and activities, which contribute to valuable conservation
of resources or to sustainable living and behaviour. This initiative is
supported from the Executive City Councillor for the Environment of
Vienna and from every government agency of Vienna, which are engaged in
waste avoidance. In the last years Vienna City mainly supported projects or
campaign about waste avoidance of food and food packaging and also about
sustainable consumption and sustainable ways of life.

2

Implementation:
“Sustainable
Viennese Coffeehouses

Breakfast”

in

The ambitious activities about promoting sustainable consumption
through the Vienna City and the high demand and acceptance for regional
and organic food of the Austrians suggest a concrete engagement in terms of
the pilot project “Sustainable Breakfast in Viennese Coffeehouses“.
Targets of the pilot project were
1. to develop a sustainable breakfast made of organic, regional and
fair traded products with chosen Viennese Coffeehouses,
2. to use the high frequented place of opinion making at Viennese
Coffeehouses as a place of communication for sustainable
consumption,
3. to prove, evaluate, optimize and disseminate a supervision model
for the implementation of a “Sustainable Breakfast“ in
Coffeehouses.
Arrangements of the project consist of following 7 articles:
1. To win traditional Viennese Coffeehouses over to participate,
2. to develop criteria for a “Sustainable Breakfast“,
3. to accomplish workshops and tastings,
4. to individually advise Coffeehouses (purchasing, logistics,
labelling, marketing),
5. to specifically qualify employees (service, purchase, kitchen),
6. to develop tools to communicate with the guest and
7. to implement an acceptance analysis at the visitors of the
Coffeehouse.

2.1

Selection of the Coffeehouses

The Viennese Coffeehouse is a typical Viennese institution, which is still
an important part of the Viennese tradition. The author Peter Altenberg
characterizes the Coffeehouses as ‘not at home and still not in the fresh air’.
Different to a usual Café it is common for a guest, who only orders a cup of
coffee, to sit in the Viennese Coffeehouse for hours and read available
newspapers and magazines – national as international. In many traditional
Viennese Coffeehouses are business meetings, political press conferences,
intellectual debates and of course private unhurried get-togethers. The
operators of Coffeehouses are the so-called ‘Kaffeesieder’ (Heering, 2002).
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Viennese Coffeehouses are a group of gastronomy, which have many
similarities – from the offers on the menu to the point of supply systems
(specific logistics in gastronomy, Cash & Carry) and the communication
with the guest. Traditional Viennese Coffeehouses, which are still a family
business, participate in the project.
2.1.1

Breakfast at the Viennese Coffeehouse

A typical Viennese Breakfast is offered in every traditional Coffeehouse.
A cup of coffee or tea, fresh ‘Semmeln’ (bread roll made of wheat flour) and
‘Kipferl’ (croissant made of yeast dough), with eggs, jam and butter belong
to the Viennese Breakfast. Breakfast is more often available not only at the
beginning of day, but also during the whole day. Meanwhile Coffeehouses
offer a very comprehensive breakfast menu, which is way more than the
traditional Viennese Breakfast. However in the traditional Coffeehouses
sustainable criteria were not deciding so far for the selection of food.
2.1.2

Six traditional Coffeehouses as pilot location

In advance of the project consultation and sensitization of Sustainability
in general and sustainable food in particular were necessary to sensitize the
target group of the operators of Coffeehouses to this topic. The Viennese
expert group of Coffeehouses was addressed in the beginning of 2007. The
expert group of Viennese Coffeehouses is incorporation at the Chamber of
Commerce of Vienna. Within a committee meeting the project team
presented the project, the planned realization and the conditions for
participating. Following 15 Coffeehouse operators were personally informed
about the planned project. There from five traditional Viennese
Coffeehouses will be chosen to establish an offer of sustainable products
within the project. Six Viennese Coffeehouses applied for the project in the
beginning of September 2007:
1. Café Hummel
2. Café Landtmann
3. Café Mozart
4. Café Prückel
5. Café Sperl
6. Café Weimar

2.2

Criteria for “Sustainable Breakfast“

Organic production, fair trade, regional production and environmentally
compatible treatment / packaging (returnable products) are product
requirements in terms of sustainability. The criteria are harmonized with
production emphasis and regional availability. The criteria are listed in detail
in Table 1.
Table 1: Criteria for “Sustainable Breakfast“ in Viennese Coffeehouse
Product group

“musts”

bread & rolls

Bio + domestic

milk & -products

Bio + domestic

eggs

Bio + domestic

“ought to”
no small packages
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Product group

“musts”

ham, sausage

Bio + domestic

fruits & vegetables

Bio or regional rarity

tropical fruits

Bio and /or fair trade

piquant spread

Bio + domestic

no small packages

sweet spreads

Bio + domestic

no small packages

jam & honey

Bio

chutneys

Bio or regional rarity

cereals

Bio + domestic

fish

“ought to”

Bio
wild (non cultured, non feeded) fish
(for regional fresh water fish)

coffee, cocoa, tea (green, black etc.)

Bio and /or fair trade

herbal tea

Bio + domestic

juices

Bio + domestic

juices of tropical fruits

Bio and /or fair trade

sparkling wine

Bio + domestic

sugar

Bio (beet sugar)
Fair trade (cane sugar)

2.3

Consulting the Coffeehouses at the Implementation

Within 4 workshops a choice of possible products for Sustainable
Breakfast – organically grown regional specialities and Fair Trade products
– and possible producers and suppliers were presented to operators, cooks
and customer service, and tasting comparison was provided. Additional
topics like communication, lawful background and labelling were discussed.
Workshops had following thematic focus:
1. Vegetables, spread, chutney, fish & sparkling
2. Ham, eggs, bread & rolls
3. Juices, yogurts, jam, butter
4. Coffee, tea
The specific sustainable breakfast was individually composed by the
Coffeehouse operators on the basis of the criteria. Every Coffeehouse has its
own combination – the compositions are rather traditional: fair traded coffee
specialities, organic teas, freshly squeezed juice, organic ham, organic
cheese, organic bread and organic whole-grain bread, organic eggs (softboiled egg, omelette, ‘Ei im Glas’ (soft-boiled egg served peeled in a glass)).
At operation meetings the assortment, logistic solutions and labelling on the
menu were individually discussed. On separate meetings the employees were
trained in the project, planned components of the breakfast and the proper
communication with the guest.

2.4

Communication with the guest

The traditional Coffeehouses have more or less a traditional breakfast
offer. Usually the guests don’t take a look at the menu; the offer at the
traditional Coffeehouses is mostly the same. Therefore an intensive
communication with the guest is important during the product launch. It is
very important that the service people recommend and advert to the
breakfast. Besides the sales conversation through the service people and the
labelling in the menu, for the project specially developed marketing tools
(posters, information on table) are available for the Coffeehouses. The claim
“Bio zum Frühstück – Bio, Regional, Fair – so ’nachhaltig’ Frühstücken Sie
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nur bei uns!“ (“Organic Breakfast – organic, regional, fair – you can get such
a ‘sustainable’ breakfast only at our place”) can be supplemented by the
specific breakfast offer. (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Claim “Bio zum Frühstück” (“Organic to breakfast’)
Within a press conference the “Sustainable breakfast” at six Viennese
Coffeehouses was presented to the public in the beginning of February 2008.

2.5

Acceptance analysis

An evaluation was accomplished at the six Coffeehouses to check the
perception and acceptance of the new breakfast amongst the guests.
2.5.1

Space of time, number of questionnaire

In the space of time from December 15 2007 and January 20 2008
altogether 527 guests were questioned by a questionnaire at the participating
six Coffeehouses. The questionnaire enfolded 13 questions, thereof 4 are
open questions. Date and time of the questioning and the age and gender of
the interviewee were recorded. In every Coffeehouse about 80 to 90
questionnaires were evaluated. The different numbers are because of the
various percentages of not evaluated questionnaires. They could not be
evaluated because of missing data.
2.5.2

Demographical data of the interviewee

From 527 interviewees are 249 (47%) female, 278 (53%) male. The
youngest interviewee was 19 years old; the oldest one was 89 years old.
Most frequently was the age group of the 40- to 49-year-olds, followed by
the people from 20 to 29 and 30 to 39.
2.5.3

Private buyer behaviour

About 84% of the interviewee stated to consume organic and/or fair trade
products at private life. However the frequency and quantity of the
consumption was not asked.
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2.5.4

Typification of guests

45% of the interviewees indentify themselves as regular guest in their
Coffeehouse, however statements like “being often there“, “come every
Saturday“ are also seen as a regular guest. Tourists and business people, who
meet at the Coffeehouse for conferences, were 9% of the interviewees. 37%
stated “to be randomly at the Coffeehouse“.
2.5.5

Breakfast behaviour

A third of the interviewees eat their breakfast “frequently” to “daily” at
the Coffeehouse, 25% eat their breakfast “every now and than“ and a third
eat their breakfast “rarely” and only 10% stated not to eat breakfast at the
Coffeehouse.
On the date of the questionnaire approximately two thirds (68%) of the
guests, who eat breakfast (rarely to daily) at the Coffeehouse; actually had
breakfast and 32% did not have breakfast there.
2.5.6

Perception of the new breakfast offer

45% of the interviewees noticed the new breakfast offer, and 55% stated
not to have noticed it. Only 472 people (of total 527), who had breakfast at
the Coffeehouse (rarely to daily), have been asked this question.
2.5.7

Acceptance of the new breakfast offer

The acceptance of the new breakfast offer is very high: almost 90% of
the interviewees appreciate a breakfast with regional, organic and fair traded
food in their Viennese Coffeehouses. Higher-than-average was the
acceptance from 20- to 49-year-old guests of the Coffeehouse, whereas the
percentage of over 50-year-olds w descending.
2.5.8

Trying the “ Sustainable Breakfast”

The questionnaire was implemented right after the innovation of the
breakfast offer. Out of 320 interviewees, who had breakfast on the day of the
questionnaire, already 15 people (5%) chose the new breakfast offer. Most of
the guests were curious about the new breakfast and wanted to try something
new or liked the organic products (7 times mentioned, several possible
answers were allowed because of open questions). Three interviewees chose
the “Sustainable Breakfast”, because it is healthy and/or the noticeable
presentation drew their attention to it. Two interviewees thought that the
price of the offer is justified and/or liked the composition of the products.
One person mentioned the good taste of the new breakfast.
9 out of 15 interviewees found the taste of the new breakfast “very good“,
5 answered “good“, and only one did not like it at all.
The people, who tried the new breakfast offer, were asked for
suggestions and requests to be able to improve the offer. Most people
mentioned several constituents as an addition to the offer (“In my opinion
yogurt and cereals are part of the sustainable breakfast“, “vegetables are
missing“ etc.). A few interviewees praised the good composition and taste of
the breakfast, others spoke out criticism on the composition (“Toast does not
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fit to a sustainable breakfast“, “Taste is okay, but it’s nothing in particular”
etc.). More critical comment pertain the high price, the presentation of the
breakfast offer and the individually packed butter and jam.
2.5.9

Interest in the “ Sustainable Breakfas”t

72% of the interviewees answered with “Yes“ to the question “Could you
imagine trying the ‘Sustainable Breakfast’?“. 30- to 39-year-olds showed in
particular a large interest in the new breakfast offer (80%). The interest and
the willingness to try the breakfast, descends with the age of the interviewees:
from the 60- to 69-year-olds are 68%, the 70- to 79-year-olds are 60% and
from the 80-year-olds only 43% would try the new breakfast. Higher-thanaverage is the willingness of guests, who have breakfast rarely, every now
and then and frequently at Coffeehouses, to try the new breakfast offer.
However amongst the guests who eat their breakfast daily, only less than the
half can imagine trying the new breakfast. In general about 76% of women,
but only 68% of the men are interested in the new breakfast offer. 80% of
the interviewees, who consume organic and/or fair trade products in private,
would like to try the new breakfast offer and there are only 29% of the not
organic/fair trade consumers.
2.5.10

Appeal to the new breakfast offer

The interviewees, who didn’t try the “Sustainable breakfast” were asked
the question “What appeals to you of the new breakfast offer?”. Therefore
the answers relate to the design of the breakfast offer and the information on
the table. It was an open question, which means that the interviewees didn’t
get pre-formulated answers. During the evaluation the answers have been
consolidated to five categories for a better overview. Some categories were
subdivided in to further topics (Figure 2, Figure 3).
Most answers (43%) refer to the three “dimensions of sustainability“ of
the breakfast offer: organic, fair trade and regional, whereas organic was
mentioned the most (31%). For example answers in this category were: “I
approve of the organic products at the Coffeehouse; “…because I like the
offer of fair trade and regional products”; “I trust the organic products,
because the animals are happy and the eggs taste better”; “Fair trade coffee
at a Coffeehouse is very positive”.
About a third of the answers concern the composition of the breakfast
offer (31%). In this category the composition in general, the constituents of
the breakfast in detail, size of the breakfast offer and the curiosity/ the
interest in this new offer have been drawn together. Answers in this category
are for example: “a good and interesting composition“, “a great idea; a trend
with time“; “whole-grain toast/ the alpine cheese/ the omelette/ the freshly
squeezed juice appeal to me”; “very substantial“; “wide choice“; “it’s
something different“; “I’m curious, if I notice a difference to the ‚usual’
breakfast“.
19% of the answers refer to the quality of the products, under which the
attributes “healthy“, “good taste“ as well as “high quality“ (with further
explanation) are subsumed. Further mentions are about the price of the new
breakfast offer, which is considered as “appropriate” (5%). The presentation
of the new breakfast offer is being praised by 2% of the answers.
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What appeals to you of the new breakfast offer?
Composition of the breakfast

5% 2%

Dimensions of sustainability

31%

19%

Quality of products
Price

43%

Presentation
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Figure 2: Appeal to the new breakfast offer
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Figure 3: Appeal to the new breakfast offer in detail

2.5.13

Room for improvement in the breakfast offer

According to the question, what appeals to the guest of the new breakfast
offer, which was posed to the interviewees who didn’t try the “Sustainable
breakfast”. The answers relate to the design of the breakfast offer and the
information on the table. It was also an open question about facts that are
less appealing and could be improved. Answers of the interviewees were
assigned to 4 categories, which consist of one or more topics (Figure 4,
Figure 5).
More than the half of the answers (53%) is about the composition of the
breakfast offer. The interviewees give critics and suggestion about the
following 7 topics: Composition in general; missing constituents; not
appealing constituents; fixed composition of the breakfast offer; constituents
of breakfast á la carte; size; nothing new/undesired change. Answers in this
category are for example: “I would rather have a vegetarian breakfast“;
“Cereals and yogurt are missing“; “This is way to much, a smaller breakfast
would be better“; “I rather assemble my breakfast on my own, I don’t like
package“; “I have been eating the same for years, I don’t need any new
things“.
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A fifth of the mentions (21%) refer to the price of the breakfast offer,
which is overpriced. There were also critical comments about the design and
presentation of the breakfast offer (18%): on one hand many interviewees
wanted more information about the products (source, producers, ingredients
etc.) on the menu; on the other hand they find fault with the presentation (not
flashy enough) and the design. 8% of the answers show a certain scepticism
about organic. (“Who guarantees, that this is really organic?“, “Don’t trust
organic products, it’s only marketing gag”).

Room for improvement in the breakfast offer
Composition of the
breakfast
Scepticism about organic

18%
53%

21%

Price

8%

Design and presentation
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Figure 4: Room for improvement in the breakfast offer
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Figure 5: Room for improvement in the breakfast offer in detail

2.5.16

Term “Sustainable Breakfast”

The claim for advertising the new breakfast offer “Bio zum Frühstück.
Bio, regional, fair – so ‘nachhaltig’ frühstücken Sie nur bei uns!“ (“Organic
to Breakfast – organic, regional, and fair – you can get such a ‘sustainable’
breakfast only at our place”) should express, that the breakfast offer is
arranged in consideration of sustainable criteria. Answers to the question
“What do you associate with the term ‚Sustainable Breakfast’?” show, that
many interviewees comprehend differently the meaning of this term than the
origin meaning of the project.
Only a third of the answers (32%) refer to the dimension of sustainability
according to the definition of the project: regional products, organic products,
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fair trade, environmental and resource protection. Answers, which were
related to this category, were for example: “light, healthy, good for me and
for the environment“; “environmentally conscious“; “products, which afford
that my children can life in a healthy world“.
However, most mentions are referred to the high nutritional value/size
(34%). Many answers aim for the long-lasting saturation, some associate
luxurious breakfast with sustainable. Answers in this category a for example:
“not hungry until evening”; “a long-lasting satiety feeling”; “having
breakfast like a king (Kaiser)”, “luxurious breakfast”.
20% of the mentions associate “sustainable“ with high quality of
products. According to this a sustainable breakfast should contribute to the
well-being and is seem as healthy or very qualitative respectively. 9% of the
answers belong to the category “no association”. The interviewees answered
with “I don’t know”, “I don’t associate anything with it”, “It doesn’t mean
anything to me” or the like. 5% of mentions are critical of the term itself;
this means the use of the neologism “Sustainable Breakfast”. The
interviewees mentioned for example: “Sustainability is an economical term,
it isn’t any part of breakfast”, “Sustainability is a fashionable term, which is
used everywhere” or “I know the meaning of sustainable development, but I
only associate long-lasting saturation with sustainable breakfast – it is not
well chosen”.

3

Discussion

Guests appreciate a sustainable breakfast offer at Coffeehouses,
especially organic food, which generally collates with the trend in
consumption in Austria. Many guests at a Coffeehouse don’t have a look at
the menu; therefore the new breakfast offer needs to emerge through
publicity, flashy information on the tables and the service people need to
advertise it. Since breakfast is a temporal business, there is not enough time
for personal consulting through the service people and it will take a certain
time until information about the new “Sustainable Breakfast“ is well known.
For the operators of the Coffeehouses it will be a challenge to accurately
separate organic and conventional food in storage and preparation in the
kitchen. The usage of clearly different ingredients for the “Sustainable
Breakfast“ will ease it up. For this reason organic specialities from regional
supplier are favoured (for example whole-grain bread, packaged organic
butter, particular quality of ham etc.). Two Coffeehouses decided to only use
organic eggs, which eases up the preparation in the kitchen. The higher
purchase price of the organic products is under part for the upscale
gastronomy, where the traditional Viennese Coffeehouses belong to. The
Coffeehouses should pay attention to the supplying logistics because of the
small-scale supply and an interface with conventional gastronomic logistic
would be advantageous. In the next stage will be an expansion of the
breakfast offer to other interested Coffeehouses.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

Within this pilot project six traditional Viennese Coffeehouses could be
win over to offer an individual “sustainable“ breakfast with the claim “Bio
zum Frühstück – Bio, Regional, Fair – so ‘nachhaltig’ Frühstücken Sie nur
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bei uns!“ (“Organic to Breakfast – organic, regional, and fair – you can get
such a ‘sustainable’ breakfast only at our place”).
Because of the workshops, where it was possible to get to know
sustainable products and the producers/suppliers, a good starting position for
the implementation in several Coffeehouses was created. The operators of
the Coffeehouses were informed about the topic sustainability in general and
sustainable food in particular and therefore they were sensitized to it.
Criteria for the “Sustainable breakfast” were established and they consist of
organic and regional production, fair trade and/or environmentally
compatible treatment/package (returnable) of the products. They were also
adjusted to the regional availability. The Coffeehouses were individually
consulted in the choice of assortment, possible solutions in logistics and
labelling the products in the menu. Within this every Coffeehouse was able
to underline their personality with an individual sustainable breakfast.
Employees were informed about the project and the choice of the
components of the breakfast and were also trained in communication with
the guest. This training secured the organisation of purchasing adequate
products, the ability of the kitchen staff to differentiate between sustainable
and conventional products and that the service people inform the guests of
the Coffeehouses about the new breakfast offer.
In the six Coffeehouses evaluations have been accomplished, which has
checked the perception and acceptance of the guests about the new breakfast
offer. Overall about 530 guests were interviewed. The acceptance of the new
breakfast offer is very high: 90% of all interviewees appreciated the
breakfast with regional organic food and fair trade products in their Viennese
Coffeehouses. More than 70% of the guests would like to try it. Regular
guests see the offer of regional and fair traded product at a traditional
Viennese Coffeehouse as a good idea, which is very popular. Guests of the
Coffeehouses associate a sound environment and a sustainable living
respectively with the sustainable breakfast. The “good taste” of organic
products is also mentioned from the guests as very positive. Almost half of
the interviewed guests noticed the sustainable breakfast by the advertising on
the tables and posters.
In succession the individual acceptance analysis of the several
Coffeehouses will be presented in a feedback meeting and adaption and
expansion of the breakfast offer will be discussed. In the next stage an
enlargement of the breakfast offer to other interested Coffeehouses is
provided.
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Abstract

Eating out is a growing trend and improvements for sustainable
development can be transferred from the household setting to the catering
sector in a more extent way. The aim of this paper is to illustrate different
ways of understanding the work for sustainability in the catering sector and
the food system. Within a Nordic perspective, sustainable development and
environmentally friendly foods in catering have been analysed in three
studies representing three theoretical perspectives. The first study is based on
caterers’ and purchasers’ ideas of environmentally friendly food; the study
discovers drivers and obstacles in using ecological food. The second study
makes use of discourse analysis as a method to understand different ways of
talking and using the concept of sustainable development among
professionals within parts of the food system. The third study has a
phenomenographic approach focusing on variation in individual experience
of environmental information, among professional procurers and purchasers.
Different ways of studying sustainable consumption in the catering sector
and the food system help us to understand how theoretical knowledge can be
transformed into daily practice. Using different analytic methods gives us a
deeper understanding of the concept of sustainable development within a
Nordic perspective.

2

Introduction

2.1

Nordic Catering

During the last fifteen years, the out of home eating sector has increased
its market share steadily. In the Nordic countries the values of the meal
service market is annually about 6.25 billion Euros (Delfi Marknadspartner,
2006). Catering establishments in both commercial and public sector serve
yearly 1506 million meals in Sweden, 863 million meals in Denmark, 805
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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million meals in Norway and 782 million meals in Finland and,
corresponding to populations of 9.0 million in Sweden, 5.4 million in
Denmark, 4.7 million in Norway and 5.3 million people in Finland (Delfi
Marknadspartner, 2006; SCB, 2008a; Statistics Finland, 2008) (table 1). The
number of catering units in the public sector is large in all Nordic countries,
especially in Sweden and Finland where the public sector is almost 50
percent of the total catering sector. In Norway and Denmark the public
sector is one third of the total sector, respectively.
Table 1: Countries, total population and number of meals in commercial and
public catering.

MEALS/DAY

POPULATION

(IN MILLION)

(IN MILLION)

Sweden

1506

9.2

Denmark

863

5.4

Norway

805

4.7

Finland

782

5.3

Total

3956

24.5

COUNTRY

The public catering sector plays an important role supporting health
promotion by serving healthy meals in hospitals, schools, day-care canters
and homes for the elderly. The welfare state programs were developed
during the 20th century and include meals free of charge for different groups
such as elderly people, pupils, children and patients, financed by national
transfer systems. In Sweden and Finland it is more common to have a hot
lunch meal alternative than in Denmark and Norway, and also school
lunches are served every day without charge encouraging healthy eating
among children and teenagers. Norway and Denmark have arranged the
school meal system in a different way where the parents, instead of the
municipality, are responsible for their children’s lunch. The children bring
their own cold lunch boxes or sandwiches to school or pay for lunch in the
school refectory, but so far only a limited number of schools provide this
service.
When comparing the catering sectors between the Nordic countries it is
important to understand that the catering sector is organized differently in
each country, although there are great similarities too. A notable difference
is the school meal system, explained above, but also the distribution systems
where in Finland and in Sweden many of the catering units purchase their
food stuffs from the wholesalers. In the catering sector in Norway many
units purchase from ordinary grocery stores or use direct deliveries from
farmers and producers. In Sweden the numbers of direct deliveries are
almost insignificant, and in Finland there are direct deliveries to some extent,
particularly in rural areas (Delfi Marknadspartner, 2006). The public sector
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also is bound to public procurement directive geared towards cost efficiency,
called procurement contracting. This is organised by specific departments.
The commercial catering sector is the most expansive sector; especially
the units of catering chains and fast food chains are increasing. In Sweden
catering chains today run canteens on behalf of public sector (contract
catering) as part of financial agreements between public owner and catering
chain owner. The fast food sector and all sorts of “go and eat” places
increase in numbers as people acquire new food habits (Delfi
Marknadspartner, 2006). A similarity between the Nordic countries is the
large number of small enterprises (60 %), whereas, only 12 percent of
catering units produce more than 500 portions per day. Cooking is dependent
on the raw food items which are today combined with “ready meal
components” modern food industries. As cooking equipment become more
advanced, meal production in canteens becomes more rationalised (Post et al,
2008a). Especially in Sweden and Finland the school canteens, but also
hospital canteens, are highly rationalised. Central to both public and
commercial organisations are the customers, individuals as well as
organisations. Individual consumers’ consumption takes place both in out of
home eating and household contexts. Organisational consumers are
procurement departments at local government agencies and county councils
(Fuentes and Carlsson-Kanyama, 2006).

2.2

Actors in the Food System

A catering unit is not a lonely performer, but is in great dependence to
other actors within the food system. The food system focuses on
communication and interaction between people about food and food related
activities, which makes the actors and food deeply intermingled.
Communication is not a straight line accomplishment but is constituted as a
system of people’s interaction (Bergström & Post, 2007). Sustainable food
systems need to be understood both as part of many larger systems as well as
many smaller systems. They can also operate at several levels – from
household to local settings, but also to a global situation. They are often
included in larger natural, social and technological systems (Dahlberg, 1996).
A broad food system analysis, instead of a more narrow focus on food
chains, offers a better understanding of the basic structures and dynamics of
the food system. The food system includes people working in primary
production, food distribution, food preparations and processing, wholesalers
department, procurers department, catering units (on managers level as well
as chefs and service personnel), recycling and disposal management, and
dinner guests and other consumers. Also, depending on level and situation
various supportive systems such as, marketing systems, distribution systems,
governments, researchers, educational systems and opinion leaders are actors
in the food system (Dahlberg, 1996; Fuentes and Carlsson-Kanyama, 2006;
Bergström & Post, 2007). Focus is put on interaction between the actors in
the food system and can be understood as developed from the food chain
thinking which focuses on food as material object (Lang & Heasman, 2004).
In this paper the professionals in the catering sector are central actors.
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2.3

Eating out as a urgent object of research

Why is the eating out sector an important field when promoting a more
sustainable food production and consumption? First, the out of home eating
sector is increasing, especially in the commercial sphere. Improvements
concerning sustainable development are therefore to be transformed from the
household context to the catering sector in a more extent way. In relation to
food, sustainable consumption has often been associated with consumer
behaviour. Studies have focused on attitudes, opinions and practice among
households and individual consumers (Magnusson, 2004; Grankvist, 2002;
Pipping Ekström and Shanahan, 1999; Solér, 1997). But it is unwise to place
sole responsibility on the consumers, as food habits and consumption are
complex issues, and consequently, changes within the public sector should
start the development towards more sustainable food service sector (Ilsoe,
2004; Swedish Board of Agriculture 2004; SOU; 2005).
In the Nordic countries the public catering sector is rather well expanded
and due to its size, the public catering sector has a great influence on the
food market (for example by procurement) and can act as a forerunner
concerning environmental friendly development. One example is the
promotion of organic foods in the public catering sector, the
recommendation from the Swedish government is to increase the amount of
organic foods to 25 percent before 2010 (Swedish Board of Agriculture,
2004; Swedish Government, 2005). But the introduction of organic foods to
the catering sector is complex (Post et al, 2008a). Problems identified by
many caterers are high prices and limited budgets, while the main difficulties
for professional purchasers stem from the unreliable supply of organic foods
(Bergström, 2005).

3

Aim of the paper

The aim of this paper is to illustrate different ways of understanding the
work for sustainability in the Nordic catering sector as part of the food
system. The following two questions are the point of departure for this
analysis:
1. How can different ways of studying sustainable consumption in the
catering sector and the food system help us understand how theoretical
knowledge can be transformed into daily practice?
2. How can different analytic methods give us a deeper understanding of
the concept of Sustainable development within a Nordic perspective?
Sustainable development in the food system can be studied from different
angles and with different perspectives. By using different analytic methods
as well as different data collection methods a better view of sustainable
development in the catering sector within the Nordic perspective can be
found.

4

Theoretical approach and the three studies

In this paper we present three different studies with focus on
methodological onset. Using three different studies give us the opportunity
to investigate different positions in the food system but with similar
problems. Semi-structured interviews can sometimes be uncertain according
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to validity. It can be questioned if the respondents reply due to their own
conception or to the expectation of the researcher. To be trustworthy and to
be able to express general conclusions, this analysis was based on an
extensive material collection including 50 interviews and about 1000 pages
of texts. All interviews were tape recorded and transcribed verbatim.
The first study is an interview study with discursive and social systems
framing carried out in Finland and Sweden (Mikkola and Bergström, 2007).
Totally 29 interviews were carried out with procurers, catering managers and
chefs within the public catering sector. The analysis leaned on Bakhtinian
understanding of professional discourses, which made it evident that the
language of caterers, in their different positions, is always contextual,
concrete and shared, making the use of generic or scientific language
difficult in communicating about environmental quality of food. The study
offered epistemological evidence of how environmental quality is “twisted”
in practice by caterers, becoming multidimensional, and can not simply align
with “scientific conceptualisations” as presented by experts. Furthermore,
the “kitchen walls” as everyday working environment seemed to restrict the
conceptual world in the way that “the real environment” was “far away”, and
to a certain extent ignored, whereas those qualities of food which effect on
health considerations of meals were of importance. As a second layer, on
this epistemological perspective used in communication about environmental
qualities of food, a Luhmannian social systems frame was used in finding
out how the environmental qualities of food ‘traded’ within the social
systems of economy, law and policy. The result of this systemic study was
environmentally rather disappointing. For environmental progress to be
made by the use of environmentally friendly food, the “straight line”
possibility seems to be the alignment between economic, legal and political
subsystems within municipal decision making. Since this decision making
takes place in different municipal bodies and by different persons, in a long
process complicated by procurement process, the option of environmentally
friendly decisions seldom takes place. The results, as deviant from ideal case,
suggest a contextual model approach made visible for caterers and decision
makers in terms of environmentally friendly meal, which could serve as
concrete goal for caterers and other municipal actors. The model approach
cannot, obviously, be performed by caterers alone or researchers alone, but
only in cooperation involving the “learning” of the language and practice of
the other, and offering the results as a concrete goal for decision makers in
question.
In the second study the concept of sustainable development was
analysed in order to find a deeper understanding of the concept of
Sustainable development in the food system (Post et al, 2008b). The study
was carried out among a group of 50 food system actors representing
sustainability interest in all Nordic countries. The analysis method was
inspired by discourse analysis, which is a generic term for a number of
theories and methods used to discover and problemize structures within
conversations when analysing texts. This kind of analysis is built on a
language philosophy that amounts us to understand reality through language
(Winther Jörgensen & Philips, 2000). The concept of sustainable
development is often characterized by its complexity, because in many ways
peoples understanding varies from very concrete to something more abstract.
Recognizing patterns across the interviews helps us understand how the
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concept of sustainable development is perceived and used. The actors
represented different parts of the food system such as: primary producers,
wholesalers, food industry, catering managers, advisors and other groups of
interests. Altogether, 46 telephone interviews were carried out in Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden. The participants in this study were part of a
Nordic network for sustainable and health catering called “HealthCat”
(further information at www.healthcat.net) and are therefore already oriented
towards sustainable work and can be looked upon as forerunners and are
able to express the interest of sustainable development in this sector. The
aim of the study was to analyse different ways of understanding the concept
of sustainable development and how the concept is used. A second aim was
to see if there were any differences between the Nordic countries. The words
that were used when talking about sustainable development were compared
to the Swedish indicator list for sustainable development as presented by the
Swedish government in 2005 (SCB, 2008b). This was done in order to se the
concordance between the actors’ understanding of the concept and the vision
from society , also to see if the indicator list really was able to measure the
work for sustainability carried out in the catering sector. The Swedish
indicator list provided us with a picture of how the work for a sustainable
development is understood in Sweden and the results of this study show little
concordances between the words in the indicator list and the words used in
the conversations among the actors. This tells us that different tools may be
needed for different actors in the system. Also, indicators or tools should be
calibrated with users if meant to be used by others than those who
represented political interest for sustainability. Finally, societal agreements
like certificates, labels, are better understood than facts of nature (co2, nh4),
which do not make sense in the kitchen. Using discourse analysis in this
paper helps us to find the variety of meanings and applications of the
concept but also to identify ideological dilemmas within the talks. This
means that the catering sector needs to find its own understanding as well as
tools on a practical level to reach out for sustainable development. Discourse
analysis represents the practice of producing knowledge and meaning in
concrete contexts and institutions and makes visible the perspectives and
starting points by which knowledge and meanings are produced in a specific
context (Talja, 1999). Discourse analysis focuses on the variability of
interpretations and brings out the starting points and background
assumptions that are a part of a specific way of talking about things (Talja,
1999). In this case discourse analysis provides us with a set of terms that are
often used and organised around the concept of sustainable development.
Having this input enables us to gain the knowledge about how the concept is
conducted but also gives us the opportunity to help and organize the work
for sustainability carried out in the food service sector as part of the food
system. Various practices can also be recognised.
The third study is also an interview study with a phenomenographic
method – discussing individual conception of environmentally friendly foods
among professional food procurers and purchasers. Phenomenography is a
method that focuses on variations in individual experiences of a
phenomenon (Solér, 1997; Sandberg, 1994): in this case the experiences of
respondents concerning communication and use of environmental
information (Bergström, 2005). To be able to conduct a trustworthy analysis
the specific experience under study must be in constant focus when
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interviewing and during the analysis (Sandberg, 1994). The respondent
identifies and defines the phenomenon in question by answering, in this case,
the question “Describe the purchasing process”. The interview questions are
“how” and “what” instead of “why”, which direct the reflection of
respondent towards describing their lived experience (Solér, 1997). The
answer becomes more detailed and the person can answer without being in a
defensive position. The interview person should be selected in a way that
maximizes the variation regarding the experience under study. The reason
for using the phenomenographic method and analysis is to be able to
describe essential aspects of a specific phenomenon in a feasible and
trustworthy way (Solér, 1997). The analysis is done by categorizing different
views of the phenomenon and tries to find similarities and differences
between them. The method does not rank the different experiences. The
study was carried out in Sweden with 15 purchasing food service managers,
representing both selling and buying food. Results from the study shows that
environmental aspects are not decisive criterion in the food purchasing
process. The criterion for environmental decisions are governed by the
companies own environmental policies and are often vaguely formulated. In
the study it is said that the awareness is accurate but they leave decisions to
the next actor down streams (Bergström, 2005). This means, the purchasers
do not actively stop food that impacts the environment negatively but instead
they work according to their own goals; to offer a wide variety of foods to
there customers. A dilemma between two directions (goals) is obvious:
owner interest versus interest of society. On the other hand, customers play
an important role in the drive for environmental work when signing on
contracts. This means that if the actors put their company interest before
society interests the environmental work will keep on struggle half made.
Other results in the study show the great favour of written policies and
training programs as methods well used by the purchasers. They have the
ability and the will to use written policies for example ISO-certificates.

5

Discussion based on the three studies

The way sustainable development is understood and practiced in the food
system is mainly based upon the actors’ own understanding and their own
reality of practical work, which is very context specific and close to the
actors’ perspective and does not always align with overall instructions made
on a social level. To facilitate the work towards a sustainable development
their situation need to be understood and directives need to be more specific,
since overall instructions do not always help in a constructive way. The
context is often missed when environmental and sustainability issues are
dealt with. The context brings along all the working conditions, education,
“the main aim” of the work, from which point of view the environmental and
sustainability talk becomes “secondary aim”. Knowing the context is helpful
when creating appropriate tools, and also different situations require
different action. Social visions for a sustainable development can be looked
upon as inspiration for companies and organizations that already hold strong
environmental awareness and have created policy for environmental work.
On the other hand, companies and organisations that want to act more
environmentally friendly but don’t know how are in need for more distinct
guidance by society.
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Another conspicuous matter is the language used by employees, which is
concrete and site specific. The generic environmental and sustainability
aspects don’t seem to translate well into practical work. The studies seem to
emphasise the closer look into human and restrictive factors in promotion of
sustainability. However, the contradictions with other systemic layers of
society need to be aligned for environment and sustainability; otherwise the
“fight for sustainable development” becomes fight against windmills.
Political regulations need to be formulated in accordance to the discourse in
where it is aimed to work. In the food system decision making is important
and decisive for how the work for sustainability is established, developed
and conducted. The procurers and purchasers do not wish to interfere the
food market, and prevent food products without environmental perspective
to be used in the food production; they rather protect their company interest
that is to live up to customer demands. Even though the purchasing of food
for the public sector is subject to very restrictive and highly regulated
procedures, including procurement contracting, the final decision lies in the
hand of the catering manager on each unit. The public catering sector is not
provided with a manager on central level to organize and manage the large
amount of foods purchased within the public catering sector. Instead of using
their own position in order to improve the selection of food with
environmental perspective procures and purchasers let the catering manager
(closest to the kitchen) make the decision weather to buy a certain product or
not. Because of this, the procurers and purchasers do not have to take in that
much environmental information since the decision is not in their hands, and
the information falls between two stools. Very few actors prioritise the
ecological dimension, instead the economical criteria dominates. This makes
it difficult to keep the actors focused on the environmental questions.
None of the tree studies presented in this paper includes the final
customer; the patient, the pupil or the dinner guest. The problem is to be able
to turn theoretical knowledge into daily practice and to improve the
communication within the food system. It would be interesting to include the
dinner guest perspective in this discussion. A problem with the catering
sector, in comparison with the for example the retail sector, is the influence
of the final consumer. Individuals in the grocery store or in the food market
are more engaged to quality aspects, locally produced or organic foods than
dinner guests at a restaurant or pupils in the refectory. Guests within the
catering sector are invisible to procurers within the food system, or only
looked upon as a group of people, not as individuals. On the other hand,
guests seldom pronounce environmentally friendly demands when eating out
in public canteens or commercial restaurants. Why are the eating out
consumers quiet? A future research question could be to investigate how
environmental friendly food can be communicated between all kinds of
actors in the food system, including the dinner guest.
Communication as such seems to be a vital question. Different
interpretations of environmental aspects and the translation of meaning from
one actor to another makes communication a complex matter, especially if
economic criteria’s dominates the reasoning. As in Bergström (2005) the
complexity is enormous in the food system in terms of numbers of actors,
and types and sizes of organisations. The actors closest are best known.
Driving force is said to be consumer ethical aspects acting environmentally
friendly, so that drivers are not society but the consumers. In this discussion
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the companies are in between the two poles: society on one side and
consumers on the other. Here environmental communication is needed
instead of environmental information.

6

Conclusions

This paper discusses the consequences of different understandings and
practicing of the concept of sustainable development within the catering
sector and the food system. The aim is to illustrate different ways of
understanding the work for sustainability in Nordic catering sector as part of
the food system. As we know, it is difficult to transform theory into daily
practice and we may often ask why? In this paper we problemize why it is so
difficult to work for sustainable development in the catering sector within
the Nordic countries and how different analytic methods can give us a
deeper understanding of the phenomenon. The context is an important part
that brings along the main aim of the work and should therefore be a central
issue for analysis when environmental and sustainability issues are dealt
with. This is not often done. Because the language of practice and the aim of
performing work does not in the first place concern environmental protection
or sustainable development, but the performance; the language of catering
practice and social systems using their languages in decision making do not
meet. These gaps indicate the need for deep-cutting changes in language,
practices and social systems, which need to be able to translate the
environment and sustainable development from one actor to another, from
one social system to another. They all reflect partly the needs for
environment and sustainability, to greater extent than is the case today.
Using different analytic methods give us a broad knowledge about the food
system through different actors’ perspective. By using the systems thinking
we are breaking up the mechanic thinking represented by the food supply
chain. Using environmental communication instead of environmental
information is needed when shaping environmental policies or policies for
sustainable development. This needs to be communicated also between
society and companies as well as by companies and consumers.
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1

Introduction

In the direction of fostering the overall performance of European
products across their entire life-cycle, “European Concept” is an initiative
that aims at the identification of market segments and needs for products and
services continuous innovation in today globalized markets (Sciolari, 2006;
Sciolari, 2007). It aims to create consensus on a European Brand for new
products/services enabling industries to satisfy user’s expectations and to
value creation. This paper will introduce to this European initiative, focusing:
x
the methodology to design innovative value propositions for new
HVA products/services;
x
the governance for the initiative among stakeholders;
x
the three pillars of the strategy for R&D within European FP7
programmes and the ManuFuture Initiative.

2

Product Innovation Approach

European Concept aims at innovative customer-driven value propositions
for the globalized product/services performances. Value propositions are key
components of the products/service consumption and production concurring
to market success, addressing perceived values, total quality, and
implementation design. They represent the new competitive advantage
essential for the development of new products/services.
The objective of the European Concept initiative is to allow industries to
go beyond selling propositions that operates on the tangible products in view
of a Brand European products/services marketed in the global markets.
This transectoral objective can be related to the ManuFuture perspective
for a “new understanding of the function of products and services”
facilitating “the industrial adoption of new business models” (“New Added-
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value products and product/services”, as reported in the Strategic Research
Agenda of the ManuFuture Platform) (ManuFuture Platform, 2006).
European Concept in medium term aims to pro-actively contribute to
collectively define an R&D area dedicated to modify the present product
innovation approach in products/services and to promote an industrial driven
action and international cooperation.
The present Product innovation approach is focused on:
• Changing and modifying some product features by using creativity
• Competitors mainly
• Market collective behaviors / observation exclusively
The new Product Innovation approach focus on Value propositions:
x
user needs (explicit, non explicit, indirectly connected)
x
new technologies and innovative services for identifying new
modalities to satisfy users expectations
x
individual behavior / observation.
New Value propositions -targeting users’ needs through perceived valueneed to be:
x
Innovative
x
Highly technological
x
Integrated (foster innovative services + tangible goods + intangible
features)
x
Multipurpose.
Therefore, the essence of “European Concept” is strengthening the
culture of detecting and analyzing the users’ needs along the entire life-cycle
of products, so that European industry can take advantage from the new
opportunities in the global market.
In particular, the short term product new approach, supports the
placement of today’s products (or part of them) in new markets (Figure 1):
x
by disassembling existing products (a , b , c)
x
by adding value to each component (a++ , b++ , c++)
x
by delivering new integrations (a++) (b++ , c++) etc.
The short term objective of the initiative implies:
x
Market segments’ needs identification and
x
Technology state of the art.
Summing up, integrated value proposition will foster a new business
environment for innovative services including the product, as a tangible
good, and will enable to meet and satisfy the user expectations and needs.
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Figure 1: Product approach

3

European Concept Initiative

The “European concept” initiative has the high level objective of enable a
response along the product value chain of relevant European sectors. The
mission is the collective creation of the “European Brand” for new
products/services and the definition of research objectives to support the
innovation of the product/service life cycle.
The business scope aims to boost product/service innovation in product
industries, leveraged through the creation of integrated value propositions
along the product life cycle that:
x
satisfy articulated and complex users needs
x
are sustainable (environmental, social, economical)
x
are conceived to acquire new markets
x
are delivered separately and/or in new combination.
The short term response aims to integrate actual goods with services and
intangible features able to satisfy complex needs (Figure 2).To this end, the
initiative supports:
x
in short term, the modeling of the representation of consumers
oriented market segments’ needs for the design of innovative value
propositions. This description includes the new enablers such as
rules, sustainability issues, knowledge management, networking,
education, benchmarking, communication
x
in long term, the creation of a ICT platform integrated system to
connect the needs expressed by the different world market segments
and the design of competitive, technological issue with sustainability
and regulatory drivers.
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Figure 2: The Value Proposition response

4

The European Concept Strategy

To support successful product/service industries to change the product
innovation approach, collaborative R&D efforts should concentrate on three
R&D pillars (Sciolari, 2008):
First pillar “products/services intelligence” deals with acquisition/input
methods. In particular regards:
x
data intelligence-ICT methods and tools
x
segments and needs identification
x
horizontal technologies for product/services life cycle
(customization, virtual reality, reverse engineering).
Second pillar “products/services advanced design” deals with control
methods. In particular regards:
x
advanced technological services (new sales methods)
x
Q.f.d. Methodology (perceived & given quality)
x
end user customization (cad design and prototyping
x
European brand (rules, standards, patterns, rights)
x
intangible value added features (sustainability & brand).
Third pillar “products/services business models” deals
realization/output methods. In particular regards:
x
product/service networking and trading practices
x
multilocalized enterprise
x
system integration methods
x
globalized governance models (new sales)
x
tangible goods into holistic services methods and tools.

with

Conclusions

Each pillar requires the definition of:
x
priorities
x
Time horizon
x
Topics description
x
road map
x
Consultation workshops.
Therefore, the European Concept Initiative can exchange ideas and receive
contributions for its action plan from the Sustainable Consumption and
Production Action.

5

Governance
European Concept has a simple organization with two boards and staff.
1-

Steering committee (each representative representing ten industries
with the tasks of:
• decisions, integration and synthesis
• final delivery of documents(road maps, priorities, time horizon,
etc)

2-

Support Clusters (larger participation) providing:
x
needs from industries
x
consultation and prioritization
x
market analysis
x
technologies & capabilities from industries

Staff has role of overall coordination and interface such as:
• Programme interface with ManuFuture platform (High Level
Group, Support Group, Mirror Group, Industrial Group)
• Product interface with other platforms, other working groups
and other international entities
• Business interface with Sustainable & consumption action plan
and working groups
• International programmes.
The phases of the “European Concept” initiative are reported in Figure 3.
The first phase “Study” comprises the following activities:
x
Stakeholders’ analysis
x
Needs optimization
x
Competitor analysis
x
Demand analysis
x
Sector analysis
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Figure 3: The European Concept phases
Regarding the first activity “Stakeholders’ analysis”, consultations have
been carried on during:
x
The first meeting of European Concept Working Group within
ManuFuture ETP, 2 October 2007, Brussels
x
The meeting “Strategies for Global Manufacturing” - a European
View of IMS, 15-16 November 2007, ETHZ, Zürich where,
inside Topic 5: Networked Production, the “European Concept:
the European Way to Product Innovation” was presented.
x
The ManuFuture Conference, 2-4 December 2007, Porto
x
The Manufacturing in FP7 Conference, 16-17 January 2007,
Cardiff. The Conference was organised by I*PROMS Network
of Excellence and sponsored by the European Commission,
Welsh Assembly Government and the Manufacturing
Engineering Centre (MEC), Cardiff University, UK - Coordinator of I*PROMS NoE.

5.1

Connection with ManuFuture

The European strategy for new added-value products and
product/services developed by the ManuFuture technological platform in the
Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) (ManuFuture Platform, 2006), states as
follows:
x
“Every product … also requires a USP (Unique Selling
Proposition) in order to avoid the need to compete on cost alone”
x
“It is essential that European Companies be able to understand
and satisfy the needs of customers”
x
“The business focus will shift from simply designing and selling
physical products to selling a system of products and services
“…The provision of Product/services…takes into account the
whole life cycle…”
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The above statements provide the elements that support the positioning of
European Concept initiative within the Pillar 1 “New added-value products
and product/services” of the goal “Make/Delivery of HVA
Products/Services” (Paci, 2006).
Furthermore, ManuFuture promotes above all the life-cycle orientation
approach for Competitiveness and Sustainability of European Manufacturing.
The ManuFuture High Level Strategy reflects the previous ManuFuture
Vision 2020 statement that says: “Manufacturing is likely to become
increasingly service-intensive. The service orientation and the increasing
customer expectations have consequences for the competitive organisation
of production, value-chain management and customer relationships, as well
as the service elements themselves” (ManuFuture High Level Group, 2004).
Referring to the whole products/processes life-cycle, European Concept
focus particularly those processes that act now on the tangible products in
view of the industrial transformation towards the intangibles
(products/services) to satisfy new consumers and societal needs. In this
perspective, European Concept can provide a significant contribution to the
European strategy for market and growth, carried on by the ManuFuture
platform. This contribution - mainly addressing the Distribution,
Maintenance and Recycling processes of the product - is described in Figure
4 and will be developed as in the time plan.

Figure 4: Product LC innovation time plan
In this way, European Concept can:
x
pro-actively create the basis for the “new understanding of the
function of products and services” facilitating “the industrial
adoption of new business models”;
x
contribute, trough a consultation process, to develop the business
ground for effective transfer of relevant knowledge results carried on
for devising new industrial models into real processes - particularly
at the Introduction stage of the Product Development;
x
develop a “perceived values” response with priorities aware of the
broad drivers of change (nature, economy, society and technologies).
New products and services will strongly require networked production
and collaborative networks since the early phase incorporating:
x
“user integration” and smart production networks of SMEs making
use of appropriate technologies
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x

Information and communication channels.

In the end, European Concept can support a new emerging R&D area
Product/service intelligence.

6

Methodology

6.1

Market segments’ needs identification

The methodology offers the steps for identification for:
x
Market segmentation
x
Needs’ identification
x
Needs weighting
x
Stakeholder analysis
x
Demand analysis
x
Sector analysis
The activities are reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Market segmentation

6.2

Technology state of the art

In order to identify new applications for new value propositions, that
satisfy new industrial needs, it is necessary to analyze, identify and study the
life-cycle o different technologies (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Technology life-cycle

Conclusions

7

Overall Impact

The European industrial system should face the new opportunities
offered by the globalization with new products development strategies.
Primary aim of the "European Concept" methodology is to strongly support
the industrial system in enlarging its vision.
In particular:
1. Taking into account the large emerging market segments of lowend buyers, that representing millions of new consumers.
2. Considering also new products as integrated value propositions
made of innovative services and tangible goods both of them not
necessary produced in Europe. European companies should
concentrate their production activity and relevant investments on
the macro value added production phases. The production design
phase is certainly one of them.
3. Helping the European companies to re-positioning in the global
market, in order to supply integrated value propositions, able to
satisfy those articulated and complex consumers’ macro-needs.
In practice, supporting them abandoning the logic of production
and sales of goods and services, and instead entering into the
logic of production/integration of advanced services including
high technological goods;
4. In such prospective high-tech goods must be intended as a tool of
a broader mix of advanced integrated services;
5. Assisting the European firms to by-pass the reductive logic
according to which knowledge is a tool for producing
goods/services.
6. The knowledge, which several companies hold, can and must be
intended to be a product itself. Such knowledge shall, therefore,
be proposed and sold directly to the market;
7. Supporting those European firms that are no longer competitive,
in respect to goods produced by emerging countries, in repositioning on the global market by selling its know-how and
those technologies, developed through the years by integrating
those assets in a collaborative mix conceived to add value to both
seller and buyer;
8. Facilitating those European firms to learn opportunities offered
by the global market, by participating to international relational
contexts, where to learn needs proper of different segments;
9. Rendering the Research and European University System known
to be fragmented and often separated from the needs of the users
to be part of an integrated collaborative system linked with the
needs of the market;
10. Making those European firms involved in the project to
understand that they belong to a new and broader system, (in
respect to the one they were convinced to belong to, because of
their products, category, and dimensions of the market in which
they operate) capable to satisfy new advance and complex needs;
11. As an example, a university does not consider a manufacturing
company about to exit the market, (since not competitive with its
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products anymore), as a possible competitor, on a knowledge
aspect that the firm has developed in years of operation.

8

Conclusions

The European industrial system should face the new opportunities
offered by the globalization by developing new products development
strategies. The "European Concept" approach aims to support the industrial
system to focus on the change that supports to turn its business vision into a
market success. ”European Concept” is the brand for innovative value
propositions designed in Europe as advance technological answers to the
world user’s needs. In particular: taking into account the large emerging
market segments of low-end buyers; considering new products as integrated
value propositions made of innovative services and tangible goods both of
them not necessary produced in Europe; helping the European companies to
re-positioning in the global market, in order to supply integrated value
propositions, able to satisfy those articulated and complex consumers’
macro-needs.
Taking that “apart from aesthetics, design can contribute significantly to
utility value and is often a decisive factor when choosing between different
options. Although design is already a strongpoint of many European
products, the EU needs to leverage its strengths in this area, since other
countries are not lagging behind in technological innovation” (ManuFuture
Platform, 2006) the European Concept will act within ManuFuture
Technological Platform supporting its activities.
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Introduction

Every environmental management system, regardless of the size and
complexity of the organisation, depends on the accessibility of regular and
reliable environmental performance indicators. Carbon management is no
exception to this rule. The increasing societal pressure for climate action
must be met with tools for carbon accounting. Among such tools, "climate
calculators" are particularly essential.
Climate calculators allow an organisation to create carbon accounts
through the input of existing information. In Norway, this demand was met
early with relatively simple calculation tools providing only direct and some
selected first-tier indirect effects, e.g. for transportation services. These tools
have the advantage of simplicity, but they ignore the implications of indirect
emissions caused by the consumption of goods and services. As a
consequence, companies run the risk of directing their attention towards less
relevant environmental aspects. Also, flawed carbon calculation tools are
used by advocates of the term “carbon neutrality” to advance their own
agenda of selling CDM 1 quotas.
In this paper, the Industrial Ecology Programme (IndEcol) of the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology and the Eco-Lighthouse
Foundation (Eco-Lighthouse) are exploring the possibility to provide the
market with a more accurate climate calculation tool which at the same time
retains enough simplicity to allow smaller companies to use it. This will be
done by examining emerging properties of the Eco-Lighthouse
Environmental Reporting System (ERS), which consists of annual
environmental reports from the more than 1200 certified small- and medium
1

Clean Development Mechanism quotas are increasingly marketed as a means by which
companies can address their carbon emissions
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sized enterprises (SMEs). An example of the existing reporting tool can be
found in Appendix A.
The paper concludes that the existence of the Eco-Lighthouse ERS
allows IndEcol to provide Norwegian SMEs, which are commonly perceived
as a relatively inaccessible segment of an economy, with the tools to create
complex carbon accounts. However, the main challenge will be to ensure
that Norwegian policy-makers at both national and local levels reward the
companies that provide such information. Obvious as it may seem, nobody
will use a tool for which there is no demand.

2

The Eco-Lighthouse scheme and environmental
reporting

The Norwegian “Eco-Lighthouse” scheme is a “less-formal”
environmental management certification scheme which grew out of the
National Agenda 21 projects of the 1990’s. Four years after the scheme was
evaluated by the BEST Project Expert Group (DG Enterprise, 2004), it is
now fully self-funded through service fees that are charged annually from
participating companies. The number of certificates has more than doubled
in the past four years, and currently more than 1200 SMEs are certified as
Eco-Lighthouses.
The Eco-Lighthouse scheme is built on a division of roles, where private
consultants provide an interested SME with an environmental analysis, after
which an independent certifier visits the SME. The certifiers evaluate the
SME based on general and sector-specific criteria which are developed and
reviewed regularly by the Eco-Lighthouse.
The growing income has enabled the administrative body for the scheme
– the Eco-Lighthouse Foundation – to gradually expand its activities from
the bare minimum of keeping the scheme running. Now, the main focus of
the Foundation is to improve the services it provides the SMEs through the
certification. Aside from the established benefits of an independently
reviewed certificate, which is increasingly embedded in public procurement
in Norway, environmental reporting is considered a main strength of the
scheme. Therefore, Eco-Lighthouse is devoting time and resources to this
vital aspect of environmental management.

2.1

The Environmental Reporting System

It is a main criterion in the Eco-Lighthouse scheme that the SMEs submit
an annual environmental report based on a template which is reviewed by
Eco-Lighthouse regularly (see Appendix A). Since the template was
introduced in 1999, the volume of reports has increased correspondingly to
the general growth of the scheme.
The Eco-Lighthouse scheme received 591 such reports in 2007, of which
a third was made by the smallest commercial and public entities in existence.
Number of
employees
1—4
5—9
10—19

Number of SMEs
83
86
152

%
14 %
15 %
26 %
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20—49
50—99
100—199
<199
Unknown
Total

137
73
31
13
4
591

23 %
12 %
5%
2%
1%

Table 1 – Reporting frequency based on company size (Greipsland 2006)

Eco-Lighthouse has attempted to conceptualise these reports in systemic
terms, by using the phrase “Environmental Reporting System” (abbreviated
ERS). This is very intentional, given that such a volume of reporting would
be unimaginable without the institutional context provided by the EcoLighthouse scheme 2 . Before describing the more technical aspects of the
ERS, some attention should be paid to the elements of this context.

2.2

Properties of the ERS

Environmental reporting remains on the periphery of the general
environmental management literature, and even more so in the case of smalland medium sized enterprises. Few would imagine that a company with less
than 10 employees would be able to submit an annual report containing
detailed indicators within the topics energy consumption; waste generation;
transport activities and levels of sick leave. It would seem even more
unlikely that such organisations could generate their own carbon accounts.
Eco-Lighthouse believes that there are three levels at which the success
of the ERS can be explained. First of all, the technical foundation of the ERS
is the reporting template, which has been carefully balanced between
complexity and simplicity.
Secondly, the internal explanation is found in the routines of the SME.
The Eco-Lighthouse environmental management concept is firmly rooted in
the “internal control” of an organisation. Internal control routines are
established to maintain compliance with the Norwegian Labour Inspection
Authority regulations, and it is a main strength of Eco-Lighthouse that its
environmental management procedures are to be integrated in the existing
internal control of an organisation. When these procedures are implemented
correctly, chances are much higher that the organisation will monitor its
environmental performance, and report them at the end of each fiscal year.
The third explanation is external. Originally, it was the responsibility of
each municipality to gather environmental reports from the certified
organisations within its borders. However, many municipalities lacked the
resources and motivation to ensure that this happened, and Eco-Lighthouse
took responsibility for this itself in 2003. Since then, Eco-Lighthouse has
used its newsletters and email channels to remind the certified SMEs of the
importance of environmental reporting, and the reporting rates have gone up
correspondingly.
2

In spite of the fact that environmental reporting is mandatory under Norwegian law,
Vormedal and Ruud (2006) found that only 10 % of the 100 largest companies in Norway
comply with such requirements
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Aside from the efforts of Eco-Lighthouse itself, the only external factor
that has kept reporting rates at current levels are the re-certifications that
occur every three years. As the certifiers re-visit the SME, attention is
brought to environmental reporting once again, thus maintaining reporting
levels at the current average of 60 %.
This combination of technical and organisational explanations represents
the “institutional context” as interpreted by Eco-Lighthouse. Such a holistic
view on environmental reporting in particular and environmental
management in general, represents a novel perspective within the literature.
This debate merits a research paper of its own, and will not be further
discussed here 3 . Instead, focus is shifted towards the current efforts of EcoLighthouse to increase the reporting frequency within the ERS.

2.3

Current developments in the ERS

The Eco-Lighthouse ERS represents both a social and technical
innovation, yet it still suffers from several weaknesses. First and foremost, a
large number of certified SMEs avoid reporting. As illustrated above, the
reporting frequency has stabilised at around 60 %, compared to the total
volume of certificates. Eco-Lighthouse is currently making efforts to
facilitate increased reporting at all three levels mentioned above.
The prevailing view of Eco-Lighthouse is that the environmental
reporting criteria can only be fully enforced when Eco-Lighthouse provides
the SMEs with a more user-friendly interface than the current solution. The
reporting template was until recently a simple form which was downloaded
from Eco-Lighthouse webpages. However, this solution is now being
replaced with an internet solution which will include a user-friendly graphic
interface. Aside from the direct benefits of this technical improvements,
computer based environmental reporting provides new opportunities at the
internal and external levels discussed above.
First of all, the SMEs will be enabled to compare their environmental
performance with a sector-specific average, thus revealing the degree to
which each individual organisation is doing better or worse than its
competitors. Presumably, this possibility could motivate an organisation to
improve its environmental performance as well as documenting this.
Secondly, each of the 142 municipalities affiliated with the EcoLighthouse scheme are enabled to monitor the environmental performance
within their own region. This is particularly relevant in the growing number
of municipalities that decide to implement environmental management in
their own services (there are Eco-Lighthouse sector criteria for schools,
kindergartens, care homes, offices etc,).
A third element of the Eco-Lighthouse ERS is the possibility to generate
carbon accounts based on the information provided by each individual SME.
The increasing focus on climate change in the Norwegian public has
prompted Eco-Lighthouse to develop its own “climate strategy”. The shortterm goal of this strategy is to implement a relatively simple “carbon
calculator” in the ERS. However, current calculators lack the precision to
provide accurate and relevant information to its users. Because this can
3

This perspective on environmental management was applied to energy management in UK
SMEs in an M.Sc thesis by Thortveit (2007), building on contributions from Jackson
(2006), Ramesohl (2000) and Wilhite et. al. (2000)
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result in an SME directing its scarce resources and attention in the wrong
direction, Eco-Lighthouse has developed a long-term aim of providing the
SMEs with a better tool.

3

Carbon calculators and indirect emissions

The IndEcol contributions to the calculator debate are thoroughly
described in “Climate Calculators and Expert Systems” (Hertwich et. al.
2008). This paper supported a workshop on climate calculators hosted by the
Norwegian Ministry of Environment in December 2007, where the EcoLighthouse Foundation was among the participants. It emerged at the
workshop that climate calculators for private and public enterprises were less
researched and focused on than consumer/ household calculators.
One of the main findings by researchers at IndEcol is that carbon
calculators in service based sectors need to take account of the indirect
emissions caused by consumption, in the same sense that households do. It
emerged from an IndEcol report on carbon emissions in the municipality of
Trondheim that only six percent of the emissions were caused by direct
emissions (Larsen and Hertwich 2007). These findings are clearly relevant to
Eco-Lighthouse, as almost half of the Eco-Lighthouse certificates are found
in the public sector. It can also be expected that these findings are relevant to
service providing SMEs in the private sector.
Climate calculators offer the opportunity to clarify the link between the
global climate change challenge and individual contributions (Hertwich et. al.
2008). Clearly then, providing an accurate climate calculator for public and
private organizations will enable these to focus their often scarce resources
in the most effective direction. Furthermore, such calculators can help
dismiss the current efforts of many commercial actors to portray “climate
action” simply as a matter of buying CDM quotas.

4

Implementing carbon accounting principles in the
ERS

The previous two sections have described the emerging properties of the
Eco-Lighthouse ERS, and the recent developments in carbon accounting
principles. Clearly, there remains some distance between an ideal carbon
calculation tool and the realistic level of detail which can be provided by any
SME. In this section, this distance and the means by which to narrow it are
discussed.
It was previously mentioned that the Eco-Lighthouse scheme has
provided an “institutional context”, within which SMEs are enabled to
submit quite technical information on a regular basis. It would be reasonable
to assume that it is the institutional elements surrounding each certified SME
which can provide the necessary skills and motivation for the SME to use
more complex carbon calculation tools. Following this line of thought, it
seems logical to conclude that more complex carbon calculators will need
not only technical innovations, but also internal and external facilitation of
their usage. In the Eco-Lighthouse scheme, the internal organisational
prerequisites can be supported by the consultancies and certifiers that
constitute the Eco-Lighthouse scheme.
Furthermore, carbon accounting needs to be put on the public agenda so
that the external level of facilitation is ensured. During feedback sessions,
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the certified SMEs repeatedly complain that their reporting efforts are not
being rewarded, and that the templates, when returned to Eco-Lighthouse,
are lost in a “black hole”. This crucial aspect of environmental reporting in
general needs further attention, and Eco-Lighthouse will be working hard for
more stakeholder involvement in the environmental reporting system.

5

Conclusion

This paper introduced the term “Environmental Reporting System”, and
discussed the emerging properties of this system. The main issue is how to
meet the need for environmental performance indicators related to carbon
emissions. To a large extent, the challenge is to reconcile the complexity of
carbon accounting tools based on indirect emissions with the need for
simplicity found within most SMEs.
The paper then discussed how such principles could be implemented in
the Eco-Lighthouse ERS, with a particular focus on the technical, internal
and external levels of facilitation. Improving the quality and volume of the
ERS is in the interest of the SMEs themselves, of the Eco-Lighthouse
Foundation, and of the academic institutions which are interested in “reallife” experience with environmental management principles.
The conclusion is that, although the ERS contains a level of
environmental information far above the average generated from the SME
segment, there is still some distance to cover before the ERS can generate
satisfactory carbon accounts. Nevertheless, given that sufficient resources
and attention are devoted to this important element of future climate change
policies, environmental management can indeed help steering society in a
more sustainable direction.
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Introduction

Concern about the unsustainable development of private consumption has
raised its head during the past few decades in western countries. At the same
time, household consumption has grown and changed its form. Income is
growing from year to year alongside the GDP over the whole of Europe, and
we have more and more to consume. Household consumption expenditure in
the EU-15 increased by almost one third per person between 1990 and 2002.
At the same time households are becoming smaller and are tending to use
more energy and water, in addition to generating more waste per person
(EEA, 2005). This means that the trend is far from what is needed to reach
sustainability.
If sustainability is to become a reality, a tremendous increase in resource
efficiency is required. One target for sustainable production and
consumption has been the reduction of material flows in the industrialised
countries by a factor of 10 up to the middle of this century. This would allow
a worldwide cut in material flows by half, while doubling worldwide
prosperity, i.e. it would lead to an increase in worldwide resource
productivity by a factor of four (Schmidt-Bleek, 1993; von Weizsäcker,
Lovins & Lovins, 1998). Meadows et al. (2004) propose, amongst other
means, an increase in eco-efficiency by 4 % p.a. in order to achieve
sustainability. This corresponds to a factor 8 increase in resource
productivity by 2050.
The fact that the consumption level differs a lot between different
consumers is well known. By quantifying the amount of resource
consumption the potential for dematerialisation can be discussed. However,
with only quantitative data it is not possible to find answers to questions
concerning the barriers and opportunities for reduction: what is needed to
achieve less resource consuming lifestyles? Is the level of consumption only
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a question of income, or is there something more? Why are some people
happy with so much less? In this study both quantitative and qualitative
methods have been used in a search for some answers to these kinds of
questions.
The article is based on the results of a research project called FIN-MIPS
Household – Promoting Sustainable Consumption. The research has been
conducted by the Finnish Association for Nature Conservation in 2006-2008.
The purpose of the project is to test the application of the MIPS concept for
increasing the sustainability of private households. In the first stage of the
research, material input data relevant to households was gathered and new
data generated. In the second stage, the material input data produced was
applied to 27 Finnish households to measure their natural resource
consumption and to develop options for the dematerialisation of household
activities. This article gives the key results based on household
measurements and focus group interviews conducted with the households.

2

Measuring the ecological rucksack of households

2.1

Definition of household consumption and system
boundaries

According to the OECD definition, household consumption is the
consumption of goods and services by households. It includes the selection,
purchase, use, maintenance, repair and disposal of any product or service,
but it does not include consumption by the public sector or intermediate
consumption of products and services in the productive sector (OECD, 2002).
However, the consumption by the public sector can still be indirectly
appended to household consumption.
In this study, the OECD definition of household consumption has been
used when defining the system boundaries of the study. Public services such
as education and health care are left outside the study. In this study,
household consumption is divided into six sectors: housing, transport,
foodstuffs, leisure time activities, tourism and household goods and
appliances. These were chosen because, according to many other studies,
they are the consumption clusters with the most environmental impacts (e.g.
Michaelis & Lorek, 2004; EIPRO 2006; see also Lähteenoja et al., 2006a).

2.2

MIPS as a
consumption

calculation

method

for

household

The promotion of sustainability requires appropriate indicators. Changes
in production and consumption patterns must be measurable, e.g. in relation
to the Factor 10 target. In 1992, the Wuppertal Institute for Climate,
Environment and Energy proposed the amount of natural resources used to
provide a certain benefit (Material Input Per Service unit, MIPS or MI/S) as
a basic measure for assessing and comparing the ecological pressure caused
by products and services. MIPS constitutes a tool for assessing and
systematically reducing the resource consumption of products or activities.
The basis of the MIPS values are the ecological rucksacks calculated for
different goods or commodities. The ecological rucksack is the sum of
natural resources moved away from their original place in the ecosphere
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during the entire life cycle of a certain raw material, product or activity,
including indirect resource use as well. (Ritthoff et al., 2002.)
The MIPS concept divides the natural resources used into five different
categories, i.e. abiotic resources, biotic resources, water, air, and soil
movement in agriculture and forestry (mainly erosion). Only solid resources,
i.e. abiotic, biotic and erosion, can be summed and expressed e.g. in one
ecological rucksack figure.
The MIPS approach concentrates on the material input of products and
activities. It differs from a complete life cycle assessment (LCA) in not
providing detailed results on certain emissions and other output factors.
However, the use of the MIPS concept is less time and cost intensive than
the use of, for instance, LCA. In addition, the MIPS concept can easily be
communicated to a non-expert. Kilograms and tonnes of resources are
understandable concepts for guiding consumer decisions, as well as product
development and macro-economic considerations. The wide potential for the
application of the MIPS concept (product, service, household, company,
municipality, region, national and global economy) promotes the
understanding of the links between local activities and global sustainability.

2.3

Materials and methods

2.3.1

MIPS data

The study is based on MI and MIPS data gathered and produced in the
FIN-MIPS Household project. A lot of existing MIPS data from different
countries was gathered in a pre-study on existing material input and MIPS
data (Lähteenoja et al., 2007). The project has produced six part studies on
the material input of different consumption sectors (Kauppinen et al. 2008;
Luoto et al. 2008; Moisio et al. 2008; Salo et al. 2008; Tamminen et al. 2008;
Veuro et al. 2008). The material for the calculations shown in the paper is
based on these studies.
2.3.2

Households studied and household surveys

Participating households were found via advertisements published in
newspapers, web pages and e-mail lists of different NGO’s. From 90
volunteered households, 27 were chosen to participate in order to have as
diverse a selection of households as possible. Household size varied from
one to nine persons. Altogether 78 people belong to these households.
Yearly gross income per person differs from less than 5,000 euros to 80,000
euros. The households all live in southern Finland, but in very different areas,
both urban and rural. Age groups from 20 to 70 were represented by the head
of the family. Children of all age groups were also represented.
Information on the behaviour and consumption of the 27 participating
households was gathered with paper form questionnaires designed by the
FIN-MIPS Household project especially for this survey. Households
received new questionnaires every week during a six-week period in
September - October 2007. Each topic was allocated one week, except for
the household items and appliances topic, for which two weeks were given
for answering the questions. The following is an overview of the contents of
the questionnaire.
The topic for the first survey week was housing and energy consumption.
The households were asked about the age, the size, and the construction
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materials of the building they live in. A description of gardens, parking and
other yard areas was also requested, as well as storage rooms and separate
buildings belonging to the households. Major renovations of the buildings
were also included but in the end the data applying to these was not used in
calculations.
In energy consumption, the households followed up their water
consumption for one week by first measuring the amount of water used in
one shower, dish wash, and toilet flush and then counting how many times
they carried out these operations in one week. Electricity and forms of
heating were asked about, as well as the consumption of electricity and heat
or heating fuel per year.
The second survey week concentrated on eating and drinking. The
households listed all the food they bought in one week, as well as all the
food from storage facilities that was eaten during that week. At the end of
the week, articles bought but not eaten during the survey week were
excluded. Every member of the household kept a personal food diary for one
week to list what was eaten at school, at work, and during leisure time.
Daily consumer goods and waste were also surveyed in the same week as
food and drinks. Households were asked to measure the weekly or yearly use
of, for example, soft papers, daily consumer goods and personal hygiene
products, as well as gritting during the wintertime. In addition, they collected
and weighed all the waste produced in one week, separating out packaging
and other waste, as well as all the waste they normally sort (glass, paper,
organic waste, etc).
The third survey week focused on everyday transport and leisure time
activities. Household members kept a personal transport diary for one week.
The length, purpose and transport mode was listed for every trip, as well as
the occupancy rate when travelling by car. In association with hobbies and
free time activities transport, the location and duration of the activity, and
occupancy rates were asked. Leisure time activities were reported on an allyear-round basis because many hobbies are related to seasons.
The inventory of goods, items and applications of households was the
most labour-intensive topic for most of the households. Households were
asked to carry out the task because so little data on the amount of items in
houses was available (Lähteenoja et al., 2006a). Households were given two
weeks to list all the furniture, electric and electronic appliances, clothes and
textiles, paper products, kitchen items, tools and jewellery, as well as
outdoor and garden equipment, they own. The main materials and the
assumed length of usage of the product were asked for. Households also
indicated whether the item was purchased or obtained second-hand, because
according to the MIPS methodology material input is to be allocated to the
original user of the product (Ritthoff et al., 2000).
The last survey week concentrated on tourism and travelling during
holidays in the previous year. Thus, it included all the travelled kilometres
not listed in the context of daily travelling. Nights spent in different
accommodation locations were asked about, as well as the main purposes
and activities of the holidays. Work trips were excluded as they did not come
under private consumption.
In regard to daily transport, foodstuffs and water use the measurement
period given to the households was only one week. To decrease the risk of
uncertain results, households were asked to point out if and how the survey
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week differed from an ordinary week. For example, biking is closely related
to seasons in Finland, and this is why in some cases the transport figures
were corrected before multiplying the results of one week to arrive at figures
for the whole year.
2.3.3

MIPS calculation of household consumption

In this article, the term natural resources refers to the sum of abiotic and
biotic raw materials, as well as to top soil lost by erosion, i.e., solid resources.
The consumption of water and air is beyond the focus of this article.
The basis for the calculation of the ecological rucksacks of the
households were the survey data received from the households. The direct
consumption of the households (e.g. 150 kilometres driven by car in a week)
was multiplied with the most appropriate MI coefficients for different
products and activities (e.g. 2 kg of abiotic resources per 1 vehicle-km by
car), thus producing figures on the material input (MI) of the household per
week (e.g. 150 km x 2 kg/km = 300 kg of abiotic resources per week from
car driving). The same kind of calculation was done for all products
consumed, and activities reported, by the households.
The survey data from the households was available either on a weekly
(foodstuffs, daily consumer goods, traffic, water consumption) or yearly
(energy consumption, tourism, some purchases), or on a stock analysis (most
goods and appliances, buildings), basis. The MI figures calculated per week
or per stock were transformed into MI figures per year. The final service unit
used in the study is the consumption of one person in one year. Another
option would have been to count the MI values not just for one consumer but
for the whole household. This would, however, complicate the comparison
between consumers living in households of different sizes.
The accuracy of the MI data for the calculation varied in the different
fields of consumption. The data obtained from the households was
categorised according to the available MI data. Table 1 shows the amount or
type of categories used in the different consumption fields.
Table 1. Amounts or types of data categories used in the MIPS calculation of
the households involved
Consumption sector
Transport
Buildings

Energy consumption
Foodstuffs
Household goods and appliances
Tourism

Categories used
7 modes of transport (Lähteenoja et al. 2006b)
Individual calculations for each household
according to basis data provided by Tamminen
et al. (2008) for different building types,
materials, yards etc.
2 categories of electricity
6 categories of heat
47 groups of food or drinks based on Kauppinen
et al. (2008) and Bringezu (2000)
192 products, materials or product groups based
mainly on Moisio et al. (2008)
1 type (“simple”) of free time residences
provided by Salo et al. (2008)
1 hotel (Salo et al. 2008)
3 flight distances
8 other modes of transport
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2.3.4

Focus groups

The researchers met the participating households twice, just before the
survey period and after having calculated the preliminary MIPS results for
the households. One purpose of the first meeting was to motivate the
households and eliminate prejudices by meeting the researchers face-to-face.
The meetings were organised in four groups based mostly on the geographic
location of the households. Most households were represented at the
meetings by one or both adults.
At the second meeting focus group interviews were conducted to collect
information on the experiences and opinions of the households. At one
meeting the group had to be split because of the large number of participants.
Thus, the final qualitative data consists of transcriptions of interviews of five
focus groups with four to seven participants each. The interviews
concentrated mainly on two topics: the experiences about and opinions on
the six-week research period and the conceptions respecting reducing the
ecological rucksack of consumption.
Focus groups are more like discussions than interviews. The group freely
discusses the themes the researcher brings into the agenda (Morgan 1988, 910). In focus groups the ideas of individuals are more likely to be developed
further than in basic one-to-one interviews, while the participants have an
opportunity to comment on each others’ arguments (Valtonen 2005, 226;
Timonen 2002, 73). This research project had a good foundation for focus
groups because all the participants shared the same experience of filling out
the surveys. All groups generated an active discussion.

3

The natural resource consumption of Finnish
households

3.1

Average Finnish consumer

In order to be able to compare the results of the participating households,
the natural resource consumption of an average Finnish consumer was
calculated. This calculation had approximately the same topics and system
boundaries as the study on the participating households but it was mainly
based on statistics. Thus, it is not totally comparable to the participating
household but coincides well enough to make it possible to compare the
magnitude of the results. Lähteenoja et al. (2007) have described the MIPS
calculation and results of the average Finnish consumer in detail.
The natural resource consumption of an average Finnish consumer was
measured for one person per one year. The profile of the average household
or consumer is mainly based on official statistics by Statistics Finland (2006).
The average household size in Finland is 2.1 persons. Thus, the calculation
example constitutes a couple without children. The natural resource
consumption of the apartment as well as goods and appliances are divided by
two in order to calculate the consumption of one person.
With the system boundaries used, the ecological rucksack of an average
Finn is 40 tonnes every year. This corresponds to a full trailer lorry of
natural resources consumed every year by each inhabitant. The following
table shows the distribution of the natural resource use in different
consumption sectors.
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Table 2. The natural resource consumption of an average Finnish consumer
Consumption sector
Transport
Housing
Foodstuffs
Household goods and appliances
Hobbies and leisure time activities
Accomodation in holidays
TOTAL

Kg per person per year
17,200
11,300
5,900
2,900
2,000
1,000
40,300

Personal transport accounts for the largest share in the natural resource
consumption of an average Finnish household. Housing and nutrition are the
following fields of relevance. The contribution of household goods and
leisure time activities is smaller.
Transport and housing include resources that are linked to the other fields
of consumption. A proportion of the resource consumption of transport could
also be shifted to the fields of food (purchasing trips), leisure activities and
tourism. However, transport was treated as a field of consumption on its own
because the available statistics did not separate clearly enough between daily
and holiday trips by the average consumer. For the participating households,
this distinction was made. Thus, in the sectors of transport and tourism the
average Finnish consumer and the households studied are not comparable.

3.2

Resource consumption of the participating households

Table 3 gives the scale of the results by showing the smallest and biggest
natural resource consumption in each consumption sector. Note that the total
numbers summed in table 3 are not the results of any participating household
because different households gave the highest or lowest results in different
sectors. The biggest differences were found in tourism, transport and
housing.
Table 3. The scale of the natural resource consumption of the studied
households in different consumption sectors.
Consumption sector
Transport
Housing
Foodstuffs
Household goods and appliances
Tourism
TOTAL

Lowest consumption
Kg/person per year
800
3,000
2,600
600
200
7,200

Highest consumption
Kg/person per year
52,000
38,000
7,700
5,900
42,100
145,700

In transport, car driving plays the biggest role in the amount of natural
resource consumption. The four households with the heaviest transport
rucksacks, more than 20 tonnes each, all travelled intensively by private car.
Three of them live far away from work and the rucksack mostly comes from
commuting.
With housing, the living space per person was revealed as the most
highly influencial factor. Again, constructed yards require a lot of natural
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resource use due to earth movements. All the five households with heavier
housing rucksacks than the average Finnish consumer live in single-family
houses with large yards. Building materials play a smaller role but they also
affect the housing figures: wooden houses are less material intensive than
houses made of stone or concrete.
Energy consumption was included in the housing figures. Heating the
apartments plays a significant role in energy consumption and the heating
source is important. Even more than with heating, differences in the resource
consumption were found between different types of electricity. The natural
resource consumption of electricity was only a fraction in households using
wind-produced electricity compared to households using average electricity.
In the food and drinks sector, the differences between households were
not as great as in some other sectors. One reason for this is that the amount
of food eaten every day does not change as dramatically as e.g. the amount
of kilometres driven. In any case, the difference between the smallest and the
highest food rucksack was 2.6-fold. The role of meat and other animal-based
products is significant. Not only meat-eaters produced high results, but also
vegetarians eating a lot of cheese. Coffee was also a significant factor in the
consumption of some households. As a result of the service unit chosen (see
2.3.3), households with many small children received the lowest food
rucksacks when the food consumption of the household was divided among
all members of the household.
In household goods and appliances the scale differed from 600 kg to
5,900 kg per person per year. In this sector, different household answered the
survey in quite different levels of detail. Perhaps partly because of this, there
were huge differences in the focus of MI between different households.
Electric and electronic appliances seemed to be relevant in most of the cases,
even if their electricity consumption was not included here but in housing.
Depending on households, other high peaks were reached with furniture,
clothes, jewellery, tools and daily consumer goods, but these were also close
to zero in some households. Households with the smallest rucksacks had a
lot of second-hand products. Second hand items have very small MI figures
because they are considered as preventing waste and not requiring
production or raw materials.
The broadest scale in regard to resource consumption among the
households was in tourism. The most relevant factors in tourism are free
time residences and long-haul holiday trips. Free time residences are relevant
not only because of the resources used in buildings, but also because they are
often located far away from permanent residences and private cars are
required for the journeys. Short distance flights have relatively low natural
resource consumption figures because aircraft need relatively little
infrastructure. With air consumption this would be totally different.
Hobbies and other leisure time activities were asked about in the survey
but not calculated in the final rucksacks. This was due to the lack of MIPS
data on different leisure activities, although two master’s theses on the
subject were produced in the project (Luoto 2007; Veuro 2007). However,
from these studies it was learned that transport usually consumes most
resources in leisure time activities, too. Leisure time transport is included in
the transport figures calculated.
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3.3

Summary of the contents of the rucksacks

The following figure shows the natural resource consumption of each
household studied. The figure indicates the contribution of different sectors
and the total consumption.

Summary of the ecological rucksacks of the studied households
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Figure 1. Summary of the ecological rucksacks of the households studied.
Number 19 represents the average Finnish household partially calculated
differently. Household 26 does not include items and appliances and
household 23 does not include foosdtuffs.
The difference between the highest and lowest rucksacks is more than
10-fold. This means that factor 10 households can be found when comparing
the households studied to each other.
The average Finnish consumer is number 19 in figure 1. Thus, a higher
number of households studied fall below the average household compared to
those falling above it.
In this paper, of special interest are the households with the smallest and
the heaviest ecological rucksacks. In Figure 1 it is obvious that the six
households with the smallest resource consumption look relatively similar in
terms of the distribution of resource consumption, although these households
are very different. The family size in the six smallest households differs from
one to nine. There are households living both in cities and in the countryside,
both in flats and in single-family houses. The only feature common to these
households is that all except one have relatively small yearly incomes (fig. 3).
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4

Potential for dematerialisation – where and how can
households make the difference?

4.1

A potential based on quantitative analyses

To be able to consider the potential for dematerialisation, it is important
to find the factors most affecting the amount of resource consumption. In
some sectors it was easy to find a correlation between households’ lifestyle
and MI figures. For example, it was found that living space per person is the
most relevant factor in the MI figures for housing (Figure 2).

Living space per person vs. TMR values of housing
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Figure 2. The comparison of living space per person and TMR values of
housing in the households studied.

Gross income per person vs. total natural resource consumption
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Figure 3. The comparison of gross income and total natural resource
consumption per person in the households studied.
As shown in Figure 2, the ecological rucksacks of housing seem to grow
with increasing living space. However, a small living space can also result in
a higher resource consumption, e.g. when there are long private roads or
large constructed yard areas. At the other end of the living space row there
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are extremely high differences in resource consumption for housing. These
differences are due either to the size of constructed yard areas, the size of the
apartment or house, or the source of energy used for heating.
In Figure 3 can be seen that the yearly income correlates quite well with
the natural resource consumption in the households at a low level of income,
whereas in the households with higher incomes the resource consumption
differs a lot. Thus, a small income does not appear to permit high resource
consumption, whereas a high income can, but need not, result in high
resource consumption.
The households consuming most natural resources are also more
heterogeneous in terms of the focus on different consumption fields (see
Figure 1). However, transport plays the biggest role in all three most
resource-consuming households.

Scale of resource consumption in different
consumption sectors
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Figure 4. Scale of resource consumption when the resource consumption of
each consumption sector is put into a descending row.
As can be seen in Figure 4, the differences in resource consumption grow
when each consumption sector is put into a descending row. Although the
analysis of the results is not yet complete, there must be a huge potential for
dematerialisation. The biggest differences can be noticed with transport,
tourism and housing. Although foodstuffs and goods and appliances are
distributed more evenly, there are threefold differences also in these areas. In
addition, they are sectors where consumers can change their consumption
habits by everyday decisions. Choices related to tourism can also be
influenced relatively directly by the consumers themselves, whereas housing
and transport at least partly depend on long-term decisions that cannot be
revised every day.
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4.2

Households’ view on the potential for dematerialisation

When formulating guidelines for sustainable lifestyles there is a danger
that they are too detached from the everyday life of individuals. If guidelines
could immediately change the actions of households, sustainable
consumption would soon be a reality. For this reason, the context of
household’s consumption choices has to be analysed as well. The notion of a
“rational consumer” has been broadened and contested by many researchers.
Consumption choices should be seen as part of people’s lifestyles and social
practices and not only as the fulfilment of needs. (see eg. Moisander 2001,
Spaargaren 2003, Hobson 2001 and 2002, Halkier 1999) In this section we
focus on the question as to what are the consumption sectors where
households feel there is potential for change. A further analysis of the results
of the focus groups will be published later this year.
When it comes to the most material-intensive sector of consumption,
namely transport, many of the households thought that at the moment they
drive only as much as they have to. All of the households participating in
this study were well aware of problems related to car-driving. That is why
most of them have cut down private car use to the amount they see necessary.
However, some of the households thought that they could drive less if they
arranged a car pool with neighbours or went to the summer cottage less
frequently but for a longer period at a time. The families living in sparsely
populated areas saw it impossible not to have a car, because they do not have
access to functioning public transport. In cities, too, more fluent public
transportation was demanded.
People much discussed the fact that the private car is usually the most
convenient way of transport. In other sectors of consumption, too,
convenience was a keyword that came up when people discussed which
things hinder environmentally friendly choices. At this point it is necessary
to note that an absolute definition of convenience does not exist.
Convenience is to a large extent socially constructed and what is considered
convenient changes over time (Shove, 2003).
In the tourism sector flying abroad was seen as quite unnecessary. Some
participants of the focus groups said that they are going to feel guiltier about
flying after participating in this research project. However, it is a different
thing whether this notion actually affects the amount of travelling. In
contrast, summer cottages were fervently defended and many of the cottage
owners said that they will spend time at their summer cottage no matter what
they are told.
The solid infrastructures of housing were seen as outside the realm of
possible action. Some households even viewed the large share of these
structures as discouraging. They feel that they do not have any chance to
influence these things and that the things they can affect, like household
goods, form a much smaller part of the ecological rucksack.
Twelve of the households were using green power. In the focus groups
changing over to green power was seen as a rather simple way of reducing
material consumption. That is understandable, because changing your
electricity supplier does not really demand much effort.
In foodstuffs, eating more vegetarian food is one way to decrease natural
resource consumption. Altogether, changing the way you eat demands more
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effort than changing your electricity source. Focus group participants still
viewed this as a possible action they could take.

5

Discussion and conclusions

5.1

Reliability of the results

In studies related to real-life household surveys there are many points
where the reliability of the results may suffer. Here these risk points are
recognised and assumptions given on their influence on the results.
The households chosen to participate are more interested in
environmental issues than average Finnish consumers are. This was assumed
already when searching for volunteers via NGOs. However, from the
beginning of the research project obtaining a research group representing the
entire Finnish population was considered too ambitious and not even aimed
at. Despite this, the resource consumption of the average Finnish household
calculated from the statistics is somehow located in the middle of the
households studied. The environmental attitudes of the participating people
were enquired about and the linkage between the attitudes and the natural
resource consumption will be studied. So far it looks as though there is no
close connection between the MI results and attitudes.
One risk before the survey was that households might not have enough
motivation to fill in the questionnaires over six survey weeks. 27 households
were chosen in order to ensure that at least 20 households would stick with
the surveys until the end. However, the households proved to be very
motivated and all of them filled in the questionnaires right up to the end.
This was probably due to the face-to-face meetings before and after the
survey and the opportunity to receive scientific feedback on each
household’s own consumption.
One risk when asking about people’s everyday life is that they might give
a more glowing picture of their life than it really is. Another risk is that the
household starts to make changes already during the survey week. It was
emphasised to the households that they should live during the survey weeks
as they had done previously, but of course this is impossible to prove. If this
happened, the results would be smaller than the actual consumption, not
larger. For example, households listed goods and appliances on a
heterogeneous level because it was so laborious for some of them. As the
accuracy level of the MI data used varied and not all data actually covered
all possible aspects, the results obtained are minimum estimates in any case.
However, these estimates can be considered quite realistic.
Households measured one consumption sector for one week only. This
leads to the problem of generalising the results of one week to apply to the
whole year. In housing, tourism and household goods this was not a problem
because the questions concerned consumption over a whole year. Even so,
e.g. water consumption depends a lot on how much time the people spend at
home. Water used outside the home was not included in the water
consumption of the households. In everyday transport, food and waste
households were asked to describe if the survey week differed from their
normal week. These descriptions were taken into account when possible. For
example, the effect of the season was taken into account in the amount of
biking and garden waste.
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As in all life-cycle analyses, in MIPS calculations as well many
assumptions had to be made on issues that nobody can be aware of, e.g. the
future lifespan of a house or a car, or the amount of earth movements carried
out decades ago when the houses were built. The best available assumptions
from previous studies and literature were used, but these are still
assumptions that might affect the results if wrong assumptions are made.
From this point of view, at least the results in each sector are comparable to
each other.
Background data used in MIPS calculations is quite heterogeneous,
which might affect the comparability of different consumption sectors. Even
before the survey it was assumed that the three most resource intensive
sectors are transport, housing and foodstuffs. However, the order of these
sectors (transport > housing > foodstuffs) first slightly surprised the
researchers in comparison to other studies. The best data was available on
transport because the natural resource consumption of the Finnish transport
system is very well known (see Lähteenoja et al. 2006b), whereas for
foodstuffs only a few dozen MI values were available from Kauppinen et al.
(2008) and Bringezu (2000). However, the order obtained can be explained,
for instance, by the amount of built infrastructure needed in these sectors.
The high influence of the built infrastructure on abiotic MIPS figures has
been reported also by Lähteenoja et al. (2006b). Further studies and MIPS
calculations are needed to reinforce the background data and the reliability
of the results.
One risk is that there are mistakes in the MIPS calculations for the
different households due to misunderstanding the questionnaires or to the
hurry in which the results were calculated. Major mistakes most likely came
to light when meeting the households after they were given the results and
the researchers checked that these corresponded with the information
householders gave.
In conclusion, our estimation is that the results indicate the level and the
share of consumption well. Nevertheless, further studies are needed in order
to analyse more deeply the contribution of more detailed aspects of
consumption.

5.2

MIPS as a sustainability tool for consumers

The possibility to study the whole range of private consumption in a
study like this can be considered a strongpoint of the MIPS concept. In
addition, the consumption of kilograms of natural resources is an
understandable and illustrative concept, especially when different products,
activities and consumption areas can be compared to each other. On the
other hand, total resource consumption measured in tonnes is often so huge
that it becomes abstract, and a part of the participants in the focus groups
stated that they did not really understand what the kilograms mean.
Applying the MIPS methodology to consumer politics brings a new
perspective to the discussion on the environmental impacts and sustainability
of private consumption. In particular the TMR aspect enlarges the traditional
environmental viewpoint by bringing out, for instance, the relevance of
construction and infrastructure. This might be seen as an overestimation of
“stone and gravel”, but can also been appreciated as bringing the physical
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use of nature into the traditionally emission-oriented environmental
discussion.
The MIPS concept also broadens the more traditional focus on
production and products towards structural aspects like infrastructure,
housing space and car use. If material efficient solutions covering these
structural aspects were found, the influence on promoting sustainability
could be expected to be much broader than with traditional approaches in
terms of “eco-products”. In this respect, the consideration of natural resource
use in terms of sustainable consumption seems worthwhile.
However, the focus on construction and infrastructure might also weaken
the opportunities for action by the consumers themselves, because
infrastructure and buildings are not subject to everyday decisions. On the
other hand, the mixture of short-term and long-term decisions must be
understood in any case. With using the MIPS concept, these different kinds
of decisions can be related to each other and their influence quantified.
The opportunities of and barriers to applying the MIPS concept to private
consumers were considered in the focus group interviews. Most of the
critique stemmed from the fact that MIPS does not measure environmental
effects directly. It was also criticized that MIPS is not an easy tool as long as
there are not just one but many MIPS figures telling different messages, e.g.
solid materials and air. Some of the households felt that MIPS measures
different things than the ones important to them. Also as mentioned before,
some of the households felt discouraged because infrastructure forms such a
big part of their ecological rucksacks.

5.3

How to reach the factor targets?

Households are one of the major actors when striving for sustainability: it
is the consumers who make the final choice of the goods and services
consumed, although this choice is influenced by structural, social and
cultural factors. However, as Tukker et al. (2007) emphasise, it is not only
consumers who have to make a difference when seeking sustainable
consumption. Consumers, policymakers and business are all needed, and
they should create “a triangle of change”. Thus, opportunities for promoting
dematerialisation should be considered in all angles of this triangle.
5.3.1

Consumers

Lähteenoja et al. (2007) have pointed out that the ecological rucksack of
the average Finnish consumer can be reduced by more than 25 % by
decisions of the consumer. This does include both short- and long-term type
decisions. In addition, section 4 shows that the differences of the resource
consumption among the households studied may even exceed factor 10,
which proves that quite a potential for dematerialisation must exist.
Consumers with higher incomes have more options in making a
difference but their lifestyles also require greater changes. Opportunities
could be divided into those available to the consumer every day and those
needing a longer time period.
Factor 10 can be achieved in 50 years by dematerialising 4,5 % every
year. Although big changes like factor 10 cannot be supposed to happen
evenly every year, a for instance 4 or 5 % dematerialisation per year might
be communicable quite well to the consumers. In addition it could show that
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even big changes can be managed step by step. The idea of dematerialising 4
or 5 % per year also could bridge the gap between short- and long-term
changes in lifestyles allowing households to start with low-hanging fruits.
According to the results of this study, eating and drinking as well as
tourism are considered as material-intensive consumption sectors the
individual can influence every day, without changing buildings and their
location. We all have to eat a certain amount of food every day and it is
possible to make choices all year round. However, also in energy use and
everyday transport there are options for short-term changes at least for a part
of the households.
One interesting result of the study was that household goods and
appliances did not play a dominant role in the ecological rucksack of
households although they are often considered as a symbol of resourceconsuming lifestyles. Despite the uncertainties related to the results in the
field of goods and appliances, it can be stated that sustainable consumption
must address much more than only products and goods purchased by
households. For instance built infrastructure is resource-intensive and should
thus be used efficiently.
5.3.2

Business and policymakers

As Tukker et al. (2007) stated, business is probably best placed to
respond positively to sustainability via new ideas and radical innovative
products and services. Lettenmeier and Lähteenoja (2007) have suggested
that the eco-competitiveness of either companies or regions and nations were
to be considered within the framework of sustainable consumption and
dematerialisation. When the traditional focus on production and products is
broadened towards structural aspects like infrastructure, housing space and
car use, new innovations and business opportunities can be discovered.
Some examples are given in the following.
Concerning the housing sector, eco-competitive solutions should offer
the consumer low-space and low-energy options. This would also decrease
the pressure for extending urban areas on unfavourable terrain and into
scattered areas, both of which are rather material-intensive. Besides for
business, this sets a special challenge for urban planning and social
construction.
In the sector of food and drinks, the most relevant question would be how
to provide and market low-meat diets and lifestyles to the consumer. This
may not yet be a driver for competition on the markets. However, pressure
on arable land is increasing because of e.g. an increasing demand for biofuels, a still increasing demand for meat, and increasing desertification. Thus,
companies turning low-meat diets into business and nations able to decrease
their demand for animal-based food will enjoy advantages on future markets.
In addition to business developing and marketing new innovations
towards dematerialisation, governments are needed to stimulate progress
towards dematerialisation. Especially in areas with a high relevance of longterm decisions and investments like building, transport and energy
production, governments’ should influence markets by, for instance,
regulations, economic incentives and/or public planning.
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Last but not least, governments play a crucial role in education and
awareness-rising towards the dematerialisation of consumption. These are
prerequisites for action in all sectors.

5.4

Issues left on the research agenda

The FIN-MIPS Household research has analysed household consumption
on a quite holistic basis. However, there are plenty of issues left on the
research agenda in order to provide better understanding of how the
dematerialisation of household consumption can be promoted.
For Finnish households and circumstances, the studies provides quite
interesting and valuable results. However, Finnish circumstances, results and
conclusions cannot directly be applied to other countries. Thus, it would be
interesting to compare the results of this study to studies on the resource
consumption of households in other countries. The results of this study can
be used when designing new studies and surveys in order to make them as
effective as possible.
With the households studied, an appreciable diversity in resource
consumption was observed although the households did not represent the
entire Finnish population. When similar studies will be done, we would
recommend to pay even more attention to the diversity and the social and
cultural background of the participating household.
Although this study covered a wide range of products consumed and
activities carried out by households, some aspects have not been covered. As
there was observed a wide range of resource consumption in households
with higher incomes, an interesting question remaining is how household use
the financial resources they have and what does this mean in terms of
sustainable lifestyles. One issue of particular interest would be the resource
intensity of different ways of saving or investing money that is not directly
consumed.
The previous question is also related to the rebound effect and the
question of sufficiency. These have not been in the centre of this study, but
data on the ecological rucksacks of household can be one basis for studying
how the rebound effect could be avoided. Owning and driving a car is
resource-intensive but also relatively expensive, at least in Finland. If
households saved money from car-driving, how would they spend it and how
this would affect their ecological rucksacks? Does consuming less also
require less money? Could fewer work resulting in fewer money decrease
resource use and increase happiness? Also this kind of questions should be
asked in order to find out how to achieve sustainable household consumption.
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1

Introduction

Until now, strategies for fostering sustainable consumption have
principally been aimed at redirecting the buying behaviour of consumers
towards more sustainable products and services. However, supply-side offers
of sustainable consumption can only help achieve the aims of sustainable
development if environmental impacts are reduced along the entire life cycle,
and if social justice can be improved. When developing and designing
alternatives for sustainable consumption, it is therefore essential to take into
account the different phases of production, use and waste treatment involved
(e.g. Tukker and Jansen, 2006). It is also important to realise that the
consumption phase itself comprises three elements: firstly, buying decisions
(including information seeking ahead of purchase), secondly, the patterns of
use and the routines that are engendered in everyday involvement with the
various products, and thirdly the disposal of waste. In order to achieve the
environmental objectives of sustainable consumption, it is therefore
important to identify the specific contributions to environmental impacts by
the different phases of product life cycles, and to take these into
consideration when designing sustainability strategies. The overarching
environmental objectives of sustainable consumption, on which I concentrate
in the following, are firstly the reduction of natural resource consumption
and secondly the mitigation or reduction of risks to the environment.
The following considerations focus on the importance of the use phase
and the use patterns of consumers for sustainable consumption. The starting
point for the following thoughts is the fact, on the one hand, that with the aid
of life cycle analysis or material flow analyses for many utility products such
as household appliances, cars, TVs and textiles, it has been shown that the
use phase is of immense relevance for resource consumption and
environmental impacts. For this reason, changes are needed not only in
buying decisions, but also in use patterns, if the environmental aims of
sustainable consumption are to be reached. On the other hand, there is still
Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme..
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urgent need for research regarding the specific patterns of product use, and
the consequences of those patterns for resource consumption und adverse
impacts on the environment. In my view, this need for research is one reason
why the question of how use patterns, as integral elements of everyday
routines, can be directed towards sustainable consumption, has played little
or no role in debates on sustainable consumption.
The theoretical and conceptual background to the following is found in
‘systems of provision’ as an analytical framework. This approach was
introduced into economic consumer research by Fine, who defines such
systems as ‘the inclusive chain of activity that attaches consumption to the
production that makes it possible’ (Fine, 2002: 79). Systems of provision
provide a framework for analysing changes in consumption , while taking
into consideration the integration of consumer behaviour within specific
systems of provision and production, on the one hand, and in specific forms
of organising everyday life, on the other hand. To that extent, the systems of
provision approach establishes a direct link to the interpretation of use
patterns. The primary concern here is to analyse the different actors and
constellations of actors, and their importance for change. Another special
feature of systems of provision is that they allow consumption to be
described from a vertical perspective that highlights the differences and
specific aspects of individual consumer products. This means there is a
significant difference in whether use patterns in the ‘food’ system of
provision are being viewed, or in the ‘clothing’ system of provision. Even
though environmental dimensions have not been systematically integrated
within systems of provision before now, this analytical approach, which
takes the contextualisation of consumer behaviour into account, is being
increasingly applied in research on sustainable consumption.

2

Changes in consumption towards sustainability

In the past ten to fifteen years, increasing demand for more sustainable
consumption alternatives, in some areas at least, has been observed in
Germany and other European states. This trend is particularly evident in the
food sector, where the last five years have seen a strong increase in both the
production and consumption of eco-foods, with sales of eco-foods growing
annually at a rate between 10 and 15% following the launch of the ‘Bio’
label (ZMP, 2007). Similar trends can be observed in other European
countries, especially in Austria, Denmark and Sweden, which lead the EU in
demand for eco-foods. Other countries such as Italy and Spain, in contrast,
are among those countries with lower demand in relative terms, but which
are enormously important as regards the production of ecological foods
(Hamm and Gronefeld, 2004).
In the clothing sector, initial shifts in consumption patterns can likewise
be witnessed at present. For example, demand for ecologically produced
cotton is currently rising, and the number of fashion designers and
conventional brands that are including textiles made of ecologically
produced cotton in their collections, such as H&M, is also increasing (N.N.,
2007). Market research findings similarly indicate growing – and potenitally
greater – consumer interest in eco-fashions (Wippermann, 2007). That said,
these trends in the clothing sector are still occurring at such a low level in
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quantitative terms that no figures showing the importance of eco-textiles are
available; estimates assume a share of market equal to less than 1% of the
conventional clothing assortment (Lübke, 2004).
The third example for changes towards sustainable consumption is the
household appliance sector. Following the launch of the EU energy
efficiency label in the late 1990s, which requires that binding information
about energy consumption be provided on the majority of household
appliances, the percentage of energy-efficient household appliances has
increased, depending on category, to as much as 50%
(http://www.stromeffizienz.de/eu-label.html). This is particularly the case
for washing machines, tumble dryers and refrigerators, as relevant
consumers of energy in private households. A more recent development is
the inclusion of air conditioning equipment in the EU energy label regime.
Besides these areas of consumption, where there are some clear-cut,
albeit minor changes in the direction of sustainable consumption, there are
also some areas in which no movement at all can be discerned, or where
there is even a reinforcement of non-sustainable forms of production and
consumption. Examples of the latter include the mobility, information and
communication sectors, especially, despite the considerable need, from the
environmental perspective, for ameliorative action in these areas, too. So far
there has been virtually no demand for, or supply of sustainable alternatives
in these sectors.
The assessment that there are now tendencies in the food, clothing and
household appliance sectors, as mentioned above, for behaviour to be
changing in ways relevant to sustainability, is derived from figures for
demand levels. The trends described above therefore relate first and foremost
to changes in the buying behaviour of consumers. With that in mind, I will
now examine the following questions. What role is played for the
environmental aims of sustainable consumption by the use phase and by
consumers’s patterns of use? What consequences can be derived from this
with regard to the achievement of stated ecological goals? I will discuss
these issues with reference to the three sectors of food, clothing und
household appliances. In the following, my main focus is firstly on the
quantitative dimensions of resource consumption and pollution, and on the
question of the associated relationships between production and
consumption.

3

Environmental importance of the use phase

3.1

Food

In the case of food, strategies for fostering sustainable consumption are
1
principally aimed at buying organically grown foods (e.g. German Council
for Sustainable Development, 2006). The introduction of the ‘Bio’ label is
thought to be principally responsible for the significant growth in demand
for organic food. The label guarantees compliance with ecological standards
during the production and processing of food products, in accordance with
1

People are also recommended to consume less meat as well more seasonal and regionally
produced foods. However, this has not been implemented to the same degree as the buying
of eco-foods, so that aspect shall not be discussed any further here.
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the regulation on labelling. The aim is to support consumers in changing
their buying behaviour, and to reduce the amount of additional information
necessary for sustainable consumption. The reduced strains on the
environment that are associated with such a focus on organic food, and
which are aimed for, thus result from a change in agricultural production to
biological-organic production methods. The use phase and its role in
environmental impacts is initially of no consequence.
That the use phase can indeed be relevant is shown by a material flow
analysis of the influence of the use phase on the environmental impacts of
the food system. This study also investigated, inter alia, how the greenhouse
gas emissions caused in Germany by food is distributed among the different
phases of use. According to that analysis, greenhouse gas emissions are
distributed as follows among the different phases:
1. 45%: food production
2. 25%: food consumption: electrical appliances (stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, small appliances)
3. 12%: food consumption: space heating (space heating in the
kitchen, dining place and storage rooms)
4. 1%: food consumption: shopping trips
5. 17%: away-from-home consumption: storage, preparation,
space heating and passenger transport (Wiegmann et al., 2005).
In total, 45% of greenhouse gas emissions are caused by production, 38%
by the consumption of food in private households, and 17% by away-fromhome consumption. The preparation and storage of food, the use of food in
the narrower sense, thus accounts on average for around a quarter of the total
greenhouse gas emissions caused by food production and consumption. To
that extent, these data underscore the ecological relevance of the use phase.
At the same time, they show that not only the purchase of organic food is
important for achieving substantial reductions in environmental pressures,
but also the the manner in which foods are kept and prepared. This is
corroborated by another finding of the study, which concludes with the aid
of scenarios that an increase in the consumption of organic food from 0 to
30% would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by only 2% (Wiechmann et al.,
2
2005) .
However, this material flow analysis is based on the assumption of an
average consumer and on the average equipment available to people in
Germany. It does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about possible
differences in use patterns by different consumers, or the implications for
energy consumption. Differentiating consumers according to different
lifestyles and consumption styles indicates that consumers also differ in how
they prepare and store foods. Until now, studies on consumption styles in
food have concentrated on lifestyle-based differences in buying behaviour,
and investigations into the significance of consumption styles for use
patterns have not been available.
2

Hence, the quantitative reduction in environmental damage achieved by buying eco-foods
foods is astonishingly small. However, this quantitative analysis does not cover the
qualitative improvements to the environment that result from ecofriendly production, such
as the positive impacts on biodiversity, or nutrient enrichment in soils or in water
resources.
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The example of food illustrates that looking at the use phase is relevant
for achieving environmental goals within the food system. Consequences for
sustainable consumption can indeed be drawn from the above – one question
that needs to be asked, for example, concerns the strategies with which
consumers can be encouraged to modify their use patterns and everyday
routines towards sustainability. This will doubtlessly go beyond the
information and communication strategies that have been developed hitherto
in order to bring about changes in buying behaviour. It is also clearly evident
that it is not only consumers who bear responsibility for effecting changes in
the amount of energy consumed by preparing and storing foods.
Manufacturers of household appliances and the energy industry are
additional and powerful stakeholders to whom consideration must also be
given.

3.2

Clothing

The situation is similar at first sight for clothing. Here, too, most of the
strategies for encouraging sustainable consumption relate to the purchase of
environmentally improved and in some cases ‘fairly’ produced textiles. A
distinction can be made here between two different approaches: firstly, the
‘Confidence in Textiles – Tested for harmful substances according to OekoTex Standard 100’ label has become established in the mass market for
textiles. Tests are carried out for compliance with limits for certain
problematic substances used in the production and finishing of textiles. The
aim is to ensure that no health risks are associated with wearing such tested
textiles. Parallel to this, a niche segment embodying a second approach has
developed, in which eco-textiles are produced using natural, ecologically
produced fibres such as cotton, wool and linen, and in which environmental
standards are complied with in production and finishing. The ‘Better’ and
‘Best’ labels were developed for these natural textiles. The first strategy is
mainly aimed at reducing the use of harmful substances in the production of
textiles, while the second is additionally aimed at reducing the impacts on
the environment caused by cotton production. Despite the clear differences
in the scope of environmental requirements to be met by textiles tested for
harmful substances, on the one hand, and natural textiles, on the other hand,
what both approaches have in common is that the labels and the associated
standards are concentrated on reducing environmental impacts in production,
with the actual use phase playing no role at all.
Life cycle analyses show, however, that the use phase is of
environmental importance in the clothing system as well. Several life cycle
analyses for clothing have been produced that also analysed the distribution
of resource consumption between production, consumption and use.
However, they come to very different conclusions regarding the distribution
of environmental impacts. The following results are available for primary
energy consumption, in which the waste phase has not been systematically
included due to the difficulty in obtaining pertinent data (cf. also Tukker et
al, 2005):
1. Study I: 70% production – 30% use (COGNIS, 1992)
2. Study II: 15% production – 85% use (Wiedemann et al, 1995)
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3. Study III: 60% production – 28% use (remainder is
‘miscellaneous’) (Bunke et al., 1998)
4. Study IV: 47% production – 44% use (remainder is
‘miscellaneous’) (Eberle 2000)
Even if these four studies are only comparable to a qualified extent, on
account of their relating to different textile products, the results provide
corroboration that not only changes in buying behaviour, but also in use are
important in achieving the aims of sustainable consumption. The second
finding concerns the broad range spanned by the four studies: the primary
energy consumption calculated for the use phase ranges between 28% and
85% of the total primary energy consumption. Another relevant factor
becomes apparent when looking for reasons for this significant difference:
different assumptions about use patterns have evidently been made when
preparing these life cycles analyses:
1. Study I: duration of use: 3 years; 36 washes (1 per month);
ironing; no dryer
2. Study II: duration of use: 4 years; 208 washes (1 per week);
ironing; dryer
3. Study III: 50 washes, no ironing; dryer
4. Study IV: duration of use: 2.5 years; 50 washes; no ironing; no
dryer
The major discrepancies in these results are doubtlessly attributable to
different notions of use behaviour. At the same time, these assumptions
cover only a small selection of the many different use patterns that can be
expected in everday reality. Moreover, one can expect that the social praxis
of different consumers in relation to clothing are more highly differentiated
than assumed in these studies. Given the implications for the results of life
cycle analyses, it is essential to have access to empirically reliable data on
use patterns. Such empirical data about existent patterns of use and how they
are socially differentiated are a key requirement for appropriately evaluating
and assessing the relevance of production and consumption for resources,
and in particularly for determining the relative importance of the two
domains. However, there is clearly a considerable need, on the whole, and
especially in the context of life cycle analyses, for research into the everyday
organisation of clothes washing. These needs relate, for example, to
identifying the frequency of washing, the choice of temperature, how
washing machines are loaded, the duration that textiles are used, and how
textile waste is disposed of in private households, i.e. what social practices
are involved in the everyday organisation of work.
The example of clothing thus confirms the importance of the use phase. It
also provides an initial impression of how different use patterns can be and
what consequences they have for resource consumption in the clothing
system. As in the food field, it broadens the perspective to include additional
actors who are relevant in achieving the environmental aims of sustainable
consumption. Another aspect that is clearly shown is how consumer
behaviour is integrated not only into everyday social practices involving
clothing, but also into the respective system of provision and production.

The Importance of Use Patterns for Sustainable Consumption

3.3

Household appliances

The situation regarding household appliances as a field of consumption is
different again. Following the introduction of the EU energy label, the
percentage of energy-efficient appliances has been successfully increased by
a significant margin – by as much as 50% for some types of appliance, as
mentioned before. However, unlike the two other examples, food and
clothing, the energy label approach relates exclusively to the energy
consumed by using such appliances. In other words, it aims at supporting the
purchase of appliances that consume as little energy as possible when put to
use. The consumption of energy and materials in the production of such
appliances is of no importance in this context; production is only indirectly
focused upon, to the extent that it satisfies the requirement of making
appliances that are as energy-efficient as possible when actually used.
In the following, I will concentrate firstly on refrigerators – one of the
household appliances for which labelling with the energy label is
compulsory. They are also important because cooling accounts for a relevant
proportion of the total power consumption of private households – in
Germany around 17%. As regards the importance of the use phase, the life
cycle analyses are unanimous in finding that a predominant proportion of
energy consumption is attributable to use. According to a recent life cycle
analysis, 90 % of the environmental impacts of a refrigerator are caused by
use (Rüdenauer and Gensch, 2007). One study conducted in Switzerland
came to a very similar conclusion, namely that 19.6% of the cumulative
energy consumption is attributable to production and distribution, 0.6% to
maintenance, 0.1% to disposal and 79.1% to operation and use (Steiner et al,
2005). The use phase is basically of similar importance in the case of
washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers.
These findings provide clear evidence that focusing on reducing the
energy consumed by use addresses a central environmental weakness of the
respective system of provision. To that extent, enormous potential for
reaching the environmental aims of sustainable consumption can be expected
in this area. However, assumptions about the use phase are based on
information that manufacturers provide regarding the energy consumption of
refrigerators, and also assume a 15-year duration of use. In what ways use
patterns deviating from this will affect the distribution of environmental
impacts caused by production and use, is a question that remains unanswered.
However, the fact that consumers also deal with refrigerators in different
ways seems more than likely, e.g. as regards how they are filled, how
frequently and for how long they are opened, the selected temperature
settings, or as regards the position of the refrigerators in relation to other
appliances, such as stoves or heaters, that emit heat.
Empirical studies on the energy consumption of private households
indicate that there are different use patterns for household appliances. They
show that, despite similarities in household size, similar socioeconomic
3
backgrounds and identical power supply systems , energy consumption can
vary by 200-300% (Gram-Hanssen, 2004, Vringer, 2005). These differences
cannot be attributed either to the technologies themselves (Spargaaren, 2004),
3

Key factors influencing the energy consumption of private households are income, number
of household members, area of house or apartment, number of type of electrical appliances
and the efficiency of energy production
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so they can serve as evidence for different patterns of use and everyday
routines, that lead in turn to differences in energy consumption.
The example of household appliances thus confirms the importance of
the use phase, which in this case is especially relevant for the energy
consumption of this system of provision. In view of the enormous
environmental relevance of the use phase, possible differences in use
patterns can therefore be expected to exert a major and additional influence
on resource consumption. There is obviously a considerable need for
research here, not only as regards use patterns and differences between them,
but also as regards their implications for energy consumption.

3.4

Interim conclusions

Analysis of these three fields shows, on the one hand, that is of vital
importance for the environmental goals of sustainable consumption that we
know the environmental relevance of how products are actually used.
Furthermore, focusing on the consumers’ patterns of use allows the role of
consumption within different systems of provision to be understood better.
The fundamental prerequisite is that empirical studies be conducted into use
patterns and their possible differentiation among different consumer groups.

4

Including empirical data on use patterns when
analysing environmental impacts

In one of our own studies, we have begun to identify use patterns on a
empirical basis and to take these into account when developing life cycle
analyses (Tisch and Weller, 2005). The study focused on a specific strategy
in the context of sustainable consumption, namely the ‘new strategies of use’.
‘New strategies of use’ refers to strategies which replace the purchase and
possession of products by services such as the renting and lending of
products, or the shared use of products. Well-known examples include car
sharing, diaper services or community use of DIY and gardening products
such as lawnmowers. Shared use of products is aimed at reducing
environmental impacts, to the extent that fewer products are manufactured
and hence less resources needed for production; another aim is to reduce the
volume of waste. In this special strategy for sustainable consumption, it is
particularly important to identify use behaviours and use patterns, since these
greatly influence the degree to which the reductions in environmental
impacts theoretically aimed for are actually achieved in practice.
Against this background, the research project aimed at identifying the
environmental impacts of shared product use in some initial cases, and in
doing so to take into account some empirical findings about patterns of use,
i.e. the specific ways in which shared products are handled. The aim was to
arrive at empirically substantiated findings about use behaviour and to
develop a typology of different patterns of use on that basis. A survey of
people deploying such new strategies of use was conducted as part of the
study. The questions related, on the one hand, to specific everyday handling
of the shared products, and on the other hand to the ways in which needs
were satisfied prior to shared product use.

The Importance of Use Patterns for Sustainable Consumption

Typologies of different use patterns were derived from the survey results,
and scenarios depicting the main differences in empirically identified use
patterns were developed. The various scenarios then served as a basis for
analysing the environmental impacts caused by the different use patterns. In
this way, it was possible to compare the different use patterns with regard to
their environmental impacts and to arrive at conclusions about when, for
example, shared use of products leads to reduce environmental impacts.
At this juncture, two broad findings obtained from the empirical
identification of use patterns deserve mention: firstly, it became readily
apparent in the interviews that a broad range of different patterns for using
shared products had developed. These differences meant, secondly, that new
strategies of use cannot be classified automatically as being more benign to
the environment. One example will illustrate this. The environmental
impacts of a juice presser subjected to shared use are influenced above all by
two elements of use behaviour: one is the distances travelled in order to use
the juice presser. Another concerns the users’ consumption habits with
regard to how the fruit juices thus obtained are actually used. Besides the
amount of transport involved, one aspect that is highly relevant for
environmental impacts is whether and to what extent the consumption of
resource-intensive orange juice was replaced, thanks to the juice presser, but
consumption of juice made from regionally grown fruit. In this study, the
empirically identified use patterns formed the basis for determining the
environmental impacts of new strategies of use, so to that extent it involves a
very special example.
In the consequences of different use patterns for resource consumption
during the use phase of product life cycles are to be at least estimated, one
methodological option would be to include them in the sensitivity analysis of
life cycle analyses. This would enable the influence of different use patterns
to be estimated, and resource-intensive and resource-saving forms of use to
be identified. From these results, it is possible to derive starting points for
developing strategies aimed at modifying patterns of use in such a way that
their resource consumption is minimised.

5

Overall conclusion

Of the environmental aims of sustainable consumption are to be achieved,
what is necessary are not only changes in consumers’ patterns of demand,
but also in their patterns of use. The examples discussed highlight the fact
that the importance of the use phase and of consumers’ patterns of use are
context-specific and therefore dependent on the respective system of
provision within which consumer behaviour is integrated. In general, it is
obvious that much research is needed not only regarding the environmental
impacts of the use phase as a whole, but also on different patterns of use.
Another topic of future research concerns the question as to which strategies
are appropriate for making use patterns more energy- and resource-efficient,
and which actors besides consumers themselves can wield particular
influence in this context. This all means, on the whole, that for targeted
changes in use patterns in the direction of sustainable consumption it is
essential to broaden analysis to the behaviour of consumers in complex
systems of provision and to the specific actors who shape such systems.
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1

Research on the communication of sustainable
consumption and production

The role of communication in decision-making is enormous. Any
external information a person receives can influence attitudes and behavior.
Communication strategies thus focus on the individual and attempt to change
or strengthen individual behavior. Consumers are also a part of
communication processes, both at the individual as well as the mass-media
level, and are the frequent target of advertisements and other initiatives.
Since the individual is bombarded by many – sometimes conflicting – pieces
of information, some type of internal system is needed to evaluate these
messages. The human emotional system is the internal system that has
evolved for this purpose. Emotions are designed to evaluate any perception
that reaches the brain through the senses (Schwender, 2006, 59), the eyes
and ears being the most-used human senses and also the only major senses
that can be reached by mass media.
In the context of sustainable consumption, it is therefore important to
understand the role of emotions – and especially the role of positive
emotions – for long-term attitudes as well as in buying and behavioral
decisions. We therefore developed an instrument, described in this article, to
measure cognitive and emotional responses to mass media communication.

Proceedings: Sustainable Consumption and Production: Framework for action, 10-11 March
2008, Brussels, Belgium.Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research Exchange
(SCORE!) Network, supported by the EU’s 6th Framework Programme.
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1.1

The Project BALANCE research study

Project BALANCE was designed as a transdisciplinary project involving
researchers from three different disciplines: media, consumer research, and
marketing. The project was financed by the German Ministry of Education
and Ministry 1 . The goal of the project was to encourage public discourse and
communication on sustainable production and consumption issues using an
integrated, cross-media approach that included television, Internet (Web),
the print media, and podcasting. The informational reports that were
presented were deliberately designed by the journalist (who were briefed
accordingly by the researchers) to deliver an entertaining and informative
message in an emotionally positive way.
While other aspects and preliminary results of Project BALANCE have
been published elsewhere (Reisch, 2006; Reisch and Bietz, 2006, Reisch et
al., 2006, Reisch and Bietz, 2007; Reisch and Kreeb, 2007; Reisch et al.,
2007, Schwender et al., 2007, Schwender et al., in print,), the present paper
focuses on the results of the media and consumer research, only.

1.2

Background

Research on persuasion and credibility is constantly faced with the
problem of having to measure and assess attitudes and emotions with respect
to media events. Until now, instruments for measurement have rarely been
empirically based (Fatt, 1997), or if so, restricted to a very limited problem
set with respect to the subject matter (e.g., Sancho-Aldridge and Gunter,
1994) or the target group (e.g., Beaudoin and Thorson, 2005). It was our
intent to introduce an instrument that is easy to use, was conceived with the
television viewer in mind, and which is modeled on the natural viewing
situation. It was designed to be flexible and easily adaptable to various
media, topics, and target groups. The requirements were to be derived from
the example of environmental and sustainability communications efforts.
Based on these, an instrument was to be developed that could ascertain the
cognitive and emotional reactions of the viewer.
“Ecotainment” is a communication concept arising out of the area of
sustainability marketing (Lichtl, 1999). It makes specific requirements for
content and presentation of journalistic reports and sets clear expectations
with respect to viewer reception. The ecotainment index presented in this
paper is thus an instrument to ascertain and measure the demands of a
specific report with respect to content and audience reception.
For a report, program segment, or news story to qualify as ecotainment, it
must fulfill the following criteria: It must a) fall under the category of
ecological discourse or the debate on sustainability; it must furthermore b)
allow recipients an opportunity to directly relate to the message being
offered (as opposed to general political discourse) and make reference to a
solution (as opposed to merely painting a “doom & gloom” scenario); finally,
the story must c) send an emotionally positive message. All of these criteria
can be operationalized. Such an operationalization will be introduced in the
following in the form of the ecotainment index.
1

Joint project “BALANCE: Development, application, and dissemination of a
communication and trendsetting concept for sustainable living and business,”
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF),
identification number 07 BAL 01.
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The discourse on the consequences of ecologically-minded behavior vs.
non-environmentally aware action is typically characterized by messages of
“doom and gloom” (Brand, 1995). Again and again, the consequences of
incorrect behavior are shown and—assuming that the players do nothing to
change this—associated with various doomsday scenarios. Lichtl (1999)
suggests that a lesson be taken from commercial advertising and that a
positive attitude be put forth. He argues for a solution-oriented rather than
problem-oriented approach to communication of sustainability issues.
Negative emotions, according to Lichtl, are not necessarily well-suited as
triggers for cognitive activity. “The dominance of the feeling of well-being
leads us to assume that in a decision-making situation in which negative
feelings with respect to one object (fear) and positive feelings towards
another (pride) are felt in similar intensity and compete with each other, the
individual will decide for the behavior that appears to offer the greater
positive emotional benefit” (Lichtl, 1999, 113). A meta-study by Hullett
(2005) confirms that recipients of persuasive messages seem motivated to
seek and maintain a positive mood. A survey of current research by Crano
and Prislin (2006) supports this relationship.
The concept of communicating ecological and environmental issues by
means of emotionally positive messages of a solution-oriented and nonthreatening nature can be summarized as “ecotainment.” As the name
implies, ecotainment is loosely related to the concepts of “edutainment” and
“infotainment.” One aim of the study was to develop an ecotainment index
that would make it possible to evaluate television reports on sustainability
issues with respect to:
1. explicit (direct mention or explanation of the concept of
“sustainability”) and/or implicit references (rated by experts) to
issues of sustainability;
2. the extent to which such reports address a diverse audience and
thus new target groups;
3. and the degree of opportunity they offer for positive cognitiveemotional processing by the viewer.
In the following, the individual elements of the index are explained and
illustrated and then applied to the reports that were produced as a part of
Project BALANCE [F].

1.3

The BALANCE reports used in media research

The reports we looked at were aired on the television science magazine
“Welt der Wunder” (“World of Wonder” – initially on Pro 7, now RTL II),
the first science program of its kind on commercial television in Germany.
The program describes itself, loosely translated, as “science made easy,
fascinating stories delivered with a dash of levity” (www.weltderwunder.de
/sds/Moderatoren/HendrikHey/). “World of Wonder” is aired regularly since
January 2005 on Saturday evenings on RTL II, and is repeated on Sunday
afternoons and Monday late nights. Moreover, it is shown three times per
week on the news channel N-TV. The individual reports thus reach a total
audience of 2–3 million viewers.
Between November 2004 and July 2005, the program “World of
Wonders” aired six reports dealing with sustainability issues, which were
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produced in cooperation with the research project. To develop and evaluate
the instrument, a small set of six reports was sufficient. An effort was made
to incorporate the ecotainment approach in all six program segments, but this
was only possible to a limited extent. The six episodes that were aired are
briefly characterized below, on the basis of their initial concept papers:
1. “Lumber” (broadcast date: 7 Nov. 2004): “The lumber business
as an economic aspect in the preservation of people’s livelihoods,
importance of forestry management. Montage sequence cutting
back and forth between the stages of industrial wood processing
in a wood flooring factory utilizing large machinery and the hand
work of a father making his son a wooden play toy.” The report
was awarded the German “Forst & Holz” (forest & wood) prize
for journalism in 2004.
2. “Atlantropa” (broadcast date: 14 Nov. 2004): “It was the greatest
utopian engineering fantasy of the 20th century: the partial
drainage of the Mediterranean, in connection with the
construction of a massive dam near Gibraltar—Atlantropa. The
project was never realized. Fortunately—the ecological
consequences would have been devastating.” The report was
assembled using new footage, animation, historical footage, and
staged scenes in which Hermann Sörgel, the initiator of the
project, can be seen at work.
3. “Food of the Future” (broadcast date: 5 Dec. 2004), in the course
of a fictive space flight to Mars, the question of how to solve the
problem of providing human nourishment is discussed. Current
research projects are presented.
4. “Wonder of the Week: Detergent” (broadcast date: 5 Dec. 2004)
“Pleasantly spine-chilling. A door creaks slowly open ... What
begins as a Hitchcock thriller reveals itself to be advice and tips
on the topic of laundry detergent; its function and history are
addressed as well as questions about correct usage and amount.
In the course of the report on the topic of laundry soap,
harmonious images illustrate the information provided by the
host.”
5. “Burn-out” (broadcast date: 16 Jan. 2005): “When you can’t go
on – the struggle with burn-out syndrome. The noise, the mad
rush, the worries – everyday life in a competitive society really
takes its toll. More and more often doctors are observing a very
specific syndrome: burn-out.”
6. “Leadfoot & Company” (broadcast date: 3 July 2005): “In a
three-minute clip – modern design, but nevertheless in the style
of an old spaghetti western – we show how with the help of some
easy-to-follow basic rules (driving style, vehicle load, open
window, etc.) our vehicle fuel consumption can be reduced by at
least two litres per 100 km.”
At the center of our research interest was the conveyance of information
about sustainability; therefore, the first step was to describe and analyze the
relevance of the program content in these reports. Next, it was important to
look for indications that these reports were catching the attention of those
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viewer groups in particular that so far have shown no interest in such topics.
Thereafter, we looked at reactions at the cognitive and emotional level.

1.4

Ecotainment analysis by consumer research

Beyond the analysis of the six “core” reports performed by media
research to develop the ecotainment index, consumer research also looked
into the concept, use, and impact of “ecotainment” itself. The methods
applied were reception analysis of viewers and content analysis of reports.
The data were collected via focus group discussions, response analysis
(company’s marketing and PR departments were interviewed), and computer
assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDA) of aired reports conducted with
Atlas.ti. Moreover, a small experiment was conducted.
The analysed reports were aired between September 2004 and October
2006 in the television show “World of Wonder” (see chapter 1.3), and since
2006 also weekly in the consumer call-in show “World of Wonder – Watch
yourself Smart” (“Schau dich schlau”), both on the private channel RTL II.
Altogether, 16 reports were used in the focus group discussion, and 15 of
them were subjected to content analysis with Atlas.ti.
The reports fell into two groups: The first type of reports presented
companies which committed themselves to sustainable production or
services; here, specific branded sustainable products or services were
showcased (e.g., organic baby food, new type of childcare, alternative living
in a tree house, bio fuel, renewable resource loam, alternative paving, and
alternative oil filter for cars). The second category featured a variety of
reports on sustainability that were not company-specific but showcased
sustainable products or product-use in general, such as: fair trade coffee,
hybrid cars, organic meat, gas-saving driving, sustainable lumber, detergent,
and the sustainable cultivation of apples.
The focus group subjects were selected to closely reflect the project’s
target group profile, i.e., they were from a lower SES group and/or a young
age group and/or regular viewers of the “Welt der Wunder” show. While
these three selection criteria often overlapped (i.e., the typical “World of
Wonder viewer”), there is also a significant viewership in the young
academics group. Ultimately, focus group discussions were performed with
students of vocational schools, with secondary school teenagers, with a nonprofessional sports team, hospital administrators, driving school students,
and university graduates.
Focus group discussions were held between February and November
2006. Overall, about 270 subjects took part in 14 focus groups. Always two
or three focus groups were shown the same reports.
A standardized questionnaire was developed and pretested for the focus
groups covering: demographic data, emotional appeal (before and after
design with PANAS, Krohne et al., 1996), attractiveness (measured by
polarity profiles and direct questions), acceptability, and relevance (with the
proxy measure of recall of contents) of the reports. In a 2-week-after-recall
exercise, it was assessed how much and what kind of content was
remembered (i.e., the cognitive learning which had taken place). Further, a
small experimental study was carried out with driving school students. They
were confronted with a slightly emotionalised and a highly emotionalised
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report on gas saving driving, as well as an emotionally “neutral” report about
seed-oil gas. Results were compared (for results see 3.3).

2

Potential of the reports to reach a broad audience on
the subject of sustainability

The first step in determining an ecotainment index is to measure the
extent to which the content of each report addresses the subject of
sustainability. In order to be able to evaluate implicit references to
sustainability and to quantify them and thus make this information useful for
an ecotainment index, it was necessary that the reports be rated by experts
familiar with the topic. To the extent then that there are explicit references,
these can be assessed and quantified by direct content analysis of each report
or segment. The term segment we will explain further on.

2.1

Implicit references to sustainability issues

The individual reports were shown to a total of five experts, each
extensively involved in sustainable development issues for several years.
After each report they offered an assessment with respect to relevance to
sustainability issues and the exploration of sustainable development in
general and, using a seven-step scale, with respect to three dimensions
(economic, ecological, and social) in particular. The question they were
asked to answer about relevance to sustainability issues in general was:
“How would you judge the relevance of the respective report to the topic of
sustainability?” The question about the three specific dimensions can best be
illustrated using the example of the social aspect: “To what extent was the
social dimension of sustainability considered in the respective segment?”
The values given in table 1 are averages of all the experts. Seven values are
possible, beginning with 0 (“no relevance or exploration of the issue
whatsoever”) and reaching a maximum of 6 points (“very high degree of
relevance or strong consideration of the issue”). The average values were
arranged in order and divided into three groups. The group with the highest
scores—i.e., the highest relevance with respect to sustainability issues—was
assigned a +1; the group with the lowest scores was assigned a í1; the group
in the middle accordingly was assigned the value 0.

2.2

Explicit reference to sustainability

An explicit mention in the report or segment of the term “sustainability”
or synonyms therefore, such as “sustainable development” was a direct
indication that the report explicitly addressed sustainability issues. This
attribute is only recorded when it occurs in a social, ecological, or economic
context. Only in the reports “Lumber” (“Foresters such as Herbert Rudolf
ensure that no more timber is taken out than can continually be replenished.
This is the principle of sustainability that German forestry management has
followed for 250 years.”) and “Atlantropa” (“Encroachments on nature tend
to alter it permanently; for example: the Aral Sea, between Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan” and “Professor Stefan Rahmsdorf from the climate research
center in Potsdam is quite certain: The climate would have sustained
permanent change due to Atlanta – and not for the better”) were such explicit
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mentions of the term or its conceptual synonyms found. To derive the index
(table 1), the number of respective mentions was first counted and then
recorded in a column. In the summation of the index, however, it is not the
number of mentions, but rather whether the term appears at least once (index
value 1) or not at all (index value 0) that is given.

Table 1: Experts’ ratings and mention of the root term “sustainable” in the
report
Exploration of the issues — experts’ opinions
Episode

Mention of
root term
Index
“sustainabl
e” in report

Sustaina
bility

Social
dimension

Ecological
dimension

Economic
dimension

Averag
e

Lumber

5,2

2,8

5,4

3,2

4,2

1

2

Atlantropa

4,0

3,6

5,0

2,8

3,9

2

2

Food

2,8

3,2

3,6

1,8

2,9

0

-1

Detergent

3,6

1,2

4,8

3,0

3,2

0

0

Burn-Out

2,5

4,5

0,25

2,8

2,5

0

-1

Saving gas

3,6

1,4

4,2

4,8

3,5

0

0

Remarks The experts’ possible scores ranged from 1 to 6. In the last column,
“Index,” a positive number indicates the potential effectiveness of a report as
ecotainment, and a negative number indicates the negative potential; the size of the
number indicates the potential strength in the respective direction (positive/negative).

2.3

Reaching diverse audiences

The goal of the reports analyzed here is to reach viewing audiences
(especially low class audiences) that otherwise would scarcely be interested
in topics of sustainability. On account of the type of programming that RTL
II broadcasts, including programs such as “Big Brother,” “Anatomy–
Mysterious Deaths,” “Wife Swap” and “X Factor: The Unfathomable,”
viewing audiences will presumably be addressed here that until now have
been difficult or impossible to reach with traditional (public television)
programming on environmental issues. A crucial prerequisite for further
involvement with the topic is an attention-getting initial contact. It is thus a
necessary prerequisite that various offerings be made available to various
viewers – a necessary condition for reaching new, as yet unaddressed
audiences. A program that succeeds in offering content to the greatest
variety of viewers increases the chances of greater audience attention and
thus has better opportunities to bring diverse groups into the debate on
sustainability when such issues are explored in the course of the program. In
a monothematic report, the interests of one group may be addressed (or
possibly not). In those reports that look simultaneously at several aspects of
a topic, the possibility arises that the program can draw in viewers that might
otherwise have switched off or changed channels. Increased exposition is
often a prerequisite of increased interest in sustainability issues.
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The requirements for reporting on “sustainability” arising out of these
considerations can thus be formulated as follows: The greater the number of
disparate audiences that can be offered something within a report, the better.
Christian Metz, in his classic Film Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema
(1968) offers a method of analysis by which we can separately and
independently identify each of these various offerings within the structural
framework of the edited report or film. It is an attempt to systematically
record the full repertoire of filmic elements or sequences.
Metz identifies eight so-called “syntagmatic types”. A syntagma is the
smallest filmic unit which is represented by the autonomous shot, the single
uninterrupted recording. When two or more shots are joined together, filmic
syntagmas arise; these may be chronological or a-chronological in nature. In
the case of the latter, Metz distinguishes between:
x the parallel syntagma: two or more series that are
interconnected or intercut, but without having a common point
of reference or clear relationship;
x and the bracket syntagma, where the elements or series of
images exhibit similarities or have a common point of reference.
The chronological syntagmas are subdivided into:
x the descriptive syntagma with spatial uniformity and narrative
syntagmas – with a temporal progression – which in turn are
subdivided into the alternating syntagma demonstrating parallel
lines of action and linear narrative syntagmas; these are further
subdivided into the scene marked by continuity of time, place,
and action and sequences, namely the episodic sequence with
changes of time and place – and the ordinary sequence, where
unimportant moments are omitted.
A syntagma has no direct reference to the segment that either proceeds or
follows it – particularly no reference or connection of a temporal nature.
Syntagmas neither pick up nor do they end a plot thread that might be
continued in another segment. Of particular significance in the present
context is the parallel syntagma (see above), which Metz defines as follows:
“The montage brings two or more motives together and interweaves them,
i.e., it allows them to alternately reoccur, but without constituting
convergence into a precise (temporal or spatial) relationship between these
motives” (Metz, 1968, 338). “The parallel syntagma contains two or more
series, each consisting of numerous images, and these series alternate on the
screen (e.g., ABAB...) (Metz, 1968, 340). The concept of parallel syntagmas
can be made clearer using the example of the report “Lumber,” which
consists of five syntagmas:
1st syntagma, “Forester”: The topic of sustainability in the context of the
deforestation of forests in Germany is presented in a straightforward manner.
A forester has his say, someone who on the basis of his profession and thus
his experience has the necessary professional expertise in order that the
viewer will perceive him as believable and authentic. He explains growth
and growth cycles. In this syntagma, slow-motion sequences, among other
techniques, are used, suggesting a scientific context.
2nd syntagma, “craftsperson”: The craftperson laying a wood floor are
intended to make a connection to the home craftsperson or handworker in
the viewing audience. The addition of a wood floor is viewed by many as a
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worthwhile home improvement and is intended to appeal to those interested
in home design and remodeling. Proof of this can be found in the great
number of programs specifically directed at this target group, including
“Dream House” (“Wohnen nach Wunsch” – VOX), “Avenzio – Live More
Beautifully!” (“Avenzio – schöner leben!” – Pro7), and “Assignment: Your
Own Four Walls” (“Einsatz in vier Wänden” – RTL).
3rd syntagma, “Father and Son”: A man is building a toy car out of wood
for his soon. Thus a further interest group is appealed to. This is a figure,
which through its investment, depicted in the creation of the wooden play
toy, might well particularly appeal to female viewers (Schwender, 2006,
243).
4th syntagma, black-and-white photographs of a historical nature: These
appeal to an audience interested in historical topics; here, too, one can make
out an individual sub-genre.
5th syntagma, “toys for boys”: Last, the so-called topic “toys for boys,”
focusing on the operation of large machinery, is introduced. The sub-genre
deals with large, powerful machines, military technology, and other
phenomena that require substantial quantities of energy (Schwender, 2006,
153). The fascination that many groups of viewers have for technology is
viewed by the producers as a motivation for its use. These last two
syntagmas take aim at a more male-dominated viewer group.
It can therefore be assumed that through the combination of various
syntagmas many disparate viewer interests will be addressed. With this type
of editorial treatment, one can satisfy differing communication needs in a
single segment, sandwiched between the lead-in and lead-out of the program
host, which in total functions as a coherent piece. From the viewpoint of
communicating sustainability issues, it is possible to reach viewers that
otherwise would scarcely show an interest in such topics.
In this sense, reports that appeal in various ways to various viewers are a
necessary but insufficient condition in the effort to draw in those groups of
viewers that until now have not yet been reached. A count of the number of
different syntagmas in each program can serve as an indicator, but what the
counting does not reveal is a determination of their relevance. Topics with a
greater relevance for specific viewers will certainly draw those viewers in to
a greater extent.
The classification of the syntagmas was done by joint consensus of the
authors. Directions for coding were derived directly from the definitions of
the different syntagmas by Metz (1968, 238 ff.). Only when a segment in a
report contained no references to any other segments did it count as a true
segment; each beginning of a narrative strand that made no reference to a
previous one was counted as a separate syntagma. When there were differing
interpretations among the authors as to what constituted a narrative strand,
they were discussed and jointly resolved. Tapes of the individual reports and
their transcripts, listing the picture, dialogue, and sound-effects shot by shot,
were used as the basis for this process. Table 2 shows the parallel syntagmas
that could be identified in the reports that were examined.
Table 2: Description and count of the autonomous segments (syntagmas) for
the selected reports
Episode

Autonomous syntagmas

Number

Index
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Lumber

Wood flooring (1), wooden toys (2), lumber industry/
forest ranger (3), historical documentaries (4), “Toys for
boys” with heavy-duty lumber equipment (5)

5

1

Atlantropa

(Fictional) story with documentaries (1), visions /
documentaries and computer-animations (2), up-to-date
cases (3), interviews with scientists (4)

4

0

Food

Science fiction (1), nutrition scientists: micro algae (2),
synthetic meat (3), vegetable protein (4), excrement as
culture medium (5)

5

1

Detergent

Washing machine horror (1), researchers in interviews, lab
tests, and animation (2), historic documentaries (3)

3

0

Burn-out

Fictional case (1), medical background information in
interviews and animations (2)

2

-1

Saving gas

Humorous fiction with educational message (1)

1

-1

Remarks In the last column, “Index,” a positive number indicates the potential
effectiveness of the respective report as ecotainment, and a negative number
indicates a negative potential; the size of the number indicates the potential strength
in the respective direction (positive/negative).

After ranking the six reports in order, three equal groups are formed, to
which the integer values í1, 0, and +1 are respectively assigned. This makes
for a clearer arrangement and allows individual values to be entered into a
total index. It should be noted here that each partial index merely represents
a relative measure of the reports among themselves. An absolute measure or
normalized value range would be more informative here; however, the
underlying concept of ecotainment (Lichtl, 1999) does not allow for any
such derivations. Further development in this area is desirable.

3
3.1

Cognitive-emotional processing
Media research on emotional processing

In addition to the formal (syntagmas) and content-related (explicit and
implicit references to sustainability) characteristics of the reports, to arrive at
our index it is necessary to measure the entertainment aspect, i.e., the
cognitive-emotional processing of the reports by the audience. Since the
criterion here is clearly message reception, the viewing audience must be
brought in. In order to record aspects of the emotional and cognitive
processing, recipients, i.e., the users of the “Welt der Wunder” homepage on
the Web were queried.
This survey of the “Welt der Wunder” audience by means of a
comprehensive online questionnaire was made possible through the
cooperation with “Welt der Wunder GmbH.” On their Web site,
www.weltderwunder.de, the individual reports that had already been aired
were made available as video streams, along with additional background
information on the respective topics. In this context, visitors to the Web site
could take part in an online survey. The reports were integrated as video
streams into the survey, which included both open and closed questions. In
addition to sociodemographic questions, the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) (Krohne et al., 1996) was included. The PANAS was
filled in before and after viewing of the report. The difference between pre-
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viewing and post-viewing measurements yielded the emotional impact of the
report (the same instrument was used for the focus group discussion, results
see in chapter 3.1). Furthermore, the survey participants were asked in an
open question to paraphrase what in their opinion the most important
message of the episode was.
The validity of the data was verified with the help of various plausibility
checks (e.g., internal consistency of the answers, logical consistency); cases
with implausible combinations (2.8%) were excluded from further analysis.
Participants who merely clicked through the PANAS were eliminated
afterwards (1.2%). An effort was made to impede multiple participations by
means of browser cookies. A check was also made afterwards to look for
repeat occurrences of a participant’s IP address within the hour; these were
also excluded from further analysis (<1%). Furthermore, those cases where
dubious (nonsensical) answers to the open questions were given were also
eliminated (<1%).
In such a test situation one must also consider that a change of medium
has taken place – from the television (a push-medium, that brings
information without any interference from the viewer's side) to the computer
(a pull-medium, where the users have to make decisions again and
again).Thus, altered reception behavior due to the shift from a “lean
backward” medium to a “lean forward” one may have occurred.
Despite these obvious limitations, an online study was carried out for
several reasons: (1) The online study made it possible, quickly and with a
comparatively low expenditure of effort and expense, to obtain a large
sample (N=881). (2) Additionally this type of survey brings us quite close to
the target group. The likelihood is much greater that visitors to the
“www.weltderwunder.de” Web site are those interested in the program
rather than random surfers: 45% of the respondents are regular viewers of
“Welt der Wunder” and a further 52% are occasional viewers; only 3% had
never before seen the program; 84% indicated that they had been made
aware of the program’s Web site through references made during the
program. (3) Furthermore, the respondents were not placed into an artificial
laboratory situation, but could choose for themselves to watch parts of the
program. The participants were thus reached, at least in part, at home, i.e.,
where television viewing naturally occurs. The television viewer is not
simply exposed to the AV stimulus, but rather selects it and only for as long
as he or she is interested and wishes to. The self-selection therefore comes
very close to the reception of television viewing. A higher external validity
of the findings as compared to those of a lab investigation can therefore be
assumed.
Each participant in the survey who viewed the video stream of a
respective report in its entirety completed the PANAS before doing so and
directly afterwards. The emotional change, i.e., the difference between previewing and post-viewing measurements can therefore be considered to
reflect the emotional impact of the episode on the viewer.
In the construction of the index, we utilized only those differences
between pre- and post-measurement that in a t-test for combined samples
were significant at an alpha error level of 5%. The size of the sub samples
certainly affects the number of significant changes; however, it can be
assumed that the relationship between positive and negative changes will not
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be influenced in a statistically significant manner, and only this relationship
is relevant for the construction of the index.
Table 3 shows all items from the PANAS that significantly increased or
decreased due to the reports.
Table 3: Emotional impact of the episodes broken down according to
increase or decrease
Index

Increase

Decrease

ENTHUSIASTIC, ATTENTIVE,
EXCITED
distressed, upset, ashamed, scared,
hostile, irritable, afraid, INSPIRED,
ALERT, ATTENTIVE

NERVOUS, HOSTILE,
UPSET

2

proud, strong, excited

-2

Food

SCARED

distressed, jittery

0

Detergent

ALERT

Burn-out

ACTIVE, INSPIRED, INTERESTED,
ENTHUSIASTIC, ATTENTIVE,
DETERMINED, ALERT, ashamed,
scared, afraid

Lumber
Atlantropa

Saving gas

1
UPSET, HOSTILE,
IRRITABLE, proud,
strong

2

interested, alert

-1

Remarks The changes supporting ecotainment are indicated in capital letters.
The terms set in lowercase type reflect increases in negative emotions or decreases
in positive ones. In the last column, “Index,” a positive number indicates a positive
impact for the respective report as ecotainment, and a negative number indicates a
negative impact with respect to ecotainment; the size of the number indicates the
strength of the impact in the corresponding direction.

The ecotainment-conforming emotional impact of a report is taken into
account with respect to the make-up of the index as follows: in table 3, a +1
is assigned when an “increase” cell contains predominantly positive
emotions or a “decrease” field predominantly negative emotions, thus
corresponding with the ecotainment approach in both affect states. At the
same time, a cell is assigned a í1 when an “increase” cell contains
predominantly negative emotions or a “decrease” field is dominated by
positive adjectives. Zero is assigned if a cell is empty or contains the same
number of positive and negative entries.

3.2

Cognitive processing: Assessing the message of the
report and its personal relationship to the viewer

Traditional environmental reporting has been dominated by messages of
horror, fear, and bad news. In order to counteract this tendency, reports
choosing to take the ecotainment approach should aim to offer solutions
rather than admonitions and warnings. Furthermore, such reports should
speak to the viewer on the personal level and offer him or her options for
taking action. First-person references (“I” and “we”) are thus desirable for
the ecotainment approach. Whether these messages are so received by the
viewer can be ascertained by means of a survey or questionnaire.
After the online presentation of the reports, which were framed by the
pre- and post-testing of emotional state of mind (described above), in
addition to questions with respect to sociodemographic data, participants
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were asked the open question: “What was the message of the episode?” The
question is open so as to avoid any semblance of default or suggested
answers.
The answers given to this question were then coded in two dimensions,
each with three categories; the categories in each dimension being mutually
exclusive:
a) Relationship to the individual viewer
1. Message related to or connected with the individual viewer (e.g.,
“no amount of money could replace my life, my family, and my
friends”)
2. Related to others (e.g., “people must learn to think differently!”)
3. No connection or relationship whatsoever to viewer or other
persons (e.g., “strength comes through relaxation, not exertion”)
b) Evaluation of the report’s message
1. Caution, admonition, mandate (e.g., “pay attention to your
body—too much stress can make you ill!”)
2. Solution, appeal (e.g., “strength lies in calmness”)
3. Facts, neutral observation (e.g., “the effect of laundry detergent”)
The categorization was carried out by three independent evaluators after
an introductory training session. Only those answers were used where the
concurrence of the evaluators was greater than 0.7 (Cohens ț).
The index for the cognitive processing is ascertained in the following
steps. Initially, the answer to the open question “What was the message of
the episode?” was coded twice: once for reference to a solution and once for
the relationship to the viewer. The share of ecotainment-conforming answers
per report is then calculated—excluding neutral answers. The values of the
conforming answers are then sorted by size and divided up into three equal
groups; these groups are then assigned, according to their values, the integers
1, 0, and í1. Thus the indices for cognitive answers are ascertained. It should
be remembered that these are not absolute; the placement is dependent on
the results of the other reports.
a) Relationship to the individual viewer
The results for the personal relationship dimension are summarized in
Table 4.
Table 4: Answers to the question “What was the message of the episode?”
coded according to relationship to individual viewer, to others, or neutral
(percentages)
Related to individual
viewer (me, us)

Related to others
(others, you)

Neutral

SUM

Lumber

4.0

12.0

84.0

100

Atlantropa

11.8

47.1

41.2

100

Food

5.0

0

95.0

100

Detergent

0

2.9

97.1

100

Burn-out

19.2

30.0

50.8

100

Saving gas

3.1

9.4

87.5

100
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It is initially evident – as seen in Table 4 – that two programs
(“Atlantropa” and “Burn-out”) are proportionately well below-average in the
category “neutral.” They apparently offer viewers the opportunity for a
direct relationship. Since these are the same reports that show more intense
changes in the measurement of emotions, it can be assumed that there is a
relationship. But emotional stimulation alone is not sufficient to give the two
reports a higher value in the index. The ratio between relation to the
individual and to others must be ascertained. At this point, it also becomes
clear, incidentally, why the remaining part of the process to determine
deviation from the expected distribution as determined by chi-square test is
not applicable. In the lines in which the values for “Burn-out” and
“Atlantropa” were listed, an over-representation of “individual viewer” as
well as “others” would occur. The relationship of these two characteristics
can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5: The proportion of the answers to the open question “What was the
message of the episode?” according to relation to individual viewer and
according to relation to others (only), as well as the resulting ranking and
index

Lumber
Atlantropa
Food
Detergent
Burn-out
Saving gas

Related to individual
viewer (me, us)
25%
20%
100%
0%
39%
26%

Related to others
(others, you)
75%
80%
0%
100%
61%
75%

Ranking

Index

3
5
1
6
2
4

0
-1
1
-1
1
0

Remarks In the last column, “Index,” a positive number indicates a positive
impact for the respective report as ecotainment, and a negative number indicates a
negative impact with respect to ecotainment; the size of the number indicates the
strength of the impact in the corresponding direction.

b) Evaluating the message of the report
In the analysis of the variable “report evaluation” attained through coding
from the open paraphrasing of the message of the report, the programs
“Atlantropa” and “Burn-out” again stand out, as the respective share of
neutral answers for these two are again less than for the other programs (see
Table 6). The values of the report “Saving gas” are also rather low. A closer
look must show the differences.
Table 6: Answers to the question “What was the message of the episode?”
coded according to relationship to individual, others, or neutral (percentages)
Promotions, solutions

Warnings, mandates

Neutral

Sum

28.6

4.8

66.7

100

Atlantropa

3.9

74.5

21.6

100

Food

11.1

16.7

72.2

100

Detergent

8.3

16.7

75.0

100

Burn-out

28.9

61.8

9.3

100

Saving gas

36.7

30.0

33.3

100

Lumber
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The process of ignoring the neutral answer variant in the next step of the
assessment was also followed here. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: The proportion of the answers to the open question “What was the
message of the episode?” according to focus on solutions and focus on
warnings (only), as well as the resulting ranking and index
Promotions, solutions

Warnings, mandates

Ranking

Index

Lumber

86%

14%

1

1

Atlantropa

5%

95%

6

-1

Food

40%

60%

3

0

Detergent

33%

67%

4

0

Burn-out

32%

68%

5

-1

Saving gas

55%

45%

2

1

Remarks In the last column, “Index,” a positive number indicates the potential
effectiveness of the respective report as ecotainment, and a negative number
indicates a negative potential; the size of the number indicates the potential strength
in the respective direction.

Looking at the figures, it is clear that the reports “Atlantropa” and “Burnout” are more likely to be perceived as threat scenarios. At the other end of
the scale are two reports that, in the view of those who participated in the
survey, clearly build on solution-oriented approaches (Table 7), namely
“Lumber” and “Leadfoot & Company.”
In order to be able to handle the cognitive and emotional impacts equally
in the evaluation, in each area between í2 and +2 points could be assigned.
Table 8 summarizes the values that the six reports scored for the dimensions
cognitive and emotional processing within the ecotainment index.
Table 8: Ecotainment index: “cognitive-emotional impact”
Cognitive “personal
relevance”
0

Cognitive
“orientation”
1

Emotional
impact
2

Sum: cognitiveemotional impact
3

Atlantropa

-1

-1

-2

-4

Food

1

0

0

1

Detergent

-1

0

1

0

Burn-out

1

-1

2

2

Saving gas

0

1

-1

0

Lumber

Remarks A positive number indicates a positive impact for the respective report
as ecotainment, and a negative number indicates a negative impact with respect to
ecotainment; the size of the number indicates the strength of the impact in the
respective direction.

Similar to the media research the consumer research analyzed the
answers to the question about the “goal” of the reports. The results showed
that for some reports the subjects were able to point out the “massage” of the
report even it was not clearly mentioned. The messages of the reports with
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an obvious message like saving gas or detergent were mostly written down
by the focus groups. At the saving gas report the groups mostly liked the
hints how to save gas. The report on detergent the subjects could point the
message of not using too much detergent. They liked the emotionalized part
of the report but disliked the beginning showing them a horror scenario with
the washing powder. These examples showed that the reports offer solutions
to the subjects and they got the message. The next step is that they are
motivated enough to crate action and change in behavior.

3.3

Consumer research on emotional processing

With the same research questions – but with different subjects and
methods – consumer research looked in parallel into the emotional effects
and the “working” of the ecotainment approach.
As regards emotional effects, four types could be shown: an emotional
effect confirming the ecotainment approach, an emotional effect not
confirming the ecotainment approach, an emotional effect in form of both:
negative and positive emotions (see, e.g., Table 3 Atlantropa, Food, Burnout), and no emotional effect. Different combinations of these effects were
seen between the two focus groups.
Just one report had an emotional effect confirming the ecotainment
approach in both focus groups (hybrid car). Some other reports had this
effect just in one focus group (e.g., alternative paving, sustainable cultivation
of apples). In most cases, the results of the two focus groups showed a
combination of two different types of emotional effects.
In a nutshell, emotional effect analysis showed that the emotional effect
of the analyzed reports was smaller than we expected and that not all reports
resulted in the expected ecotainment effect on the subjects in the two focus
groups.
This was supported by content analysis carried out with Atlas.ti: While
all reports had the potential to have an emotional effect, not all of them
worked in practice. Obviously, it seems that whether emotion “works” or not
heavily depends on the background of the target group and whether the
target group is addressed accordingly as regards themes, design, wording,
and music of the report.
As regards felt attractiveness of the reports, feedback was rather positive.
On a polarity profile, about two-thirds of the subjects judged most of the
reports as “authentic”, “modern”, “clear” and “rather interesting”. This
tendency was underlined by the statements of the subjects in the focus group
discussions. An experiment with driving school students confronted with
three differently emotionalized reports showed the highly emotionalized one
did have a small positive emotional effect and was like best.
As regards cognitive effects, the results showed that most of the subjects
could repeat the theme of the report, parts of the story, and in some cases
names and the message, even in those cases where when the emotional effect
was not ecotainment confirming or when there was no emotional effect.

4

The ecotainment index

The idea was to summarize the results from the content analysis
(syntagmas), the experts’ ratings (for explicit and implicit reference to
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sustainability), and the cognitive and emotional processing of the reports by
the viewers surveyed into a single ecotainment value or index, which would
be capable of quantitatively assessing television reports with respect to the
topic of sustainability. Working out the index as described above for the six
reports that were under investigation, one comes to the following result: The
report “Lumber” comes closest to fulfilling the concept of ecotainment
(Table 8). With its five different syntagmas, it offers—together with the
report “Food”—the most points of contact for a diverse and disparate
audience and also shows the highest conformity to the ecotainment concept
in terms of emotional processing of the report by the viewer. The high index
value of “Burn-out” can be explained by its high degree of ecotainment
conformity in emotional processing. By far, the weakest contribution with
respect to the ecotainment concept is the “Atlantropa” report. It is
characterized above all by images of catastrophe, of the kind widely found in
traditional environmental reports and which the ecotainment approach is
intended to overcome.
Independent of a discussion of the results with respect to the individual
reports, it can be seen that the indexing instrument delivers a range of results.
The maximum possible span, from í4 to +4, is almost achieved. This
suggests that with the index a discriminating and usable instrument has been
made available. A further reworking of the index values from the various
dimensions to a single value makes little sense. Poor results due to lack of
sustainability relevance in a report cannot be compensated for by means of
good cognitive-emotional assessments. It would seem more plausible to
develop the index value as a type of profile variable, which would not
integrate the various dimensions of the concept into one value but rather
would reflect the three dimensions individually. Thus, “Atlantropa” yields an
ecotainment value for the dimensions “diversity of appeal,” “relevance for
sustainability,” and “emotional-cognitive processing” of 1/2/í4 (see Table 9).
The values indicate for each report the configuration by which it does justice
to the three aspects of ecotainment.
Table 9: The dimensions of the ecotainment index in context

Lumber

1

Relevance to
sustainability
2

Atlantropa
Food
Detergent

0
1
0

2
-1
0

-4
1
0

Burn-out

-1

-1

2

Saving gas

-1

0

0

Diversity of appeal

Emotional-cognitive
processing
3

Remarks: The individual columns record the various dimensions of the
ecotainment index.

5
Discussion
5.1 Conclusion
The results showed that the analysed reports had the potential to cause an
emotional effect. In some cases the ecotainment approach worked, but in
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other cases the emotional effects went in the opposite direction. The results
also showed differences in the emotional effect in the focus groups. Whether
emotion “works” or not seems to heavily depend on whether the target group
is addressed accordingly as regards themes, design, wording, and music.
As regards the ecotainment index, it can safely be stated that it is a useful
instrument for the measurement of diversity of audience appeal, degree of
reference to sustainability, and emotional-cognitive processing and offers a
means by which fulfillment of the requirements of the ecotainment concept
can be measured. With the help of a brief content analysis, a modest viewer
survey using a standardized scale (PANAS), and a simple open question, the
individual elements of the index can be ascertained with a minimum of effort
and expense. One negative aspect with respect to the issue of manageability
is that the use of experts on sustainability issues is needed for rating implicit
references to sustainability.

5.2

Limitations and further research

There are some limitations to this study which should be mentioned: It
should be remembered that in the areas of “expert rating” and cognitive
processing and the arbitrary classification into three groups, which were
assigned the integer values í1, 0, and 1. These classifications are not
absolute but rather relative benchmarks. The index values achieved by the
reports being investigated are based on a comparison among them and can
be extended through the incorporation of additional reports. Only a ranking
is ascertained. The ecotainment index as proposed here is suited solely for
differential problems, in which the goal is to compare the ecotainment
conformity of one report with one or more other reports or programs, for
example, with a standard report. In the form presented here the ecotainment
index is useful above all in the course of a formative evaluation of usefulness.
The index in its current form is mainly designed to quantitatively assist
program producers and journalists attempting to utilize new strategies to
impart information on sustainability issues by means of an emotionally
positive message and assessment.
There is nothing standing in the way, however, of its deployment as an
assessment instrument on the basis of absolute criteria. The development of
such criteria is therefore to be desired. This could initially occur in the
context of specific objectives for reports, which could then be measured by
this index. But a general catalogue of criteria with respect to the individual
elements of the index is also conceivable as a theoretical further stage of
development of the ecotainment concept. If we are able to establish
normative target values for individual dimensions, a profile by which
individual reports would be measured is also conceivable. Thus the transition
from a relative index to an absolute profile would be complete.
All of these modifications can easily be implemented, since the
calculation, the weighting, and the construction of the index and its
components allow for many possibilities. The dimensions are independent of
one another and can be determined and considered separately. The
instrument can thus be applied in a very flexible manner. Other criteria, as
well—conceivable might be social topics of age, gender, or ethnic identity—
can also easily be derived.
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Finally, in order to validate the implications of the ecotainment concept
and its goals and requirements, the viewer ratings for the individual reports
could also be investigated (Schwender et al., in print). With the ecotainment
concept, based on the most recent research and experience derived from the
sustainability debate, the communicative requirements necessary to initiate
changes in attitudes and behavior have been created. The necessary
prerequisite to review reports was created with the development of this
instrument. Should it turn out that viewers increasingly switch off or change
the channel, the concept must be seen as having failed; in the case of steady
or even increasing viewer ratings, the goal of bringing a new public into the
debate on sustainable development can be considered to be a success.
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Introduction

The Looking for Likely Alternatives (LOLA) project is a pedagogical tool
for teachers and students, which assists them in the process of identifying,
evaluating and documenting cases of social innovation for sustainable
lifestyles.
The LOLA project’s goal is to help teachers and their class to discover,
approach and give visibility to new sustainable lifestyles in their
surroundings.
In the complexity of contemporary society, new forms of sustainable
users behaviours and promising bottom up innovations are appearing. These
initiatives have been carried out by communities of people who organize
themselves and develop new solutions based on mutual help, collaboration,
sharing, etc. On top of facing their own everyday problems, these solutions
can be seen as potential seeds of new sustainable lifestyles. LOLA’s core
activity is based on scouting for promising cases towards sustainability.
Giving light to this kind of grass-root innovation, the pupils share
knowledge developing a vision about the future and how to change our
society in a positive way shifting it in a new and more sustainable direction.
LOLA goes beyond the common pedagogical use of case studies and
project work which tend to be limited to the immediate classroom context.
1

This paper has been written in collaboration by the authors. In particular V. W. Thoresen
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Cipolla 2.1, 2.3, 2.4 and 3. Pictures: SDS - Strategic Design Scenarios.
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The process brings the students into direct face-to-face contact with groups
of people who question their current lifestyles.
The project aims to reach the following goals:
_ develop, as a didactic tool to raise sustainability awareness, the process of
searching for cases of social innovation;
_ strengthen the processes of identifying social innovation, evaluating
promising cases, clarifying the conditions requiring such innovations and
reflecting on the consequences of such initiatives;
_ improve the use of ICT and multimedia by teachers and students/pupils in
their work of documenting relevant cases of social innovation;
facilitate bottom-up social learning as a complement to traditional expertdriven learning;
_ motivate teachers to involve students in learning to learn from real life
situations.

1.1

Background

The CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP NETWORK launched the LOLA
project in 2005.
The CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP NETWORK - coordinated at Hedmark
University College, Norway – is an interdisciplinary network of educators,
researchers and civil-society organisations, (including UNESCO, UNEP and
Consumers International) who recognize the pressing need for constructive
action by individuals in order to achieve sustainable consumption and global
solidarity 2 . The CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP NETWORK brings together
expertise in the fields of citizenship, environmental and consumer education
to further develop research and good practice for teaching and accessing
consumer citizenship education. The Network consists of 125 institutions in
37 countries. The project targets lecturers, researchers and teacher trainers in
higher education; students, professionals working with children and young
people, public authorities, and associations dealing with citizenship training,
sustainable development and consumer issues.
Accordingly with CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP NETWORK goals, the
LOLA project was started to adapt the needs and ways of the process of case
collection by higher education initiated in the EMUDE-European research
project 3 , co-ordinated by Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department.
2
3

Internet address: http//www.hihm.no/concit
EMUDE (Emerging Users Demands for Sustainable Solutions) is a Specific Support Actions
(SSA) funded within the Priority 3 – NMP research area: Increasing the “user awareness”
of the 6th framework. EMUDE was promoted and developed by a Consortium of
European universities and research centres, like National Institute for Consumer Research
(Sifo), Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Philips Design
(Philips International), Joint Research Centre - Institute for Prospective Technological
Studies (JRC-IPTS), Consumers International (CI), United Nations Environment
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EMUDE was a programme of activities which aim was to explore the
potential of social innovation as a driver for technological and production
innovation, in view of sustainability. Towards this end, it looked for cases
where subjects and communities use existing resources in an original way to
bring about systemic innovation. In order to identify a collection of
promising cases it had set up a network of observers, known as Antennas,
encompassing teams of researchers and students from 8 European design
schools.
The EMUDE case studies – and progressively other cases collected by
some research activities and workshops – compose the “catalogue of cases
of sustainable daily life solutions” on the Sustainable Everyday Project 4
web platform.
SEP - Sustainable Everyday Project - coordinated by Milan Polytechnic
University, Italy and Strategic Design Scenarios, Belgium - started in 2002
and intends to raise awareness about sustainable social innovation through
various diffusion channels: a web platform (www.sustainable-everyday.net),
publications, and a series of exhibitions and local events. Most of SEP
activities are based on a “catalogue of cases” which’s purpose is to empower
the promoters of such initiatives giving them the possibility to exchange
ideas and experiences; facilitating citizens to participate to such initiatives,
to involve a wider audience in a discussion on new ideas of well-being and
on how it is possible to promote it starting form now.
Therefore LOLA project inherits EMUDE’s didactic methodology and its
participants “learn from” and “contribute to” SEP ‘s catalogue of cases.

1.2

Tools

Specific tools were designed to reach these goals. The main toolkit was
called LOLA Teaching Pack, which contains:
1. Student Reporter Book: supports the collection of cases by the
students which consists in an easy to construct booklet supporting

4

Programme (UNEP DTIE), Strategic Design Scenarios (SDS) and others. The scientific
coordinator was Ezio Manzini (Politecnico di Milano)
The Sustainable Everyday Project (SEP) proposes an open web platform to stimulate social
conversation on possible sustainable futures. It is organized around 3 core activities: the
constitution of a Catalogue of cases showing examples of social innovation from all other
the world developing original solutions promising in terms of sustainability; the
organization of a traveling exhibition to meet public events, confront with close scientific
communities and give visibility to new visions of sustainable daily living; the promotion
of a Scenarios laboratory where new visions of sustainable everyday life are proposed and
discussed. The SEP platform hosts several research activities and didactic workshops. The
Platform is an organization and communication tool providing an open web space and
visibility for activities relating to the fields of design and sustainability in the everyday
context. SEP is an independent network funded by public research projects and
organization of events. Editorial activities are based on a voluntary participation. SEP
events are placed under the patronage of UNEP United Nations Environment Program.
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the kids in making the interviews, taking pictures and where they are
invited to write down and draw all their observations;
2. Step by Step Cards: facilitate the organisation and presentation of
the learning process. It consists of 5 preparation cards describing
what can be done to prepare each didactic session, and 20 session
cards that present alternative ways of organising each session of the
investigation with the pupils:
a) the teachers and students prepare the didactic process in
order to help the students in identifying promising initiatives;
b) the teachers organise the content of the Reporter Book 5 in
order for the students to have guidelines for searching
promising initiatives;
c) the students present potential cases in order to altogether
select most promising initiatives;
d) the class prepares for the interviews in order to investigate
promising initiatives;
e) the class share the investigation results in order to discuss
and share what they have learned.

3. Guide Book, Tips & Notes: to help teachers in organizing the
activity in the class a step-by-step guide showing the LOLA process
was created to be used both as a reference guide by kids and a
didactic guide for teachers;
4. Documentation form: a form to help teachers to document the
process and for the LOLA team to get feedback in order to improve
and finalize the LOLA work package.

5
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Picture 1: The LOLA Teaching Pack showing
the Step-By-Step Cards and the Reporter Book

The use of ready-made formats offers information in an easily accessible
and adaptable way. However, each class decide its own combination
between the steps of the project for pupils to investigate their own
neighbourhood, interview people experiencing more sustainable ways of
living and come back with a critical view challenging their own living
patterns.
A Tips & Notes booklet is being further developed to be included in the
Teaching Pack in order to help teachers address issues related to
sustainability. Vocabulary, some references to existing cases and links to
find information about sustainability are simple but effective ways to help
teachers better prepare themselves on the subject.
Currently, the LOLA project is promoting its implementation in
secondary schools in and also outside Europe. For ensuring direct and clear
communication paths with participating schools around the world, the role of
“ambassador” was created per region or country, to simplify relations and
facilitate feedback to the project. The process of recruiting ambassador’s has
already begun. The first task of LOLA Ambassador’s is to communicate and
disseminate the project. The second task is supporting interested
teachers/headmaster in this participation, showing them the LOLA website
where they can subscribe and download the Teaching Pack. The last task is
to report back on the participation of the different schools in your country to
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the LOLA team (to improve and fine tune the Teaching Pack) sustainable
development.
For such aspects, an Ambassador Franchising Kit has been created in
order to facilitate and prepare their responsibilities. The kit includes:
1. a personal letter for the Ambassador describing the contents of the kit
2. a participation certificate for the Ambassador himself.
3. a set of LOLA brochures;
4. a set of A4 prints to an easy-to-install LOLA exhibition
(this exhibition is also downloadable in the LOLA website)
5. a complete Teaching Pack sample;
6. a Participation Certificate for each school volunteering;
7. some reporting formats;
8. all material in digital form on a CD.

Picture 2: The Ambassador Kit and content.

The documentation and evaluation of this process can be seen in two
levels: as a teacher using the Teaching Pack or as an ambassador reporting a
general overview of the activities in their countries/regions. This process is
useful for giving visibility to the project, connecting teachers, teacher
trainers and schools; generating a global perspective of what is actually
happening in different contexts or society in terms of initiatives for
responsible lifestyles.
In this matter, LOLA intends to connect the work of teachers from
several schools through an ICT platform in a collective search for examples
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of universal value. The objective is to use middle level communication tools
aiming to connect ambassadors, teacher trainers, teachers and its students.
For this purpose, an easy to use Web platform in the shape of blogs is being
designed to connect participating schools, respond to questions, display the
found cases, capture the discussion, leave comments, download information
and so on 6 .

1.3

Phases

The first phase of LOLA was the pilot project (2005-06) as a follow up of
the EMUDE research that involved the SEP actors (see section 1.3
Background). It was then organized in two parts: first generating the
contents of the Teaching Pack in order to organize a method for finding and
disseminating more sustainable lifestyle solutions, and a second phase
involving four teachers training schools in the process of collecting these
cases of social innovation, documenting the didactic process and maintaining
an open discussion on the experience amongst the CONSUMER
CITIZENSHIP NETWORK members.

Picture 3: A pilot experience in the Katho- Reno Teacher training college in Belgium.
The Step-by-Step cards are behind showing the students the 5 steps they will follow.

The second part involved teacher training colleges in four countries:
Belgium (KATHO-RENO, Teacher training college, Torhout); Norway
(HIHM, Hedmark University College, Hamar); Lithuania (VPU, Vilnius
Pedagogical University, Vilnius); and Portugal (IPBEJA, Politechnical
School of teacher education, Beja) in the process of collecting cases of social
innovation, documenting the didactic process and participating in discussion
6

Internet address http://www.sustainable-everyday.net/lolaprocess
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on the experience. The pilot project resulted in the development of the
Teaching Pack which has been translated into English, French, Flemmish,
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Portuguese, and Slovakian. Separate blogs were
opened to collect the work of the students in each school while a main
LOLA process blog was created as a reference point for coordinating the
activities. The main process blog hosted communication of shared interest
and, by providing the possibility of leaving comments to every single posted
article, it was thought of as a trigger to exchange experiences between the
pilot project’s teams. Comments collected on the LOLA process blog
represented the seeds for discussion about the project’s further development.
An extensive exhibition of the pilot project was made for the
CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP NETWORK Conference in Hamar 2006, and
in Sophia 2007. An exhibition was also present in Genova 2007 for the
meeting of the Italian Task Force on Sustainable Education within the
Marrakech Process.

Picture 4: Exhibition in Genova for the Italian Task Force focused on Education for the
Marrakech Process

Currently, the LOLA project has started its second phase, the
implementation phase (2006-09). After the successful Pilot Process, the aim
is to fine-tune and complete the material by testing it with secondary schools
in Europe – possibly further - and re-evaluating through the observation and
analysis of those experiences. Many actions are taking place in order to
complete this task. Specifically the development of the ambassador role to
help organizational and dissemination purposes; the Tips & Notes booklet to
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assist teachers in the usage of the Teaching Pack; and a complete the LOLA
Web Platform to communicate, inform and obtain feedback from participant
schools. This process is coordinated by the CONSUMER CITIZENSHIP
NETWORK and SEP; and it is also supported by the team of voluntary
LOLA Ambassadors (who are active members of CONSUMER
CITIZENSHIP NETWORK).

2

Strategy

A presentation of the basis and potential of the LOLA project can be
done considering the following questions:
1.1. what are the basis for LOLA in the theories of social innovation for
sustainability?
1.2. what are the basis for LOLA in pedagogical theories?
1.3. what is the importance and role of ICT in LOLA?

2.1

Social innovation for sustainability

LOLA project intends to contribute through education and awareness to a
change in the currently dominant models of living, production and
consumption, in particular giving visibility to new possibilities, through the
examples of groups living their everyday life in a more sustainable way:
So, contrary to the most common clichés, in social and political terms seeking
sustainability is the opposite of conservation or, to be more precise, the
conservation and regeneration of environmental and social capital means
breaking with the currently dominant models of living, production and
consumption, and experimenting new ones. 7

This quote refers to the concept of creative communities: “grass-roots
organisations of citizens and other actors who have, or could have, the
ability and will to re-orient themselves towards sustainable ways of living
and producing”. 8
In the LOLA process, students are invited to look for new models around
them, promoting a social conversation about possible sustainable futures, or
better saying, about the hidden “seeds” of this future.
Considering that, as we will see in the next lines, LOLA is taking part in
the movement now discovering “social innovation” as a relevant phenomena
to be taken into account if we want to find “new ideas that work to meet

7
8

Manzini, 2005
Manzini, 2005.
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pressing unmet needs” 9 , here particularly considering the “need” for more
sustainable ways of living.
The key point of social innovation theories is how to move social
innovations from the margins to the mainstream, considering that social
innovations are sometimes understood as a result from the work of heroic
individuals, or as a result from much broader movements of change such as
feminism and environmentalism. They analyse how social innovations
progress through a series of common stages: from the generation of ideas
through prototyping and piloting, to scaling up and learning.10
“Learning” is keyword in social innovation processes:
“The transition towards a sustainable society is a massive social learning
process. The radical nature of the objective (learning to live better leaving a light
ecological footprint) requires vast experimentation, a vast capacity for listening
and just as great a degree of flexibility in order to change when it becomes
evident that a road embarked on does not in fact lead in the desired direction” 11 .
(…) all processes of innovation can be understood as types of learning, rather
than as ‘eureka’ moments of scarce geniuses. Instead, ideas start off as
possibilities that are only incompletely understood by their inventors. They evolve
by becoming more explicit and more formalised, as best practice is worked out,
and as organisations develop experience about how to make them work. This
phase involves consolidation around a few core principles which can be easily
communicated. Then as the idea is implemented in new contexts it evolves further,
and in new combinations, with the learning once again more tacit, held within
organisations, until another set of simplex syntheses emerge 12

Types of learning that take place inside organizations, as well as a broader
communicational process, are able to promote the transfer of these
innovations from one context to another. The replication of social innovation
is a key issue that is also being considered by businesses 13 as well as
designers 14 , these last ones specifically interested in how to replicate
innovative solutions maintaining their original qualities 15 .
These theories of social innovation for sustainability are particularly
related to communicational activities, targeted to give visibility to these
spontaneous initiatives that are “seeds” or “signs” of a potential future. This
activity is considered as a way to promote a change in the current
unsustainable lifestyle trends.

9

Mullgan et alli, 2006.
Mullgan et alli, 2006.
11
Manzini, 2005
12
Mullgan et alli, 2006.
13
Stanford Graduate School of Business, Center of Social Innovation
[http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/csi/]
14
Manzini, 2005.
15
Jegou, 2006; Cipolla, 2007.
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Picture 5: This scheme shows how LOLA uses the Social innovation theories to
generate a shift towards a more sustainable mainstream behaiviour

One possibility– as done by EMUDE for example – is use scenario
building as a strategy to stimulate social conversation; i.e., design a series of
visualisations about how a sustainable future could be lived. These
visualisations, based on examples of solutions developed by “creative
communities”, propose a mosaic of solutions of a “sustainable everyday” 16
The LOLA project – as a didactic project – acts in a similar way. It does
not propose to build scenarios, but stimulates students, teachers and
eventually their parents to participate in a “virtuous circle” 17 : initially as
“antennas”- detecting promising cases of social innovation for sustainability
but also reinforcing these signals through the discussion with their
neighbours, schoolmates and parents and interviewing people who are living
differently in the reality around them. These conversations insert participants
in a broader leaning process, able not only to “transfer” social innovations
for sustainability from a extended context to a more near and personal one,
but stimulating changes in students (and teachers!), personal attitudes and
views about the way they can live everyday life. It’s also necessary to add
that extra material as the LOLA Exhibition, Web Platform and SEP’s
“catalogue of cases” share the role of communicating best practices outside
the project’s domain, i.e., make them accessible to a broader audience.
16
17

Manzini, Jegou, 2003
EMUDE European Community FP-6 SSA, 2005-2006
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2.2

Collecting cases: qualitative criteria

As we have learned, LOLA project is based on a process of collecting
case studies. Which kind of cases studies does LOLA encourage students to
look for?
This question indicates the qualitative criteria that form the basis of
LOLA didactics and can be described as follows:
1. innovative solutions;
2. bottom-up organizations;
3. socially positive;
4. environmentally friendly.
These criteria were also used in the EMUDE research project, during the
phase on which students were invited to observe and collect cases in their
own countries. Therefore, these indicate the common ground of SEP’s
catalogue of cases, the same catalogue that invites to integrate the cases
collected by LOLA project, exemplifying promising solutions in terms of
sustainability.
2.2.1

innovative solutions

Students are invited to collect cases presenting organizations of different
social actors (local-social actors, see next point), which organize themselves
to get a result or to open a new opportunity in organizing daily life. The
solutions have to be innovative in relation to main stream thinking and
action - for what regards places observed per se are not solutions in the sense
we are using here, for example: an interesting ecological building, a place
with beautiful monuments or a medical therapy.
2.2.2

bottom-up organizations

The promoters of the solutions have to be "local": the same with final
users, local entrepreneurs, local NGOs, local institutions. However, the
notion of what can be considered as "local" is relative: a regional initiative is
local in relation to the national scale, a city initiative in relation to the
regions, the neighbourhoods in relation to the city, and so on. In our case, we
will consider an initiative as "local" when the promoters operate at the scale
of the neighbourhoods and/or of a little city, although they may be linked
with larger organizations.
2.2.3

socially positive

The solutions, getting a result or opening a new opportunity (see section
2.2.1), regenerate the social capital and strength the social fabric. They have
a socially regenerative effect that takes place directly (it is a formal goal of
the initiative) or indirectly (it is not a formal goal of the imitative but,
nevertheless, it happens).
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However the social aim should not be the main and only one: a case is
promising because it is possible to imagine as "a model for new ways of
being and doing". Charity and/or social improvement programs are very
good initiatives, but they don’t insert themselves in everyday life as models
of new ways of living for the whole of society. In some cases, few charity
initiatives organized bottom-up by the same in need can propose objectives
and organizational models that could be valuable also for other people,
becoming a more general model of doing.
2.2.4

environmentally friendly

The initiatives - that get a result or open a new opportunity (see
section 2.2.1) - reduce previous average environmental foot-print. They
should have an environmentally regenerative effect that takes place directly
(a formal goal of the initiative) or indirectly (not a formal
goal of the initative, but, nevertheless, it happens).
However, the environmental aim doesn’t have to be the main and only
one. They do not need to be initiatives directed only towards solving some
environmental problems as recycling wastes, renewable energy generation,
pollution prevention, etc. They should be activities attempting to achieve a
positive result or to open a new opportunity and, while doing that, solving
some environmental problems (as recycling wastes, using renewable
energies, etc.).

To resume, the cases targeted should have an embedded balance between
these four elements, accepting that one or more of them can be predominant
due to the aims established that motivate the participants to join and
persevere in their practice.

2.3

LOLA in pedagogical theories

All the qualitative criteria enunciated in the previous section, are the
filters to be used by students when scouting their surroundings looking for
promising solutions in terms of sustainability. We assume that teachers need
to have an initial knowledge about these filters, but at the same time, they
are themselves learning through the cases collected by their students. This
initial knowledge can be “achieved” using the LOLA supporting material (in
the Teaching Pack).
Here, and according to the social constructivist approach, instructors in
the LOLA project are invited to take on the role of facilitators and not
traditional teachers. While a traditional teacher may give a didactic lecture
which covers the subject matter, a facilitator helps the learner to acquire his
or her own understanding of the content. Constructivists also argues that
meaningful learning occurs when individuals are engaged in social activities.
This leads us to consider how individuals generate meaning through the
interactions with each other and with the environment they live in. Here,
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LOLA activity is consistently based on a process of interpersonal
communication, particularly through the process of interviewing, on which
students are guided by the Report Book. The process of social interactions
with significant people –those considered as examples of people looking for
alternative paths to sustainability – becomes a key activity in LOLA.
The tools developed in the framework of the LOLA project (Teaching
Pack, Report book, SEP catalogue of cases and so on) can be considered
tangible parts of a methodology for promoting active learning 18 , or more
precisely, are tools for active learning exercises. It’s not specifically targeted
to introduce contents. They can, however, be used to create a context for the
subsequent introduction of contents. Also, if instructors have a priori the
qualitative “filters” to guide students on scouting promising solutions,
concepts and contents to be taught, LOLA tools can be particularly useful for
an exploratory phase. So teachers-facilitators are invited to give students
some basic or initial instruction first, to be followed up with the activity
based upon the LOLA tools to collect and discuss good practices.
In this sense, it is not relevant if students have strictly individuated
“good” solutions in terms of sustainability. More important is the fact that
LOLA tools support teachers to “raise the question”. Rather than being
behaviourally active during learning, learners are invited to be cognitively
active, looking for good examples as well as getting in contact personally
with people practicing alternative solutions, taking pictures of them, or
discussing the quality of the solutions with their schoolmates. All these are
activities that help students to consciously consider and debate new
possibilities, outside the mainstream system.

2.4

LOLA and ICT

At the moment, LOLA project is hosted by SEP (Sustainable Everyday
Project) on which a Web Platform is being built, targeted to describe the
project domain and activities, but also as a repository through which is
possible to download LOLA docs, tools, as well as a platform that enable
interactions between participants. LOLA cases are also, progressively, being
uploaded and taking part of the overall SEP catalogue of cases, and this
potentially also enables interactions between “creative communities”
themselves.
LOLA is an international project. This defines per se the relevance of
using ICT to enable collaboration between participants. But not only,
cooperation through ICT can open a “window” to other practices and give to
participants the idea of how changes on everyday life are also taking place
outside their surroundings.
The collaboration between LOLA participants can take place considering
two main modalities of “horizontal” interactions: teachers-to-teachers and
18

Active learning is an umbrella term that refers to several models of instruction that focus
the responsibility of learning on learners.
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students-to-students. “Vertical” interactions instead happen between the
LOLA core team and local ambassadors or, eventually, with the teachers
themselves.
Let us focus in the “horizontal” interactions. Teachers-to-teachers
interactions could take place, not only internationally but also between
teachers in different cities of the same country. They could form a
“community of practice” around LOLA activities. Communities of practice
(CoP) are defined as:
Every group that shares interest on a website is called a community today, but
communities of practice are a specific kind of community. They are focused on
a domain of knowledge and over time accumulate expertise in this domain.
They develop their shared practice by interacting around problems, solutions,
and insights, and building a common store of knowledge. 19

A community of teachers interacting and storing common knowledge
through ICT, can be strongly restricted by language and digital divide, which
requires a consistent mediation to organize and favour collaboration. This
effort could be justified due to the benefits it could bring to the improvement
of LOLA tools and, principally, to support an “active learning” process
between teachers themselves and collaboration between them. However, we
must consider that teachers in some countries are not able to access Internet.
Here, the role of LOLA ambassador is fundamental, and their ability to be
the “person of contact” with LOLA core group, and with what is happening
in other countries.
On the other hand, students-to-students interaction as a “community of
practice” is restricted temporarily: LOLA is an optional activity, to be
voluntarily included by teachers and/or their heads in schooling programs.
Consequently the same group of students are not able to interact or build
progressively a common practice and identity through time. In this case, is
only possible to talk about “diachronic” interactions, i.e., students can leave
their experiences, the “good practices”, and the discussion around them, as a
repository for next students. If LOLA is included in official programs –
probably being enlarged - this situation changes and students will be able to
consolidate synchronic collaborations and a common ground of practices.
Regarding “vertical” interactions, i.e., between LOLA core team and
ambassadors or teachers, they assume the form of “support” in using the
project tools and following the activities, and at the same time, collect
feedback to improve these same tools. Also as indicated before, “horizontal”
interactions teacher-to-teacher require mediation, i.e., a “vertical”
interaction from the core team.
“Horizontal” and “vertical” interactions could be supported by the
following on-line facilities, selected between those identified by Wenger
(2001) 20 and some of them available on the actual stage of LOLA Web
Platform development: a home page to assert the existence of LOLA project
and describe their domain and activities; a facility for floating questions; a
19
20

Wenger (2001)
Wenger (2001) elaborates a guide for selecting and assembling technological platforms to
to support communities of practice.
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shared workspace for synchronous electronic collaboration, discussion, or
meeting; a document repository for the knowledge base; a directory of
membership; a search engine good enough to retrieve things participants
need from LOLA’s knowledge base. It could also be useful to count with
management tools including the ability to know who is participating actively,
which documents are downloaded, how much traffic there is, which
documents need updating, etc. The technological platform need to be easy
to learn and use because on-line collaboration and communities of practice
are usually not a main job (here considering they have internet access). It is
still to be evaluated -assessing the still to be developed features- if some of
these issues require a lot of up front investment, and if participants will be
able to take advantage of the platform. In this sense, the LOLA Web
platform is thought to be built with users, together with the progressive
development and expansion of LOLA project.

3

Conclusion: why LOLA?

The LOLA project was presented and analysed here in terms of issues of
social innovation for sustainability, pedagogical theories and ICT. LOLA’s
core activity is based on the process of collecting cases of social innovation.
The key pedagogical activity is the definition of the qualitative criteria used
to discuss the value of these cases in light of sustainability. Four criteria
were examined: innovative solutions, bottom-up organizations, socially
positive and environmentally friendly. These criteria are “initial filters”, or
“guidelines”, because teachers are themselves involved in the learning
process with their students during the collection. Here LOLA adopts a
phenomenological approach: the value of each case needs to be particularly
examined and discussed, and teachers are considered “facilitators” of this
process. Students are invited to “discover” the “hidden seeds” of a
sustainable future in their surroundings, not only “observing” cases but also
arriving to have interpersonal interactions with its promoters. This entire
process is targeted to promote changes as to how students interpret “reality”,
promoting the emergence of new meanings that, hopefully, will be more
sustainable.
The importance of adopting ICT in LOLA goes beyond operational
issues strictly related to the development of the project itself. Specifically,
bearing in mind the fundamental themes of sustainability (environmental and
social), connectivity and globalisation, we will have to learn to live better
consuming less and regenerating our physical and social environment in an
ever more closely and extensively interconnected world. Therefore, efforts
to use ICT in LOLA project – now and in the future – can be considered also
targeted to create communities of “sustainable” practices that could
hopefully evolve in innovative and promising forms of collaboration.
Last but not least, the LOLA project develops also a “designerly way of
knowing” 21 . Students are stimulated to understand “how the project start”,
“who are the users”, “which user need does it answer”, “what are the aims”,
21

Cross (2006)
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“what works well in the solution”, and other questions that implicitly induce
students to recognize initiatives in a “solution-focused way”, or as a result of
the arts of planning, inventing, making and doing. So LOLA is more than an
“observation” of what is happening around, or a learning-with-goodexamples practice. It intends to promote in students –so far as possible – the
idea that people are able to “design” for themselves, to solve problems and
to live in a sustainable way. So the question that each student is being
invited to do is: can’t I do the same?
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1

Introduction

A product that looks like a good deal at first glance may turn out to be
associated with relatively high costs in the long run. Shoppers face this basic
problem when trying to make decisions about energy-consuming durable
household appliances.
Can this decision problem be simplified by converting physical energy
information (e.g. “kilowatt-hours”) into monetary figures? And do
consumers actually change their behavior when being confronted with
estimates of appliances’ operating cost and life-cycle cost (i.e. the sum of
purchase price and long-run operating cost)?
Prior research has not provided definitive answers in this respect
(Anderson and Claxton, 1982; McNeill and Wilkie, 1979); and it was limited
with respect to external validity. Another shortcoming is that prior research
had nothing to say about the business implications of providing life-cycle
cost information to consumers.
This chapter is about a randomized field experiment at a commercially
operating online shop that was designed to circumvent some of the
limitations encountered in prior research by observing consumer behavior
unobtrusively through server log file analysis (Hofacker and Murphy, 2005)

2

Literature review

For more than 20 years, analysts have been wondering why consumers do
not invest into more energy-efficient technology at a faster pace. Those
investments would be beneficial to consumers because they would reduce
1
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total cost, that is, the sum of purchase price and operating cost. In the
literature, the difference between expected and observed consumer behavior
has been referred to as the "energy paradox" or the "energy efficiency gap"
(Jaffe and Stavins, 1994; Sanstad and Howarth, 1994; Shama, 1983).

2.1

Theoretical background

In the past, the energy efficiency gap has been approached from a
rational choice perspective or from a broader behavioral perspective.
The notion of the energy efficiency gap presupposes a rational agent who
minimizes all current and expected future costs when buying a durable good.
The sum of thoses cost components is known as “life-cycle costs” (LCC)
(McMahon et al., 2005, p. 158; Sanstad and Howarth, 1994, p. 812). Lifecycle costing assumes that consumers trade off the present and the future
through discounting—be it in implicit or explicit form (Liebermann and
Ungar, 2002). The conventional way of discouting involves applying the
discounted utility model (Frederick et al., 2002). From a rational choice
perspective, one factor that may account for the energy efficiency gap is
missing information (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994). From a broader behavioral
perspective, the issue goes beyond the mere availability of information.
Accordingly, humans are cognitively limited, behave only intendedly
rational, and may rely on a range of heuristics for solving problems
(Gigerenzer and Selten, 2001; Payne et al., 1993; Simon, 1955). Given
humans’ limitations in information-processing, the broader behavioral
perspective deems the form of information critical, too. In particular, the
form of information may be important with respect to energy efficiency
labeling on consumer products.
Making intertemporal decisions about products based on energy label
information is cognitively demanding because this task represents a complex
problem. Some product features are described in physical units, such as
kilowatt-hours (for energy), or liters (for water used in washing machines),
whereas others, like the product’s price, come in monetary units. Any such
multi-critera comparison between products is cognitively demanding, and
may involve a trade-off between effort and accuracy in decision-making
(Payne et al., 1993). Given consumers’ inclination to reduce their cognitivie
effort, they may opt for less-than-optimal products (Häubl and Trifts, 2000;
Shugan, 1980) with respect to life-cycle cost. In addition, their choice may
depend on the framing of the long-run energy costs, and their coding as
losses or gains (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman,
1981).
Lastly, the discounted utility model traditionally used for intertemporal
allocation problems may, from a behavioral perspective, not describe human
decision-making appropriately (Frederick et al., 2002).
In sum, the energy efficiency gap may be partially caused by information
problems. From a rational choice perspective, the mere availability of
information may matter, whereas from a broader behavioral perspective, the
form of information may be important, too, for making the decision problem
less complex. Such a simplification may be achieved by presenting all
physical figures which affect operating costs and come in different
dimensions in a unified and consistent way: as monetary operating costs.
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2.2

Monetary operating cost disclosure

The first person to suggest providing monetary operating costs to
consumers was Lund (Lund, 1978). He saw life-cycle cost disclosure as a
potential “societal instrument” to affect consumers’ shopping decisions in
the store. Likewise, the initial US Energy Guide label for household
appliances from 1979 carried an estimate of annual monetary operating cost
as the centerpiece (US EPA, 1998). With its revision in 1994, however,
monetary units did no longer rank prominently on the label. Instead, physical
units took their place, and annual operating costs were added only in a
smaller font at the bottom (Banerjee and Solomon, 2003). The most recent
label revision reversed that change and brought back monetary costs as
primary information (Federal Trade Commission, 2007). Likewise, in the
European Union—whose own energy efficiency label currently does not
show monetary operating cost at all—monetary cost disclosure has been
considered recently (EC, 2005, 2006b, 2008). Also, in Europe and abroad,
various energy information organizations host websites to provide monetary
operating cost and LCC for household appliances to consumers (Bush et al.,
2007; Deutsch, 2008; Graulich, 2006).
In view of those discussions and activities, the question is how effective
monetary and LCC disclosure actually are. While the idea of simplifying
physical information through monetary units has been supported by
theoretical reasoning, it has also been actively demanded by consumers (du
Pont, 1998; Thorne and Egan, 2002). Similarly, ethnographic research on
“folk units” of measurement has shown that consumers prefer monetary
figures over physical figures when analyzing their energy use at home
(Kempton and Montgomery, 1982).
Despite the potential advantages of monetary cost disclosure over
physical information disclosure, it has not attracted as much attention as
other aspects of labeling (Banerjee and Solomon, 2003; Gallastegui, 2002);
and it has rarely been evaluated in a rigorous way.

2.3

Evaluations of monetary cost and life-cycle cost disclosure

While the focus of energy label evaluations has often been on studying
awareness and understanding (Dyer and Maronick, 1988; Federal Trade
Commission, 2006; Rubik and Frankl, 2005), only few researchers have
investigated labels’ effects on consumer behavior experimentally (Bjorner et
al., 2004; Sammer and Wüstenhagen, 2006). In particular, experiments that
compare the effects on consumer behavior of physical energy information
versus monetary information are hard to find.
Three related journal articles stem from the early 1980s (Anderson and
Claxton, 1982; Hutton and Wilkie, 1980; McNeill and Wilkie, 1979). All of
them focused on the mean specific energy use of the products chosen by
consumer as the dependent variable. As independent variables, the studies
varied the format in which energy information was provided to consumers
(see Deutsch 2008 for a more detailed comparison).
In two of the three studies, no significant difference (p<0.05) could be
found between the effect on consumer behavior of physical energy
information and monetary information (Anderson and Claxton, 1982;
McNeill and Wilkie, 1979). In one of them, consumers who received lifecycle cost estimates chose products with less specific energy use, relative to
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a control group that was provided with yearly operating cost (Hutton and
Wilkie, 1980).
Two of the three studies are methodologically limited in that they were
not conducted in the field. They lacked tangible financial incentives that may
have encouraged participants to concentrate on costs more strongly.
Moreover, the pool of participants was restricted to females. At least the
third study was performed in the field, but here, the researchers encountered
implementation problems (Anderson and Claxton, 1982).
Overall, our knowledge about the causal effect on consumer behavior of
monetary energy cost disclosure in general, and life-cycle cost disclosure in
particular, is limited.

3

Experimental online shop

3.1

Hypotheses

Given the literature review, I proposed that life-cycle cost disclosure
would influence consumer behavior with respect to the choice of washing
machines. My three null hypotheses referred to the appliances’ specific
energy and water use, life-cycle cost, the number of click-throughs, and
product prices.
H01: “The disclosure of life-cycle cost does not make online shoppers opt
for washing machines that are different in terms of their specific
energy use.”
Analogously, a similar null hypothesis (H02) referred to the potential
change in specific water use of the chosen appliances.
Given ambiguous prior research findings regarding decision-support
systems in general (Sharda et al., 1988) and life-cycle cost disclosure in
particular (as described above), I utilized nondirectional hypotheses.
I also examined whether the experimental treatment would change the
estimated life-cycle cost associated with the chosen appliances:
H03: “The disclosure of life-cycle cost does not make online shoppers opt
for washing machines that are different in terms of their estimated
life-cycle cost.”
As to the economic impact for the website, the online shop’s turnover
depends on the quantities and prices of washing machines sold.
H04: “The disclosure of life-cycle cost does not change the number of
products put into the virtual shopping cart.”
Similarly, the treatment may have an effect on the price of products
chosen.
H05: “The disclosure of life-cycle cost does not change the price of
products put into the virtual shopping cart.”
As before, the hypotheses were nondirectional. On the one hand, treated
consumers may have perceived life-cycle cost disclosure as a helpful feature.
On the other hand, they may have disliked the fact that life-cycle cost
disclosure increases the overall information load and makes the website
more cognitively demanding (Chiang et al., 2005).
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3.2

Site description

The experimental data was gathered from Quelle, a major German mailorder business which operates an online shop at www.quelle.de with up to
nine million website “visits” per month (Quelle, 2006). Quelle offers a wide
range of products including household appliances. For washing machines,
the online shop offers a specialized recommendation agent that is operated
by Mentasys, an independent Germany-based software company. Mentasys’
recommendation agent asks consumers about their preferences, and ranks all
washing machines according to these criteria. Consumers can drop/add
machines, change their preferences, and compare all available washing
machines with each other in detail. The energy efficiency information used
by the recommendation agent is consistent with the requirements of the EU
appliance labeling directive (EC, 1995, 1996).
The recommendation agent is accessible in two distinct recommendation
modes—Simple Search and Expert Search. The two modes differ regarding
the scope of initial preference elicitation, and with respect to the visual
presentation of recommended washing machines.

3.3

Design and treatment

In this two-group posttest-only randomized experiment with crosssectional data from different internet users, the control group saw regular
product price information at all times, whereas the treatment group also saw
estimated operating and life-cycle cost.
3.3.1

Display and calculation of life-cycle cost

The treatment group received information for each product in the
following format:
Life-cycle cost = purchase price + operating cost
Despite certain visual differences between the two recommendation
modes Simple Search and Expert Search, the presentation of life-cycle cost
in the respective treatment groups was basically the same. Table 1 on the
next page shows the experimental conditions in the Simple Search mode.
Life-cycle costs (LCC) were estimated as follows:
N

LCC

P ¦
t 1

Ct
(1  r ) t

where P = appliance purchase price [€], Ct = yearly operating cost
[€/year],
N = chosen time horizon [years], and r = discount rate.
For discontinuously working washing machines, operating costs were
calculated as

Ct

( PE * C E  PW * CW ) * m * k

where PE = price of electricity [€/kWh], CE = specific consumption of
energy [kWh/cycle], PW = price of water [€/m3], CW = specific consumption
of water [m3/cycle], m = number of cycles per week [cycles/week], and
k = 52 [weeks/year]. Both CE and CW are based on standard 60°C cotton
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cycles as defined in the European Commission’s labeling directive for
washing machines (EC, 1995).
This simplification disregards shipping cost, installation cost,
maintenance cost, and cost for detergents, which is consistent with the kind
of information presented by most other energy websites for consumers
(Deutsch, 2008).

Table 1: Conditions in the Simple Search mode of the online shop
Experimental
condition
Control

Visual stimuli for sample washing machine

with
regular
price
information

Treatment

with
additional
operating cost
and
life-cycle cost
estimates

Note: In each experimental condition, the first line contains the appliance model, and the
second line a short product characterization. The following paragraph describes product
features such as energy efficiency class, maximum spin speed, washing performance
class, loading capacity, and additional washing program information. The third
paragraph shows price information; the fourth paragraph (only in the treatment group)
shows time horizon, life-cycle cost, price and operating cost. Operating cost can be
adjusted by clicking on “geschätzte Betriebskosten”. Via the links in the penultimate
line, one can receive more detailed product information, or put the appliance into the
virtual shopping cart, respectively.

3.3.2

Usage assumptions and their adjustment

Users in the treatment group could choose to adjust the assumptions
necessary for LCC estimation. For the purpose of discounting future
operating costs, I tested direct and indirect discounting procedures, and I
eventually applied the latter throughout the experiment.
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Potentially, direct discounting could have been realized by asking users
explicitly about their individual discount rates, or by offering them “price
tasks” , “matching tasks”, “choice tasks”, or “rating tasks” (Frederick et al.,
2002).
Since a pre-test of the first option revealed that users did not comprehend
such form of direct discounting, it was substituted for by indirect
discounting.
Indirect discounting as understood in the context of this project implies
that undiscounted operating costs can be reduced through a calculatory
shortening of the underlying time horizon. Indirect discounting has the same
effect as conventional direct discounting: both reduce the estimated initial
operating costs. Of course, the real physical lifetime of a given appliance
may differ from the time horizon discussed here. The reference time horizon
used for indirect discounting simply determines the relative costeffectiveness of an appliance vis-à-vis other appliances. In this fashion,
direct discounting can be functionally replaced by an equivalent time horizon
(see appendix for a derivation).
With indirect discounting, the overall equation for life-cycle cost is,
therefore, given as:

LCC

P  ETH * ( PE * C E  PW * CW ) * m * k

where P = appliance purchase price [€], ETH = equivalent time horizon
[years], PE = price of electricity [€/kWh], CE = specific consumption of
energy [kWh/cycle], PW = price of water [€/m3], CW = specific consumption
of water [m3/cycle], m = number of cycles per week [cycles/week], and k =
52 [weeks/year].
When starting the recommendation agent, users would see operating
costs estimated on the basis of a set of default assumptions regarding
discount rate, time horizon, prices and behavioral parameters (see Table 2).
Subsequently, they were able to adjust the discount rate indirectly by
changing the underlying time horizon.
Table 2: Default assumptions for estimating operating costs
Default
assumption
Price of
electricity

Default
value
0.16

Unit
€/kWh

Reference
year
2005

Price of
water

3.95

€/m3

2003;2005

Service
life

12.7

years

2004

Frequency
of use

3

cycles/

2002

Equivalent
time
horizon

9

week

2006

Comment (Reference)
Mean value for Germany
(VDEW, 2005)
Mean value for Germany; sum
of drinking water price (BGW,
2005b) and waste water price
(BGW, 2005a)
Mean values for Germany
from representative survey
(GfK, 2006)
Rounded to integer (derived
from 12.2 times per month)
(Schlomann et al., 2004, p. 72)
Based on an implicit discount
rate of about 6% and service
life of 12.7 years; see
appendix for derivation
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3.4

Procedure

To keep the experimental conditions as realistic as possible, I gathered
the data without obtaining participants’ informed consent prior to
participation. 2
Consumers arrived at the homepage of the online shop and started the
recommendation agent, which offered them a choice between the two
alternative recommendation modes Simple Search and Expert Search. In the
Simple Search mode, the subsequent preference elicitation consisted of five
different questions, while in the Expert Search mode, users could specify up
to 12 preferences. Both modes covered questions regarding the general sort
of the sought-after washing machine, its price range, the size of the user’s
household, the likely location where the appliance would be used, and the
preferred manufacturer.
Random assignment occurred before users could see the agent’s
washing machine recommendations for the first time. Technically, the
experimental groups were separated via cookies. Operating and life-cycle
cost for the treatment group were estimated based on default usage
assumptions as listed in table 2.
Regardless of the chosen recommendation mode, users in the treatment
group could adjust the underlying assumptions for the calculation of
operating costs (see figure 1 in appendix I). Furthermore, both experimental
groups could choose to see an in-depth comparison in matrix format with
detailed product characteristics.

3.5

Data collection and preparation

During the year 2006 3 , Mentasys collected click-stream data for washing
machines from the server log files of the recommendation agent.
Mentasys identified and removed hits from non-human user agents by
means of blacklists for Internet Protocol addresses and user-agent
information, and delivered the resulting log files.
Two sorts of problematic clicks in the log files made me further
prepare the data prior to the main analysis. First, repeated clicks by the same
user on exactly the same appliance appeared to be a product of impatient
clicking behavior. In such cases, I kept only the first click in the sample.
Second, a user with a total of 20 click-throughs or more looked suspicious to
me, and was considered to be a non-human user agent. Such behavior was
observed for nine users, and their observations were dropped entirely.
Overall, I discarded 2123 clicks so that 2065 click-throughs remained.

3.6

Measures

The dependent and independent variables used in this experiment refer to
products that users put into the virtual shopping cart (“click-throughs”).
Dependent variables encompassed specific energy and water
consumption per standard washing cycle, as well as the total number of
clicks, product price, and life-cycle cost. Since life-cycle cost by definition
2

This procedure had been approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University
mentioned in the acknowledgements.
3
Due to proprietary information concerns, the exact period of time cannot be disclosed here.
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was not shown to users in the control group, these users had to be assigned
life-cycle cost estimates derived from common default assumptions about
price and time horizon (see table 2). All dependent variables of interest are
shown in table 3.
Table 3: Key dependent variables
Dependent variable
energy
water
lccost
ct count
price

Meaning / Comment
Specific energy use of appliance [kWh/standard cycle]
Specific water use of appliance [m3/standard cycle]
Estimated life-cycle cost of appliance [€],
simulated for control group based on default assumptions
Count of click-throughs per user
Price of appliance [Euro]

The independent variables included the capacity [in liters], and dummy
variable sets for energy efficiency class [A++, A+, A to F], brand, and
merchant of a given appliance.
For coping with potential bias resulting from unidentified clicks by nonhuman user agents, I checked how robust the results for energy use were.
Not only did I analyze all click-throughs, but I also scrutinized the smaller
subset of each user’s final click-through. By using each one’s final clickthrough, no individual user could affect the estimates more strongly than any
other user.

3.7

Models

I employed the following regression model for testing hypothesis H01 that
the energy-efficiency of chosen products is unrelated to the treatment:
energyi= ȕ0 + ȕ1 treatmenti + ȕ2 Zi + ui
where energy = specific energy use [kWh/cycle] for washing machine i,
treatment = treatment dummy variable, Z = vector of covariates, and
u = error term. This basic model was estimated separately for each of the two
recommendation modes. Moreover, I also used a logarithmic specification:
ln(energy)i= ȕ0 + ȕ1 treatmenti + ȕ2 Zi + ui
Similar models were estimated for specific water use, estimated life-cycle
cost, and appliance prices as dependent variables. I added several covariates
to the models (Neter and Wasserman, 1974; Stock and Watson, 2003), and I
estimated all models with ordinary least squares.
For testing the hypothesis H04 that the treatment does not affect online
shoppers’ number of click-throughs to put products into the virtual shopping
cart, I employed a negative binomial regression model of the following form:
ctcounti= ȕ0 + ȕ1 treatmenti + ȕ2 Zi + ui
where ctcount = number of click-throughs per user i, treatment =
treatment dummy variable, Z = vector of covariates, and u = error term.
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3.8

Results

In sum, the online shop was visited by about 95000 separately
identifiable users. In both recommendation modes, they were shown more
than 160 different appliances from 7 different brands. In what follows, I
refer to the combined total of 2065 products that users put into the virtual
shopping cart.
3.8.1

Overall energy use, water use, and life-cycle costs

Both mean and median specific energy use are lower in the treatment
group than in the control group (table 4). The same is true for water use
(table 5). Mean life-cycle cost is also lower in the treatment group, while
median life-cycle cost are the same as in the control group (table 6).
Table 4: Descriptive statistics for overall specific energy use
All clickN
Mean
throughs
energy
Control
1040
0.975
Treatment
1025
0.962
Total
2065
0.969
Note: Energy in [kWh/cycle].

Median
energy
1.02
0.95
0.95

SD
energy
0.118
0.115
0.116

Min.
energy
0.57
0.57
0.57

Max.
energy
1.36
1.36
1.36

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for overall specific water use
All clickN
throughs
Control
1040
Treatment
1025
Total
2065
Note: Water in [L/cycle]

Mean
water
44.30
43.81
44.06

Median
water
44
42
42

SD
water
5.0
4.9
5.0

Min.
water
34
34
34

Max.
water
60
60
60

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for overall life-cycle cost
All clickN
Mean
Median
SD
Min.
Max.
lccost
lccost
lccost
lccost
lccost
throughs
Control
1040
953.3
901
134
798
1650
Treatment
1025
952.6
901
151
549
2043
Total
2065
953.0
901
143
549
2043
Note: Life-cycle cost in [Euro]. Life-cycle costs were only shown to the treatment group and
were therefore simulated for the control group based on default assumptions.
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Table 7 shows that the treatment affects both specific energy and water
use when controlling for other factors. It reduces energy use by 0.77%
(model 2) to 0.83% (model 3). These results are significant at a 1% level.
The treatment also reduces water use by 0.74% (p<0.05), but it has no
significant effect on estimated life-cycle cost.
Table 7: Effect on overall specific energy use, water use and life-cycle cost

(1)
All CT
treatment

-0.014*
(0.0053)

ln(capacity)

ln(energy)
(2)
(3)
All CT
All CT

ln(water)
(5)
All CT

ln(lccost)
(6)
All CT

-0.0077**
(0.0026)

-0.0083***
(0.0021)

-0.0083**
(0.0026)

-0.0074*
(0.0034)

0.00031
(0.0043)

0.86***
(0.0090)

0.95***
(0.0095)

0.96***
(0.014)

0.73***
(0.020)

0.48***
(0.026)

-0.0024
(0.0023)

-0.0041
(0.0028)

-0.034***
(0.0036)

0.034***
(0.0046)

mode

constant

(4)
Final CT

-0.032***
(0.0038)

-1.49***
(0.016)

-1.49***
(0.0081)

-1.76***
(0.039)

2.92***
(0.023)

6.65***
(0.044)

efficiency
class

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

brands

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

other
features

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

adj. R-sq
0.003
0.762
0.840
0.846
0.537
0.459
N
2065
2065
2065
1437
2065
2065
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001,
CT: Click-through to put appliance into virtual shopping cart. mode: recommendation
mode (Simple search, Expert search). Model 4 contains only final CTs and serves as a
robustness check for models 1 to 3.

3.8.2

Overall impact on retail volume

Turnover depends on prices and the number of click-throughs. The sum
of prices is higher in the control group, while the mean price is higher in the
treatment group (table 8). The mean number of click-throughs is lower in the
treatment group (table 9).
Table 8: Descriptive statistics for appliance prices
All clickN
throughs
Control
1040
Treatment
1025
Total
2065
Note: Prices in [Euros]

Sum
price
508091
500772
1008863

Mean
price
488.5
488.6
488.6

SD
price
132
129
131

Min.
price
299
299
299

Max.
price
1160
1160
1160
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Table 9: Descriptive statistics for number of clicks per user
All clickN
Mean
Median
SD
throughs
users
CT count
CT count
CT count
Control
47665
0.022
0
0.22
Treatment
47692
0.021
0
0.23
Total
95357
0.022
0
0.22
Note: CT: click-through to put appliance into virtual shopping cart

Min.
CT count
0
0
0

Max.
CT count
15
16
16

The tables below contain regression results for prices (table 10) and the
number of click-throughs (table 11). When controlling for other factors, the
treatment does not have an effect on prices nor click-throughs at a 5% level
of significance.
Table 10: Effect on appliance prices

(1)
Simple search

ln(price)
(2)
Expert search

(3)
Overall

treatment

-0.0041
(0.0095)

-0.0093
(0.013)

0.00037
(0.0092)

ln(capacity)

0.11*
(0.054)

-0.085
(0.068)

0.22***
(0.053)

mode

constant

0.074***
(0.0096)
6.40***
(0.12)

6.56***
(0.096)

6.88***
(0.057)

efficiency class

Yes

Yes

Yes

brands

Yes

Yes

Yes

other features

Yes

Yes

Yes

preferences

Yes

No

No

adj. R-sq
0.626
0.171
0.212
N
990
1075
2065
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, mode:
recommendation mode (Simple search, Expert search). User preferences were logged
only in the Simple search mode.
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Table 11: Effect on the overall number of click-throughs
Count of click-throughs per user
treatment

-0.020
(0.060)

mode

0.95***
(0.062)

constant

-7.47***
(0.16)

lnalpha
constant

2.14***
(0.056)

browsers

Yes

pseudo R-sq
0.237
N
95357
Note: Standard errors of the negative binomial regression in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01,
*** p<0.001, mode: recommendation mode (Simple search, Expert search).

As a final point, I also investigated how sensitive the treatment effect was
with respect to changes in perceived energy prices by adding the then current
price of regular gas in Germany as a covariate. Alternative specifications
included the price of gas in time-lagged form. Since such modifications,
however, did not change the experimental results noticeably, if at all, those
coefficient estimates are not reported explicitly here. 4

3.9

Discussion

3.9.1

Experimental outcomes

The negative estimates for the effect on specific energy use are
significant at a 1% level. Substantively, however, they are much smaller
(-0.83%) than what has been reported by Hutton and Wilkie (1980), who
found effects ranging from -12% to -27%. But when taking into account
differences in experimental settings, labeling systems and energy prices,
both findings still consistently suggest that life-cycle cost disclosure affects
consumers’ choices towards products with higher energy efficiency. The
same seems to be true with respect to specific water use, which also gets
reduced by the treatment.
Estimated life-cycle costs, on the other hand, are not affected by the
treatment. Since life-cycle costs were—by definition—not disclosed to the
4

Another variant of the experiment encompassed a different presentation of operating costs
and LCC. In that variant, long-run costs were presented in a more prominent way.
Moreover, the default time horizon amounted to only about five years, which is equivalent
of saying that the assumed implicit discount rate was higher. While I could not detect a
significant (p<0.05) treatment effect on specific energy use in that variant, the effect size
for water use was about the same (-0.72%) as the effect size reported in the experiment at
hand. More detailed results can be obtained from the author.
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control group, they had to be simulated for comparing life-cycle cost
between treatment and control. This simulation for the control group was
based on common default assumptions (see table 2). Life-cycle cost
estimates for the treatment group, on the other hand, were derived from useradjusted assumptions. Therefore, in the treatment group, the underlying
assumptions deviated from the default assumptions. But even after balancing
this asymmetry and comparing non-adjusted default assumptions for both
experimental groups, none of the treatment coefficients would have been
significant at a 5% level.
Given the online shop’s business model, the number of click-throughs
and the prices of clicked appliances jointly matter for turnover. Since the
product of click-throughs and appliance prices—that is, the best available
indicator of turnover—is lower in the treatment group, this finding suggests
the possibility of a negative impact on retail volume. When controlling for
other factors, however, the treatment does not have an effect on prices nor
click-throughs at a 5% level of significance. In any case, both a neutral or
negative effect on turnover constitutes a barrier for private firms to embrace
life-cycle cost disclosure.
3.9.2

Internal validity

When checking regression residuals, in most cases, I had to reject the
hypothesis of normally distributed error terms. Yet, in sufficiently large
sample sizes, regression coefficients can be assumed to be robust against
such a violation (Bohrnstedt and Carter, 1971).
Internal validity would also be threatened if the treatment and control
group were incomparable. I checked their comparability by verifying the
success of random assignment (Stock and Watson, 2003). Gauged by the
distribution of browser and operating system information across groups
(Peterson, 2004), randomization worked correctly. I also looked at the
acceptance of cookies, which were needed for separating the experimental
groups. For persistent cookies, the acceptance rate was always higher than
90%. Still, high acceptance rates may be misleading because users may
choose to erase their cookies by themselves more or less regularly. Such
behavior has been reported for a considerable share of German internet users
(van Eimeren et al., 2004). Accordingly, in 2004, 37% of them deleted their
cookies at the end of a given session, and 42% deleted them at least once a
week. But even if all users accepted persistent cookies forever, users would
still be able to enter the respective other experimental group by accessing the
online shop from a different computer (Reips, 2002).
A possible result from uncontrollable change in experimental conditions
is bias. Being in the treatment group first, and entering the control group
thereafter may entail priming effects (Mandel and Johnson, 2002). After
seeing life-cycle cost once, a user would probably focus more intensely on
energy cost information, and he would tend to opt for relatively more
energy-efficient appliances. As a consequence, the mean difference
measured between control and treatment group would diminish—i.e. such
effect would introduce a conservative bias.
It is much harder to think of an opposite effect with an upward bias.
Theoretically, users could have been assigned to the treatment group first,
and to the control group thereafter, and they may have clicked on less
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efficient appliances after the change in experimental conditions. Such a
scenario, however, seems to be rather hypothetical. Given the field character
of the experiment, consumers were facing an actual purchase situation
associated with real budget constraints. Therefore, they were unlikely to
make themselves deliberately worse off by choosing less efficient appliances,
even though an unexpected change in experimental conditions may have
been somewhat confusing to them.
In sum, the threats to internal validity described above may have led to a
bias, which, in all likelihood, would have underestimated the treatment effect
of life-cycle cost disclosure on consumer behavior.
3.9.3

External validity

First, the treatment effect may have varied with time. Interfering events
such as increases or decreases in energy prices may have had an impact on it.
I tested this hypothesis by including the price of gas—a readily available
indicator that consumers can be assumed to know well—into my regression
models.Given the non-significance of this variable, however, the treatment
seems to have been relatively stable over time.
Second, it is impossible to say if the users visiting the experimental
online shop differed from the larger population of users, for example, with
respect to their interest in matters of energy-efficiency (Reips, 2002).
Third, the washing machines offered in the online shop represent only a
limited subset of all products and brands available in the market. Therefore,
a generalization of the experimental findings to the whole product range in
the market seems to be limited. The larger the range of products with respect
to energy use, the greater a treatment effect could potentially be. Given the
online shop’s restricted range of products, the most likely bias would reduce
the treatment effect size.
Finally, the experimental recommendation agent was only one of two
alternative ways to buy a washing machine in the online shop. Users who
navigated through the regular online shop interface were not included in the
sample. Given different information needs and search behavior, and given
the existing variance in users’ ability to cope with hierarchical menu
structures (Norman, 1991), the direction of any potentially resulting bias is
unknown.
3.9.4

Measurement validity

Washing machines are used discontinuously with a variety of programs at
varying temperatures. This diversity in usage, however, could not be
reflected in the experimental design given a lack of appropriate data. Instead,
the values for specific energy and water use refer to standard 60°C cotton
cycles as defined in the European Commission’s labeling directive for
washing machines (EC, 1995). Any treatment effect reported here must
therefore be interpreted as an average change in specific, standardized
appliance characteristics. Actual energy use or water use may be different
and depends on individual consumer behavior.
Threats to measurement validity comprise double clicks and clicks from
non-human user agents. I handled these threats by comparing two sorts of
results: those from regressions that included all observations, and those that
included only each user’s final click-through. The comparison shows that the
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treatment effect on energy use was very similar in both variants. Any
potentially remaining measurement bias, therefore, must be relatively small.
Finally, the instruments described here are products which users had put
into the virtual shopping cart. Although they refer to real consumer behavior,
they cannot answer the ultimate question whether a given consumer actually
bought the product in the shopping cart. Since the online shop’s software
systems were not further integrated, however, I was not able to gather data
on final purchases.

4

Overall conclusion

Disclosing estimated life-cycle costs to shoppers makes them opt for
washing machines with, on average, 0.83% less specific energy consumption
and 0.74% less specific water consumption. Therefore, life-cycle cost
disclosure may have some potential for environmental policy. On the other
hand, it seems not to increase the online shop’s retail volume, which makes
in unattractive from a pure business perspective.
But it remains an open question for future research whether monetary
energy cost disclosure in another format would have more positive business
implications. Alternative formats encompass, for example, annualized lifecycle costs (Graulich, 2006), and a different framing of information as longrun savings (rather than additional costs) relative to a reference appliance
(Alexandru et al., 2006; EC, 2006a). Lastly, internal validity could be
strengthened by conducting research that measures actual final purchases;
and external validity could be increased by performing similar research for
different countries with other energy prices.

Appendix I: Adjustment of assumptions

Figure 1: Adjustment of assumptions in the treatment group
Note: The first paragraph clarifies that the estimation relies on adjustable assumptions (shown
in the second paragraph), and that the default assumptions are average values. It also
cautions that potential future changes in electricity and water prices are not reflected in
this static estimation of operating costs. The last three paragraphs present a sample
estimation of operating costs and make explicitly clear that the sample estimation does
not refer to any particular appliance currently looked at by the consumer.
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Appendix II: Equivalent time horizon and default assumptions
The default discount rate chosen for this experiment was about 6%, close
to the then-current long-term interest rate of about 4% (Deutsche
Bundesbank, 2006). The yardstick was a rational agent who tries to make
beneficial investments and whose implied discount rate can be expected to
converge on the market interest rate. Since consumers may consider the
investment into a washing machine as somewhat risky (Frederick et al., 2002;
Sutherland, 1991), the remaining difference between 4% and 6% was
supposed to cover this risk premium.
Based on the default discount rate, the equivalent time horizon (ETH)
was derived as follows. Fundamentally, operatings costs calculated with an
ETH must be the same as those computed through conventional discounting,
which yields the general condition:
T

¦ Ct 1  r

t

t 1

! ETH

¦C

t

t 1

where Ct = annual operating cost in year t, T = the known average service
life of a given household appliance, r = discount rate, ETH = equivalent time
horizon. For constant Ct (as assumed here), the expression can be reduced to
T

¦
t 1

1 r

t

! ETH

¦

ETH

t 1

Given a known average service life of 12.7 years for washing machines,
and an implicit discount rate of 6%, the ETH amounts to about 9 years.
Those 9 years were used as default values throughout the experiment. Users
could adjust the ETH according to their preferences; and when doing so,
they implicitly adjusted the underlying discount rate. Still, they were never
explicitly told about the notion of discounting.
Incorporating indirect discounting and the ETH into the life-cycle cost
concept yields:

LCC

P  ETH * ( PE * C E  PW * CW ) * m * k

where P = appliance purchase price [€], ETH = equivalent time horizon
[years], PE = price of electricity [€/kWh], CE = specific consumption of
energy [kWh/cycle], PW = price of water [€/m3], CW = specific consumption
of water [m3/cycle], m = number of cycles per week [cycles/week], and k =
52 [weeks/year].
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